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01. Ministry of Education Develops Guidelines on Distance Learning Classes
02. Ministry of Education Expands Infrastructure for Online Classrooms through

e-Hakseupteo and Online Class

01

Ministry of Education Develops Guidelines
on Distance Learning Classes

The Ministry of Education (MOE) developed the guideline on distance learning classes to conduct
classes at a distance when taking in-person classes becomes impossible due to the spread of
COVID-19. This guideline was developed based on Article 23 (Curriculum, etc.) and Article 24
(Classes, etc.) of the Elementary And Secondary Education Act and Article 48 (Methods of Operating

03. Ministry of Education Launches the Next-generation System K-edufine

Lessons, etc.) of the Enforcement Decree thereof—a guideline about how to define a distance

04. All Private Kindergartens Adopt the Private Kindergarten K-edufine System

learning class, how to establish the principle of conducting the classes, and how to conduct the

05. Launch of the K-OER Website to Help Universities Offer Distance Courses

classes. The MOE and the Metropolitan and Provincial Offices of Education (MPOEs) have supported

06. Health Condition Self-Check Application to Create a Safe School Environment

schools in giving distance classes and have provided the teachers with training to increase their
capabilities.

07. Launch of the OnSchool Platform and the Community of 10,000

Representative Teachers

[Introduction-Table 1] Types of distance classes

08. Launch of Intelligent EduData System to Pursue Data-Based

Type

Educational Policy
09. Full-Scale Opening of Knowledge Spring by the Teacher, for the Teacher

How to conduct

Real-time two-way
interactive classes

Teachers and students can give and take video classes by using a real-time platform for a
distance learning class. This class enables them to have a real-time discussion and
communication.
Useful means: Naver Line Works, Gooroomee, Google Hangout, Microsoft Teams, ZOOM, Cisco
Webex, etc.

Content-oriented
classes

Lecture type: Students can listen to recorded video lectures or video-based learning content;
teachers can check whether they do and give feedback to them.
Lecture type with activities: After learning from the content, students can make their
comments or have online discussions.
Examples: EBS Course, learning materials produced by teachers, etc.

Task-oriented classes

Teachers can give homework to students in order to check their self-directed learning
according to the achievement standards of the curriculum and give feedback to them.
Exemplary order: (1) Teachers give homework, (2) Students dolearning activities, such as book
journals, home-study materials, and learning materials, (3) Students submit the learning
result, (4) Teachers confirm and give feedback

Others

Other types of classes can be conducted according to the circumstance of the Offices of
Education and schools.
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Ministry of Education Expands
Infrastructure for Online Classrooms
through e-Hakseupteo and Online Class

02

03

Ministry of Education Launches the
Next-generation System K-edufine

After delaying starting school due to COVID-19, the MOE, on March 25, 2020, held an Memorandum

On January 2, 2020, the MOE launched the K-edufine system that integrates the existing EduFine

of Understanding (MOU) signing ceremony online between the MPOEs, the Korea Education and

(a local education finance information system built in 2008 that has been used by the 17 MPOEs

Research Information Service (KERIS), and the Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS). This

and all school levels nationwide) and the Business Process System. To overcome the limitations of

MOU aimed to make up the learning deficit amid the COVID-19 pandemic. The MOE has encouraged

the outdated EduFine system that failed to reflect the changing institutions and policies, the MOE

schools to create online classrooms to establish communication between teachers and students and

and the MPOEs have prepared to upgrade the system since 2015 and launched the next-generation

has expanded online learning materials to help students to do self-study. The MOE has also

system K-edufine, first among national finance systems.

encouraged teachers to use the Cyber Learning System e-Hakseupteo and the EBS Online Class,

This launch will integrate existing educational administration and financial affairs, digitalize the work, share

both with a learning management system (LMS) applied, to improve teachers' skills of managing

information with external organizations, improve the electronic finance service, and greatly minimize the

students' learning activities and giving feedback. To enable teachers to hold various types of distance

existing inconveniences, which will enhance the work effectiveness and financial transparency.

courses, the Ministry has also encouraged the use of Social Media and video conference platforms.
As part of the efforts to ease concerns over learning deficit, the MOE has stabilized public services
(e-Hakseupteo and the EBS Online Class), created educational content, increased teachers'
capabilities, narrowed the digital divide between students, and offered support for enhancing the
quality of distance learning classes equivalent to regular classes. Specifically, the MOE has expanded
the infrastructure for e-Hakseupteo and the EBS Online Class, the exemplary systems of managing
online classrooms, thereby providing a stable service.
[Introduction-Figure 1] Screenshots of e-Hakseupteo and EBS Online Class

[Introduction-Table 2] Comparison between EduFine and K-edufine
Category

EduFine (older version)

K-edufine (upgraded version)

Approval process

Requires users to access to the websites,
EduFine and Business Process System

Promptly approves financial documents and
simplifies simple, repetitive documents

Process of
subsidies

Four steps (dual process): (1)revenue, (2)
expenditure, (3) revenue, (4) expenditure

Two steps: (1) revenue, (2) expenditure

Process of wages

Uses the Excel program to manage the wages
Handles wages through the National Education
of educational officials (methods of typing
Information System (NEIS)
wages in person)

Payment method

Requires users to use the banking or school
banking service to pay school fees and
field-trip fees

Enables electronic payments through the smart
phone along with the existing means

Enables the MPOEs and schools to utilizethe usage
Card usage history,
Allows the MPOEs to inquire the usage history
the issuance, and
history of 16 card companies as materials for
of two card companies
revocation
disbursement tasksand to issue and revoke cards
Link with external
organizations

Links essential organizations such as Ministry
of Economy and Finance, Public Procurement
Service, Korea Financial Telecommunications
and Clearings Institute

Paper document environment. Difficult to
Management of
check and possible to forge or falsify
evidence materials
documents.

006

Links additional organizations such as Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Ministry of
Environment, Government Employees Pension
Service, National Health Insurance Service
Electronic document environment. Easy to check
and impossible to forge or falsify documents.
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All Private Kindergartens Adopt the
Private Kindergarten K-edufine System

04

05

Launch of the K-OER Website to Help
Universities Offer Distance Courses

On March 1, 2020 the MOE progressively launched a Private Kindergarten K-edufine system, a

With universities postponing the start time of the semester to prevent the spread of COVID-19,

state-run accounting system for all private kindergartens. The MOE announced its plans for enhancing
the commonality of private kindergartens, on October 25, 2018—plans aimed at undertaking the

KERIS, on April 20, 2020, in cooperation with the MOE, launched a website on an Open, Easy and

major task of managing accounting in a transparent way. Last year, this announcement encouraged
total 1,320 kindergartens (567 kindergartens with more than 200 pupils and 753 private ones hoping
to adopt the accounting system) to adopt the phase 1 K-edufine. With Three Kindergarten Bills passed
on January 13, 2020 that will require private kindergartens to use K-edufine for transparent

Resourceful (K-OER) Distance Learning Ecosystem for Korea's Higher Education (visit www.koer.kr)
in order to support online classes. The website provides the professors with the online lecture
repository to enable them to upload lecture content anytime, anywhere; and provides universities
with the LMS to enable them to create an environment for offering distance courses. KERIS, in

accounting management, all 3,584 private kindergartens nationwide adopted the system.
To support a stable adoption, the MOE developed regular supporting systems in partnership with

preparation for prolonging non-face-to-face classes, will provide the central learning management

the MPOEs, the District Offices of Education (DOE), and KERIS. Specifically, the MOE has provided

people to use the system.

the head of kindergartens, the teachers, and the school personnel with trainings on accounting and
functions of EduFine; has created educational materials and videos to support distance education;

system for the universities that have not yet establish the LMS, a measure that will enable 50,000

[Introduction-Figure 3] Screenshot of K-OER

has run video service channels and the MOE TV; has improved the systems of small-sized private
kindergartens; has operated the consulting group to provide one-to-one mentoring services and
professional counselling; has run an Edu-call center and supported professional technology; and
has run an assistance service.
[Introduction-Figure 2] Workflow of Private Kindergarten K-edufine
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Health Condition Self-Check Application
to Create a Safe School Environment

06

07

Launch of the OnSchool Platform
and the Community of 10,000
Representative Teachers

The MOE created and launched the Health Condition Self-Check application (Self-Diagnosis App)

The MOE and KERIS have supported students in taking distance learning classes so that they can

in September 2020 to prevent students, teachers, and school personnel from COVID-19 infection

prepare for the new semester and reduce learning deficit. OnSchool is a platform launched to

and to enable them to diagnose their health conditions. This Self-Diagnosis App has been used

support teachers in searching for educational resources when opening online classrooms and

by 20,000 education administration agencies such as the MOE, kindergartens and elementary and

supporting students' home learning. This platform provides the daily learning guide and activities

secondary schools (middle schools and high schools). This APP can be used on the smart phone

created by teachers nationwide; under the theme What should I do today? the content is

after being downloaded from Android or the iOS app store; users can conduct self-diagnosis after

suggested per grade and curriculum.

confirming identification. Using this App, students can do self-diagnosis on whether they have

The platform also provides the information on how to use its services necessary to run online

symptoms of COVID-19, such as fever, cough, prior to arriving at school. The Self-Diagnosis App

classrooms and online learning resources provided by the MPOEs. Last April, the MOE formed the

is available in five languages (English, Chinese,

community of 10,000 representative teachers and appointed leading educators to support on-site

[Introduction-Figure 4] Notice of Self-Diagnosis

Japanese, Russian, and Vietnamese), enabling

teachers in giving distance learning classes. The community consisting of 10,000 representative

Service

multicultural families to understand the content.

teachers from each of the roughly 10,000 schools was designed to boost distance education—a

The App also increases the convenience, allowing

community that connects teachers with the MOE, the MPOEs, KERIS, and the EBS. With the

parents with more than two children to input their

teachers communicating each other online, the community will identify unpredictable problems that

result of the self-diagnosis with a single login.

might arise in the process of teaching distance courses; will tackle them; and will make an example

Homeroom teachers can check whether the

of collective intelligence.

students did self-diagnosis on the App before the
students go to school; teachers can give push
notifications to students who did not. The function

[Introduction-Table 3] Difference between existing communication methods and the 10,000 community
Category

has saved teachers the inconvenience of sending
notifications over the phone. The MOE will provide
the App for universities hoping to use it to
strengthen

the

prevention

and

control

of

COVID-19. In addition, it will add functions such as

Website of Offices of Education and
electronic document

10,000 community

How to communicate

One-way provision of information

Two-way interactive communication in addition
to provision of information

Rapidity

Spends longer time to identify what causes
obstacles and questions

Reduces the time of identifying what causes
obstacles and questions

Effectiveness

Only thepersonnel of Offices of Education take Many stakeholders simultaneously grasp and
responsible of the work
respond to the current situation

"notifying the time for self-diagnosis," "bulletin
board for notifications of the MOE, the Offices of
Education, and schools," managing common and
additional questionnaires."

010
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Launch of Intelligent EduData System to
Pursue Data-Based Educational Policy

08

09

Full-Scale Opening of Knowledge
Spring by the Teacher, for the Teacher

The MOE and KERIS, on October 30, 2020, launched the Intelligent EduData System (EDS). The

The MOE opened a two-way interactive online knowledge sharing platform Knowledge Spring (visit

EDS stores, links, and standardizes the data on educational statistics that is separately held in each

http://educator.edunet.net) in October 2020 so that teachers can freely share their capabilities of

organization (MOE, MPOEs, associated and affiliated organizations) so that the MOE and the MPOEs

educational technology (EduTech) via a real-time video lecture. Knowledge Spring is a self-directed,

can use the mass of data in various forms and the analysis result. The reorganized EDS contains

personalized non-face-to-face teacher training system; teachers and educators can flexibly decide

three aspects: (a) laying the groundwork for analyzing big data, (b) establishing the system of

themes, content and time for training—a new form of training that differs from the existing

collecting and aggregating the data, (c) providing intelligent, customized services. By taking the

organization—led training. This platform will provide training on EduTech (how to use online-based

opportunity of the launch of the EDS, the MOE will develop and disseminate the model of analyzing

programs and platforms and lecture authoring tools; educational materials by subject), which will

educational policy by using big data in partnership with the MPOEs and specialized agencies.

increase the use and participation of teachers.

[Introduction-Figure 5] Screenshot of intelligent EDS

[Introduction-Figure 6] Screenshot of Knowledge Spring
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Introduction

Key statistics of ICT in education
in primary and secondary schools 2020

C. Retention status of devices per school (%)
Laptops

Desktop PCs

Desktop PCs

4.8

67.9

Desktop PCs

56.4

66.5

Laptops

Laptops

24.8

23.6

Tablet PCs

Infrastructure status of ICT in education

Tablet PCs

27.3

8.7

Tablet PCs

20.0

I. Retention status of devices
Elementary schools

Number of devices per user
Category

Desktop PCs
Laptops
Tablet PCs

Total

For students
Number

1,308,669 656,379
309,112

60,474

402,828 362,957

For teachers

For personnel
Percentage
(%)

Number

Percentage
(%)

50.16 439,895

33.61 147,504

11.27

64,891

4.96

19.56 223,432

72.28

8,867

2.87

16,339

5.29

5.64

823

0.20

16,339

4.06

90.10

Number

Percentage
(%)

22,709

High schools

Source: KEDI Education statistics (Apr. 2020)

Others

Number

Percentage
(%)

Middle schools

D. Retention status of devices per user (%)
Desktop PCs

Desktop PCs

60.8

64.1

0.5

Laptops

33.6

5.6

Laptops

Laptops

32.6

5.6

For students

Tablet PCs

93.8

3.3

Tablet PCs

Source: KEDI Education statistics (Apr. 2020). The number of schools: 12,140 schools

A. Number of students per device (Total number of PCs in schools to student)

Desktop PCs

Tablet PCs

For teachers

For school staff

Source: KEDI Education statistics (Apr. 2020)

Total
2.7

Elementary
schools 2.9

Middle
schools 2.8

High
schools 2.2

Special
schools 0.9

E. Retention status of devices by purchasing time (%)
Desktop PCs

Laptops

Tablet PCs

70

Calculating formula: the number of students/total number of devices

62.48

60
50

B. Number of students per device (PCs for students)
Total
5.0

49.68
42.08

40

37.3
32.65

30
Elementary
schools 5.3

Middle
schools 5.8

High
schools 4.0

Special
schools 2.8

20.62

20

24.65

17.67
12.87

10
Calculating formula: the number of students/the number of devices for students

014

0

Within one to three years

Within three to six years

Six years or more
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II. Status of wireless Internet (number of classes)

Status of personnel and teachers in charge of ICT in education

3.8

Total

I. Appointment rate of ICT Head Teachers in Schools (%)

3.5

Seoul Metropolitan City

7.7

Busan Metropolitan City

90

9.8

Daegu Metropolitan City

3.2

Incheon Metropolitan City

73.50

70

3.8

Gwangju Metropolitan City

62.58

3.9

Daejeon Metropolitan City

3.5

Ulsan Metropolitan City

50

Sejong Special Self-Governing City

48.76

46

Gyeonggi Province

3.3

Gangwon Province

3

North Chungcheong Province

2.5

South Chungcheong Province

2.4

31.57

30
10

3.3

North Jeolla Province

0

4.7

South Jeolla Province

Total

2.8

North Gyeongsang Province

77.72

Middle schools

High schools

Special schools

Source: EDS (Oct. 2020)

3.9

South Gyeongsang Province

Elementary
schools

5.4

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

40

50

Number of classrooms with installation
of wireless AP per school (average)

Source: Implementation Plan 2021 for ICT in Education (Oct. 2020)

II. N
 umber of (guidance) teachers in charge of informatics and
computer curriculum (%)
90

III. Status of computer rooms and multimedia rooms (number of rooms)
Number of Number of computer rooms and multimedia rooms
schools
Computer rooms Multimedia rooms
Total

Category
Total

Schools

72.73

12,140

14,095

3,232

17,327

Elementary schools

6,333

7,848

755

8,603

Middle schools

3,256

2,831

672

3,503

Total

2,368

3,220

1,786

5,006

Ordinary

1,573

1,702

653

2,355

Specialized

489

1,182

913

2,095

Autonomous
private

146

167

83

250

Special purpose

160

169

137

306

183

196

19

215

High
schools

Special schools

70
50

41.41
31.89

30

22.40

10
0

Total

Middle schools

High schools

Special schools

Source: EDS (Oct. 2020) Elementary schools are not applicable.
Calculating formula: the number of teachers/the number of schools * 100

Source: EDS (Oct. 2020)
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2019
Phase 6 Master Plan
for ICT in Education
(2019–2023)

History of ICT in Education at a glance

National Strategy for
Artificial Intelligence

Plan for reinforcing
computer education
in schools

Phase 1 Master Plan
for ICT in Education
(1996–2000)

1999
Implementation Plan
for Student Information
Literacy Certification

1989
Supporting and
progressive plan for
computer education in
schools

Enhancement plan for
information literacy
for teachers

sed
Plan for educating
Computer-ban
electronic
educatio
nt of
e
m
calculators
lish
re

2001
Plan for computer-education
reinforcement in schools

Internet-based
education

u
b
Esta rastruct
nf
i
l
a
isu
iov ion
Aud ucat

- Reinforcement plan
for ICT education
- ICT supporting plan
for children in lowincome families

Enhancement
plan for ICT in
universities

2005
- Plan for teaching and
learning innovation to
improve public education
- Master plan for
protecting information of
educational institutions

ICT-based
education Promotion
of ICT utilization
of sharing educational information

Developed educational
guidelines for using
ICT in elementary and
secondary schools

1996
Launched the
EduNet service

2000

2004

2001

- Established the cyber homeLearning system
- Launched the EBS Internet
service for the Korean
Scholastic Aptitude Test (KSAT)
- Established the central
supporting center for education
& learning and started the
EduNet integration service

Established IT
infrastructure for
elementary and
secondary schools
nationwide and
connected the Internet

Approved the cyber university

1998
Launched the Research Information
Sharing Service (RISS)

1999

2003

Launched CareerNet ,
a service for ICT in
career and occupational
education

Designated a
university by
region as an
e-Learning
center

2000
Began running the SIMS

1996
Developed the program
to computerize school
records

1996

1997

2002

Established the
School Information
Management
System (SIMS)

1997

1998

Designated KERIS
as a general center
to control the
national education
information system

1999

2000

2001

Ran the U-Learning
research school

2002

2005
Supported partner
countries with
e-Learning
infrastructure and
invited the teachers
to provide them with
training on ICT

2004

2005

Established the
specialized department for
reinforcement of personal
information protection of
educational (administrative)

f services
ncement o

Adva

2006

2011

Conducted the
assessment system of
e-Learning quality

2007

Opened the
model future
classroom and
U-classquality

2006
- Began the business
of international
consultation on
e-Learning
- Began running the
APEC e-Learning
Training Program

2006
Launched the civil
request service
Home-Edu

2003

n

2012

2006

2009
Ran the IPTV
research school

2008
- Began running the research school
of Digital Textbooks
- Established national standards for
approving the quality of e-Learning

2007

2009

Launched the Korea
Open Courses Ware
(KOCW) service

Approved
special-purpose
cyber graduate
schools

2008

- Opened the Education
Cyber Security Center
- Launched the EduFine service
- Launched the School
Information Disclosure service

2003
Established the National
Education Information
System (NEIS)

- Launched the
Edunet T-clear service
- Reorganized e-Hakseupteo,
a cyber home-Learning system
- Designated KERIS as an
Education Copyright Support Center

2015

ation

2007
Established EduFine and launched
the service (from 2007)

2007

2008

Established and ran
the website to support
parents nationwide

2013

- Began providing Edupot, a
comprehensive supporting system of
creative experiential activities
- Began providing the mobile service of
educational information

2010
- Launched the National
Competency Standards (NCS
modular learning service)
- Project Initiation of
establishing and running
advanced ICT-integrated
pilot classrooms for partner
countries

2010

2010

2014

- Designated KERIS as an
organization of approving the
quality of e-Learning
- KERIS moved to Daegu

2010

Established the nextgeneration NEIS and
launched the service
(from 2011)

2009

- Launched the Intelligent
EduData System
- Started the e-textbook
online service

2011

2012
- Launched CUinfo, a service for
comprehensive information on
cyber universities
- Established the e-Learning
center and hub center (supporting
four Southeast Asia countries)

2015
2014
Launched
the National
Lifelong
Learning Portal
Neulbaeum

2012

2012

2013
Launched
the
information
service
system of
supporting
tuition fees

2013

2020

ion

Launched the
K-MOOC service and
the big data-based
analysis service
of usage statistics
of academic
information

Supported distance courses and
education conducted in response
to COVID-19 (establishing and
expanding platform, lending
electronic devices to students)

2019

- Disseminated Digital Textbooks and increased the use
- Upgraded the Student Evaluation Support Portal
- Upgraded the Parent-Onnuri website

2018
- made it necessary for elementary and secondary
schools to include SW education in their curriculum
- Contained immersive content in Digital Textbooks
and applied it to the revised curriculum (3rd to 4th
grade of elementary school, 1st grade of secondary
school, and 1st grade of high school)
- KERIS established the supporting center for
education on cyber-violence prevention

Designated the KERIS
as a professional
organization to measure
the personal information
de-identification in the
sectors of education and
academic

Diagnosed
capacities
of Cyber
universities

- Improved the multicultural
education portal
- Started the service of
converting theses to
sounding voices

- Launched the Scholar Relation
Analysis Map (SAM)
- Launched the service for
information-vulnerable groups
with the RISS service
- Launched the ACU-OER service

- Established
digital archive
of multicultural
education
- Established the
Korean University
Resource United
System

2020

2019

2017

2016

2018

2016
- Improved the accessibility of
the website of NEIS academic
administration system
- Developed NEIS
- Launched the Kindergarten entrance
and established the management system Go-first school
retention system
to reflect the freesemester system
- Launched the
customized-system
of paying wages

2020
Launched
K-edufine
information

2019
- Began providing the NEIS mobile
application service
- Began providing educational
information

- Established the forthgeneration NEIS
information strategy
planning
- Established the
NEIS integrated data
recovery center

2015
2014

- Launched the
- Launched the
Kindergarten
Business Process
information
System of MPOEs
disclosure system
- Test-ran the
teacher professional - Launched the new
development school accounting
system EduFine
evaluation system

2011

- Disseminated Digital
Textbooks and started
the service for research
schools
- Opened the Institute of
Information Security
Education for the Gifted
(four regions)

2016

2013
- Expanded the service
of the Foreign Research
Information Center

SW

I
&A

u
ed

2017

atio

duc

e
SW

Smart educ

U-Learning

e-Learning

Established the nationwide system 2005

2000

1989

Plan for advancing
preschool education

Plan to enhance
the common use of
Digital Textbooks

Plan for enhancing
SW education in
elementary and
secondary schools

ICT Strategy planning for
laying the groundwork for
cloud-based education
service

2009

2007

2014

llig

cat

Operational
guidelines for
SW education in
elementary and
secondary schools

2012

2002

ed

1980-1986 1987

Strategy planning
of comprehensive
information provision for
teacher training

2015

2013

Plan for development
and enhancement
2011
of Digital Textbooks
- Promotion Strategy for Smart
(2013–2014)
Education (2011–2015)
- Smart Learning Supporting
Policy for Students with
disabilities

2008

Comprehensive
plan for e-Learning
support system

2002

2000

1997

1970

2004

Phase 4 Master Plan for
ICT in Education
(2010–2014)

inf

te

In

Master Plan for
SW Education
Enhancement

2010

Phase 3 Master Plan for
ICT in Education
(2006–2010)

a
rm

o

t
en

2016
2006

n

tio

lea

y
gs

in

rn

Implemented the
Science, Math
And Information
Education
Promotion Act

2001
Phase 2 Master Plan for
ICT in Education
(2001–2005)

m

ste

2018

Phase 5 Master Plan for
ICT in Education
(2014–2018)

1987

- Korean New Deal
- Comprehensive
Plan for IT
Education

2019

2014

1996

2020

Established
NEIS as a major
infrastructure of
information and
technology

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

White Paper on ICT in Education at a glance

1998

2000

2010

2018

2020

Special features

Special features
01. K-EDU’s response to COVID-19
 igital transformation of education:
02. D
Year-round conduction of distance
learning classes

Feb. 2  Announced a plan for school closure and
delay of opening of kindergartens and
elementary and secondary schools
Feb. 4  Announced a plan for closing
kindergartens and elementary,
secondary, and special schools
Feb. 5  Offered guidelines for schools and
educational institutions to manage
students, teachers, and school
personnel
Feb. 6  Announced the reduction of the
number of days and hours of classes
of elementary, secondary, and special
schools
Feb. 10 Offered guidelines for revising the
academic calendar promptly
Feb. 11 Announced a plan for using NEIS in
response to the reduction of the number
of hours of classes
Feb. 12 Implemented the measures to support
universities in response to COVID-19
(development of guidelines for academic
operation)

Jan.

Feb.

Feb. 23 - P
 ostponed school start date of
elementary and secondary schools
nationwide by one week (1st delay)
-A
 nnounced the follow-up measures
and the measures to manage Chinese
students, along with the decision to
postpone school opening
Feb. 24 Formed a Municipal and Provincial
Superintendents of Education after the
alert level of COVID-19 has been moved
to “serious”
Feb. 25 Announced a plan for academic operation
for kindergartens and elementary,
secondary, and special schools
Feb. 24–27 C
 onducted a survey to identify
parents’ demand for the emergency
child care program in response to the
delay of school opening
Feb. 28 Announced a plan to execute the
emergency child care program

Feb. 26 F
 ormed a KERIS response team for
online learning

044

K-EDU’s response
to COVID-19
In the first half of 2020 amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the MOE has continued
education by implementing a policy—such as starting the new semester online,
establishing the system for distance education, progressively starting in-person
classes. Korea’s ICT in education has been backed by the government, leading the
digital transformation of education. The government has established
Korean-style innovation model of digital education (K-EDU).

 nnounced a plan to postpone school start date (2nd delay) of elementary
Mar. 2  A
and secondary schools nationwide (changed from March 9 to March 23)
Mar. 17 Announced a plan to postpone school start date (3rd delay) of elementary
and secondary schools nationwide (changed from March 23 to April 3)
Mar. 31 Announced a plan to open school online and to postpone school start
date (4th delay)

Feb. 18 C
 onfirmed COVID-19 cases surged
Feb. 23 I ncreased the alert level from
“warning” to “serious”

ICT in education
-related measures

Special features

Mar.

Mar. 22 Implemented the intensified social distancing measures (until April 19)

Mar. 2  Provided the Web Viewer service
Mar. 2-Apr. 8 Increased the infrastructure of EBS Online
Class by 300 times
Mar. 5  Developed guidelines for distance learning
classes of general universities to be applied in
the first semester of 2020
Mar. 9 - Provided e-books of government-published
and government-authorized textbooks
- Provided the management service of students
IDs for teachers using public platforms
(e-Hakseupteo, Digital Textbooks, Wedorang)Provided school IDs of e-books of Digital
Textbooks and textbooks
Mar. 10  Launched the integrated e-Learning
information system SchoolOn
Mar. 16  - Opened the distance education system for
health-impaired elementary students School
For You
- Provide volunteers that support e-Learning
activities online TeacherOn
Mar. 20 	 Formed a Community of 10,000 Representative
Teachers to support distance learning classes
and on-site communication

Mar. 23–Apr. 8 Increased the infrastructure of public
platforms (e-Hakseupteo, Digital Textbooks,
Wedorang, integrated authorization) by
seven times
Mar. 23–Apr. 3 Established special lectures (EBS
Broadcasting for 1st to 2nd graders of
elementary schools and EBS Live for
students of 3rd grade in elementary schools
to 3rd grade in high school)
Mar. 25  held an MOU signing ceremony onlinebetween the
MOE, MPOEs, KERIS, and EBS
Mar. 27  Announced the operational guideline on distance
courses for elementary, secondary, and special
schools
Mar. 30–Apr. 3 Operated a model school (Seogwang
High School in Gwang-ju) and formed a
consultative group of teachers for distance
education
Mar. 31  - Provided a practical guide to conduct distance
education for schools and teachers.
- Established a system of lending smart devices to
the students in low-income families
- Designated KERI as an organization that provides
K-OER Website
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May 4

 tarted the semester online for 3rd graders in middle and high school
Apr. 9  S
Apr. 16 S
 tarted the semester online for 1st to 2nd graders in middle and high
school and 4th to 6th graders in elementary school
Apr. 20 Started the semester online for 1st to 3rd graders in elementary school
and ended the delay of the start date

Announced a plan to progressively start inperson classes
May 20 Began providing in-person classes for 3rd
graders in high school
May 27 Began providing in-person classes for 2nd
graders in high school, 3rd graders in middle
school, 1st to 2nd graders in elementary school,
and kindergartners

May

Jun. 3 Resumed in-person classes for
1st graders in high school, 2nd
graders in middle school, 3rd to
4th graders in elementary school
Jun. 8 Resumed in-person classes for
1st graders in middle school and
5th to 6th graders in elementary
school
Jun.-Jul. Conducted biweekly inperson classes for all
students (providing both
distance learning classes
and in-person classes)
except 3rd graders in high
school

May 3 S
 hifted to “everyday life
quarantine” system

Jun.
Apr.

Apr. 20 Implemented the (somewhat) lifted social distancing measures (until May 2)

Apr. 2 Held a meeting with EduTech companies
Apr. 6 Conducted an appointment ceremony of
leading teachers of 10,000 community
- Expanded EBS channels from seven to 12
and ran 10 specialized channels by grade
Apr. 7 Issued the Guideline for Attendance &
Absence, Evaluation, and Record for
Distance Learning Classes
- The MOE, 17 MPOEs, public platforms
(KERIS, EBS) built call centers
Apr. 8 Established two public LMS platforms
where three million people can use them
at the same time everyday
Apr. 9 Issued the ten rules of teaching and
learning distance courses
- Allowed a temporary free access to
educational websites such as EBS

Apr. 13 T
 emporarily lifted the requirements for
using copyrighted work for the purpose
of classes
- Allowed

a temporary free access to the
site for students with special education
Apr. 14 E
 stablished a real-time monitoring
system and built a control room of EBS
technology
Apr. 14-16 E
 xpanded public platforms
(e-Hakseupteo, Digital Textbooks,
Wedorang, integrated authorization),
took measures of distributing
connections by region, and
improved the system
Apr. 16 Completed lending smart devices
Apr. 20 S
 trengthened the operation of the
special Cyber Security Monitoring &
Control System

Apr. 20 Additionally adopted and applied highperformance content respiratory
- Launched the K-OER Website at
www.koer.kr
- Established the central learning
management system (KOER Class),
provided a quick manual for distance
learning classes and copyright
guidelines
Apr. 24 Announced a plan to promote cooperation
between schools and local community for
supporting the beginning of the semester
online
Apr. 29 Provided a guide to use a real-time twoway interactive distance education

May 18 Disseminated a best practice book
of giving distance course

ICT in education
-related measures

Digital transformation of education: Year-round conduction of distance learning classes

Special features

Digital transformation of
education:
Year-round conduction of
distance learning classes

at home (Marr, 2020).
Just as the outbreak of COVID-19 comes after

According to the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
COVID-19 shut down many schools worldwide.
As of April 24, 2020, more than 1.4 billion students
were affected1) (UNESCO, 2020a). Under the
circumstances, many countries are providing
distance learning classes to enable children to
continue elementary and secondary education—
classes that can be taken at home (Li & Lalani,
2020). Korea is among the countries. On March
31, 2020 Korea announced that it would start the
new semester online; on April 9, fully online
classes began.
This change in education caused by COVID-19
seems to continue even after the pandemic. The
U.S. economic magazine Forbes forecast that the
spread of the disease would make distance
learning, work from home, and social distance
become normal; expand contactless interface
that reduces physical contact; and expand digital
solution and information infrastructure that
enable people to have a meeting or take classes

Elementary And Secondary
Education Act

Requirements

Instruction

Required to conduct classes by principals, vice principals, chief
Article 20
teachers, teachers (Industrial-educational adjunct teachers, lecturers).

Duties of School
Personnel

Accordingly, distance education will be required

Educational content

Required to follow the curriculum approved by the Minister of Education
Article 23
and the superintendent of schools

Curriculum, etc.

anytime. So, we should make a distance class a

Educational resources

Required to use textbooks monitored and approved by the Minister

Use of textbooks

appear after the eradication of COVID-19.

Article 29
a

Period of education

Required to stick to the date of starting and ending semesters

Article 44

Semesters

than regarding it as a temporary means.

Result of education

Required to comprehensively evaluate the academic achievement and
personality

Article 25

School Records

Distance classes are conducted in accordance

a

Enforcement Decree of Elementary And Secondary Education Act

with Article 24 (Classes, etc.) of the Elementary
And Secondary Education Act and Article 48

[Special features-Table 2] Operational requirements

inadequacy, they should inform the parents or

(Methods of Operating Lessons, etc.) of the

for distance courses

guardians about it. Schools also should take

Enforcement Decree thereof. In fact, for distance
classes to be recognized as regular classes, the
distance ones should be taught by teachers just
like in-person classes. In addition, distance
learning classes should be conducted according
to the curriculum approved by the Minister of
Education and the superintendent of schools and
be given along with textbooks monitored and

Requirements

measures for providing subsidies on Internet

Educational
Medium

Internet systems, broadcasting systems, and
educational platforms to give and receive
educational resources

fees and for lending devices to the students

Educational
resources

Educational content, teaching and learning
resources, textbooks, multimedia data

Learning
environment

Comfortable learning environment,
Internet-connected PCs and devices

ICT in education that enables distance
learning

Supporting
system

Checking and monitoring of malfunction of
distance courses, contact with parents,
response to crisis

Even though COVID-19 forced Korea to rush to

Feedback
system

Monitoring of whether students take
distance courses, checking of the result,
evaluation, feedback, encouragement of
participation

Category

approved by the Minister. Distance classes also
should be conducted in accordance with class
hours designated by the head of schools, and the
result should be recorded in the school records

without Internet-connected PCs or devices.

start the new semester online, distance learning
classes were able to be conducted.
This success was achieved because since 1990s
the government has implemented a policy on

(refer to [Special features-Table 1]).

through the educational media, and teachers can

ICT in education. It is also attributed to flexible

Distance education requires educational media

manage and monitor students' distance learning

application of guidelines by related organizations,

and materials, learning environments, the

and give feedback.

rapid response of EduTech2) companies,

supporting system, and the feedback system

Most of the students take distance classes at home.

educational capabilities of on-site teachers, and

(refer to [Special features-Table 2]). In other

Therefore, homes should provide comfortable

various experiences and know-how in distance

words, an educational platform is needed where

learning environments and atmosphere, which

teaching.

teachers and students separated from each other

needs help from their parents or guardians.

can send and receive educational resources

Schools should check whether the environment

1) Unesco has been daily updating the number of students affected by COVID-19 since February 16,2020 after using data
from the Institute for Statistics data in order to analyze the impact of the virus on schools. (Visit the website at
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse.)
028

Category

SARS and MERS, a new infectious disease can

year-round essential educational means rather

A shift to distance learning caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic

[Special features-Table 1] Legal requirements for distance courses

for distance learning is appropriate; in case of

∙ Installation of information infrastructure
Information infrastructure—the base for distance

2) EduTech, short for education technology, refers to new technological implementations in the classroom. In EduTech, state-of-the-art
technology such as AI is applied to education to enhance learning and improve student academic performance.
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education—began being installed in elementary

∙ Operation of educational platform

educational content developed by the MPOEs. In

Fourth, according to the policy of enhancing the

and secondary schools during the School

To conduct distance education, aside from

2017 it was renamed as Edunet T-clear, an

common use Digital Textbooks, in 2007 a

Advancement Project being run according to the

hardware (Internet network or devices), the

integration support service of educational

prototype Digital Textbook was developed, and

Master Plan for ICT in Education implemented

educational content is necessary. In addition, the

information that supports collaboration and

the digital one has served as a national textbook

since 1996. At that time, the latest PCs, equipment,

educational platform should be built to deliver

communication between schools. (KERIS, 2020)

from the 2009 Revised National Curriculum. In

and the Internet networks were set up in all

the content. Indeed, it takes lots of time for

Second, e-Hakseupteo run by KERIS is an

the 2015 Revised National Curriculum, the

classrooms (MOE & KERIS, 1998).

teachers to create content and give it to students

educational platform that integrated cyber

Digital Textbooks of social studies, science, and

As the six-phase Master Plans for ICT in Education

under the circumstances where the COVID-19

home-learning systems, in 2018, separately

English were developed for the 3rd to 6th grades of

have been implemented, the bandwidth of

pandemic caused the rushed transition to

operated by each of the MPOEs since 2004. This

elementary schools and for the 1st to 3rd grades of

school networks has been expanded. The private

distance teaching and learning. Fortunately,

platform provides five major curriculum content

middle schools, and English digital book was

network of schools has been separated into a

teachers have successfully been able to give

(Korean, social studies, math, science, and English)

developed for high schools—textbooks that have

rd

administration networks, student networks, and

distance courses by using the content and

for students from the 3 grade of elementary

been used for distance education. In order to

wireless networks, thereby installing stable

platform developed by the MOE, MPOEs, and

school to the 3rd grade of middle school. The

support teaching and learning with the use of

school networks (MOE & KERIS, 2019).

related organizations according to the policy on

platform also provides self-assessment questions

Digital Textbooks, KERIS has run service

With the use of Digital Textbooks and smart

ICT in education. The content and platform are

to support students' self-directed learning and

platforms such as the Viewer program and the

devices increasing, since 2018 the MOE has run

as follows:

offers the content of improving basic academic

learning community Wedorang. This platform

five-phase projects of building wireless infrastructure.

First, Edunet T-clear (visit www.edunet.net) is a

skills to students that lack the skills. Amid the

enables students to interact with each other

Now, 5,413 elementary, and secondary schools

KERIS-run educational content service for

COVID-19 pandemic, e-Hakseupteo has served

based on textbooks. In the future, this platform

are equipped with wireless APs (Access Point),

elementary and secondary schools—an upgraded

as a distance-education platform that manages

seems to develop into an intelligent educational

and PCs for students and teachers spread to

version of EduNet launched in 1996. Serving as

the learning activities and the attendance and

platform that records students' learning status in

schools have helped them prepare for distance

the National Teaching-Learning Center from

absence and participation of the students in

real time and analyzes the result in conjunction

education (refer to [Special features-Figure 1]).

2004, EduNet has allowed the joint use of the

elementary and secondary schools.

with artificial intelligence.

Third, according to the plan for reducing the
[Special features-Figure 1] Number of users per PC

(Unit: person)

private education cost by enhancing public

∙ Increase in teacher competencies

education announced in 2004, the EBS

Just like in-person classes, the quality of

High-school Lecture website, a target for high

distance learning classes depend on the teacher

school students, has provided lectures via the

competencies.

EBS Plus 1 channel and the EBSi lecture website

In addition, distance classes conducted in a

for the KSAT (visit www.ebsi.co.kr). (MOE &

non-face-to-face way require teachers to use

KERIS, 2004). According to the KSAT-EBS linked

EduTech. To increase on-site teachers' capabilities

policy, since 2011 the website has provided

to use EduTech, the MOE has established

useful content and materials for high school

EduTech-relevant department in the universities

students in the 3rd grade. Amid the pandemic, the

of teacher education and has implemented a

website, linked with EBS Online Class, has

policy of giving additional points to those with

offered content for distance education.

information-relevant certificates for the Teacher

Source: Korean Educational Statistics Service (2000-2019)
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guidelines in the COVID-19 crisis.

Certification Examination.

government has provided PCs and subsidies on

"Online classes" are non-real-time ones jointly

In 2000s, the MOE developed the guideline of

Internet fees while promoting ICT in education.

conducted by the MPOEs since 2012 in order

ICT education that requires elementary and

In 2000 the MOE provided ICT education for

to guarantee students' right for learning who

secondary schools to provide education on ICT

500,000 children from low-income families,

fail to complete the curriculum due to moving

for one hour out of two hours of an optional

and provided 50,000 brilliant students with

in or out and students' right for choosing

course, thereby improving students' ability

PCs and subsidies on Internet fees. Until 2018

subjects that are not provided in a unit school

With COVID-19 spreading across the world,

to develop and to utilize information and

the MOE had provided PCs for 270,000

(KERIS, 2017). A "joint online curriculum" is a

many countries have used various medium to

communication technology.

students and subsidies on Internet fees for

real-time two-way interactive distance class

provide distance education. In May and June

In addition, the MOE has provided various

2,580,000 students (MOE & KERIS, 2019).

developed to ensure a subject choice for a few

2020, UNESCO (2020b) surveyed 199 countries

training sessions for teachers to improve their

Since 2006 the MOE has expanded its project

students in agricultural fishing villages and to

about how to conduct distance classes amid the

competence for ICT education. To hire more

so that children from low-income families

guarantee the safety caused by inter-school

COVID-19 pandemic. The survey showed that

new teachers with competence for using

(recipients of the national basic livelihood

movement (Young-Sik Jeong et al., 2019). In

pre-elementary schools conducted TV and

EduTech, until 2012, most of the MPOEs had

security system or single-parent families) can

addition, there are various types of distance

radio broadcast classes the most when

given additional points to those with information-

obtain the benefits of ICT education; to

classes conducted in collaboration with the

providing distance education; elementary and

processing-relevant certificates for the Teacher

establish the legal basis, in 2013 the MOE

MOE, the MPOEs, and related organizations,

secondary schools provided Internet-based

Certification Examination. As more and more

amended the Elementary And Secondary

such as the e-School program for student-athletes

online classes the most, followed by TV and

universities of teacher education provided ICT

Education Act.

of middle and high school students, the School

radio broadcast classes.

education, new teachers' competences for using

In addition, the MOE changed the project name

For You service for health-impaired students,

In addition, mobile-based classes accounted for

information

increased.

to the project of supporting ICT in education

and the support system to increase academic

50% of the classes conducted in secondary

Therefore, the policy was abolished after last

for elementary and secondary school students

skills to support those not attending school or

schools ([Special features-Figure 2]). The followings

application for the Elementary School Teacher

so as to prevent the students from suffering the

those dropping out of school. This experience

are details about distance classes in response

Recruitment Examination 2013. The policy of

stigma of receiving support.

and know-how have helped to develop relevant

to COVID-19—such as the types, attendance &

teachers have the capability to use EduTech. In

∙ Experience in providing distance education

[Special features-Figure 2] Method of giving distance courses by school

the future, there should be more projects to

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, a distance

increase teacher competencies to increase the

learning class was a choice, not a necessity; in

quality of distance education.

short, distance education was conducted only

technology

greatly

increasing teacher competencies has helped

∙ Support for children from vulnerable groups

Operational status of distance classes
in response to COVID-19

(Unit: %)

for those hoping for the education—for example,
victims of natural disasters, long-term absentees

Without an Internet-connected PCs, students

from infectious diseases or other diseases,

cannot take distance classes properly, so

adult learners, students taking classes the

children from the island and remote rural areas

minority chooses, visitors in foreign countries,

of low-income families find it difficult to

school misfits, and health-impaired students.

receive distance education. To solve a digital

Distance classes were adopted to help those

divide for students from vulnerable groups, the

who find it difficult to go to school.
Source: UNESCO (2020b)
Multiple responses were allowed.
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absence management, evaluation and record,

experiential activities and survival swimming

and support for vulnerable groups in education.

in a non-face-to-face way. The schedule for

∙ Types of conducting distance classes

these activities has been revised according to

[Special features-Table 3] Exemplary method of checking attendance by type of distance courses
How to check attendance
Real-time
Type of classes

the level of the social distancing scheme.

In March 2020, the MOE announced the

In addition, schools have held real-time

operational guideline on distance courses in

day-start and end-of-day meetings to improve

Real-time two-way
interactive

response to the COVID-19 pandemic—a guideline

the communication between teachers and

Content-oriented

that classifies the types into the real-time

students and to enhance sociability and have

two-way interactive class, the content-oriented

encouraged them to have class meetings via a

class, and the task-oriented class.

two-way interactive platform (MOE, 2020c).

The MOE has also allowed other types of classes
approved by the superintendent of schools and
heads of schools ([Special features-Figure 3]).

∙ Management of attendance and absence at
distance classes

Methods of using LMS

Date of
Confirmation
starting the
by teachers
learning

Uploading of
Progress
Learning
Access logs
the learning
rate
hours
result

◯

◯
◯

◯

Task-oriented
Period of confirmation

Others

◯

◯

◯
The day

SNS

Wired
Evidential
messages materials

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

The day or within one week (seven days)

Source: MOE (2020c)

∙ Assessment and record of distance classes

In the level 3 of the social distancing scheme,

The MOE enables unit schools to have a choice

middle schools may decide not to record

between a performance-based assessment and

grades, and middle schools can adopt a PASS

Schools have secured the appropriate amount

Teachers can record their students' attendance

a paper-based assessment. This measure has

system only for 2nd and 3rd grades. Third-grade

of learning equivalent to the unit class time to

and absence by using the confirmation method

lifted the burden on assessment of online

middle school students and high school

ensure students' right for learning and provided

by type, and, if necessary, teachers can use the

classes and expanded the scope of writing

students in all grades will be evaluated as little

core concept-oriented learning content to eliminate

method developed by the dean of the school—a

school reports, which gives teachers liberty of

as possible considering the circumstance—entrance

learning deficit (MOE, 2020a).

method not breaching the guideline on

assessing and recording distance classes.

examinations.

When giving in-person classes, schools have

distance classes developed by the MPOEs

Followings are assessment and record standards

taught the theory and focused on individual

([Special features-Table 3]). In particular, teachers

by level of the social distancing scheme.

∙ Support for vulnerable groups in education

activities. Once a student is infected with the

can use the LMSs such as e-Hakseupteo and

In levels 1-2 of the social distancing scheme,

In August 2020, the MOE announced a plan to

virus, schools shifted in-person classes to

EBS Online Class to check students' attendance

schools can choose one between a performance-

strengthen the education safety network for all

distance classes. Schools have provided students

and absence, thereby avoiding unnecessary

based assessment and a paper-based assessment.

students so as to narrow the learning gap that

with non-curricular education such as creative

redundancy.

Elementary schools may decide not to assess

might arise during the provision of distance

their students. While giving distance classes,

education. This plan contains a policy to

teachers can assess and record video assignment

support distance learning for students with

submitted by their students.

disabilities, multicultural students, students in

The MOE allows elementary schools to do

crisis of dropping out of school, and other

performance-based assessment and to record

vulnerable groups in education (MOE, 2020b).

school records about all curriculum; middle

First, the MOE has supported students with

schools, about all curriculum except Korean,

disabilities in taking distance classes by providing

English, math, social studies, and science; and

distance education through EBS lectures,

high schools, about all curriculum except basic

face-to-face education, and distance classes

and research subjects—as long as teachers can

using assistive technology devices—different

observe and check students' learning activities.

type applied depending on the type or degree

[Special features-Figure 3] Types of distance courses

Source: MOE's official blog (2020a)
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of disabilities. Second, the MOE has provided

or teaching classes at a distance as well as

coronavirus pandemic (Google, 2020). A survey

teachers or industrial cooperative teachers can

video materials for distance classes in three

in-person classes (Carey, 2020).

of American parents found that 15% of the

be an another option. In case of using preliminary

languages and, from the second semester 2020,

The impact of COVID-19 on our society will

respondents will choose the homeschooling

teachers, it is necessary to replace infield

provided customized face-to-face education

not be limited to a temporary economic

option even when schools reopen (McDonald,

experience with the work and to regard the

(one-to-one or small-group classes) for students

recession. It will accelerate the transition

2020).

work as educational volunteer activities.

who need to receive education on Korean. They

toward digital economy and weaken human

In Korea, Homeschooling has been illegal in

have been given learning package sets,

exchanges, which will cause deglobalization

compulsory education that lasts nine years and

curriculum learning content, and educational

(The Bank of Korea, 2020). In addition, COVID-19

consists of elementary and middle schools.

resources for multicultural understanding.

will rapidly increase hygiene and disease

However, we should adopt the system related

The key to successful distance education is to

Third, students in crisis of dropping out of

prevention systems and strengthen protective

to homeschooling after identifying the need in

attract students' interest in classes, just like

school have been encouraged to take more

trade measures and will increase contactless

the post COVID-19 era. In addition, we should

in-person classes so that they can actively

than two weeks to ponder it to continue

services and teleworking, which will decline

develop educational programs and run distance

participate in class. Many teachers split their

learning. The MOE has expanded the number

collectivist cultures and foster individualistic

education systems to lift parents' burden on

lectures into many sections to teach students

of alternative classrooms in school.

culture (Marr, 2020).

homeschooling and increase the quality of

considering their understanding; give them

Therefore, distance education should be

education.

questions and quiz to check whether they

conducted anytime when necessary; it shouldn't

The pandemic has forced the fully distance

understand; and give them feedback by

be regarded as a temporary, supplemental

courses, causing teachers and students to use

analyzing students' responses.

system to provide students with in-depth and

EduTech. Their communication skills improved:

The feedback, however, is delayed in a

A survey of American K-12 school parents3)

supplemental learning. To make it possible, we

getting on the educational platforms (such as

real-time two-way interactive class; feedback is

found that more than half of respondents have

should establish relevant systems and infrastructure;

e-Hakseupteo, EBS Online Class) to download

selectively provided to only few students. And

a more positive view of homeschooling as a

promote AI-powered individualized education

content for learning; using Curation technology

without feedback, students will lose their

result of the pandemic. As parents experience

to increase the quality of distance teaching and

to edit videos to get specific part of video;

interest, breaking concentration and decreasing

a growing cultural embrace of teleworking that

learning;

recording videos or producing Animation; and

participation. To give personalized feedback to

can create more workplace freedom and

teaching and learning activities; and digitalize

using social media.

individual students, teachers should utilize AI

flexibility, they may also look to grant this

textbooks.

At the same time, distance courses require

and EduTech when giving lectures at a

students to have the capability for self-directed

distance.

learning and require teachers to develop new

AI technology will lighten the burden on

strategies for teaching and learning by using

teachers by recording, analyzing, and assessing

Method of conducting year-round
distance education

freedom and flexibility to their children,
seeking educational options that use ICT
beyond a conventional classroom (McDonald,

expand

contactless

cooperative

∙ Establishment of systems and infrastructure
of distance education

∙ Promotion of AI-powered individualized
education

2020). Accordingly, in a COVID-19 crisis, many

The demand for homeschooling seems to

EduTech. Therefore, we should help students

the students participating in distance courses.

countries have been paying attention not to

increase in the post COVID-19 era due to

and teachers increase their capabilities necessary

In a distance learning environment with more

increasing the quality of education, but to

convenience of distance learning. Indeed,

for distance learning and teaching. In addition,

than 20 students per class, teachers alone cannot

providing educational opportunities for more

Google's trend analysis shows that the interest

teaching assistants should be dispatched to

customize learning for each student's strengths.

students while fully adopting distance education

in homeschooling has exploded during the

encourage and support students' learning. It
may differ depending on the role or importance

3) This result comes from 510 parents of school-age children in a survey of 2,201 adults nationwide, a survey conducted by EdChoice and
Morning Consult in the United States from April 10 to 11, 2020.
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of them, but using preliminary teachers, retired

However, AI can diagnose and evaluate
students' learning activities to check which part
students find it difficult to understand; and
provide appropriate topics and content for
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teachers and students. Furthermore, AI can

freely modify the curriculum in consideration

it is not easy for teachers to follow them when

occurs, forcing social distancing and distance

analyze students' facial expressions, voices,

of circumstances of students.

using works. In this regard, the MOE, in

education for long time, students can feel

motions, and presentation and give the result

A survey of teachers conducted by Australian

consultation with the Ministry of Culture, Sports

alone. Contactless cooperative activities should

(on how much students understand the class)

Institute for Teaching and School Leadership

and Tourism (MCST) and copyright protection

to teachers in real time.

be undertaken that enable students to share

(AITSL) found that teachers believe that an

agencies, eased restrictions on the right to use

To provide individualized education using AI,

learning experiences and activities.

effective transition to distance courses requires

works during class until the eradication of

Teachers should use the online video-class

teachers' capabilities to run curriculum by

COVID-19 not to extent that infringes the right

satisfying the need of learners (Henebery,

of the copyright holder (MOE, 2020d). Considering

2020). Teachers can ensure that teaching and

that distance education will continue even after

learning activities of connecting curriculum to

the end of COVID-19, long-term measures are

students' demand and tailoring the need to the

necessary. The MOE and the MPOEs should

goal of curriculum are very effective for

acquire the copyright on works used in school.

students. The assurance can be given to

However, it is impossible to obtain the

students and parents, improving reliability of

copyright on a work whenever teachers

conflict in all aspects. Teachers are also suffering

school education.

secondarily produce or edit it and whenever

from the crisis. Therefore, they should cooperate

To run a teacher-directed curriculum, teachers

teaching and learning materials are created.

with coworkers via online and offline medium—

should reorganize textbooks centering on key

Therefore, the MOE and the MPOEs should

for example, jointly creating teaching and

content and activities and record, store, and

acquire the copyright on essential content for

learning materials and giving cooperative

analyze students' activities. Digitalized textbooks

development and dissemination; and as for

classes at a distance. In the traditional in-person

are easy to reorganize pages and deliver to

optional content, they should establish the

class, one teacher teaches one class that includes

students via an educational platform.

system of including copyright information in

appropriate number of students due to

Teachers can easily extract some part of the

the content and paying royalty fees to the

limitations of physical space. Distance teaching,

text book or the part the students find it

copyright holder after tracking the use.

however, can include another teacher as a

∙ Expansion of cooperative teaching and

cooperative teacher in a class where one teacher

each student should have a personal device.
Furthermore, when an infectious disease occurs,
public devices can spread the disease. So, a Bring
Your Own Device (BYOD)4) policy should be
considered—a policy to enable students to use
their personal devices in school.

∙ Flexible operation of curriculum
We should view the change in the education
system triggered by COVID-19 as an opportunity
of changing an existing inflexible way of
operating curriculum, not as a temporary
circumstance. This is because flexible operation
of curriculum can help us better cope with
future crises. For example, the first semester
shall start from March 1 in accordance with the
Elementary And Secondary Education Act.
However, the pandemic forced the first
semester of 2020 to begin in April 9. Rather
than determining the start date according to
the Act, the head of the school should have
discretionary power to decide the date like the
semester ending date, considering the number
of school days, holidays, and curriculum. The
national curriculum should be also modified
according to decisions by schools and teachers
(i.e.,

teacher-directed

or

school-directed

curriculum); teachers should be allowed to

interesting when teaching students, which
supports individualized learning.
However, in accordance with the Copyright
Act, a work already made public may be

In the post COVID-19 era, people will not gather

reproduced or publicly transmitted only where

in a specific space for communication; they will

deemed necessary for the lessons. Under the

be connected with each other anytime, anywhere

Act, students may infringe the copyright when

at home, school, society, and work—a hyper-

using works as in-depth and supplemental

connected society.

materials to do homework unless the materials
are directly related to classes. It is necessary to
follow the copyright protection measures—but

4) BYOD refers to being allowed to use one's personally owned device, rather than being required to use an officially provided device.
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learning activities

Students who will live in the future society
cannot increase their capabilities by doing
individual research and thinking their own
thoughts. If an infectious disease like COVID-19

system, social media, messengers, emails to
increase cooperative activities between students
and should use cloud repository and video
conference systems that enable students to hold
discussions and to share their opinions. The
COVID-19 crisis has provoked an unprecedented

gives a lecture. While a main teacher gives a
lecture, the cooperative teacher can promptly
answer students' questions and give a question
to students to encourage their participation,
which will increase the quality of distance
learning and the participation. Considering that
most students take distance courses at home,
the role of parents is important, and teachers
and parents should seek a close cooperation.
Parents should acquire equipment and tools
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necessary for distance learning and help their
students actively participate in taking classes at
a distance. In case their children cannot take
distance courses, parents should contact the
school for help. And schools should come up
with specific measures to help the students.
Education was faced with a major crisis caused
by COVID-19: in-person classes are suspended
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1. Overview and system of ICT in education

[General outline-Table 1] Six phases of Master Plan for ICT in Education (continued)
Category

education

Project overview

and

lifelong

education.

The

achievements have been widely recognized as
Since 1996 Korea's ICT in education has

excellent examples both at home and abroad.

constituted a remarkable achievement. This

The policy on ICT in education has developed

advanced ICT has improved the educational

from creation of the infrastructure (phase 1

environment, the method, and teaching and

[1996-2000]) to dissemination and settlement

learning

and

(phase 2 [2001-2005]) to advancement (phase

elementary and secondary schools; and has

3 [2006-2010] to convergence of education and

enhanced transparency and efficiency of

science (phase 4 [2010-2014] to expansion of

educational administration.

the scope of educational information (phase 5

In addition, the institutions and systems of

[2014-2018]) and to creation of intelligent

learning and sharing information anytime,

educational environment (phase 6 [2019-

anywhere have been established in higher

2023]). (Refer to [General Outline-Table 1])

materials

of

kindergartens

Phase 4
(2010–2014)

Phase 5
(2014–2018)

[General outline-Table 1] Six phases of Master Plan for ICT in Education
Category

Phase 1
(1996–2000)

Phase 2
(2001–2005)

Phase 3
(2006–2010)

064

Policy areas

Major political tasks

Remarks

∙ Establishment of infrastructure of ICT in
∙ Developing the first mideducation
∙ Establishing infrastructure of
to long-term
∙ Development and dissemination of
running the project for ICT in
comprehensive plan for
educational resources
education
ICT in education
∙ Enhancement of education on use of
∙ Reinforcing access to information by ∙ Linking the Master Plan
information technology
establishing infrastructure of ICT in
for ICT in Education with
∙ Informatization of educational administration
education
the master plan for
∙ Advancement of infrastructure of academic
promoting ICT
and research information
∙ Increase in capabilities to respond to
knowledge-based society
∙ Nurturing of creative industrial manpower
∙ Creation of information culture
∙ Establishment of a comprehensive system of
supporting achievements

∙ Establishment of systems of innovating
e-teaching and learning &e-lifelong learning
∙ Establishment of e-educational safety net and
knowledge management system
∙ Globalization of e-Learning and establishing
infrastructure of U-Learning
∙ Establishment of the system of supporting
e-educational administration
∙ Management of the achievements and quality
of ICT in education

∙ Stably settling ICT-based classes
∙ Generalizing e-Learning (cyber
home-learning, etc.)
∙ Establishing the NEIS system
∙ Building a system of distributing
academic information

∙ Including life-long
education, healthy
information culture
∙ Creating index of ICT in
education

∙ Disseminating information
infrastructure
∙ Enhancing ICT-based education
∙ Separating NEIS into three
academic and school affairs
∙ Grafting ICT onto education

∙ Including e-Learning
globalization and
achievement
management
∙ Transferring 90% of ICT
projects to the provinces

Phase 6
(2019–2023)

Policy areas

Major political tasks

Remarks

∙ Coordinating the timing
∙ Adopting and applying smart
and scope according to
∙ Fostering of creative human resources
integration of the MOE and
education
∙ Enhancement of advanced R&D capabilities
∙ Researching ICT future education
Ministry of Science
∙ Informatization of communication and
&Technology
and test-operating it
convergence services
∙ Providing EduFine and EDS services ∙ Establishing the plan of
∙ Establishment of the infrastructure for ICT in
∙ Promoting ICT in preschool
integrating the education
Education, Science and Technology
education
sector with the technology
sector
[Strategies for promoting smart education]
∙ Developing and applying Digital Textbooks
∙ Promoting online classes and the evaluation
∙ Creating the environment of freely using
educational content
∙ Increasing teachers’ capabilities to conduct
smart education
∙ Establishing the infrastructure for
cloud-based education service

∙ Test-developing Digital Textbooks
∙ Conducting online classes
∙ Discussing copyrights over
educational content
∙ Increasing ICT capabilities of
teachers
∙ Establishing the infrastructure for
cloud-based education service

- Limited to elementaryand
secondary education

∙ Establishing the system of
supporting creative teaching and
∙ Establishment of the system of supporting
∙ Converting to a policy of
learning activities
customized learning (preschool, elementary,
focusing on utilization
∙ Advancing the system of sharing and
∙ Expanding the scope of ICT
and secondary education)
distributing academic information
∙ Realization of competency-oriented society
in education
∙ Establishing the online lifelong
(kindergartens,
(higher education)
learning system
∙ Provision of lifelong vocational education that
elementary, middle, and
∙ Solving a digital divide for the
links learning to work
high schools, universities,
socially vulnerable group
∙ Promotion of educational welfare
lifelong vocational
∙ Establishing the infrastructure for
∙ Creation of a healthy cyber culture
education)
operating educational
administration and finance.
∙ Creating the environment for future
∙ Creation of the future smart educational
smart education
environment
∙ Innovating sustainable ICT in
∙ Innovation of sustainable ICT in education
education
∙ Realization of ICT-based personalized
∙ Realizing customized-educational
educational services
service
∙ Establishment of the digital infrastructure for
∙ Establishing the infrastructure for
the sharing educational information
the sharing educational information

∙ Future
∙ Sustainable
∙ Customized
∙ Sharing

U-Learning.

Project progress

The phase 4 Master Plan (2010-2014) implemented
The phase 1 Master Plan for ICT in Education

the policy of integrating the science technology

(1996-2000)

of

sector with the education sector. The phase 5

implementing the plan, stable infrastructure,

Master Plan (2014-2018) expanded ICT into the

and an institutional basis. During the phase 2

overall education. The phase 6 Master Plan

Master Plan (2001-2005), ICT-based teaching

(2019-2023) has implemented the policy of

and learning activities increased. The phase 3

creating the environment for people-centered

Master Plan (2006-2010) focused on establishing

intelligent future education to respond to and

the learning systems for e-Learning and

prepare for the fourth industrial revolution era.

established

the

system
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[General outline-Figure 1] Phase 6 Master plan for ICT in Education

[General outline-Table 2] Status of major projects 2020
Major projects

Creating the environment for
future education using AI and
other new technologies

Providing sustainable
educational services for
everyone

Providing data-based
customized information and
establishing a safe system for
educational information

Establishing the
infrastructure for the system
of jointly utilizing educational
information

Contents
Teaching and
learning

Developing and disseminating Digital Textbooks

Academic
research

Establishing big data-based next-generation Research Information Sharing
Service (RISS)

Future
classroom

Supporting AI-based personalizededucation on English and math for
elementary schools and expanding wireless networks

Online
education

Improving the service of analyzing EBS learning, establishing a new K-MOOC
platform, expanding development of lectures

Improving
educational
administrative
services

Applying the K-edufine system to all private kindergartens

Welfare

Providing lifelong education vouchers, adopting the system of analyzing and
correcting the ability to speak Korean of secondary school students from
multicultural families

Data

Establishing the next-generation EDS

Protection
system

Enhancing dissemination of the comprehensive system of monitoring security
of MPOEs, building the Educational Information System Integrated Disaster
Recovery Center and launching the disaster recovery system

Sharing and
communication

Providing the information on educational policy for parents

Joint use of
infrastructure

Establishing fourth-generation NEIS, developing and disseminating the joint
infrastructure platform for elementary and secondary education

[General outline-Table 3] Roles of organizations

Main projects

Promotion of ICT in education

In 2018 the MOE established the phase 6

Korea's ICT in education has been promoted by the

Master Plan to promote the vision Creating the

MOE, the associated organizations, universities,

environment for people-centered intelligent

the MPOEs, the related organizations. The

future education to meet the demand that

MOE develops, controls, and coordinates basic

changes according to domestic and international

policies on ICT in education; the MPOEs

circumstances of ICT in education and change

promote ICT in education in kindergartens and

in ICT environment, and to support the national

elementary and secondary schools. Universities

policy project. (Refer to [General outline-Figure

promote ICT in higher education. The related

1] for the phase 6 Master Plan and to [General

organizations support ICT in kindergarten

outline-Table 2] for the status of major projects

education, elementary and secondary education,

2020.)

higher education, special education, vocational

Category

Major roles

MOE

Establishes, manages, and coordinates the
Master Plan for ICT in Education

Universities

Establish and implement the Implementation
Plan for ICT in Education for universities

MPOEs

Establish and implement the Implementation
Plan for ICT in Education for elementary and
secondary schools

[General outline-Figure 2] Flow chart of promoting
ICT in education

Support ICT in education for the MOE, the MPOEs,
Related
and universities; establish and implement the
organizations Implementation Plan for ICT in Education (specific
roles vary according to their own business)

for school personnel according to their
responsibilities. (Refer to [General outline-Table
3] for major roles by organization and to
[General outline-Figure 2] for the flow chart of
promoting ICT in education.)

education, international education, and training
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2. Status of laws on ICT in education

Secondary Education Act, on February 25, 2020,

vulnerable groups and educational copyrights

to enable the members to be elected in an

being breached, a breach caused by teachers'

electronic means. Second, the most controversial

creation of educational resources for class.

issue was how to check attendance, how to

Article 60-4 of the Elementary And Secondary

The MOE adopted distance education in

evaluate the result of distance learning classes,

Education Act stipulates that the State and a

accordance with Paragraph 2 of Article 24 of

and how to record them on the school records.

local government shall grant educational

Since the outbreak of COVID-19 in China in

the Elementary And Secondary Education Act.

Indeed, Article 25 of the Elementary And

subsidies such as admission fees, tuition fees,

December 2019, the coronavirus has spread all

The Article stipulates that classes shall, in

Secondary Education Act stipulates that the

and school meal expenses to a student who or

over the world, forcing people to wear masks

principle, be given during the day and

result of running curricula shall be recorded in

whose guardian is eligible recipient pursuant to

Overview and status

records1).

and to practice social distancing. The virus has

full-time: Provided, That evening classes,

the school

Accordingly, on April 6,

the National Basic Living Security Act; and a

changed people's daily lives in many sectors

seasonal classes, classes by hour, or classes by

2020 the MOE amended the Guideline for

student eligible for protection pursuant to the

such as politics, economy, society, and culture.

broadcast and correspondence, etc. may be

Recording and Managing School Records to

Single-Parent Family Support Act. The Article

Education has also undergone a dramatic

given, as prescribed by Acts and subordinate

insert

of

thereof also stipulates that the State and a local

change: transition from in-person classes to

statutes or school regulations. In addition,

Attendance & Absence) in the Attached Table

government shall cover the whole or part of the

distance learning classes (in whole or in part.)

Paragraph 4 of Article 48 of the Enforcement

8 thereof. The newly inserted Subparagraph

expenses within budgetary limits. Article 60-5

In Korea, distance education for ordinary

Decree thereof stipulates that the head of a

stipulates that within the scope of the

of the Elementary And Secondary Education

students was first adopted; the relevant laws

school may, where necessary for educational

standards (established by the Minister of

Act stipulates that if the relevant student or a

and legal systems should be amended. Most of

purposes, teach students using information and

Education) of school register, attendance and

person who protects such student intends to

the current laws and regulations were enacted

communications media, including distance

absence,

the

receive assistance with educational expenses,

by focusing on in-person classes;

they

learning classes. In such cases, matters

superintendent of schools has authority over

he or she shall file an application. The scope

exceptionally stipulate that some students

necessary in relation to target students, method

the management of students taking distance

of supporting educational expenses is limited

(hospital school students, student-athletes t,

of class operation, etc. shall be determined by

classes in schools in his jurisdiction.

to Internet fees, computers, devices necessary

etc.) may receive distance education. The

the superintendent of schools.

Aside from the amendment of Acts, the MOE

for distance learning classes (refer to Paragraph

United States, the United Kingdom, Canada,

Under the Acts above, no legal problems may

announced the Operational Guideline for

1 (5) of Article 104-2 of the Enforcement Decree

and other countries that have been offering

arise in terms of adoption of fully online

Distance Learning Classes on March 27, and it

of the Elementary And Secondary Education

distance courses to ordinary students have

courses. The highlight of the amendment of the

announced the Guideline for Attendance &

Act

currently amended the laws and regulations to

relevant Acts regarding distance learning

Absence, Evaluation, and Record for Distance

informatization for study utilizing information

ease the requirements for graduation and for

classes is as follows:

Learning Classes on April 7.

and communications media at home.])

completion of courses as well as improvement

First, when running curricula such as distance

A distance learning class refers to a class where

order for schools to use a work already made

of methods of checking attendance and

education, schools should need deliberation of

teachers teach and students learn classes at a

public for the purpose of education, the

evaluating students (KEDI Education Policy

the School Governance Committee. Considering

distance unlike an in-person class. As distance

measures to control access and to reproduction

Network, 2020). Korea has also adopted

that due to COVID-19 the members (parents

learning classes require the use of medium, two

shall be taken (refer to Article 25 of the

distance education in 2020 to prevent and

and teachers) cannot be elected in a face-to-

issues arise—a digital divide for students from

Copyright Act and Article 9 of the Enforcement

manage COVID-19 outbreaks. The MOE has

face way, the MOE amended Article 59 of the

amended the laws and regulations.

Enforcement Decree of the Elementary And

068

Subparagraph

and

4

(Management

evaluation

methods,

[Financial

support

for

educational
In

1) The detailed guidelines are stipulated in the Guidelines for Preparation and Management of School Records (Ministry of Education
Decree No. 331).
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Decree thereof)2).

Education Act and the Higher Education Act do

Both public educational platforms such as

not provide legal grounds for preparation for

e-Hakseupteo and EBS Online Class and

difficult circumstances where in-person classes

private educational platforms such as Google

cannot be properly conducted due to natural

Classroom can be used for distance learning

disasters or infectious diseases. In addition, the

classes. When these platforms need to collect,

existing laws were enacted on the premise of

process, and manage the personal information

in-person classes. Considering the outbreak of

KERIS publishes the Global Trend for ICT

The 42 overseas trends in elementary and

of children under 14 years of age, their legal

infectious diseases, occurrence of natural

Convergence Education on its website (visit

secondary education are divided into the three

representatives shall give their consent (refer to

disasters, or routinized distance learning

www.keris.or.kr). From January to the end of

major topics: (a) distance education in response

Article 22 of Personal Information Protection

classes in the knowledge and information

June 2020, it had monthly published five issues

to COVID-19, (b) digital education and policy

Act.)

society, the laws on distance education shall be

(No. 124-No. 132) that contain 42 overseas trends.

including online education, and (c) changes in

reorganized. In this regard, on July 7, 2020,

Unlike the existing overseas trends in the

the learning environment and other areas after

Choi Hyeong-du, a member of the National

issues published until 2019, the even-numbered

schools close and reopen (refer to [General

Assembly, proposed to amend the Elementary

issues are published as editions on elementary

outline-Table 4]).

Main achievements and future plans
In accordance with Article 50 of the Infectious

And Secondary Education Act to insert distance

Disease Control and Prevention Act, the

learning classes in Subparagraph 2 of Article 24

Minister of Education or the superintendent of

thereof.

2019 White Paper

issues, on academic and higher education.

[General outline-Table 4] Major overseas trends 2020 in ICT in education by topic
Category

schools may order that the businesses or
schools be temporarily closed in consultation
with the Minister of Health and Welfare. Where
deemed impossible to hold normal classes due
to exigent causes, such as disasters, the
competent authority may order the head of a
school to suspend classes. The head of a school
in receipt of an order shall suspend classes
without delay (refer to Article 64 of the

Countries and
organizations

United states

References & Citations

∙ MOE(2020), Establishment of Operational Guidelines
2020.

∙ MOE(2020), Guideline for Attendance & Absence,
Evaluation, and Record for Distance Learning Classes,

Distance
education in
response to
COVID-19

published April 7.

∙ Soon-Won Jung, “Current Laws and improving

European Union
(EU)

No. 128

KEDI.

also amended necessary laws at the discretion

Overseas Education Trends no. 378

∙ National Assembly's Bill Information System,
Retrieved from www.likms.assebly.go.kr/bill/main.do

2) Article 17 of the Enforcement Decree of the Copyright Act stipulates how to indicate sources.

French Ministry of Education launches platforms to provide the open source software
necessary for distance learning

Japan

the Minister of Education and the superintendent

Completion Standards of Curriculum By Country,”

No. 128 European Schoolnet introduces Netherlands’ distance exams in response to COVID-19

No. 126 Conducts distance education through radio broadcasting in response to COVID-19

China

and secondary schools to suspend classes. They

French Ministry of Education develops a sustainable educational plan to cope with
COVID-19

Liberia

secondary school,” Korean Education 47, no.2 (2020).
∙ KEDI Education Policy Network(2020), “Status of

No. 124

No. 132

an effort to prevent the spread of COVID-19,
of schools ordered kindergartens and elementary

Michigan State University reports a plan for education in response to COVID-19 in 50
states

No. 124 France attempts distance education in the wake of COVID-19

for Distance Learning Classes, published March 27,

UNESCO

070

Contents

No. 124 New York Times introduces teaching and learning resources of coronavirus
No. 126

strategies on distance learning in the elementary and

However, the Elementary And Secondary

Issue
No.

No. 124 Minister of Education expands learning options amid the COVID-19 pandemic

Elementary And Secondary Education Act.) In

of schools.

and secondary education; the odd-numbered

Project overview

Promotes ICT in physical education and conducts two-way interactive distance physical
education

No. 130 Holds the Mobile Learning Week 2019
No. 130

Education &Science Research Institute announces the prospect report on future
education and research on online education

No. 130 Elementary School in Xiongan New Area conducts AI education
Estonia, Germany
China

Digital
education
and policy

No. 124 Prepares for digital education to prevent the spread of COVID-19
No. 124 Shows the gap in educational technology due to COVID-19
Introduces an Latin America’s example of using technology during COVID19-driven
school closures

World Back

No. 126

Singapore

No. 132 Implements the plan to conduct digital education ahead of schedule due to COVID-19
No. 130

EURACTIV interviews with a member of the European Parliament on the European
digital education strategy

No. 132

EURACTIV introduces the highlight of the action plan of EU digital education to be
announced in September

EU
Google

No. 132 Runs a project to increase digital capabilities of one million Indian teachers
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[General outline-Table 4] Major overseas trends 2020 in ICT in education by topic (continued)
Category

Countries and
organizations
India
Japan

caused by the closure of schools, to ensure the

schools nationwide. This measure has minimized

right for learning, and to narrow the educational

damage by COVID-19 and has helped students,

No. 124 Status of Indian EduTech market amid the spread of COVID-19

gap.

teachers, and school personnel communicate

No. 124 KI-STAR REAL ESTATE runs a project to build home that supports home learning

The US Ministry of Education announced the

without physical contact in a digital space to

relevant guidelines that focus on higher education

enable students to continue regular education.

institutions in case of a setback for education for

The French government has asked students

No. 130 Shows a huge gap between schools and students during the closure of schools

students. It will expand the online-learning

and teachers to use the free educational

Announces the results of a survey on children’s online activities in 19 European
No. 126
countries

options. In particular, it temporarily eased the

platform Ma classe à la maison provided by

No. 128

Media Educational Institution, an affiliated organization of the French Ministry of
Education holds the online Media Week 2020

approval requirements for using the distance

the National Center for Distance Education

No. 132

European Schoolnet announces the research report on integrated education between
STEAM fields

learning technology in case that it is difficult to

(CNED) to teach classes and submit homework.

conduct face-to-face education on campus or in

This platform has also enabled teachers and

the community due to COVID-19.

students to communicate. The platform can be

If students apply for in-person classes, and

freely used only by the private schools that

educational institutions close campuses until

signed a contract with the center; private

the eradication of COVID-19, the institutions

schools without a contract shall pay a certain

can provide distance courses for the students

amount when using the platform.

Issue
No.

Contents

Undergoes trial and error in online instruction and expands the provision of free
No. 126
corporate learning services
No. 132 Shonan middle and high schools conduct ICT education by adopting the BYODsystem

United Kingdom

EU

Changes in
the learning
environment
and other
areas

No. 126 BBC provides various educational programs in the midst of COVID-19

No. 128 NWEA studies the impact of prolonged closure of schools on learning
No. 130 EdSurge announces the EduTech outlook in the post COVID-19 era
United States

No. 130 The Plenary introduces a toolkit that pursues diversity in the STEM fields
No. 132

Liberia
Switzerland
Asia

CoSN announces the survey result of school IT personnel on their comments over the
reopening of schools

No. 126 Conducts distance education via radio broadcasting
No. 128

Announces the result of a survey showing that there is a difference in study hours of
students during the school closure

No. 126 Singapore and Taiwan Stop using the Zoom program at school

until the reopening of campuses. If foreign

International
Telecommunication No. 126 ITU issues Guidelines on Child Online Protection
Union (ITU)
Turkey
UNESCO
China

students who return to their countries after

No. 128 Decides to continue distance education without reopening schools in 2020
No. 130 Spanish application using AI to help overcome dyslexia wins 2019 UNESCO ICT Prize
No. 132

Since January 2020 when COVID-19 hit the world,
countries around the world have pondered how
to cope with the pandemic in health sectors and

∙ Operation of educational platform Digital
education and policy

or they cannot take courses because the

Before the spread of COVID-19, countries

courses the students registered after returning

around the world did not rush to apply

to the US are canceled, the USMOE has made

technology to education.

equal education and narrow gaps in education.

educational institutions give various options to

Now, the use of technology in education has

These policy and projects are included by topic

the students. The USMOE also encouraged

become a necessity, not an option. In 2020

in the Global Trend.

educational institutions to keep receiving

many countries including the European Union

federal subsidies.

(EU) announced the policy related to digital

The French government closed schools to

education, opening a new frontier in education—

prevent the spread of COVID-19; in order for

an education conducted both online and offline.

Department of education of East China Normal University claims that the flipped
learning method is appropriate for the on-and-offline education.

Major trends in ICT in education by
topic

studying in the US fail to register for a course

4)

∙ Distance education conducted in response to
COVID-19

other sectors. To ensure the safety of teachers,

The world has made efforts to prevent the

students to continue education, the government

EURACTIV, an independent pan-European media

students, and parents, many countries closed

rapid spread of COVID-19 by encouraging

developed a sustainable educational system

schools at the national or local government levels.

telecommuting,

pursuing

Continuité Pédagogique for students, teachers,

network specialized in EU policy, introduced

They also explored a way of supplementing school

personal hygiene, and taking social distancing

and school personnel of pubic and private

education by conducting online education. They

measures. As for education, most countries

have developed policy related to ICT utilization

have conducted various forms of distance

and run projects to ensure the right to receive

education so as to reduce learning deficits

072

closing

schools,

3)

an outline of the EU Digital Education Action
Plan5) that the European Commission (EC)

3) www.education.gouv.fr/cornavirus-covid-19-informations-etrecomandtions-pour-les-tablisemnts-colaires-tles-274253 (Minst`ere de
l'e´ducation nationale, de la jeunesse et des sports 20,3.20)
4) Ma classe à la maison is a platform for elementary and secondary schools, a platform where each class consists of main package.
5) www.euractiv.com/section/digtal/news/gabriel-outlines-key-ares-for-eu-digtal-education-action-plan/ (EURACTIV, 20.715)
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announced in September 2020. The Action Plan

brought the National Digital Literacy Program6)

adaptation and acceptance of the changed

education amid COVID-19 from Latin America

focuses on how to tackle the issues: lack of

forward. The Ministry of Education has decided

learning environment. To that end, many

and the Caribbean (LAC) countries. The World

women's workforce and lack of European digital

to make sure middle school students all get a

countries and international organizations have

Bank introduced the example of applying

competencies in the ICT sector in EU. This Plan

personal laptop or tablet by the end of next

shared their experiences and promoted various

technology to education on its Blog. It is too

is in line with the European technology Agenda

year. He also added that the Ministry would

forms of educational research.

early to assess the impact of all these actions.

the EC announced in July 2020. Which shows

make home-based learning part and parcel of

The World Bank has run a consulting project

Some of the valuable lessons learned so far are:

that EU focuses on improvement in technology

the curriculum. The interview was related to

to learn the lessons on how to conduct

and reeducation. According to Mariya Gabriel,

the four major projects the Ministry announced

the European Commissioner for Innovation,

on June 28, 2020. (Refer to [General outline-Figure

(a) to extend the use of the existing technologies and resources to provide a rapid response, keeping in mind that the

Research, Culture, Education and Youth, the

3] for the highlight of his interview.)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

EC focused two areas when reorganizing the
Action Plan: increasing digital capabilities of
European Countries and promoting gender

∙ Changes in educational environment and
other areas

equality in the digital economy.

A contactless service sparked by COVID-19 has

In an interview with The Straits Times, a daily

been provided in all sectors of our lives. In

broadsheet newspaper based in Singapore,

education, distance education and digital

Education Minister Ong Ye Kung explained that

education have established as educational

the COVID-19 pandemic prompted Singapore

means. Accordingly, there is a need for

[General outline-Figure 3] Highlight of Interview of The Straits Times with Education Minister Ong Ye Kung

primary objective is pedagogical;
to collate educational resources in one place, implementing a multi-channel strategy;
to ensure that content can be used offline;
to include television and radio as a valuable resource;
to implement a hotline and use WhatsApp (free social media) to provide guidance and pedagogical assistance;
to offer downloaded textbooks;
to adopt national channels for providing social-emotional support to parents and educators;
to deploy public Wi-Fi access points; and
to explore partnerships with local mobile and telecom operators for reduced costs access.

The International Telecommunication Union

significantly more time online during COVID-19

(ITU) introduced seven ways to protect

lockdown.

children from online harms as children spend
(a) Set up parental controls: All leading browsers (Google, Safari, Firefox, Bing, Duck Duck Go) include a parental
control mode.

(b) Talk with your children about online safety and be aware of the online and mobile services they are using.
(c) Help your children be tech ready: Common Sense Media provides advice for age-appropriate apps, games and other
platforms.

(d) Stay aware of the online and mobile services used by your children: Spend time with your children online: Spend
time with your children online.

(e) Know how to report problems and seek help: parents show children the blocking and reporting functions in each
game and app.

(f) Create a culture of support so that children and young people feel comfortable seeking help.
(g) Manage children's screen time.

※ Singapore Ministry of Education did a survey and found that about one-third of Primary 1 students in Singapore do not have bank accounts.
That's why the Government of Singapore has helped parents set up the Child Savings Account (CSA), which will operate like a regular
personal bank account. But there will be no minimum balance requirement, fees or charges.

6) www.straistmes.com/singapore/ducation/lesons-learnt-oportunites-eizd-amid-covid-19-ong-yekung (The Straits Times, 20.629)
074

The ITU launched the Child Online Protection

connecting to the Internet, but children are

(COP) Initiative to undertake activities for

spending more time online than ever before.

children's online safety. With an estimated 1.5

Telecom Italia, an Italian telecommunications

billion children out of school around the world

company, reported that an increase of more

and widespread social distancing measures

than 70% of Internet traffic over the landline

keeping children confined to their homes,

network used during the mid of March 2020,

education and socialization have moved online.

with a big contribution from online gaming

First in history, not only many children start

such as Fortnite.
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Chapter 1
ICT in primary and
secondary education
1.1 Policy on ICT in education
1.1.1 Status of the implementation plan for ICT in education
1.1.2 Operation of the National Curriculum Information Center
1.1.3 Development and application of Digital Textbooks
1.1.4 Enhancement of SW and AI education
1.1.5 Promotion of Online Classes
1.1.6 Improvement and operation of the Student Evaluation Support Portal
1.1.7-1 ICT training for teachers: Operation of the KERIS Comprehensive Education Training Institute
1.1.7-2 ICT training for teachers: Operation of Distance Education Training Support Center
1.1.8 Operation of the Institute of Information Security Education for the Gifted
1.1.9 Creation of an ICT environment in schools

1.2 Teaching and learning support services
1.2.1 Provision of a service for sharing and distributing educational information Edunet T-clear
1.2.2 Cyber Learning System e-Hakseupteo
1.2.3 Support service for improvement of basic academic skills KU-CU
1.2.4 Operation of a Comprehensive Support System for Reading Education
1.2.5 Operation of the Educational Broadcasting Service by the Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS)
1.2.6 Operation of Open Middle and High Schools
1.2.7 Operation of e-School for student-athletes
1.2.8 Operation of Creativity and Character Building Net CreZone
1.2.9 Operation of one-to-one tutoring service DANCHOO

1.3 Establishment of ICT-based personalized educational services
1.4 Promotion of standardizing educational information and creation of an environment for using copyrights
1.4.1 Promotion of standardizing educational information
1.4.2 Distance learning classes and copyright

1.5 Digital literacy
1.5.1 Analysis of student propensity for ICT according to the result of OECD's PISA
1.5.2 International Computer Information and Literacy Study
1.5.3 National analysis of digital literacy levels in primary and secondary school

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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[Table 1.1.2] 2020 Budgets for ICT in education projects by sector

(Unit: project, KRW one million)

Project sectors
Category

New
projects

1.1.1

Project
type

Status of the implementation plan for ICT in education

Continuous
projects

Project overview
The MOE has developed the phase 6 Master Plan for ICT in Education (2019–2023) and has

Information
systems
Number of
projects
Budgets
Number of
projects
Budgets
Number of
projects

Total

Budgets

ICT in
infrastructure

Total

Support in ICT

R&D

2020

29

2

3

0

34

11,801

748

2,071

0

14,620

412

57

190

6

665

406,006

134,640

120,726

3,169

664,541

441

59

193

6

699

417,807

135,388

122,797

3,169

679,161

developed and initiated the implementation plan for works of the relevant organizations (MPOEs
and the associated and affiliated organizations) in order to create the environment for

[Table 1.1.3] 2020 Budgets for ICT in education projects by policy area

people-centered intelligent future education.
2018
Settlement

2019
Budget (A)

2020
Budget (B)

Increase or
decrease
value
(B - A)

Creation of the future smart
educational environment

220,517

313,745

251,164

-62,581

-19.95

37.0

Innovation of sustainable ICT in
education

191,259

301,273

200,331

-100,942

-33.51

29.5

Realization of ICT-based
personalized educational services

163,134

157,686

142,192

-15,494

-9.83

20.9

Establishment of the digital
infrastructure for the sharing
educational information

51,928

94,955

85,474

-9,481

-9.98

12.6

Total

626,838

867,659

679,161

-188,498

-21.5

100.0

Policy areas
<Phase 6 Master Plan for ICT in Education (2019–2023)>

Establishment and implementation of the phase 6 Master Plan for preemptive response to prepare for the era of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (Feb. 2019)
- Establishing four sectors for creating the environment for people-centered ICT –integrated future education
Ⅰ. Creation of the future smart educational environment
Ⅱ. Innovation of sustainable ICT in education
Ⅲ. Realization of ICT-based personalized educational services
Ⅳ. Establishment of the digital infrastructure for the sharing educational information
- Presenting 13 major political tasks (51 tasks) in the four sectors

[Figure 1.1.1] Changes in budgets for Educational ICT projects by policy area
[Table 1.1.1] Budgets for ICT in education projects by organization

Budget
allocation
percentages

-36,192

-16.00

28.0

450,989

-153,970

-25.45

66.4

1,610

1,978

368

22.86

0.3

35,522

34,930

36,226

1,296

3.71

5.3

626,838

867,659

679,161

-188,498

-21.72

100.0

2018
Settlement

2019
Budget (A)

2020
Budget (B)

MOE

187,243

226,160

189,968

MPOEs

402,692

604,959

Affiliated
organizations

1,381

Related
organizations
Total

078

Increase or
decrease rate
(%)

Budget
allocation
percentages

(Unit: KRW one million)

(Unit: KRW one million, %)

Increase or
decrease rate
(%)

Organizations

(Unit: KRW one million)

Increase or
decrease value
(B - A)
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[Table 1.1.4] Average budget for ICT in education allocated to the MPOEs per student
Category

2017

2018

2019

[Table 1.1.5] 2020 Achievement target by index, policy area (continued)
2020

Budgets for project (KRW one million)

375,248

402,692

604,959

450,989

Average budget for ICT per student (KRW)

65,543

72,112

110,945

82,708

6.9

10.0

53.9

-25.5

YoY increase or decrease rate (%)

2019

Remarks
Standards of
MPOEs for
budget
allocation

Policy areas

Indexs
Targets
User satisfaction of supporting
special education for students with
disabilities (scores)

The MOE developed the method of implementing the phase 6 Master Plan for ICT in Education.
It has also established and initiated the Implementation Plan for ICT in education to manage the
achievements regarding the promotion of ICT in education in 2020 and has managed the
achievement index by policy area.

Realization of
ICT-based
personalized
educational
services

100%

78

10,000

12,686

100%

18,000

Work-burden reduction rate based
on EDS (%)

46.8

46.8

100%

47.8

Cumulative rate of using
Kindergarten Information Disclosure
(10,000 people)

150

150

100%

160

1,405

1,405

100%

1,447

80.5

80.5

100%

80.7

Cumulative rate of using School
Information Disclosure (10,000
people)

2019
Policy areas

Indexs
Targets

Development and dissemination of
Digital Textbooks

Development of next-generation
RISS
Creation of the Establishment of the open academic
future smart information system (cumulative
educational number, 1,000 cases)
environment
Cases of using the KERIS University
License platform (1,000 cases)
Establishment
of wireless
infrastructure
in elementary
and middle
schools

Public and private
schools (schools,
cumulative
number)
National schools
(classes)

Use of external organizations for
integrated platforms for career
education (10,000 cases)

Innovation of
sustainable ICT Cumulative number of schools using
in education e-Hakseupteo (schools)
Number of downloads of open
courses of universities (1,000 cases)

080

Achievements

(5th–6th grade
(5th–6th grade
elementary school) elementary school)
social studies,
social studies,
science, English (2nd science, English (2nd
grade middle school) grade middle school)
science, English
science, English
Establishment of
ISP

Establishment of
ISP

2020
(Targets)

Achievement
rate

100%

(3rd grade middle
school) science,
English

st

100%

1 establishment
(nationwide)

2,637

2,637

100%

2,707

4,303

4,303

100%

4,588

5,085

6,542

129%

9,498

50

50

100%

131

700

862

123%

725

4,000

3,485

87%

4,300

6,854

6,383

93%

7,021

Establishment of the disaster
recovery system with integration of
the educational information system
Establishment
of the digital
infrastructure
for sharing
educational
information

2020
(Targets)

77

User satisfaction of Higher Education
in Korea (points)

[Table 1.1.5] 2020 Achievement target by index, policy area

Achievement
rate

77

Cumulative number of learners with
support of lifelong education
vouchers (people)

Major achievements

Achievements

Number of types of KERIS University
Licenses
Establishment of fourth-generation
NEIS

Process rate of
building the new
center
(95%)
28
Establishment of
ISP

Process rate of
building the new
center
(95%)
28
Establishment of
ISP
(Oct. 2019)

100%

100%

100%

Completion of
building the center
and launch of the
disaster recovery
system
39
Establishment of
HW and SW
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1.1.2
2019 White Paper

[Figure 1.1.3] Number of visitors to the NCIC website

(Unit: person)

Operation of the National Curriculum Information Center

Project overview
The Korea Institute for Curriculum and Evaluation (KICE) undertook the research on the
establishment of the information sharing system of the national sharing system in 2008 to supply
and publicize the national curriculum (Jin-Suk Kim et al., 2008). In this regard, the National
Curriculum Information Center (NCIC) began providing its web service; since 2013, the service
has been operated through integration of the Curriculum & Textbook Information Service (CUTIS)
of the MOE.
The NCIC operates its website, where it uploads the national educational resources provided by
the MOE, discloses the relevant information, and researches the operation status.
[Figure 1.1.2] Contents and process of NCIC operation project

[Table 1.1.6] Examples of disclosing information related to the latest national curriculum
Uploading
date
Dec. 2019

Source: Byeong-Chun Lee et al., “Report on the Result of Running Operation, Maintenance, and Repair Project (CRC 2019-6)” (Oct. 2019)

Mar. 2020

Major achievements

the need for solidifying policy cooperation with the MOE. Second, the NCIC website has been
maintained and updated. Third, the NCIC has disclosed the information on the latest national
curriculum, ensuring public transparency. Fourth, the NCIC has made improvements according

and through carrying out surveys in order to obtain opinions on how to use the NCIC and on
how to improve its functions.

082

Public Notice on primary and secondary school curriculum
(amended in part)

MOE Public Notice No. 2019-211

Public Notice on special education curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2019-212

(Modified in part) Annex 22. Specialized subject curriculum
for arts high schools

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74

Annex 23. Specialized subject curriculum for the foreign
language

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74

Annex 1. General outline of curriculum In English

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74

Report on research and development on criteria for English,
math, technology & home management, physical education,
and foreign language subjects

Evaluation criteria for high schools according to the
2015 Revised National Curriculum

Research report on the development of evaluation criteria for
the career elective subject of the second foreign language

status of KICE as the research and development center of the national curriculum, which shows

improvements have also been carried out after the prompt response to the requests of the visitors

Remarks

Research and development of evaluation criteria for second
foreign language subjects

First, the number of the visitors to the NCIC website has been stable. This indicates a successful

to the results of quarterly inspections the website that provide policy information. These

Details of the upload

Apr. 2020

Annex 1 (amended in part at the end of 2019). General outline
of primary and secondary school curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2019-2011)

Annex 1. General outline of special education curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2019-162)

Public Notice on the Partial Amendment of “Primary and
Secondary Curriculum”

Partial Amendment notified in April 2020

Annex 1 (according to the Partial Amendment of “Special
Education Curriculum“ General outline of primary and
secondary school curriculum

Ⅱ-4. High school /MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2020-225)

Annex 8. Math curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2020-255

Annex 14. English curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2020-255

Annex 1. General outline of special education curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2019-212
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2020-226)
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[Table 1.1.6] Examples of disclosing the information on the latest national curriculum (continued)
Uploading
date

Details of the upload

2019 White Paper

Development and application of Digital Textbooks

Annex 2. Kindergarten curriculum, common curriculum, and
elective-centered curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2020-226)

Annex 3. Basic curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2020-226)

Annex 1 (the serial number system was modified regarding
special education). General outline of special education
curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice
No. 2019-212, including the Partial
Amendment of MOE Public Notice No. 2020-226)

Annex 2. Kindergarten curriculum, common curriculum, and
elective-centered curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2020-226)

The project for the development and application of Digital Textbooks has been in operation to

Annex 3. Basic curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2020-226)

self-directed learning. After the prototype development for adopting concepts and technology (2008

Commentary of general outline of the 2015 Revised National
Curriculum (high school, modified file) according to the
Public Notice on the Partial Amendment of “Primary and
Secondary School Curriculum” notified on April 14, 2020

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74
(including the Partial Amendment of MOE Public
Notice No. 2020-225)

Annex 1 (that modified Specialized Subject II). General outline
of primary and secondary school curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74
(Including the Partial Amendments of MOE Public
Notices No. 2018-150 & No. 2018-162 & No.
2019-211)

Annex 2. Elementary curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74
(Including the Partial Amendments of MOE Public
Notices No. 2018-150 & No. 2018-162

Annex 3. Middle school curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74
(Including the Partial Amendments of MOE Public
Notices No. 2018-150 & No. 2018-162

Annex 4. High school curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74 (Including the Partial
Amendment of MOE Public Notice No. 2018-162)

Annex 1. General outline of special education curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81 (Including the Partial
Amendments of MOE Public Notices No. 2018-151 &
No. 2018-163 & No. 2019-212 & No. 2020-226)

Annex 2. Kindergarten curriculum, common curriculum, and
elective-centered curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81 (Including the Partial
Amendments of MOE Public Notices No. 2018-151 &
No. 2018-163 & No. 2020-226)

Annex 3. Basic curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-81 (Including the Partial
Amendments of MOE Public Notices No. 2018-151 &
No. 2020-226)

Commentary of general outline of the 2015 Revised National
Curriculum in special education

2018-151

Commentary of general outline of the 2015 Revised National
Curriculum (high school)

Partly modified

Annex 1. General outline of primary and secondary school
curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74 (Including the Partial
Amendment of MOE Public Notice No. 2020-225)

Annex 4. High school curriculum

MOE Public Notice No. 2015-74 (Including the Partial
Amendment of MOE Public Notice No. 2018-150)

Commentary of general outline of the 2015 Revised National
Curriculum (high school)

Partly modified

Apr. 2020

May 2020

Jun. 2020

1.1.3

Remarks

Project overview
Digital Textbooks are student learning resources that include glossaries, multimedia materials,
assessment items, supplementary and in-depth learning content, and learning support and
management functions added to the content of printed textbooks.
overcome the limitations of printed textbooks, improve the quality of classes, and support students’
–2013) and the trial application of the pilot schools (2014–2017), Digital Textbooks have been used
for ordinary schools since 2018. In order to help teachers and students better use Digital Textbooks,
the Digital-Textbook platforms have been established and operated, such as Viewer services, the
learning community Wedorang, and the integrated account authentication system. As COVID-19
forced schools to postpone the start date and to provide distance education, digital books have
been used as a core resource for distance courses, and Wedorang has been used as a platform
of distance learning classes for content utilization and task-oriented classes.
[Figure 1.1.4] Concept map of Digital Textbooks

Specialized Subject II Correction of practical subjects
Annex 40. Specialized subject curriculum in agriculture,
forestry, and fisheries
084
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[Table1.1.9] Subjects provided in PDF format (e-book)

•Development and dissemination of Digital Textbooks
[Table 1.1.7] Development and application of Digital Textbooks for the 2015 Revised National Curriculum
Schools

Grades

Elementary
schools

2017

3rd–4th grades

Social studies, Science, English Developed

5th–6th grades

Social studies, Science, English

Middle
schools

High
schools

Subjects

1st grade

Social studies, Science, English Developed

2nd grade

Social studies, Science, English

3rd grade

Social studies, Science, English

English, English I, English speaking, English reading
Developed
and writing

2018

2019

2020

→

→

→

Developed

Applied

→

→

Applied

→

→

→

Developed

Applied

→

→

Developed

Applied

→

→

→

→

Note: Social studies for middle school (Social Studies I, II) was developed in 2017 and applied from 2018.

Subjects Grades

Elementary
schools Science

English

Social
studies
Middle
schools

High
schools

Elementary
schools

104

(1st–2nd grades in elementary school) integrated subjects (spring, summer) Korean,
math, safe life, elective subjects
(3rd–6th grades in elementary school) Korea, math, ethics, elective subjects

Governmentpublished

Governmentauthorized
Governmentapproved

Middle schools

9

(1st–3rd grades in middle school) elective textbooks

High schools

9

(1st–3rd grades in high school) elective textbooks

Middle school

144

(1st–3rd grades in middle school) Korean, math, history, ethics, elective subjects

High schools

231

(1st–3rd grades in high school) Korean, math, social studies, science, history, ethics,
elective subjects

Middle schools
High schools

3rd–6th
grades

Digital Textbooks

Volumes &
types

Social studies 3-1, 3-2, 4-1,
8 volumes
4-2, 5-1, 5-2, 6-1, 6-2

Compilation &
publishing
agencies

Category

Busan National
University of
Education

Governmentpublished

3rd–6th
grades

English 3,4,5,6

1st–2nd
grades

Social studies 1,2

20 types in
four
volumes

Five publishers

16 types in
two
volumes

Eight publishers

Science

1st–3rd
grades

Science 1,2,3

14 types in
three
volumes

Five publishers

English

1st–3rd
grades

English 1,2,3

39 types in
three
volumes

13 publishers

English

English, English 1, English speaking,
English reading and writing

29 types in
four
volumes

Nine publishers

Total
Note: Based on June 2020

Textbooks developed by MPOEs

745

Remarks

3 –6
grades

th

242

[Figure 1.1.5] Main screen of digital books for the 2015 Revised National Curriculum

Korea Foundation
Applied to 3rd–4th
for the
Science 3-1, 3-2, 4-1, 4-2, 5-1,
Government- grades in 2018
8 volumes Advancement of
and to 5th–6th
5-2, 6-1, 6-2
published
Science and
grades in 2019
Creativity

rd

6

Note: Based on June 2020

[Table1.1.8] Status of providing Digital Textbooks for the 2015 Revised National Curriculum

Social
studies

Subjects

Total

Source: MOE (2016)

Schools

Number
of types

2021

Applied

Applied

Schools

Category

Governmentauthorized

Experiencing the Korean traditional wedding through VR

Operating the microscope and observing the paramecium
caudatum through AR

Temperature distribution according to the layer structure
and height of the atmosphere

Learning English by listening to and repeating
after the video

Governmentauthorized
Applied to 1st
grade in 2018;
Government- nd
2 , 2019; and 3rd,
authorized
2020
Governmentauthorized
GovernmentApplied in 2018
authorized

134 types in 32 volumes

Source: Digital Textbooks of social studies 3-2 and science 6-2 in elementary school; science 3 (Dong-A) and English 3 (YBM) in middle school
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•Establishment and operation of Digital Textbook service platforms

applied and updated so that the Digital Textbook viewer system can be stably run with the e-book

In order to support teachers and students in teaching and learning with Digital Textbooks, service

standard EPUB 3.0 applied that meets the HTML5 web standard. In the 2015 Revised National

platforms have been established and operated, such as the Viewer service, Wedorang, and the

Curriculum, immersive content (AR, VR, 360°) that applies new technology has been developed

account authentication and integration system.

and linked to Digital Textbooks so that students can see and experience things that are difficult
to experience in real-life settings.

•Support for use of Digital Textbooks and reinforcement of teacher competencies
The pilot schools have been designated and operated in order to test-apply Digital Textbooks.

•Increase in teacher and student competencies

Since 2015, schools hoping to use Digital Textbooks that have capabilities to support Digital

Not serving as a individuals who solely delivers knowledge, the roles of teachers has shifted to

Textbook use have been allowed to use Digital Textbooks autonomously. In 2018, after

help students achieve self-directed learning and promote diverse learning activities when teaching

pilot-operation, ordinary schools began using Digital Textbooks. To increase the use in ordinary

students with Digital Textbooks. Accordingly, students can participate in student-oriented learning

schools, 10 pilot schools and 302 leading schools have been operated as of 2020 to develop and

activities, such as self-directed individual learning, information exploration, discussion, and

share best practices of using Digital Textbooks.

project-based activities. The class videos that show exemplary student-oriented classes using Digital
Textbooks and teaching and learning programs developed by research and leading schools are

[Figure 1.1.6] Status of schools using Digital Textbooks

(Unit: school)

posted on the Edunet T-clear website at http://edunet.net/.
[Figure 1.1.7] Changes in in-person classes before and after the use of Digital Textbooks

Note: This graph is based on the number of schools with records of the teachers’ or students’ using (accessing) Digital Textbooks.
From 2014 to 2018 the number is based on the statistics conducted from March to December; in 2020, based on the statistics in June 30,
2020.

(1-5 points scale)

Major achievements
• Enhancement of the service platform for Digital Textbooks and providing immersive content
linked with the textbooks
As developed and applied, Digital Textbooks have been continuously improved in response to
on-site demands and changes in the IT environment. In addition, the relevant technology has been
accumulated and the platform has been enhanced. A browser-based rendering engine has been
088
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•Increase in students’ capabilities through classes in utilizing Digital Textbooks

1.1.4

[Figure 1.1.8] Changes in student capabilities before and after the use of Digital Textbooks
2019 White Paper

Enhancement of SW and AI education

Project overview
Software (SW) education is an education for nurturing creativity in learners equipped with creative
and logical reasoning skills, and increasing capacities in future core activities for students. The
2015 Revised National Curriculum of primary and secondary schools, which was put into effect
in September of 2015, stipulates that from 2019, elementary schools shall provide the SW education
more than 17 hours and from 2018 middle schools shall provide SW education for more than 34
hours annually. In December 2019, the relevant ministers announced the National Strategy for
Artificial Intelligence, and in May 2020, the MOE established and implemented the Comprehensive
Plan for IT Education. Accordingly, SW and AI education that includes education on software and
AI has been promoted.
[Figure 1.1.9] Goal and vision of the National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence

Source: Analysis of the effectiveness of research schools that use Digital Textbooks (2017-2020)

090

Vision: Toward AI World Leader beyond IT

AI for everyone, AI of everything
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[Figure 1.1.10] Status of operating the leading schools designated to provide SW education

(Unit: school)

[Table 1.1.11] Status of research on SW education policy (continued)
Category

Titles of researches

Medium-and long-term plan for
SW education
Curriculum development, diagnosis
of competence in SW education
AI education

Year

Operational plan for SW education in elementary school

2018

Research on standards for teachers’ and students’ competence in
SW education and on development of SW education

2019

Plan to establish Dataset, global trends, AI ethics

2020

•Increase in support for operating leading schools for SW and AI education
[Table 1.1.10] Status of operating the leading schools designated to provide SW education
Category

Seoul

Number of
schools

191

Conduction
of SW
173
A education
r
e
Pilota
s operation
18
of AI
education

Gwang- DaeBusan Daegu Incheon
ju
jeon

North South
Gyeong- GangNorth
Ulsan Sejong
Chung- Chunggi
won
Jeolla
cheong cheong

(Unit: school)

North South
South
Gyeong- Gyeong- Jeju
Jeolla
sang
sang

Total

88

100

76

46

48

30

9

525

81

69

117

107

166

148

183

27 2,011

78

81

63

40

40

25

8

459

73

62

94

99

150

133

163

23 1,764

To respond to a gradual increase in SW and AI leading schools, the MOE and KERIS have developed
and provided various guides such as a guide for operation of leading schools and a guide on how
to use physical computing tools, in addition to a result report on the operation of leading schools.
This measure aims to enhance sustainability of the operation of leading schools in SW and AI
education.
In addition, KERIS has considerably improved the function of the integrated information service

10

19

13

6

8

5

1

66

8

7

23

8

16

15

20

4

247

for SW education Edunet T-clear in order to disseminate and effectively manage the best practices
of SW and AI leading schools. This improvement has categorized the types of the achievements
of leading schools to make it easy to retrieve and use them.
KERIS has also conducted primary and secondary evaluations on the operation of the leading

Major achievements

schools, where the best leading schools were selected. KERIS has also held an awards ceremony

•Continuous research on policy for supporting on-site SW education

to award the best schools and to share their best practices, encouraging the sharing and the

Since 2015, the MOE and KERIS have continuously researched the policies necessary for schools

dissemination of information and practices related to SW and AI education.

and have supported the policies of SW and AI education. In 2020, to support establishment and
implementation of policy on AI, such as the National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence and the

[Table 1.1.12] 2019 Analysis results of the effectiveness of operation of leading schools in SW education
Satisfaction scores of students in terms of
SW education: 78.4

comprehensive plan for IT education, they produced three issue reports regarding the establishment
Category

of Dataset, the global trend on AI, and AI ethics.

Elementary schools

[Table 1.1.11] Status of research on SW education policy
Category

Titles of researches

Year

Establishment of guidelines for
SW education

Guidelines for conducting SW education

2015

Teaching and learning methods

Development of teaching and learning models of SW education

2016

Support for research and leading
schools in SW education
Establishment of learning
environments for SW education

092

Verification of the effectiveness of SW education

Degree of recognition of teachers for
SW education: 81.3

2015∼2019

Guide to consult with leading schools in SW education

2018

Creation of spaces for SW education

2018

Number of students

Average
(1–5 points scale)

Number of teachers

Average
(1–5 points scale)

1,780

4.06

135

4.20

Middle schools

404

3.74

19

4.13

High schools

635

3.96

19

3.87

2,819

3.99

173

4.15

Total

•Development and dissemination of SW and AI educational resources
KERIS has developed and provided 60 teaching and learning resources for middle schools (since
2017); and 35 resources for elementary schools (since 2018). To apply to school classes on AI by
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2020, KERIS developed five types of educational materials for teachers and students and distributed

1.1.5

the materials to schools in September 2020, after providing training for teachers from the leading
schools in SW and AI education.

2019 White Paper

Promotion of Online Classes

Project overview
•Promotion of cooperation between private sectors and universities to promote SW and AI
education

As part of an MOE-operated national educational policy project in 2020 to promote ICT-linked

KERIS holds a monthhly Software Education Leaders Forum (SELF) where SW education experts

education that meets the needs of the future, the KERIS Center for Digital Education Research

can share and discuss current issues. In 2020 this forum was held online amid the COVID-19

has operated a project to provide online classes. An “Online class” is a distance education system

pandemic. To enhance cooperation between private sectors and academic institutes to promote

to enable students to take and pass the subjects that they cannot pass due to transferring schools

and spread SW education, KERIS conducted an MOU with universities located in the Honam region

or courses that cannot be taken because schools do not have the resources to offer certain classes

and the Metropolitan area. KERIS also signed an MOU with leading private corporations to

on-site.

encourage schools to adopt AI technology. This measure created an ecosystem where schools can

Online classes enable us to create future environments and education systems to nurture 21st

utilize leading-edge technology and infrastructure held by corporations. In November 2020, KERIS

Century skills that can actively adapt to a rapid change in the educational environment – such

held an online AI competition for Students in partnership with private corporations, which was

as changes caused by the advent of the knowledge based society. An online class conducted with

the first of such cases in the history of KERIS.

rapidly developing information and communication media has been promoted as an effective
alternative solution to guarantee students’ rights to education, such as the right for choosing

[Figure 1.1.11] SELF & MOU signed with private corporations and universities

subjects and to conduct student-oriented education. Online classes used by middle and high schools
nationwide are conducted according to the standard of semesters, and online classes are organized
into sessions in each 14-week-long semester. However, in 2020 the weeks per semester were
decreased to 12 weeks.
[Figure 1.1.12] System of promoting online classes

Source: KEDI (2020a)
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[Figure 1.1.13] Procedures of onilne classes

[Figure 1.1.15] Number of schools enrolling in online classes

(Unit: school)

Source: Website of Online High School at http://hs.onlineschool.or.kr (Jul. 2020)
Note: In accordance with standards of the Office of Education and schools, in-person classes can be conducted and additional evaluations can
be made. The academic performance management committee of the school decides whether the students complete the courses, and
teachers record the result in the school record.

[Figure 1.1.14] Number of students enrolling on online classes

(Unit: person)

[Table 1.1.13] Content created for online classes
Year

(Unit: subject)

Developed subjects

Number of
subjects

2020

Chemistry II, Earth Science II, Vietnamese I

3

2019

Life Science II, creative management, engineering general

3

2018

Physics II, French I, German I, Everyday Spanish

4

2017

World history, Spanish I, Everyday French

3

2016

English reading and writing

1

2015

Vietnamese I

1

2014

Physics II, Chemistry II, Life Science II, Spanish I

4

2013

-

-

2012

World geography, French, German

3

Total number of subjects developed

22

Source: KEDI (2020a)
Note: The subjects overlapped were developed in preparation for the 2009 and 2015 National Curriculum; the subjects for the year of 2020 will
be completed by December 2020.

Major achievements
In accordance with the 2015 Revised National Curriculum, in 2020 online classes are given for
34 subjects in middle school; and 53 subjects in high school. According to the 2009 curriculum,
two history subjects are added to the middle school curriculum; one Korean history subject, the
high school curriculum.
096
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[Table 1.1.14] Result of enrolling in online classes for the first semester 2020

(Unit: school, student, subject)

Middle schools

High schools

enhance the quality of online classes. The leading teachers selected among the subject-specialized

Category
Schools

Students

Total subjects

Schools

Students

There is a leading-teacher system to develop the expertise of the subject-specialized teachers and

Total subjects

teachers have promoted the cooperation between the subject-specialized teachers and improved

Seoul

42

128

221

96

578

803

Busan

19

55

128

15

47

55

Daegu

60

224

374

46

237

441

Incheon

9

16

27

20

56

93

foreign language sector of both middle and high schools) in the subject-specialized categories of

Gwangju

8

13

28

12

49

74

teachers were appointed.

Daejeon

8

16

27

37

150

183

Ulsan

17

37

60

16

56

75

Sejong

12

141

272

13

146

209

Gyeonggi

350

2,235

3,923

299

1,225

2,322

Gangwon

9

110

154

45

161

186

North Chungcheong

7

15

29

30

230

261

South Chungcheong

22

44

90

41

248

332

North Jeolla

4

7

8

35

138

185

South Jeolla

26

47

81

54

254

331

North Gyeongsang

26

88

151

43

139

220

South Gyeongsang

17

47

88

55

246

338

Jeju

-

-

-

10

86

108

Total

636

3,223

5,661

867

4,046

6,216

the validity and fairness of the creation and evaluation of final exams. As of the first semester
in 2020, 31 leading teachers (13 for middle schools, 13 for high schools, and five for the integrated

[Figure 1.1.16] Number of subjects enrolled in by high schools by semester and the course completion rate

(Unit: %)

Note: The total number of subjects is a cumulative number reflecting the number of students that repeatedly participate the classes according
to the subject.

Online classes are conducted by both subject-specialized teachers and co-teachers. The co-teachers
are among the teachers working at schools that conduct online classes; and the co-teacher enrolls
in and manages online classes, handles students’ completion of classes, and prepares a report that
includes the learning results of students.
In addition, KEDI has appointed subject-specialized teachers among school teachers by subject
for online classes and has formed a classroom with about 40 students in order to answer students’
questions. Subject-specialized teachers have developed lesson plans, managed the progress of

In addition, the Guideline for Recording and Managing School Records was amended in 2020—an
amendment that can resolve the disputes related to write the result of students’ participation in
online classes in the school record. The amendment made in July 2020 now allows teachers to
record the results of online classes on the special abilities and remarks session in the school record
—the result of online classes or unopened courses is listed where the grade is not produced.
Accordingly, from the second semester, more high school students will join online classes.

students who they are responsible for, developed and evaluated assessment items to check
students’ understanding of the subject, and created and reviewed final-term evaluation items to
maximize the quality of learning for students. As of the first semester 2020, a total of 168
subject-specialized teachers were appointed: 66 for middle schools, and 102 for high schools. They
encourage their students to take online classes by sending SMS (text messages) and notifications,
and provide them with learning materials.
098
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[Figure 1.1.17] Students enrolling in online classes by purpose for the second semester in 2019 and the first
semester in 2020

1.1.6

(Unit: %)
2019 White Paper

Improvement and operation of the Student Evaluation Support Portal

Project overview
The MOE and KICE have operated the Student Evaluation Support Portal (visit http://stas.moe.

go.kr) to adapt to a change in the criteria for student evaluation and to improve teacher expertise
in evaluating students. The functions and content of the portal have been upgraded to encourage
teachers usage.

Major achievements
The membership and the number of visits have gradually increased. The increase shows that there
is a growing interest in the portal that has gradually improved its functions for user convenience
and has provided various content that pursues the policy on student evaluation.
[Table 1.1.15] Usage status of the portal

(Unit: person)

Category

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Total

Number of new
memberships

5,240

11,716

16,089

9,455

42,500

Number of visitors

-

9,329

43,578

26,766

79,673

However, in proportion to the number of teachers of primary and secondary schools, the average
percentage of content hits was 9% (10,457 hits/113,868 elementary school teachers), 15% (16,748
hits/110,556 middle school teachers), and 11% (14,236 hits/133,130 high school teachers). This
indicates that a plan should be developed to further promote the portal to teachers and to
encourage more teachers to use the portal.
The portal has annually conducted a satisfaction survey of teachers on potential improvements. Based
on the 2020 results, (not including the design, which receives highest scores in satisfaction) the search
function, the menu page layout, and the screen layout were reformed to increase the use by teachers.
[Table 1.1.16] Results of the (3rd) satisfaction survey of teachers on the portal
Convenience in screen
layout

Category

Clarity of menu page
layout

Convenience in search &
accuracy of the result

Design & layout

Satisfied

65.8%

67.3%

66.1%

67.9%

71.0%

Neutral

31.0%

29.0%

29.6%

30.9%

27.2%

Dissatisfied

3.2%

3.7%

4.3%

1.2%

1.8%

Note: Schools of teachers surveyed: elementary schools (21.6%), middle schools (42.6%), and high schools (35.8%)
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[Figure 1.1.18] Reform of menu page layout of the portal

[Table 1.1.17] Number of items for descriptive evaluation by school

(Unit: subject)

Subjects

Elementary schools

Middle schools

High schools

Total

Korean

80

139

79

298

Math

-

109

90

199

Social studies

56

55

142

253

Science

62

79

114

255

English

-

76

67

143

Total

198

458

492

1,148

Note: Based on June 30, 2020

[Figure 1.1.19] Creation of a search page for site-oriented student evaluation tools
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1.1.7-1
2019 White Paper

[Table 1.1.18] Status of running KERIS Training Institute

ICT training for teachers: Operation of the KERIS Comprehensive
Education Training Institute

2017

courses in the ICT in education fields: ICT in primary and secondary education, ICT in academic
research, ICT in educational administrative and financial services, and ICT in education for teachers

institute (“KERIS Training Institute”) in charge of ICT education training. Since the authorization,
with its expertise and know-how in ICT in education, it has aimed to pursue the MOE’s educational
policy, to improve the quality of education by strengthening technical competencies in teaching and
learning, and by developing teacher competencies to contribute to development of national education.
This all coincides with the MOE’s plan for Happy Education for All, Creative Talent Shapes the Future.

Sep. 2020

3

512

6

5,217

4

2,475

5

1,300

Digital Textbooks

1

78

6

699

11

1,344

3

229

Prevention of cyber
violence and Information
and Communication ethics

1

80

2

73

1

170

1

417

Copyrights related to
education

0

0

0

0

1

67

1

48

EduTech (Knowledge
Spring)

-

-

-

-

-

-

43

170

from developing countries.
KERIS was authorized by the MOE in July 2017 to serve as a comprehensive education training

2019

SW and AI education

KERIS was established as an ICT in Education-dedicated institute and has promoted and shaped
ICT in
primary
and
secondary
education

2018

Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number trainees
trainees
trainees
trainees
Number of
Number of
Number of
of
who
who
who
who
courses
courses
courses
courses completed
completed
completed
completed
courses
courses
courses
courses

Areas

Project overview

the government’s policy on ICT in education. In this regard, KERIS has provided numerous training

(Unit: course, person)

ICT in academic research

0

0

13

434

13

438

-

-

ICT in educational administrative and
financial services

2

74

2

120

2

122

1

65

Others (trainings in content
development, international forums, ICT
utilization trainings, etc.)

2

44

-

-

2

104

1

17

Total

9

788

29

6,543

34

4,720

55

2,246

Source: KERIS Comprehensive Education Training Institute

The KERIS Training Institute has laid the groundwork for stable provision of training and
development of systematic training courses such as establishment and management of the quality

[Table 1.1.19] Creation and dissemination of content for teacher distance training in the national educational policy

of training provided by the institute by establishing the integrated management system of

sector

(Unit: type)

training-related works carried out by each project department. This measure aimed to increase

Category

2017

2018

2019

2020

the effectiveness of operation of training courses by enhancing sustainability of the training for

Teaching and learning
(including curriculum)

6

14

13

11

Life education

1

2

1

2

Career counseling

2

2

4

2

Policy understanding

1

3

1

6

Total

10

21

19

21

primary and secondary school teachers.
To improve the diversity and the quality of teacher training courses, the MOE annually develops
a plan known as the ‘Direction to focus on teacher training’. This plan is aimed at realizing safe
schools and happy education, as well as improving teacher competencies. To enhance teacher
competencies in nurturing creative skills that can adapt to social changes and the era of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, the KERIS Training Institute has developed and operated various training
courses related to ICT in education and academic research, a measure taken to support the MOE’s

[Table 1.1.20] Provision of educational content by topic related to training in 2020

(Unit: case)

policy projects. The Institute has also developed and provided content for distance training in the

SW education

AI education

Digital Textbooks

EduTech

national educational policy sector to enhance teachers’ understanding of educational policy. The

16

18

10

11

KERIS Training Institute has encouraged an effective promotion of national policy projects and
educational policy and has supported the implementation of educational policy to lay the
groundwork for future education.
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Major achievements
As COVID-19 has limited face-to-face activities, use of state-of-the-art technology to give and

1.1.7-2
2019 White Paper

ICT training for teachers: Operation of Distance Education Training
Support Center

receive education to prepare for future education has become prevalent. In this regard, the KERIS
Training Institute has analyzed a change in internal and external environments and identified what

Project overview

is important and urgent. To actively respond to a rapid change in training environment, such as
post COVID-19 era education and development of digital technology, various training courses in

With the advancement of the ICT in education, distance education training has established itself

ICT in education have been developed and provided. By doing so, the Institute has contributed

as a core instrument for developing teacher competencies, in that distance training can overcome

to the implementation of educational policy to enhance teacher competencies in future ICT in

the time and space limitations of collective training and can allow trainees to acquire a self-directed

education implementation.

learning online. Since 2003, KERIS has provided teachers with information on distance education

The KERIS Training Institute has actively responded to a change in educational environments by

training courses of relevant institutes nationwide. Since 2009 KERIS has been designated by the

shifting the existing face-to-face training to a platform-based real-time two-way interactive video

MOE as a Distance Education Training Support Center1). Since 2011 KERIS has evaluated the

training. In addition, efforts have continuously been made to develop teacher competencies in

operation of training institutes to manage the quality of the training courses, and since 2013 KERIS

adapting to changing roles and educational environments .

has disclosed the results of the evaluation on its website in accordance with the government’s

In particular, the KERIS Training Institute established a platform known as Knowledge Spring where

policy to disclose such information. As of June 2020, a total of 32 distance education training

teachers can freely share their capabilities of using EduTech via a real-time two-way interactive

institutes (six public institutions, eight university-affiliated institutes, and 18 private training

online means. The platform opened and operates courses in six sectors: online platforms, content

institutes) have been approved for operation.

by subject, lecture authoring tools, video classes, AI (SW) education, and copyright ethics for online
courses. The Knowledge Spring platform launched in September 2020 and has opened 100 courses
and has received 700 applications as of the end of October. This shows that the platform leads
though voluntary participation and has gained a great amount interest from primary and secondary
school teachers.

[Table 1.1.21] Teachers completing in-service trainings by training institute
2014

2015

2016

(Unit: person)

2017

2018

Year of survey
Teachers

%

Teachers

%

Teachers

%

Teachers

%

Teachers

%

University-affilia
ted institutes

21,956

2.4

18,499

1.4

26,429

2.1

22,416

1.5

31,852

2.0

Private training
institutes

148,084

16

134,573

10.0

77,811

6.3

75,032

5.2

85,142

5.2

MPOE training
institutes

313,665

34

629,711

47.0

610,217

49.1

850,849

58.8

911,912

55.4

Distance
education
training
institutes

421,376

45.6

493,841

36.9

494,919

39.8

468,179

32.3

551,039

33.4

Comprehensive
education
training
institutes

18,597

2

63,084

4.7

33,140

2.7

31,532

2.2

65,508

4.0

Total

923,678

100

1,339,708

100

1,242,516

100

1,448,008

100

1,645,453

100

Source: KEDI KESS (visit https://kess.kedi.re.kr)

1) In accordance with Article 6-2 (Distance Education Training Support Center) of Regulations on training of teachers, etc., the Minister
of Education may designate a distance education training support center as prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Education
in order to support the establishment, abolition, and operation of distance education training institutes.
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[Table 1.1.22] Management system of Distance Education Training Support Center
Institutes

•Review of the training courses of distance education training institutes
In the event of distance education training institutes newly creating content (training courses) or

Roles
• Establishes the direction to focus on teacher training by year
• Collectively manages, establishes, and abolishes distance education training institutes
• Collectively manages and improves the systems related to distance training

MOE
(Teacher training division)

KERIS
(Distance Education Training
Support Center)

in the case of possession of content that the Center reviewed more than three years ago, the
institutes are required to have the content reviewed by the Center. Overall, new training courses

• Establishes the system of managing and operating distance education training institutes
• Offers insight when approving the establishment and abolition of distance education training
institutes
• Develops guidelines for managing and evaluates the quality of distance education training
institutes
• Reviews the training courses
• Discovers and publicizes leading distance education training institutes
• Operates and improves systems related to distance training
• Supports the operation of the institutes and the operation of consultative bodies

Related institutes (education training institutes, educational administrative training institutes, comprehensive education training
institutes, distance education training institutes, etc.)

Major achievements

are being gradually developed. In this regard, the Center has reviewed them and given feedback
to the institutes, and the institutes have conducted self-inspection on newly-developed courses,
thereby providing high-quality content for teachers.
[Table 1.1.24] Review on the training courses of distance education training institutes

(Unit: case, %)

Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

New applications

550

602

475

458

535

Number of passes

365

372

329

347

413

Pass rate (%)

66.4

61.8

69.3

75.7

77.1

•Operation of the information management system by trainees graduating from distance

•Evaluation the of operation of distance education training institutes
The Distance Education Training Support Center has evaluated the operation of the distance

education training institutes

education training institutes in order to the quality of distance training and inspect the operation

In order to systemically and safely manage the information of the trainees who complete the

status. The Center has improved the operational evaluation indicators of distance education training

training courses of the distance education training institutes, the Center, in 2015, established a

institutes to enhance the quality of training—an improvement to pursue the MOE’s policy to

system for managing the information on trainees graduating from the institutes. After a trial period,

improve the service quality of the institutes. In particular, the Center has strengthened the

this system has been in operation since March 2016.

evaluation of the personnel of the institutes and has applied the evaluation indicators for pass
rates after review of the development of new content and training courses to enhance the

•Adoption of the year-round training system

specialization and expertise of the institutes. With a rising national focus on the protection of

The MOE and the KERIS Distance Education Training Support Center have developed the

personal information, the Center has intensively evaluated the management of personal

year-round training system and guidelines in March 2020 in order to guarantee the self-directed

information protection on the website.

learning rights of teachers and to swiftly respond to the demands of distance training to adapt
to environmental changes such as the COVID-19 pandemic and digital transformation of teacher

[Table 1.1.23] Annual results of evaluating the operation of distance education training institutes

(Unit: institute)

training.

Category

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Institutes evaluated

43

42

40

38

36

19

18

16

18

Excellent

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

Category

Periodic training courses

Year-round courses

Good

26

29

6

5

13

2

5

5

6

Normal

-

-

23

22

12

8

7

5

4

Course
enrollment and
learning period

Enrollment of the courses is limited to
specific period

Enrollment of the courses is not limited
(courses can be taken anytime).

-

Poor

17

13

11

11

11

9

6

5

2

Very poor

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

Monthly operation

Year-round operation

-
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[Table 1.1.25] Comparison of the type of distance training courses for teachers (continued)
Category

Periodic training courses

Year-round courses

1.1.8
Remarks
2019 White Paper

Minimum &
maximum period
of the learning

About 20 days (no minimum & maximum
learning days)*

Minimum: 4 days, maximum: 270 days,
flexible learning allowed**

Based on the guidelines
for year-round courses

Completion of
training courses
and issuance of
certificates

Certificates can be issued after the end
of the learning period even if the
completion requirements are met.

In case the completion requirements
are met, certificates can be issued on
demand.

Based on the guidelines
for year-round courses

* Based on the course the 30th monthly course
th

** Based on the course the 30 monthly course in 2020

Operation of the Institute of Information Security Education for
the Gifted

Project overview
With new technologies such as AI and big data being applied to our lives and industries, society
is entering the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. A need has arisen for training personnel
specialized in information protection and developing the surrounding education, which aims to

•Establishment of a comprehensive system for searching for distance training content
The Center has established a comprehensive system for searching for distance training content
in 2020 to provide services of searching for reliable distance training content, offering the
integrated information, and to establish systems of managing the integrated data of teacher training
as well as managing the quality of the training content.

protect national interests. In this regard, the MOE developed plans to discover and train cyber
experts through the National Cyber Security Comprehensive Countermeasures (National
Intelligence Service, July 2013). Furthermore, the MOE has established and operated the Institute
of Information Security Education for the Gifted, an institute that runs curricula including classes
of information protection, cryptography, information ethics, and other cyber security-related
classes. In September 2019, the government planned to enhance cyber-security competencies with

•Establishment of an Information Strategy Plan for the next-generation integrated education and
training system
KERIS has operated the Information Strategy Plan of the next-generation of the integrated
education and training system to enhance the system managed by the central education training
institutes and used by the 34 MPOE training institutes and other educational institutes.

expertise and competitiveness in order to lay the groundwork for growth of the cyber security
industry through the Master Plan for National Cyber Security. The Institute of Information Security
Education for the Gifted aims to discover the gifted children in the field of information protection
with expertise and ethical consciousness and to foster the next-generation leaders in information
protection. Considering the geographical accessibility, the MOE annually runs the Institutes of
Information Security Education for the Gifted in four regions (Seoul Metropolitan Area,
Chungcheong region, Yeongnam region, and Honam region) and selects a total of 360 students
with talents from 4 regions (90 students per region).
[Table 1.1.26] Institutes with Institutes of Information Security Education for the Gifted by region
Regions

Universities that run the
Institute

Regions in charge

Region I (Seoul Metropolitan Area)

Seoul Women's University

Seoul, Incheon, Gyeonggi, Gangwon , Jeju

Region II (Chungcheong region)

Kongju National University

Daejeon, Sejong, North Chungcheong, South Chungcheong, Jeju

Region III (Yeongnam region)

Daegu University

Busan, Daegu, Ulsan, North Gyeongsang, South Gyeongsang,
Jeju

Region IV (Honam region)

Mokpo National University

Gwangju, North Jeolla, South Jeolla, Jeju

Source: KERIS, MOE’s Operational Plan 2020 (draft) of Institutes of Information Security Education for the Gifted (Feb. 2020)
Note: A total of four universities run the Institutes in four regions. In case of Jeju, all regions can be applied.
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[Figure 1.1.20] System of Institutes of Information Security Education for the Gifted

[Table 1.1.28] Recruitment status of the Institutes of Information Security Education for the Gifted by region
(Unit: student)

2014
Category Applied
for

Seoul
Metropol- 462
itan Area

Source: KERIS, MOE’s Operational Plan 2020 (draft) of Institute of Information Security Education for the Gifted (Feb. 2020)

Selected

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Complet- Applied
Complet- Applied
Complet- Applied
Complet- Applied
Complet- Applied
CompletSelected
Selected
Selected
Selected
Selected
ed
for
ed
for
ed
for
ed
for
ed
for
ed

90

86

353

90

88

288

90

90

292

90

88

205

90

82

360

90

87

Chungcheong
region

78

73

67

117

90

80

152

90

87

173

90

89

144

90

86

216

90

85

Yeongnam
region

107

89

80

105

90

77

153

90

84

141

90

88

135

90

87

170

90

85

Honam
region

80

80

66

106

90

76

84

81

69

131

90

86

117

90

81

122

90

81

Total

727

332

299

681

360

321

677

351

330

737

360

351

601

360

336

868

360

338

Source: Statistics from MOE Information Protection Department (Jan. 2020)

[Table 1.1.27] Major activities of the Institutes by year

Major achievements

Year

Major activities

2014

• Selected universities to run the Institutes of Information Security Education for the Gifted in four regions
(Aug. 12, 2014)
• Ran the Institutes from Sep. 2014 to Jan. 2015
- Graduates of the 1st annual training course: 299

2015

• Ran the Institutes from Feb. 2015 to Dec. 2015
- Held the 1st Information Security Contest in Oct. 2015
- Graduates of the 2nd annual training course: 321

2016

• Ran the Institutes from Feb. 2016 to Dec. 2016
- Held the 2nd Information Security Contest in Oct. 2016
- Graduates of the 3rd annual training course: 330

2017

• Ran the Institutes from Mar. 2017 to Nov. 2017
- Held the 3rd Information Security Contest in Nov. 2017
- Graduates of the 4th annual training course: 351

rate was 1.78:1).

2018

• Ran the Institutes from Mar. 2018 to Nov. 2018
- Held the 4th Information Security Contest in Nov. 2018
- Graduates of the 5th annual training course: 336

•The 5th Information Security Contest

2019

• Ran the Institutes from Mar. 2019 to Nov. 2019
- Held the 5th Information Security Contest in Oct. 2019
- Graduates of the 6th annual training course: 338

Source: KERIS, MOE’s Operational Plan 2020 (draft) of Institutes of Information Security Education for the Gifted (Feb. 2020)

•Selection and completion of trainees of the Institutes
In December 2019, 338 trainees completed the 6th annual training course respectively in the
Institutes of Information Security Education for the Gifted in four regions. The 6th annual training
course had a 93.9% completion rate. From mid of November 2019 to February 2020, a recruitment
announcement for the 7th annual training course was posted. A total of 642 students applied for
the recruitment for the 7th annual training course, and 360 were selected (average competition

In October 2019, the 5th Information Security Contest was held, which featured a team event in
the War-Room of the BoB (Best of the Best) Education Center of the Korea Information Technology
Research Institute (KITRI). After the team event, a Working-level Seminar was held to increase
the trainees’ motivation in learning about information protection, which provided the trends on
the information security market and a Q&A session with information security experts. The 6th
Information Security Contest was held online in October 2020 at the Institutes by region in order
to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
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•Conclusion of MOU to seek cooperation in nurturing the talent in information security

1.1.9

In December 2019, KERIS signed an MOU with KITRI (the organization responsible for running
the BoB program) to train next-generation security leaders and cyber guardians. The MOU was
aimed at promoting the training program for information protection personnel tailored to different

2019 White Paper

Creation of an ICT environment in schools

Project overview

life stages (middle & high schools, universities, and graduate schools.. In accordance with the MOU
and the Master Plan for National Cyber Security, KERIS has made efforts to exchange human

The MOE has expanded the wireless infrastructure such as Wi-Fi and smart terminals in primary

resources and develop curricula including education for nurturing talent in information security.

and secondary schools, so that students in the classroom can take classes with Digital Textbooks
and can actively use immersive content including Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR).

•Survey on the career status of graduates of the 6th annual training course

According to the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) organized by the

In April 2020, a survey was conducted by the graduates of the 6th annual training course. KERIS

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the 2018 ICT familiarity

will effectively manage future human resources in information security by establishing a

assessment showed that students in Korea remained in the lower ranks in ICT in education such

management system for the career status of graduates.

as the use of digital devices. Which shows the need for investment in digital education
infrastructure.

[Figure 1.1.21] Regular survey of graduates of the 6th annual training course on their careers

After the end of the “High Speed National Network” project in 2005, government subsidies for
(Unit: person)

school Internet fees were halted. The government, however, developed a “SchoolNet” service where
all educational institutes join and co-purchase Internet services, thereby increasing the speed of
the Internet in school without an increase in Internet fees and enhancing school Internet networks.
According to ICT development and the trend of school traffic use, the government selects
telecommunications business entities and negotiates the Internet fees every five years to support
schools in using a safe, inexpensive Internet service. As a result, as of June 2020, about 12,000
schools and educational institutes from the 17 MPOEs used the phase 3 SchoolNet service worth
about KRW 50 billion annually.
[Table 1.1.29] Status of SchoolNet service
Project period

MPOEs using the
service

Number of
networks

Yearly billing

Telecommunications business
entities

Phase 1

Jan. 2006–Feb. 2011

10 MPOEs

9,227

KRW 63.7
billion

DACOM, SK Networks

Phase 2

Mar. 2011–Feb. 2016

10 MPOEs

9,863

KRW 52.5
billion

LG U+, SKB

Phase 3

Mar. 2016–Aug. 2021

17 MPOEs

13,165

KRW 62.8
billion

KT, LG U+, SKB

Source: Internal materials of National Information Society Agency (Jun. 2020)

The MOE and MPOEs, in April 2017, designated the National Information Society Agency (NIA)
as an institute dedicated to operating a project to expand the wireless infrastructure in elementary
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and middle schools to increase the use of Digital Textbooks. They also concluded an MOU with

[Table 1.1.30] Hierarchy structure model of campus-wide networks

the NIA to establish wireless infrastructure such as Wi-Fi and smart terminals, and to support

Models

Schools applied

Network structure

professional technology. The NIA has carried out detailed projects such as establishing the wireless

Hierarchy 2
centralized type
(Model # 1)

Small-sized primary and
secondary schools (located in
islands and remote rural
areas such as branch schools)

(Connection structure) Hierarchy 2 (Line concentration ↔ Edge ↔ Terminals)
(Form of line concentration) Installing switches in the Main Distribution
Frame (MDF) and concentrating and connecting all terminals with the
switches in the MDF

Hierarchy 2
distributed type by
floor (Model # 2)

Ordinary primary and
secondary schools, smalland medium-sized
specialized high schools

(Connection structure) Hierarchy 2 (Line concentration ↔ Edge ↔ Terminals)
(Form of line concentration) Installing switches on each floors and
connecting cables for terminal connection with switches on the floors where
the classrooms are located

Hierarchy 3
distributed type by
layer (Model # 3)

Large specialized high
schools

(Connection structure) Hierarchy 3 (Line concentration ↔ Sub-line
concentration [line concentration by building] ↔ Edge ↔ Terminals)
(Form of line concentration) Installing switches on each floors and
connecting cables for terminal connection with switches on the floors where
the classrooms are located

networks in elementary and middle schools nationwide, adopting smart terminals, and establishing
the management system. It also built a technical support center to carry out maintenance and
to provide failure-response services for five years.

Major achievements
•ICT infrastructure used in schools
The SchoolNet service has increased the speed of school Internet networks. The service has
contributed to providing high-quality Internet services to 12,000 educational institutes nationwide
such as primary and secondary schools, regardless of region, by dramatically decreasing the service
fees to use the Internet at speeds of 500Mbps at lowest costs.

Source: Internal materials of National Information Society Agency (Jun. 2020)

•Wireless infrastructure in school
[Table 1.1.31] 1st to 5th projects of building wireless infrastructure
Times

Number of wireless
APs (Access Point)

Smart terminals
(piece)

Budgets

Period of building
wireless infrastructure

23,971

KRW 13.76 billion

Oct. 2017–Apr. 2018
May 2018–Nov. 2018

1st

679

nd

1,261

4,920

63,700

KRW 33.76 billion

3rd

517

1,296

34,156

KRW 18.69 billion

Dec. 2018–Jul. 2019

4th

3,661

10,871

36,736

KRW 66.48 billion

Jan. 2020–Oct. 2020

5th

2,119

-

96,830

KRW 41.66 billion

Jun. 2020–Apr. 2021

Total

8,237

18,255

255,393

KRW 174.35 billion

2

[Figure 1.1.22] Speed of school Internet networks and Internet fees

Number of schools

1,168

Source: Internal materials of National Information Society Agency (Jun. 2020)
Note: As for the number of schools, overlapped times were excluded.

The MOE and the NIA have increased the period of operation and maintenance of the constructed
equipment from one year to five years, thereby easing the burden of schools on facility operation
and maintenance. Furthermore, technical support center and have run a call center (1588-5509)
The MOE and the NIA have encouraged private SchoolNet operators to voluntarily increase the

have been established to control and support the use of wireless infrastructure by schools, thereby

speed of the Internet in schools without charging additional costs, in an effort to overcome the

enabling schools to use Wi-Fi services without inconveniences. A Service Level Agreement (SLA)

national COVID-19 disaster. Accordingly, stable Internet services have been provided to schools

was also signed into effect to systemically manage the quality of wireless infrastructures, thereby

without any obstacles during this unprecedented time that relied heavily on online schools.

creating an environment where regular management is possible.

The pilot project of improving campus-wide networks improved the campus networks, maintained

The MOE and MPOEs, in the second half of 2020, have cooperated to receive a budget of KRW

existing items, and upgraded the outdated equipment and cables in a total of 22 schools (two

370.7 billion to operate a project to build wireless networks in about 200,000 classrooms in schools

school types; each including 11 schools) which were designated based on the results of the 2018

nationwide to make ICT-based teaching and learning activities possible. This achievement will lay

survey.

the groundwork for all schools nationwide to use immersive content (such as AR and VR) and
to shift the existing education to digital-based future education in preparation for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.
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[Table 1.2.1] Progress of Edunet T-clear operation (continued)
Year

Highlights

Mar. 2015

•Upgraded a service for integrating and linking educational information based on EduNet
- Established the integrated and linkage services to support educational policy

Dec. 2015

•Awarded the excellence prize in public service sectors (2015 Web Award Korea)

Dec. 2016

•Obtained a good design (GD) in the website sector 2016 (Selected by Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy)
•Gained recognition as a Government 3.0 Service Notification App, Awarded the excellence prize in the education
sector (Ministry of the Interior in 2016)

Apr. 2017

•Officially launched Edunet T-clear for integrated support of curriculum and educational policy

Nov. 2017

•Acquired the quality certification of Good Content Service 2017 hosted by the Ministry of Science and ICT and
organized by the Korea Data Agency

Dec. 2017

•Awarded in the equal recruitment sector at the Public Institute Job Contest 2017
•Selected for best practices of running a service for monitoring personnel with disabilities working from home
- Hosted by the Ministry of Economy and Finance and The Presidential Committee on Jobs and organized by the
Korea Institute of Public Finance

anniversary. This is now a reformed service that has been provided since April 2017 after being

Dec. 2018

•Developed and provided the curriculum related to arts and sports to support the 2015 Revised National Curriculum

linked to the integrated support portal for the 2015 Revised National Curriculum. Edunet T-clear

Sep. 2018–
Nov. 2018

•Developed a model of using AR & VR content and conducted a test-run it
- For the elementary schools located in five cities and provinces (Daegu, Gangwon , North Jeolla, North Chungcheong,
Jeju)

Dec. 2018

•Developed the management system and guidelines for educational content

Jun. 2019

•Acquired the “CopyrightOK” certification
- Organizer: the Korea Copyright Protection Agency, Content: Quality certification for copyright management of
service content

Nov. 2019

•Developed and operated a program for using Edunet T-clear for education-majored university students
- Ran the program three times in Seoul National University of Education, Daegu University of Education, and Gwangju
National University of Education with 1,000 students participants

Dec. 2019

•Awarded the grand prize of Good Content Service hosted by the Ministry of Science and ICT and organized by the
National IT Industry Promotion Agency for a certification system that comprehensively evaluates and certifies
content distribution, service technology, and user convenience

1.2.1
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Provision of a service for sharing and distributing educational
information Edunet T-clear

Project overview
EduNet, launched in 1996, was reformed to Edunet T-clear in 2016 where it marked its 20th

is a service for integrating educational information to provide teachers in primary and secondary
schools with information on teaching and researching activities such as curriculum, teaching and
learning activities, and evaluation, in addition to allowing for support, cooperation, and
communication among teachers. This service has expanded its functions to provide teacheroriented materials and information related to educational policy and curriculum, in addition to
updating its its sharing system of educational information so that anyone can freely use and
produce content—an expansion to strengthen its functions of sharing and distributing educational
information.

[Table 1.2.2] Status of providing the content of Edunet T-clear by area
[Table 1.2.1] Progress of Edunet T-clear operation
Year

•Launched Korea’s first comprehensive online service of educational information EduNet

Oct. 1999

•Provided a portal service for educational information and launched EduNet-dedicated 01444 network (PC
communication)

May 2002

•Launched a nationwide educational information sharing service (established a system linked with 16 MPOEs)

Nov. 2003

•Launched a service for sharing achievements of research and training activities done nationwide

Sep. 2004

•Launched a service for integrating EduNet and the central teaching and learning center

Sep. 2010

•Launched a service of providing excellent teaching videos for primary and secondary schools nationwide

Nov. 2011

•Awarded the grand prize for support of the underprivileged (2013 Internet Eco Award)

Mar. 2012

•Singed an MOU with 10 institutes to increase the use of content (300,000 resources)

Mar. 2014

•Reformed the EduNet service based on the use of curriculum
- Provided a service offering curriculum materials and transmitting Digital Textbooks such as upgrading the search
service, reorganizing UI·UX to support mobile environments

118

Area

Highlights

Study on
classes

Teaching plans, teaching-design materials, and externally-linked materials for
preparation and instruction
Learning materials provided after categorizing learning and evaluation materials for
primary and secondary subjects by chapter

102,656

Specialized for
teachers

2015 Revised National Curriculum, guidelines on running MPOEs’ curriculum, training for
the curriculum, research materials, teacher training for best practices in the curriculum,
video clips of best instructional methods, and materials for developing teacher’s
competencies

114,135

Educational
policy

Latest information and data relating to educational policies such as free-semester
programs, Digital Textbooks, software education, NCS-based curriculum, etc.

50,118

Highlights

Sep. 1996

(Unit: case)

Sharing

Pieces of content

Materials shared and used by teachers
Data shared through integration collection systems and sharing systems of MPOEs
Total

111,780
378,689

Source: Edunet T-clear Statistics Management System. (Jun. 2019)
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[Table 1.2.3] Membership status of Edunet T-clear

(Unit: person)

[Figure 1.2.1] Certificate and grand prize of Good Content Service

Students
Elementary
school
students

Middle
school
students

High school
students

Undergradu
ate
students

Others

Subtotal

2,136,116

918,232

173,589

9,656

1,998

3,239,591

Teachers

Others

Total

313,136

130,329

3,683,056

Source: Edunet T-clear Statistics Management System. (Jun. 2019)

Major achievements
Edunet T-clear has focused on teachers as target visitors by strengthening the content quality
management and improving the accessibility to user-oriented service and convenience. Still, the
number of visitors to the website is constantly increasing.

In particular, in the first half of 2020,

the number of visitors increased by 5.5 times compared with the previous year—an increase caused
by online classes due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
[Table 1.2.4] Number of daily visits to Edunet T-clear

(Unit: person)

Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Number of visitors

28,462

40,562

43,933

45,661

52,132

283,024

Source: Edunet T-clear Statistics Management System. (Jun. 2020)

In the unprecedented emergency caused by COVID-19 in the first half of 2020, the service has

Note: In case of the year of 2020, the statistics were calculated based on materials gathered from January to June 2020.

supported a smooth transition to online learning. Edunet T-clear has also focused on monitoring
the service and laying the groundwork for supporting the users so that users can stably use other

Focusing on securing content with an increasing demand that can be used immediately, Edunet

services such as e-Hakseupteo and SchoolOn, core services for online schooling.

T-clear uploaded 20,000 assessment items for the 2015 Revised National Curriculum owned by
textbook publishers. In addition, to help students understand math, the most difficult subject for
many students, it studied and selected the chapters from math textbooks where students found
the material most difficult to understand and provided an AI-based pilot service of providing
assessment items. To promote the service to education-majored undergraduates nationwide and
to increase the use, the program titled First Step to Class with Edunet T-clear was developed and
launched. Through the program, the limitations of online services were overcome and best practices
with an increasing interest and response were also discovered.
The effort to improve the quality of education helped the service and is the reason why it was
awarded the grand prize for Good Content Service in December 2019, hosted by the Ministry of
Science and ICT and organized by the National IT Industry Promotion Agency. The grand prize
was the only prize in the PC web sector among 162 certificate authorities in 2019, and no budget
was allocated to the process from review to certification and awards.
120
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1.2.2

to services tailored to each city and province and to online class (for teachers) services. The content

Cyber Learning System e-Hakseupteo

provided in e-Hakseupteo is categorized into three purposes: for curriculum learning, for
assessment, and for specialized content.

Project overview
[Figure 1.2.2] Screenshot of operation of online classrooms on e-Hakseupteo

The cyber learning system, known as e-Hakseupteo, is a free online learning service designed to
help students acquire self-initiated learning and to assist teachers in improving in-class instruction,
thereby increasing the sustainability of public education for elementary and middle schools, and
narrowing the educational gap between regions and classes. Initiated as a pilot service provided
in three cities and provinces in 2004, e-Hakseupteo has been provided nationwide since 2005 and
has gradually improved with voices from the educational field in addition to making changes in
internal and external environments to allow for better adaptation. Since COVID-19 appeared in
January 2020, e-Hakseupteo has come to the foreground as a key platform for elementary and
middle schools—a platform that supports distance education even amidst a the rapid change in
the educational environment at home and abroad. The platform has emerged as a major platform
that supports distance education for elementary and middle schools when the government
amended academic schedules in early 2020 to delay the start date of courses and developed
guidelines of conducting distance learning classes after shifting to online school.

Major achievements

[Table 1.2.5] Roles of e-Hakseupteo operation by organization

Launched as an integrated service of cities and provinces in March 2018, e-Hakseupteo has applied

Organizations
MOE
MPOEs and educational research
centers

General operational support
organization (KERIS)

Roles
•Develops and manages basic plans
•Identifies demands of related organizations and manages feedback, etc.
•Develops plans for service operation on an annual basis by city and province
•Operates services
•Decides city-province integrated service policies and budgets for service operation
•Operates city-province integrated infrastructure and platforms and improves platform
functions
•Plans and develops service content
•Develops user manuals and leaflets, creates promotional video clips, and establishes
promotional systems
•Supports users and runs consulting centers

Students and teachers hoping to use the service can go to the website at http://cls.edunet.net where
they can access the learning service in a number of various forms suited to their needs at no

cloud infrastructure services, the first use of such in the public educational information service
of Korea. KERIS increased its capacity to accommodate 40,000 daily visitors, to 3 million daily
visitors by mid-April 2020, an increase to support online schooling. During this period, the
maximum number of daily visitors recorded was 255 million (as of April 21, 2020).
[Table 1.2.6] Status of using e-Hakseupteo

(Unit: school, person)

Number of users (membership)

Number of schools using
the website

Teachers

Students

Total

2018

3,769

13,810

222,104

235,914

2019

3,566

23,217

322,335

345,552

Third quarter of 2020

9,326

211,779

3,440,763

3,652,542

Category

cost. For systematic services, users can sign up for the website to check lists of the content that
was previously studied, progress rates, assessment status, and the personalized learning history—all

In addition to the content previously provided in e-Hakseupteo, various resources have been

services that help the users acquire self-directed learning. With a log-in, users can have access

provided in partnership with external organizations: learning content to support students in
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improving basic academic skills (17 MPOEs), content for open middle schools (KEDI), King of

1.2.3

perfect scores and Live Special Lecture (EBS). The e-Hakseupteo system also provides website
links to other websites that offer educational content by public and private educational websites
run by related organizations. In particular, teachers running online classrooms on e-Hakseupteo

2019 White Paper

Support service for improvement of basic academic skills KU-CU

Project overview

can upload videos, documents, images, and other materials and can add external URL links so
that teachers can use them for distance education. At the end of June, 2020, there were 16,170,000

The national policy of improving basic academic skills has a three-level safety net: running leading

cumulative topics and 45,840,000 cumulative pieces of content uploaded to the system.

schools and pilot schools for improving basic academic skills (support provided in class), Do-Dream
schools (support provided in school), and the Learning Comprehensive Clinic Center (support
provided out of school).
[Figure 1.2.3] Guidance and system of improving basic academic skills

The support service for improvement of basic academic skills is known as KU-CU, which stands
for Keep-Up & Catch-Up. KU-CU has continuously uploaded and provided items to assist and find
solutions for students to improve their basic academic skills, teaching and learning materials,
learning support programs such as psychological and emotional testing tools, instructional
materials, and learning strategies and motivations. The website not only develops teaching and
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learning materials to build on teachers’ expertise in teaching and supporting students who are

1.2.4

academically incompetent, but also copes with the demand and a rapid change in our society
2019 White Paper

and educational environments.

Operation of a Comprehensive Support System for Reading Education

Project overview
[Table 1.2.7] Materials uploaded to the website to support the improvement of basic academic skills
Category
Curricular learning

With the importance of reading education arising, the MOE has carried out the school library

Names of materials
Math

Start studying math from scratch

English

revitalization project since 2003; in 2008 it enacted the School Libraries Promotion Act; and it

Start studying English from scratch

promoted reading education and school libraries. In 2001 KERIS ran a project to promote ICT

Vocabularies to learn closely
Materials by topic

Festival of joyful imagination with arts

in school libraries. Since then, it has operated digital-based school libraries and supported reading

Math learning through play

education. It also developed a DLS 2.0 (Digital Library System), a system to support school library

Albatrosses fly, a reading program that builds confidence in studying
Materials to build on teachers’ expertise

management; the DLS 2.0 system became the beginning of a comprehensive support system for

Play and create “A joyful journey to the learning”

reading education (CSSRE).

Source: a website to support the improvement of basic academic skills (visit www.basics.re.kr) (Jun. 2020)
Note: Based on March 2019 to June 2020

KERIS runs and maintains the CSSRE and has carried out a project to improve the system by

Updated materials are described in the table. Refer to the White Paper 2019 for the names of whole materials.

maintaining application software programs and improving functions in order to support the
management of school libraries and the stable operation of the CSSRE.

Major achievements

The CSSRE is a standardized system run by the MPOEs that integrates reading (literacy) education
[Table 1.2.8] Visits to the website

(Unit: visit)

format, schools affiliated with MPOEs can use all the services on the Internet without installing

Category
Achievement

2018
Mar.–Dec.

2019
Mar.–Dec.

2020
Jan.–Jun.

Visits to the website

602,410

712,445

449,885

How to collect data
Website visitor
statistics program

Source: a website to support the improvement of basic academic skills (visit www.basics.re.kr) (Jun. 2020)

Elementary education - curricular-learning - math

2

Elementary education - curricular-learning - Korean

3

Materials by topic - curricular materials by topic - elementary

4

Elementary education - basic learning - basic learning materials

5

Elementary education - basic learning - introduction materials

Data collection method

and data management such as the lending and returning of books) and to support Internet-based

of reading-education content). This service has helped students and teachers use various types
of materials including online content in addition to existing offline materials.

Website visitor statistics program

Source: a website to support the improvement of basic academic skills (visit: www.basics.re.kr) (Jun. 2020)
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management (by automating the search for books from the library, the making of bibliographies,

of reading and discussion rooms and reading clubs, online book-report competition, and provision

Menus

1

additional programs. Major services provided by the CSSRE are to support school library

reading education (such as post-reading activities, searches for books, the opening and operation

[Table 1.2.9] Menus frequently used on the website
Ranking

into the existing DLS system. Since the CSSRE is provided in an ASP (Application Service Provider)

[Table 1.2.10] Progress of operating projects to promote ICT in school libraries
Year

Details of the progress

2001

•Busan Metropolitan City adopted and ran a pilot DLS I.

2002

•North Chungcheong Province adopted and ran a pilot DLS II.

2003

•Nine more MPOEs adopted and ran the DLS II.

2004

•Four more MPOEs adopted and ran the DLS II (nationwide adoption) and the central control center was built and ran.

2005

•Incheon Metropolitan City developed the DLS v2.0.

2006

•Obtained DLS v2.0 GS certification and improved DLS v2.0 in seven Metropolitan and Provincial Offices of Education
(MPOEs)
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[Table 1.2.10] Progress of operating projects to promote ICT in school libraries (continued)
Year

Major achievements

Details of the progress

2007

•Upgraded DLS v2.0 in eight MPOEs (upgraded nationwide)

2008

•Improved the functions and completed developing and distributing the 99 types
•Consulted MPOEs about technology of server and communication networks

software programs; inspected and reduced the web vulnerability; enhanced accessibility to the

2009

•Standardized DLS, built solutions of distribution server and configuration management

website; and improved functions by satisfying users’ requirements. There were three projects run
in 2020 related to the CSSRE: (a) establishing a foothold for a new leap forward by forming an

2010

•Busan Metropolitan Office of Education developed the CSSRE
•Provided the CSSRE to cities and provinces
•Ran a project to support the operation of the CSSRE (nurturing leading personnel, developing manuals, and running
a development support group)
•Improved the function and strengthened the security of the CSSRE (including DLS)

2011

•Built the CSSRE for reading education in 15 MPOEs
•Made bibliographies and built books linked to the curriculum in the CSSRE
•Developed the manual and provided it to cities and provinces
•Ran a project to standardize a reading bankbook program
•Inspected the performance of database of the CSSRE and customized it

2012

•Supported the Sejong Metropolitan Office of Education and the Gwangju Metropolitan Office of Education in adopting
the CSSRE (17 MPOEs completed adopting the system)
•Established and provided bibliographies of the CSSRE
•Used integrated school DLS and developed a program of transferring a transfer student’s data between cities and
provinces
•Supported cities and provinces in installing the improved program of handling promoted students

2013

•Complied with web accessibility and supported multi-browsing (3 or more types)
•Made and provided bibliographies of the CSSRE
•Strengthened the personal password system and personal information handling policy
•Upgraded the function of printing reading bankbooks in a lump and inspected and reduced web vulnerability

2014

•Developed a template of the school library website and upgraded the statistics system
•Upgraded the function of user requirements such as the menu of online book-report competition
•Complied with web accessibility and acquired the certification mark
•Inspected the infrastructure and database performance of the CSSRE
•Made and provided bibliographies of the CSSRE

To stably run the CSSRE for reading education, KERIS has continuously managed application

ISP for the next-generation CSSRE; (b) adding an online school library system for borrowing and
returning books to the CSSRE, and supporting students’ reading activities by linking with the Book
Dream service (MOE–LOTTE Scholarship Foundation–Temporary KYOBO Electronic Library); and

(c) supporting reading education for teachers and parents by creating content for distance training
for teachers in reading and humanities education. The next-generation ISP of the CSSRE will lay
the foundation for supporting reading education for school libraries and primary and secondary
school students.
[Table 1.2.11] Schools registering the DLS of the CSSRE and students registering in the system
Registered schools

(Unit: school, person)

Registered students

Category
ELEL

MS

2003

1,616

845

2004

2,821

2005

3,677

2006

HS

Total

ELEL

694

3,155

745,438

1,450

1,141

5,412

1,918

1,401

6,996

4,357

2,282

1,603

2007

4,958

2,552

2008

5,301

2,744

MS

HS

Total

326,691

382,455

1,454,584

1,798,252

760,384

645,588

3,204,224

2,654,513

1,225,181

975,006

4,854,700

8,242

3,008,139

1,517,039

1,182,789

5,707,967

1,774

9,284

3,274,969

1,677,023

1,359,237

6,311,229

1,907

9,952

3,869,608

2,144,207

1,736,144

7,749,959

2015

•Established and ran the central service of reading education (EduNet–reading education)
•Upgraded the function of the CSSRE
•Made and provided a video for promoting and informing the public on the use of the CSSRE
•Ran a leading-teacher group of the CSSRE

2009

5,528

2,839

1,987

10,354

3,974,650

2,284,453

2,043,322

8,302,425

Nationwide (2010)

5,657

2,927

2,051

10,635

4,068,025

2,425,015

2,182,000

8,675,040

2016

•Revitalized the central service of reading education
•Completed applying the upgraded functions of the CSSRE to all cities and provinces and supported the nationwide
stabilization
•Ran a leading-teacher group of the CSSRE

Nationwide (2011)

5,819

3,032

2,208

11,059

4,214,387

2,414,900

2,266,823

8,896,110

Nationwide (2012)

5,842

3,047

2,220

11,109

4,049,542

2,396,696

2,343,708

8,789,946

•Reorganized the main page and the menu of the website of the central service
•Promoted to acquire GS certification of the Telecommunications Technology Association
•Developed central sources to create an environment of running Non-ActiveX-based CSSRE for reading education

Nationwide (2013)

6,089

3,177

2,326

11,592

3,777,303

2,518,768

2,555,313

8,851,384

Nationwide (2014)

6,068

3,208

2,341

11,617

3,057,538

1,964,113

2,001,999

7,023,650

•Developed and applied responsive web functions to increase the accessibility to the CSSRE
•Developed a system of integrating bibliographies of the CSSRE and supported the Ulsan Metropolitan Office of
Education in setting up the integrated system
•Developed RFID linkage API modules for the CSSRE

Nationwide (2015)

6,160

3,213

2,341

11,714

2,943,344

1,724,469

1,800,385

6,468,198

Nationwide (2016)

6,218

3,223

2,364

11,805

3,059,993

1,715,767

1,894,444

6,670,204

Nationwide (2017)

6,182

3,206

2,352

11,740

2,856,044

1,513,862

1,695,736

6,065,642

•Developed an algorithm for automatically integrating bibliographies of the CSSRE and improved the quality
•Reorganized the main screen of the CSSRE
•Ran a leading-teacher group of the CSSRE and held a contest to share best practices of the use

Nationwide (2018)

6,243

3,237

2,374

11,854

3,180,428

1,519,480

1,635,459

6,335,367

2019

Nationwide (2019)

6,249

3,239

2,375

11,863

3,056,970

1,450,348

1,568,150

6,075,468

Nationwide (2020)

6,297

3,255

2,387

11,939

3,072,494

1,402,240

1,457,024

5,931,758

2020

•Built an IST for the next-generation CSSRE
•Provided the online service of borrowing and returning books to the school library and upgraded a function of
computerizing school libraries
•Developed distance education content for reading and humanities education and developed items of reading quizzes

2017

2018

Source: KERIS (Feb. 2020)

Source: KERIS (2020)
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[Table 1.2.12] DLS-registered schools and registered students by city and province

1.2.5

(Unit: school, person)

Status by city and province
Category
Cities and provinces

Registered schools
ELEL

MS

HS

Registered students
MS

HS

2019 White Paper

Total

ELEL

Seoul

601

381

321

1,303

420,945

206,809

256,453

884,207

Total

Busan

355

183

153

691

144,785

75,709

95,342

315,836

Daegu

243

125

95

463

129,286

58,140

78,269

265,695

Operation of the Educational Broadcasting Service by the Korea
Educational Broadcasting System (EBS)

Project overview

Incheon

259

129

125

513

174,220

76,092

79,823

330,135

Gwangju

156

90

68

314

89,670

38,988

48,364

177,022

Daejeon

151

89

65

305

90,195

41,994

45,963

178,152

Ulsan

126

63

59

248

76,206

34,546

35,871

146,623

Sejong

50

25

20

95

27,170

11,679

9,101

47,950

System Act, thereby contributing to the development lifelong and democratic education for the
public. Since 1990, when Educational Broadcasting Services was found and EBS TV and FM were

EBS is a public broadcasting organization that aims to complement public education by effectively
providing educational broadcasting services in accordance with the Korea Educational Broadcasting

Gyeonggi

1,313

633

474

2,420

1,015,823

452,158

350,948

1,818,929

Gangwon

360

161

118

639

81,409

41,260

43,572

166,241

North Chungcheong

263

128

85

476

89,436

39,912

46,436

175,784

South Chungcheong

416

190

118

724

136,431

57,526

62,500

256,457

cultural programs. In particular, EBS has complemented public education by providing quality

North Jeolla

428

206

131

765

105,515

51,484

59,954

216,953

South Jeolla

435

252

141

828

100,284

47,227

55,125

202,636

educational content and has provided various learning-support services to narrow the educational

North Gyeongsang

495

267

183

945

141,088

58,978

73,874

273,940

South Gyeongsang

526

287

196

1,009

205,850

90,918

94,130

390,898

In response to the unprecedented postponement of school opening and the implementation of
online schooling due to the spread of COVID-19, EBS has developed the “EBS Special Lecture”

Jeju
Nationwide

120

46

35

201

44,181

18,820

21,299

84,300

6,297

3,255

2,387

11,939

3,072,494

1,402,240

1,457,024

5,931,758

Source: KERIS (Feb. 2020)

launched, EBS has planned and developed programs to complement public education as well as

gaps between regions and classes.

and “EBS Online School” websites by grade on the Internet and TV to minimize the learning deficit.
EBS also made the “Online Class” website where three million secondary school students can access

[Table 1.2.13] Status of post-reading activities uploaded
Category

Elementary schools

(Unit: upload)

Middle schools

High schools

Total

Seoul

41,969

62,995

198,270

303,234

Busan

13,705

45,640

132,196

191,541

Daegu

100,021

4,777

51,782

156,580

Incheon

46,453

113,115

146,601

306,169

Gwangju

12,599

7,497

99,506

119,602

Daejeon

103,106

125,174

112,137

340,417

1,089

23,886

69,916

94,891

Ulsan

simultaneously.

Sejong

3,877

4,137

4,510

12,524

Gyeonggi

37,234

176,333

348,264

561,831

Gangwon

3,300

20,600

63,103

87,003

North Chungcheong

4,661

8,252

43,184

56,097

South Chungcheong

1,758

16,236

90,706

108,700

North Jeolla

586

12,031

72,098

84,715

South Jeolla

6,683

16,689

19,519

42,891

North Gyeongsang

556

23,092

85,595

109,243

South Gyeongsang

9,764

49,000

142,506

201,270

Jeju

2,673

41,491

7,838

52,002

Total

390,034

750,945

1,687,731

2,828,710

[Figure 1.2.4] EBS’s phased response to COVID-19

Source: KERIS (Feb. 2020)
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To increase students’ accessibility, EBS temporarily built five specialized learning channels (EBS

Major achievements

Learning) by grade and provided the service from April 6 to the date when schools reopened.

•Self-directed learning service for primary and secondary school students

From March 23 to April 17, the cumulative number of views of the EBS Live Special Lectures

In order to help students acquire self-directed learning, EBS reorganized the initial screen of the

on the EBS website and mobile Internet was 71,400,000; the cumulative number of comments,

EBS educational website so that students can easily use 28,000 resources (4,200 for elementary

18,460,000.

school, 5,800 for middle school, and 18,000 for high school) based on the primary and secondary
school curriculum.

• Online Class
To mitigate the learning loss amid COVID-19, based on the EBS Software Learning Platform (ESOF),

[Figure 1.2.5] Increase rate in the use of content from EBS websites for elementary and secondary schools
compared to the previous year

(Unit: %)

EBS built the Online Class website where teachers can freely form classrooms, develop learning
content, and manage student learning activities online.
[Figure 1.2.7] Status of running Online Class

Source: EBS websites for elementary and secondary schools, Feb. to Jul. 2020

As COVID-19 has forced schools to experience disruptions to the regular learning schedule, EBS built
a system to make up for the learning deficit where all students in primary and secondary school
can have access. EBS was able to provide the Live Special Lecture services to all grades from 1st

[Figure 1.2.8] Visits and page views on the first day to start online school

(Unit: page view, visit)

rd

grade in elementary school to 3 grade in high school, with a service that mirrors school classes.
[Figure 1.2.6] EBS distance education platform to mitigate the learning loss caused by COVID-19

Note: Based on April 9, 2020

As of July 2020, Online Class had provided 4,000 resources for elementary school, 19,400 resources
for middle school, and 22,300 resources for high school in connection with EBS educational content.
In partnership with the MOE and MPOEs, among subscription-based premium content for middle
Source: EBS internal report
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school that has been provided on the EBS Middle School website, about 15,000 educational
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resources were uploaded for provision free of charge. The cumulative number of classrooms opened

1.2.6

was about 227,000; the number of lectures opened was 542,000; and the number of lectures used
was 36.19 million.
An online survey of 220,000 teachers on platforms they use the most when conducting distance

2019 White Paper

Operation of Open Middle and High Schools

Project overview

teaching, conducted through the National Education Information System (NEIS) on from April 27
to 29 in 2020, found that EBS Online Class was the most used (35.1%), and 42.1% of the respondents

Open middle and high schools (open secondary schools) are one of regular schools established

said that they used content of EBS Lecture.

to provide learning opportunities for adults as well as teenagers to acquire secondary education
qualification.
[Figure 1.2.9] Vision and objectives of open secondary schools

Source: KEDI, Action plan 2020 for the operational project of Open Middle and High Schools (Jan. 2020)

[Figure 1.2.10] System of establishing and running open secondary schools

Source: KEDI, 2019 result report on the project of running open high schools (Dec. 2019)
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Since 2013, when two open middle schools were founded in Gwangju and Daegu, the number
of such schools has been on the rise gradually.
[Table 1.2.14] Age distribution of open middle school students during the past five years

[Table 1.2.16] Age distribution of open high school students during the past five years

(Unit: person)

Year

14 or under

15–19

20–29

30–39

40–49

50–59

60–69

70 or over

Total

2016

52

2,024

1,669

1,142

1,728

3,040

1,182

159

10,996

(Unit: person)

2017

73

1,717

1,364

1,089

1,598

2,989

1,372

176

10,378

Year

19 or under

20–29

30–39

40–49

50–59

60–69

70–79

80 or over

Total

2018

57

1,526

1,142

912

1,291

2,799

1,751

403

9,881

2016

69

19

23

118

1,479

1,314

213

6

3,241

2019

28

1,325

793

732

991

2,991

2,474

535

9,869

2017

41

23

27

130

1,720

1,714

301

14

3,970

2020

50

1,193

642

616

857

2,881

2,999

664

9,902

2018

16

21

29

105

1,752

2,152

389

12

4,476

2019

7

13

28

77

1,466

2,582

530

23

4,726

2020

0

10

28

55

1,195

2,879

674

24

4,865

Source: KEDI, Status of open high schools nationwide in the first semester 2020 (Jul. 2020)

[Table 1.2.17] Status of graduates from open high schools and the graduates continuing education during the past
five years

(Unit: person)

Source: KEDI, Status of open middle schools nationwide in the first semester 2020 (Jul. 2020)

Types of post-high school education

[Table 1.2.15] Status of graduates from open middle schools and the graduates continuing education during the
past five years

Year

Graduates

(Unit: person)

Students
continuing
education

Post-high
school
education
rate
(%)

Open
universities

Ordinary
universities

Distance
learning
universities
and cyber
universities

Junior
colleges and
polytechnics

Types of post-middle school education

Year

Graduates

Students
continuing
education

Post-middle
school
education
rate
(%)

Open high
schools

Ordinary
schools

Specialized
schools

Lifelong
education
facilities
acknowledged
as academic
achievement

Others

2015

201

84

41.8*

68

3

6

0

7

2016

642

588

91.6

567

1

3

2

15

2017

1,097

852

77.7

818

0

0

0

34

2018

1,353

1,162

85.9

1,139

0

3

5

15

2019

1,387

1,268

91.4

1,230

0

2

1

35

Source: KEDI, Status of open middle schools nationwide in the first semester 2020 (Jul. 2020)
* Three out of six schools (Gwangju Buksung Middle School, Ahyeon Middle School, Kyongwon Middle School) were not included (A survey on
post-middle school education there was not conducted).

Others

2015

3,775

1,430

37.9

339

168

235

679

9

2016

3,616

1,273

35.2

338

172

259

484

20

2017

3,523

1,455

41.3

349

207

239

651

9

2018

3,342

1,339

40.1

299

206

239

588

7

2019

3,163

1,269

40.1

292

222

205

548

2

Source: KEDI, Status of open high schools nationwide in the first semester 2020 (Jul. 2020)

Major achievements2)
•Establishment of a plan to flexibly revise the years required for graduation and to adopt a Credit
System
Based on the research results of establishing a plan to flexibly revise the years required for

As of April 1, 2020, 42 open high schools were established; there were 9,902 students in the 405

graduation and to adopt ae Credit System, a plan that corresponds with characteristics of open

classes. As more and more graduates from open middle schools went on to open high schools,

secondary schools, since 2019 a total of three open secondary schools (Hwamyong Middle School,

the rate of the students in their 50s or older has been on the rise.

Susung High School, and Seohyun High School) have been designated as pilot schools.

•Expansion of opportunities for obtaining secondary school diplomas
The achievements of the operation of the open secondary schools in terms of expanding

2) The major achievements are the main information contained in the White Paper 2019 for Lifelong Education (II. The performance and
achievement of running open secondary schools) (MOE, National Institute for Lifelong Education, 2020)
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opportunities are as follows:

•Improvement of teaching and learning systems

First, in 2019, as another open middle school was founded in South Chungcheong Province, open

The achievements of the improved teaching and learning systems are as follows:

middle schools were located in all parts of the country.

First, the open secondary schools conducted a survey of new students on the capability to use

Second, the public awareness survey was conducted, and various promotional activities were

ICT, and based on the result, plans were devised to support students. The schools operated a

conducted. A survey of 1,000 men and women under the age of 15–75 found that 17% of the

“Visiting ICT classes” program, thereby enhancing students’ capabilities of ICT utilization.

respondents knew open middle schools; 32.2% of the respondents knew open high schools. A public

Second, teaching and learning systems that adapt to a change in educational environments were

service advertising campaign titled “The study you wanted to do back then, give yourself the

improved.

present now” conducted to publicize open secondary schools was awarded the silver prize in the

Third, leaner-customized VR content was developed in order to strengthen a content-interactive

Award for Innovation in Consumer Events at the 2019 Asia-Pacific Stevie Awards.

function in digital learning and to upgrade the learner-customized function through usability

Third, in 2019, 232 students from 48 open secondary schools (50 from middle schools and 182

inspection.

from high schools) benefited from the learning experience recognition system; therefore, 29 middle
school students and 67 high school students were able to graduate from the schools earlier.
Fourth, out of 1,387 open middle school graduates, 1,268 (91.8%) went on to high school; 1,230
(97%) out of the students went on to open high schools. In 2020, out of 3,163 high school graduates,
1,269 (40.1%) went on to university. The number of students entering four-year universities has
increased in the last five years.

•Development and operation of a student-customized curricula and programs
The achievements related to personalized education are as follows:
First, open secondary schools have provided real-time online video tutoring services as a learning
support program to support the students completing formal education in English and math. The
program is aimed to maximize the learning effect by encouraging students to participate in class
and providing prompt feedback. A satisfaction survey of the students on whether the program
was helpful for studying English and math showed that 87.5% or the middle school students said
yes, and 76.3% of the high school students said yes, which showed a high satisfaction.
Second, a self-learning program was operated by 23 open middle schools where 1,333 students
conducted the (MBTI) test to identify a personality type from a range of 16 different personalities.
This program helped the students understand themselves more and adapt to school life.
Third, open secondary schools operated a character and career development curriculum. The schools
ran counseling services tailored to each student’s needs and were given learning materials (guides
for teachers, workbooks for students) for character and career education. According to the survey
on satisfaction of customized consulting services, 87.1 % of students were satisfied, and 94.6% of
teachers were satisfied with the plan for provision of counseling services tailored to teachers.
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1.2.7

The e-School project that started as a project funded by a special grant was established as the

Operation of e-School for student-athletes

e-School system in 2015. In 2016, the system went through a pilot phase in 127 secondary schools.
Since 2017, the system has been autonomously used in secondary schools nationwide hoping to

Project overview

use it. Since 2020, the system has been carried out as a project funded by municipal and provincial
share of expenses, thereby promoting budget stability.

The e-School system is designed to provide student-athletes with regular secondary curriculum
suitable for academic courses. e-School helps student-athletes make-up the class missed due to

[Table 1.2.18] Status of the use of e-School for student-athletes

athletic competitions and training, and provides programs for supporting learning on a regular basis.

Category

This system also provides a Run-up curriculum during winter or summer vacation to ensure basic
academic capability of student-athletes.
Middle
schools

[Figure 1.2.11] System and roles of the operation of e-School for student-athletes

High
schools

(Unit: school, student)

Status* of applications 2020 for operation
Number of schools

Number of students

Learning status 2019
Number of schools

Number of students

Ordinary schools

1,840

25,114

1,723

23,840

Physical
education middle
schools

11

1,197

11

1,270

Subtotal

1,851

26,311

1,734

25,110

Ordinary schools

1,167

19,183

1,095

18,377

16

3,806

16

4,342

1,183

22,989

1,111

22,719

3,034

49,300

2,845

47,829

Physical
education high
schools
Subtotal
Total

* The status of applications 2020 for operation was based on June 2020e, so it may be different from the status based on the end of
semester.

The e-School system for student-athletes has three functions: the first function as a manager of
specialized consignment organization (KEDI) that develops content and manages the LMS
operation; the second function as a teacher in charge of learning guidance and allocation of
curricula; and the third function as a student-athlete that does learning activities.

Major achievements
The e-School system provides student-athletes with free online learning courses so that they can
make-up the missed classes due to athletic competitions and training anytime, anywhere, thereby
ensuring their right to learning. According to a satisfaction survey of e-School users, 82.4% of the
respondents said that the system helped them develop learning habits and 84.4% said that the
system helped them improve their basic academic skills, which shows a positive trend about the
use.
Throughout the seven years of the operation, e-School has conveyed a message that student-
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athletes should study while exercising, and their right to learn should be guaranteed. It has been

1.2.8

built within the public education system, and has continuously been provided. Which shows that
e-School for student-athletes has helped raise awareness.
This learning system is mainly aimed at providing learning content based on the regular

2019 White Paper

Operation of Creativity and Character Building Net CreZone

Project overview

curriculum; providing little content concerning careers. Accordingly, a need for developing online
content tailored to student-athletes has been arising. In this regard, the MOE has developed

CreZone (visit www.crezone.net) is an online platform that has been provided since 2011 and was

customized content that can help student-athletes, who quit their athlete career, determine their

designed to distribute domestic creative experiences, resources, and programs, which aims to

future careers, catch up with school, and help student-athletes who participate in the international

promote creative experience activities and to revitalize creative and ethics education.

athletic competition make up the missed classes. In the future, to support learning for student
athletes, a range of online content will be developed and provided via e-School.

[Table 1.2.19] Highlight of CreZone service by year
Year

Highlights

2011

•Pre-launched the website on Aug. 5, 2010 & officially launched the Creativity and Character Building Net on Feb. 25, 2011

2012

•Updated the website and made the 1st improvement in basic functions

2013

•Selected as a ‘great website’ for teens by the Korea Internet Service Promotion Association

2014

•Updated the website based on responsive web implementation

2015

•Optimized the functions such as development and dissemination of search banners and widgets

2016

•Updated user-oriented service menus

2017

•Adopted the Document Viewer program and strengthened user-customized services

2018

•Acquired the certification of Good Content Service from the Korea Data Agency

2019

•Updated user-oriented UX & UI and began developing Creative Room Community service

2020

•Developed an environment for user-customized open online platform

CreZone is being operated as follows. First, it has provided teachers, students, and parents with
various consumer-oriented content.
[Figure 1.2.12] Major content of CreZone
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[Table 1.2.20] Support for creative experiential activities and provision of program information

1.2.9

(Unit: support item, program)

Support
items

Experience
facilities

Exhibition and
Cultural asset &
performance
history
facilities

25,376
Programs

1,329

3,038

Nature

Government
offices

Safety &
healthcare &
welfare

Research
facilities

Total

4,779

3,630

8,821

855

47,828

2019 White Paper

Operation of one-to-one tutoring service DANCHOO

Project overview

Creative experiential
activities

Future career experiences

Support for curriculum
learning

Total

19,476

12,347

4,736

34,559

The AI-based one-to-one tutoring service DANCHOO is a personalized-learning service that uses

84,387

Big Data and AI, and is aimed at supporting effective self-directed learning to decrease unnecessary

Total
Note: Based on August 4, 2020

educational fees. EBS-operated DANCHOO provides personalized problem-solving and

Second, a blog titled “Information Culture Stories” has been run since 2019 to share well-established

commentaries so that high school students preparing for the KSAT can easily and conveniently

ideas and concepts in regard to correct information culture. The blog has provided a lot of content

study. If students set their learning levels, they can be given personalized tests necessary for

related to information culture, thereby forming digital civic discourse on what democratic citizens

academic records and sample questions from previous KSAT tests.

should follow to nurture creative skills that will play a role in leading society in the future. It
also introduces creative experiential activities regarding information culture that meets the

[Figure 1.2.13] Analysis of learning status that provides various functions

objective of CreZone.
Third, it newly developed location-based search service so that users can have access to the
resources of creative experiential activities and can effectively use creative experiential programs.
Accordingly, users can search and use content based on their locations according to region,
classification (resource, program), and search options (latest, search, order by).
Fourth, an online platform called “Informing and Sharing” was launched in 2020 that enables users
to communicate and empathize with each other. This platform is aimed at enhancing interactive
information exchange and user interaction beyond manager-oriented platforms. By providing services
to revitalize communication, CreZone has presented timely issues that lead educational trends, has
boosted communication between users, and has presented topics regarding information ethics, thereby
encouraging user participation. In addition, it has promoted content reproduction and use through
its blogs “Overseas creative stories,” “Information Culture Stories,” and “Creative Education Stories.”

[Figure 1.2.14] Structure of one-to-one tutoring services

Major achievements
[Table 1.2.21] Usage status of CreZone
Performance
index

Usage of
CreZone
content

144

(Unit: service use case, %)

Category

2016

2017

2018

2019

Goals

28,288

31,500

38,600

40,500

Perform
ance

30,814

35,997

67,990

68,500

Achivem
ent

108.9

114.3

176.1

169

Measurement formula &
methods

Methods of
collecting data &
sources

Number of monthly average
downloads of the content
registered in CreZone =
number of yearly downloads of
the content registered in
CreZone/12

Measured based
on the data of the
CreZon data
statistics program
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1.3 Establishment of ICT-based

Major achievements

personalized educational services

2019 White Paper

The service enables students to effectively use self-directed learning and competency-based
learning activities without any help from teachers. Accordingly, the number of students using this
service has been on the rise year by year. Over the last 17 months from March 2019 (date of
launch) to January 2020, the cumulative number of direct visits to the website exceeded 20 million.

Project overview
There has been a need arising to establish an educational system and create an environment to

[Table 1.2.22] Status of the use of the service*

(Unit: service use case, %)

nurture future learners who can actively adapt to rapidly changing social environments caused

Category

2019

2020

Increase or decrease rate

Recommendation of tests

77,730

142,359

83.1%

Search for tests

99,634

127,413

27.9%

project to create a future educational environment titled Creating a future educational environment

Making up test questions**

-

666,259

-

and a safe school environment and has operated the three-phase projects “distributing and

* Launched in August 2019
** Based on the average number of users per week

The cumulative satisfaction scores of students with the service was 3.69 point (on a 1–5 point
scale) in 2019; in 2020 the scores increased to 4.02, indicating a boost in satisfaction. This future
customized service has narrowed the regional gap, the income gap, and the class gap, thereby
providing equal opportunities and complementing public education. Considering that it enables

by the advent of the knowledge based society. In this regard, the MOE has set up a national policy

managing educational content” and “developing intelligent learning analysis services.” In the phase
1 project of ICT-based personalized educational services (2019–2020), the MOE has established
a curriculum learning recourse system that is the basis of content distribution and learning analysis
and has laid the groundwork for distributing the content and conducting learning analysis.
[Figure 1.3.1] Concept map of ICT-based personalized educational services

students to undergo personalized learning activities without the need to receive expensive private
education such as private academy classes, extracurricular lessons, and private Internet lectures,
the service will reduce excessive private education costs.
DANCHOO will continuously improve detailed functions by increasing the accuracy of AI
recommendations, reflecting on learners’ requirements, and expanding question banks. This will
present a model of nurturing talent that adapts to a changing new era and achieving educational
equality.
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Major achievements

manage detailed information according to types and characteristics of content. In addition, to use
the learning data derived from the use of educational content, the functions of collecting, storing,

•System of curriculum Learning Map

producing, and analyzing data were also developed to analyze the learning linked to the intelligent

The Curriculum Learning Map was designed to digitalize curriculum subjects, content systems,

learning analysis system. The groundwork for supporting various additional functions4) was

and achievement criteria and to provide a learning basis. The digitized subjects of the curriculum

established so that users can conveniently use educational content.

and achievement criteria were interlinked with other data (linked data3)) that show semantic
relation so it becomes more useful and available.

[Figure 1.3.3] Concept map of the distribution platform of educational content

[Figure 1.3.2] Exemplary concept map of Curriculum Learning Map

•Content distribution system
In partnership with the public and private sectors, an educational content platform was established

•System for collecting the learning data

to create an environment of distributing open content that can share and spread free and paid

A learning analysis platform was established to collect and analyze the learning data generated

educational content. The platform has collected educational content based on public content in

during learning activities and to provide the information to students and instructors. The pilot

the primary and secondary education fields, and the content was created between 2018 and 2019

systems of collecting, analyzing, and linking data based on public educational services such as

and put into use as of June 2020. To jointly use various types of educational content such as

e-Hakseupteo and Wedorang are being carried out. In addition, to collect the learning data, a profile

images, videos, and documents, the functions of registering and linking sorted data and metadata,

of the data to be collected was designed and a collection system was established. The relevant

managing copyrighted works, and supporting the quality verification were developed in order to

international standard (IMS Caliper) was adopted after being tailored to the domestic environment
in order to establish a standardized data collection system. A general-purpose API (Application

3) The subjects of the curriculum and achievement criteria are created in an RDF (Resource Description Framework) format—a graph data
model that formally describes the semantics, or meaning of information.
148

4) Curriculum-based search, filter, integrated viewer, content package, video & document web viewer, archive, statistical data dashboard, etc.
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Programming Interface) with extensibility was also developed to enable collection of learning data

1.4 Promotion of standardizing educational
information and creation of an environment
for using copyrights

for various educational services. The collected raw data statistics, data of various learning activities,
and the Curriculum Learning Map were able to be reproduced, analyzed, and visualized due to
the design of the learning analysis model. Moreover, a visualization service was developed that
can enable users to check the learning analysis results such as the levels of learners and individual
differences between groups.

1.4.1
[Figure 1.3.4] Exemplary concept map of the collection system of learning activities data and the visualization

2019 White Paper

Promotion of standardizing educational information

service

Project overview
With the technology dramatically improved, balanced research development, and standardization
are necessary in order to narrow an increasing digital divide and to effectively apply new technology
to education to limit confusion during the and trials and error phase. Standardization is the process
of establishing standards (drafts) and criteria based on the consensus and discussion of multiple
parties.
[Table 1.4.1] Category of standardization
Category

Contents

De-jure standards

Developed, approved, and published by the government or the International
Standardization Organization

De-facto standards

A custom or convention that has achieved a dominant position by public acceptance
or market forces

International standards
Domestic standards
(National standards and group standards)

Globally used according to regions
A standard applied only to the domestic market

Note: Based on June 2020

Generally, the de-jure standard organization adopts a top-down approach; the de-facto standard,
a bottom-up approach. Each has its pros, and in some cases, the technologies of the two
organizations compete, and in other cases, through cooperation, de-facto standards are adopted.
The representative de-jure standardization organization in education is JTC1 SC36 [ISO/IEC JTC1
SC36 ITLET (Information Technology for Learning Education and Training)] and the classic
de-facto standardization organizations are IMS Global Learning Consortium, ADL (Advanced
Distributed Learning initiative), and IEEE/LTSC.
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•International standards

Major achievements

Since 1999 JTC1 SC36 has been adopted in the education field.
The main standardization scope covered by JTC1 SC36 includes e-Learning terminology, the
[Table 1.4.2] Status of JTC1 SC36

information of learning participants, the metadata of the educational information, and accessibility

Standards of enactment

Standards of development

Participating Members

Observing members

51 pieces

14 pieces

21 countries

25 countries

Note: Based on June 2020

to technology. The scope is now expanding to include learning analysis and the use of VR and
MR (Mixed Reality) technology.
The 33rd ISO/IEC JTC1 SC36 ITLET Plenary Meeting to be held in June 2020 in France was canceled

[Figure 1.4.1] Area of standardization according to JTC1 SC36

due to COVID-19. This is a general assembly of the international standard conference on
information technology for learning, education, and training and the meeting was held online in
September 2020. The meeting discussed the progress of projects by working group and the
standards of education in a non-face-to-face society to prevent the spread of COVID-19. In order
to effectively and safely apply VR technology to education after the development of international
standards on VR, the Human Factor guidelines for VR that considers the characteristics and the
environment of learners was distributed. In addition, the learning analysis standards IMS Caliper

Learning analysis technology is being developed and distributed under the de-jure standard that

and xAPI, key standards for the use of EduTech, were provided to support relevant standards and

defines the overall learning analysis process and the de-facto standard that defines the learning

the use of technology. The standards support customized learning in schools and enhanced private

activity data collection system.

competitiveness. Other standards on learning analytics interoperability were developed as national
standards after being complied with three international standards.
<Relevant standardization lists >

ISO/IEC TR 20748 Learning analytics interoperability
• Part 1: Reference model (enacted in December 2016)
• Part 2: System requirements (enacted in October 2017)
• Part 3: Guidelines for data interoperability (enacted in March 2020)
• Part 4: Privacy and data protection policies (enacted in September 2019)

•National standards
Appointed as the Co-operation Organization for Standards Development in the education field by
the Korean Agency for Technology and Standards in 2008, KERIS has managed and developed
the Korean Industrial Standards (KS). In the process of reorganizing the metadata standard for
educational resources, KERIS has reformed the existing LOM (Learning Object Metadata) to the
MLR (Metadata for Learning Resources).
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1.4 Promotion of standardizing educational information and creation of an environment for using copyrights

[Table 1.4.3] Counseling and improvement plan for the use of copyrighted works for distance learning classes

1.4.2

Copyrighted
work

Distance learning classes and copyright

Counselling questions
To what extent can I reproduce and transmit textbooks? Can I use the copyrighted works of Digital Textbooks and
e-textbooks? Can I reproduce and transmit government-authorized books purchased in school? Can I use teaching
and learning materials distributed with textbooks? Can I upload PDF files provided by publishers?

Project overview

Textbooks

In 2020, copyrights attracted much more attention than ever before. As an issue of copyright
breaches has arisen, there has been a need to amend the Copyright Act in an effort to normalized
distance learning classes.

EBS content

[Figure 1.4.2] Survey of primary and secondary school teachers by the MOE

Only 10% of the teaching and learning materials provided by publishers along with textbooks (guidebooks) can be
reproduced just like general copyrighted works even though the teaching and learning materials are special
copyrighted works that can be reproduced 100% for the purpose of teaching in school. The relevant legal system
should be amended for distance learning classes.
Can I use the entire content of EBS? Can I upload videos downloaded from EBS? Should I use only 20% of video clips?
Can I use the videos as teaching materials after editing and splitting them? Can I reproduce the videos and use them
on other websites?
The content of EBS lectures and educational resources provided for school education only can be used in part in
distance education, not all. The relevant legal systems should be amended for EBS content to be freely used in
distance learning and teaching, a content created for non-profit school education.

Can I reproduce and upload the content from e-Hakseupteo? Should I delete EBS videos uploaded on e-Hakseupteo?
Can I convert the workbooks downloaded from e-Hakseupteo to PDF files for distribution? Can I use a full URL of EBS
content to link to e-Hakseupteo? Can I upload videos of EBS <Knowledge Channel e> on e-Hakseupteo? Can I create
e-Hakseupteo and distribute shortcut apps for students’ convenience?
Unlike EBS Online Class, many teachers find it difficult to use the entire EBS content of e-Hakseupteo, making it
harder to offer distance learning classes. The solution requires cooperation of the relevant institutions.

Videos

Source: Online survey of teachers conducted by the MOE (four survey items), (May 2020)

The Korean Copyright Act was amended in 2006 so that copyrighted works can be used on the

YouTube

even if they know, they use copyrighted works less due to difficult procedures and other difficulties.
COVID-19, there have been complaints arising and unsatisfied curiosities about the proper use.
[Figure 1.4.3] Percentages of counselling for primary and secondary school teachers for copyright

Copyrighted
literary
works

(Unit: %)

Photographs

Copyrighted
music works

Computer
programs
Source: KERIS Education Copyright Support Center (May 2020)

In a face-to-face class, the whole part of a video can be shown to students in accordance with Article 29 (Public
Performance and Broadcasting for Non-Profit Purposes) of the Copyright Act. However, in a distance learning class,
only part (20%) of the video can be used after reproduction. If necessary for class, it is needed to review the method that
enables teachers to use the whole part of a video where copy protection measures are taken.
Can I use foreign videos for class? Can I reproduce and transmit a part of videos to the PPT file? Is there no way of using
the whole part of a video? Can I reproduce YouTube videos and upload them on e-Hakseupteo? Isn’t it possible to use
the whole part of a video produced by governmental offices? Who holds a copyright on the YouTube works of the MOE?
Is there a violation of the Copyright Act according to the type of URL? Can I revise the URL from “watch” to “embed”
to delete advertisements? Can I post YouTube link on the website after revision to HTML?
As more and more classes using YouTube videos, inquiries about the use of the whole part of a video have been on the
rise. In this regard, it is recommended to use the whole video by using the URL link. But it is difficult for users to adopt
the method because of “advertising.”

Internet if necessary for school classes. Still, many teachers do not know this amendment and,
As using copyrighted works becomes inevitable due to unavoidable distance learning caused by

How can I use news videos? Can I use whole videos for a drama watching club? Can I use the whole parts of
hand-washing videos provided by the Ministry of Health and Welfare? Can I use the whole part of the video that runs
within five minutes? If teachers give students quizzes after showing them a film, then can teachers show the film to the
students?

Can I use the whole part of the short story if the short story accounts for 10% of the collection of short stories? What
is the scope of printing a “source book for choosing topics for the free semester system” produced by the MOE? Can
I type poems and novels necessary for class in a Word format for distribution to students? Can I use classic works
without the consent of the copyright holder?
As for literacy works, only about 10 % of the works may be used, which is lower than the 20%, a criteria for videos and
audio works, making it harder to use literacy works in classes such as Korean and reading. The relevant standards and
guidelines on a phrase “In case the whole part is not used” should be needed for school class.
Can I use the whole part of a photograph or a drawing? Is there any limit on the number of them used? Is it possible to
recommend image sharing websites? Can I use a watermarked image? Can I use an image of Pengsoo on workbooks,
a penguin character that appears on the YouTube channel run by EBS?
It is difficult to use a part of art works such as photographs and drawings, so the use of the whole part is permitted, and
even watermarked works can be used for class. However, it is not permitted to use a large portion (more than 10%) of
the photo book or to use them not for class.
As a music teacher, can I upload a whole song necessary for music class? Can I use a music score for a music class
conducted in a form of concert? Can I freely use the whole part of a school song?
Using the whole part of music works is inevitable like copyrighted arts works such as photographs or drawings. But
using only 20% of music files is allowed; and using only 10% of music scores is allowed, making it difficult to use them.
How can I know if it is a font additionally installed or not? Is there any problem if I only use a Hancom font? Can I use
a system font in other OS? What is usage of the font folder? Can I download the program for use? Can I use a personal
license? How can I indicate the source of the CLOVER Dubbing program? Can I make videos by using PPT templates,
clip art, fonts, etc.?
More and more schools are suffering from damage after using a free program for class without checking the license;
schools should be cautious and share information.

Source: KERIS Education Copyright Support Center (May 2020)
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1.5 Digital literacy

Major achievements
The Education Copyright Support Center has developed and distributed a booklet titled “Copyright
FAG for Distance learning and teaching” to increase the use of copyrighted works by educational
institutes. The criteria for judging the use of copyrighted works in school classes are technology

1.5.1

protection measures, users of copyrighted works, and the amount of appropriate use.
2019 White Paper

Analysis of student propensity for ICT according to the result of
OECD's PISA

[Table 1.4.4] Standards for using copyrighted works for distance teaching and learning
Types of using copyrighted works*

Need to obtain the
prior consents

Remarks

Project overview

Use of copyrighted works for ICT-based classes

Unnecessary

Use of copyrighted works for distance learning

Unnecessary

Use of copyrighted works in Internet cafes and blogs for class

Unnecessary

Use of photographs and drawings in textbooks on the Internet for class

Unnecessary

Use of music files as a BGM on learning materials

Necessary

-

measures literacy, mathematics, science knowledge and skills to meet the real-life challenges of

Use of free and paid font files on learning materials

Necessary

-

15-year-olds. PISA is conducted conducted every three years and aims to provide comparable data

Measures** such as
restrictions on the access
should be taken

* Article 25 (Use for the Purpose of School Education) of the Copyright Act
** Article 9 (Necessary Measures for the Use (transmission) of Copyrighted Works for Class and Support for Class) of the Enforcement Decree
of the Copyright Act: Measures to control access, Measures to prevent reproduction, Indication of a warning regarding copyright protection
of the works

The users of copyrighted works are teachers of primary and secondary schools and kindergartens.

The MOE has carried out PISA to check the achievements of public education and build basis
data to improve curricula. The Korea Institute for Curriculum and Evaluation (KICE) was consigned
by the MOE to serve as a national center to carry out PISA. PISA is organized by the OECD and

with a view so as to enable countries to improve their education policies and outcomes.
Korea carried out PISA 2018 from May 8 to June 8, 2018 where 6,876 students from 188 schools
were assessed.
[Figure 1.5.1] Countries participating in PISA 2018

This also includes teaching assistants, dispatched teacher, guest lecturers. Appropriate allowable
amounts are not specified in the Copyright Act, so the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
developed the guidelines for the amount. Ten percent of copyrighted literary works (text-based
works), 20% (within a maximum of five minutes) of copyrighted music files, and 20% (within
a maximum of 15 minutes) of copyrighted video works are allowed for reproduction5). However,
in case of poems or short sentences where it is inevitable to use the entire item, according to
the characteristics and the purpose and form of the use, the whole part of the copyrighted work
can be used. In order for copyrighted works to be used in distance learning classes,
OECD member countries (37 countries)
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom,
United States

5) Refer to the guideline for using copyrighted works for class developed by the Korea Literature, Academic Works and Art Copyright
Association on June 2015.
156

OECD partners (42 countries)
Albania, Argentina, Baku (Azerbaijan,) Belarus,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Brunei Darussalam,
B-S-J-Z (China,) Bulgaria, Costa Rica, Croatia,
Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Georgia, Hong Kong
(China,) Indonesia, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kosovo,
Lebanon, Macao (China), Malaysia, Malta, Moldova,
Montenegro, Morocco, North Macedonia, Panama,
Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Romania, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, Serbia, Singapore, Chinese Taipei, Thailand,
Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, Viet Nam

Counties participating in prior cycle
Guangdong Sheng (China,)
Liechtenstein, Mauritius, Miranda
(Venezuela,) Azerbaijan, Algeria, Kyrgyz
Republic, Tamil Nadu (India), Tunisia ,
Trinidad and Tobago, Himachal Pradesh
(India)

Source: Seong-Min Cho et al., "OECD Programme for International Students Assessment: PISA 2018 Results Report" (2019):18. OECD, "PISA
2018 Results (vol.Ⅰ)" (2019): 26
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PISA consists of cognitive assessment and questionnaires; the cognitive assessment is categorized

[Figure 1.5.2] Differences between boys and girls in answers on the ICT use outside of school for leisure

(Unit: %p)

into core domains performed periodically (reading literacy, math, science), and innovative domains
that are subject to change by cycle. The core domains are also divided into major domains (revisions
of the framework and development of new items) and minor domains (only using the trend items).
In the major domains, reading literacy, math, and science are periodically assessed. The
questionnaires survey students, students’ parents, schools, and teachers—questionnaires are aimed
at understanding students’ achievements in depth and to check the educational system or
environment. The ICT familiarity questionnaire is one of them and it assesses students’ interest
in ICT, use of ICT, perceived competency and autonomy in using ICT, and the use of social media.
The ICT familiarity questionnaire of PISA 2018 was distributed in 53 countries.

Key findings

Source: The data from Table Ⅱ. B1.8.6 (visit www.doi.org/10.1787/888934038723) was reorganized.

Among the result of the questionnaire, the paper compares boys with girls in terms of “ICT use

•Digital reading

outside of school for leisure” and “digital reading.”

[Table 1.5.2] Answers by gender on digital reading

(Unit: %)

Percentage of answers “few times a day”
Items

•ICT use outside of school for leisure
[Table 1.5.1] Answers by gender on ICT use outside of school for leisure

(Unit: %)

Percentage of answers “every day” or “almost every day”
Items

How often do
you use digital
devices outside
of school for
these
activities?

Korea
Boys

Korea

OECD average

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Playing one-player games

32.8

14.3

43.0

15.1

Playing collaborative online games

40.9

16.1

53.4

9.8

Using e-mail

14.6

9.3

32.7

23.3

Chatting online

81.2

91.7

70.9

75.1

Participating in social networks

69.3

82.6

66.8

76.8

Playing online games via social networks

26.2

17.6

27.7

13.9

Browsing the Internet for fun

77.6

82.3

78.7

75.7

Reading news on the Internet

36.5

35.2

45.7

39.1

Obtaining practical information from the Internet

35.0

38.7

42.4

37.9

Downloading music, films, games or software from
the Internet

38.1

40.8

47.4

43.0

Uploading [their] own created content for sharing

13.2

11.7

21.8

16.8

Downloading new apps on a mobile device

20.7

18.0

30.2

20.6

How often do you
do digital reading
activities?

OECD average
Girls

Boys

Girls

Searching information online to learn about a particular topic

36.8

44.5

29.1

28.1

Searching the Internet for practical information

29.2

36.3

20.6

22.4

6.3

3.7

13.4

9.8

32.5

33.0

29.3

25.5

Taking part in online group discussions or forums
Reading news online

Source: The data from Table Ⅱ. B1.8.9–B1.8.12 (visit www.doi.org/10.1787/888934038723) was reorganized.

[Figure 1.5.3] Differences between boys and girls in answers on digital reading

(Unit: %p)

Source: The data from Table Ⅱ. B1.8.6 (visit www.doi.org/10.1787/888934038723) was reorganized.

Source: The data from Table Ⅱ. B1.8.9-B1.8.12 (visit www.doi.org/10.1787/888934038723) was reorganized.
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[Table 1.5.3] International comparison of the ICILS 2018 results for computer and information literacy (continued)

1.5.2

Ranking

Countries

Average scores of computer and
information literacy

Based on the ICILS 2018
averages

Based on the average
score of Korea

3

Finland

531

▴

▾

4

Germany

518

5

Portugal

516

▴

▾

The International Computer Information and Literacy Study (ICILS), sponsored by the International

6

France

499

Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), was designed to assess the

7

Luxembourg

482

computer and information literacy and computational thinking skills of 8th-grade students (2nd

8

Chile

476

graders of middle school) to investigate, create, communicate, and compare and analyze the results.

9

Uruguay

450

10

Kazakhstan

395

2019 White Paper

International Computer Information and Literacy Study

Project overview

The ICILS provides useful information in order to enable participating countries to understand
the relationship of educational context variables to establish relevant educational policy.
The ICILS, starting in 2013, has assessed student computer and information literacy in a
computer-based method and analyzed the result to provide the internationally comparable data
for participating countries .This enables nations and policy makers to check the effectiveness of
their educational systems, policy, and teaching and learning methods in order to improve them.
st

nd

Korea participated in the 1 and 2

cycles (ICILS 2013 and ICILS 2018).

[Figure 1.5.4] Status of participating in ICILS 2018

(Unit: person, school)

ICILS 2018 averages

▴

▾
▾

▾

▾

▾

▾

▾
▾

▾
▾

496

Countries that did not meet the age criteria of students
Italy

▾

461

Countries that did not meet the criteria of student participation rates
United States

519

Source: Ibid., 34. Revised
Note: ▴: Significantly higher than the standard ▾: Significantly lower than the standard

[Figure 1.5.5] Average scores of computer and information literacy by gender

Source: Sang-Wook Park et al., “International Computer Information and Literacy Study: Analysis of the ICILS 2018 Results,” Korea Institute
for Curriculum and Evaluation Research Report RRE 2019-9 (2019): 11

Major achievements
• ICILS 2018 Results of the assessment of computer and information literacy and computational
thinking skills
Source: Ibid., 43. Revised

[Table 1.5.3] International comparison of the ICILS 2018 results for computer and information literacy

Note: ■ Indicates a statistically significant difference (p<.05)

Ranking

Countries

Average scores of computer and
information literacy

Based on the ICILS 2018
averages

Based on the average
score of Korea

1

Denmark

553

▴

▴

2

Korea

542

▴

160

□ Indicates no statistically significant difference
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[Table 1.5.4] International comparison results of computational thinking skills of ICILS 2018

•Key findings of the ICILS 2018 survey

Ranking

Countries

Average scores of computational
thinking skills

Based on the ICILS 2018
averages

1

Korea

536

▴

2

Denmark

527

▴

3

Finland

508

▴

4

France

501

5

Germany

486

▾

▾

6

Portugal

482

▾

▾

7

Luxembourg

460

▾

▾

ICILS 2018 averages

500

Based on the average
score of Korea

[Table 1.5.5] Percentage of students using ICT for learning and other purposes in or outside of school
Percentage of students using ICT everyday (%)

▾
▾

Countries

For learning
at school

Korea

5▾

Denmark

81▴
4▾

Germany
Luxembourg

18

Uruguay

15

Italy

▽

7▾

For other purposes
outside school

10▾

68

▽

55▴

35▴

79

△

16▾

11▾

83▴

33

△

27

66

▽

25

▽

33▴

66

▽

22

77

△

▽

▽

4▾

△

12

▽

27

14

▽

62

Kazakhstan

24

△

30

31

△

48▾

Portugal

7▾

36

France

8

▽

Finland

12

▽

ICILS 2018 averages

18

498

Source: Ibid., 63. Revised

Note: ▴: Significantly higher than the standard ▾: Significantly lower than the standard

19

For learning
outside school

Chile

Countries that did not meet the criteria of student participation rates
United States

For other purposes
at school

10▾

71

13▾

25

△

76

△

56▴

15

▽

79

△

29

21

△

70

Countries that did not meet the criteria of student participation rates

[Figure 1.5.6] Average scores of computational thinking skills by gender

United States

43

Source: Ibid., 84. Revised
Note: ▴: 10%p higher than ICILS average
▾: 10%p lower than ICILS average

28

29

66

: Significantly higher than ICILS average
: Significantly lower than ICILS average

△
▽

[Table 1.5.6] Student self-efficacy scores in using application programs
Self-efficacy in using general application programs
Countries

Source: Ibid., 67. Revised
Note: ■ Indicates a statistically significant difference (p<.05)

Self-efficacy in using specialized application programs

All

Girls

Boys

Difference
(girls - boys)

All

Girls

Boys

Difference
(girls - boys)

Korea

49 ▽

51

47

4

48 ▽

47

49

-2

Denmark

52

△

52

52

0

47

▽

43

51

-8

Germany

49 ▽

49

49

0

48 ▽

45

51

-6

Luxembourg

48 ▽

48

48

0

50

Uruguay

50

51

50

1

48

52

-4

51

△

50

52

-2

▽

Italy

50

50

50

0

49

48

51

-3

Chile

51 △

52

51

1

51 △

51

52

-1

Kazakhstan

45▾

46

45

1

53▴

53

54

-1

Portugal

53

△

52

53

-1

51

50

53

-3

France

49 ▽

49

49

0

50

48

52

-4

Finland

52 △

52

52

0

50

48

52

-4

ICILS 2018 averages

50

50

50

0

50

48

52

-4

□ Indicates no statistically significant difference

△

Source: Ibid., 113–115. Reorganized
Note: ▴: Three points higher than ICILS averages

▾: Three points lower than ICILS averages
▽ : Significantly lower than ICILS averages
: Significantly higher than ICILS averages
* Values that are statistically significant (p<.05) are indicated in bold.
△
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[Table 1.5.7] Number of students per ICT device by region

1.5.3

(Unit: person)

Number of students per ICT device (standard error)
Countries
All

Cities with 15,000
people or more

Other regions with
15,000 or under

Difference
(cities - other regions)

2019 White Paper

National analysis of digital literacy levels in primary and secondary
school6)

Korea

14

14

7

7

Denmark

5

7

3

4

Germany

10

10

8

2

Luxembourg

5

6

3

3

Italy

14

14

14

0

Chile

18

20

14

6

Kazakhstan

22

24

20

4

digital society, we should gain competencies in creating new information and in automating the

Portugal

17

19

15

4

problem solving process beyond the ability to understand and use digital information in problem

France

7

8

6

2

solving. In this regard, to periodically identify the digital literacy level of elementary and middle

Finland

3

3

4

-1

ICILS 2018 averages

11

12

9

3

1

1

Countries that did not meet the standard of the participation rate
United States

2

2

Project overview
With digital transformation accelerating at a very high rate, the need for digital literacy - a basic
literacy for living as a citizen living in a digital world - is arising. To serve as a citizen of the

school students and to develop basic data for digital literacy education, since 2007, Korea has
evaluated student digital literacy levels and annually performed an in-depth analysis exploring the
educational and political implications.

Source: Ibid., 170. Revised

[Table 1.5.8] Status of the development of an ICT literacy test
Year
2007, 2008

Contents
•Developed the ICT literacy test tool for elementary school students (Won-Kyu Lee et al., 2007 & Sun-Geun Baek et
al., 2008)
•Developed the online-based test system and performance-based test (Gyeong-Seong Kim et al., 2009 & Sun-Geun

2009

Baek et al., 2009)
•Measured the changes in student ICT literacy levels every year after improving the test frame, revising and
complementing the items (Hyun-Cheol Kim et al., 2001 & Jong-Min Kim et al., 2017)

2016

•Added computational thinking (CT) skills to the existing ICT elements in the ICT level measurement (Kyung-Hwa
Chae et al., 2016)
•Changed the concept from basic literacy to digital literacy that focuses on computational thinking skills

2018

•Developed the test frames with ICT and CT elements
•Newly developed practical-test items (where students download a file or program to solve problems for a test) and
to measure middle school student CT skills for the 2018 test
•Began adding practical test items to the ICT literacy test (Hyun-Suk Lee et al., 2019)

•Direction of analysis of the 2019 digital literacy levels
The 2019 digital literacy test was based on the evaluation framework for the digital literacy test
developed in 2018. The test items of the 2019 test were upgraded after reflection of the analysis
result of the 2018 test and the latest theoretical trends in ICT and CT elements. In addition, the

6) The section of this paper was extracted in part from the “Study on Measurement of Digital Literacy Levels in Primary and Secondary
School (KERIS, 2019).”
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problem of the web-based test system used in the implementation 2018 was alleviated, thereby

•Key findings

increasing the stability of the system. The 2019 digital literacy test compared and analyzed the

Results of analyzing elementary schools

digital literacy level of students by carrying out a test equating analysis based on anchor items

[Table 1.5.11] Descriptive statistics of the digital literacy test for elementary schools

with the 2018 test. This implementation led to implications for the current status of IT education
in Korea and the direction for future development.

Category

Number of tests

Elementary
school

8,847

(Unit: test, point)

Scale of scores

Minimum value

Maximum value

Average

Standard
deviation

Raw scores

0

28

16.39

6.27

0–100 percentiles

0

100

58.53

22.38

•Test takers and the test method
[Table 1.5.9] Number and percentage of test takers by gender, grade, and region

(Unit: person)

Elementary schools

Middle schools

Number of students (%)

Number of students (%)

[Figure 1.5.7] Cumulative distributions of elementary school students’ scores of digital literacy test

Category
Boys

4,555(51.5%)

6,032(52.3%)

Girls

4,292(48.5%)

5,502(47.7%)

2,797(31.6%)

-

5 grade

3,064(34.6%)

-

6th grade

2,986(33.8%)

-

st

-

3,934(34.1%)

nd

2 grade

-

4,053(35.1%)

3rd grade

-

3,547(30.8%)

Special & metropolitan cities

3,554(40.2%)

4,427(38.4%)

Small and medium sized cities

3,335(37.7%)

4,575(39.7%)

Rural areas

1,742(19.7%)

2,151(18.6%)

216(2.4%)

381(3.3%)

652(7.4%)

644(5.6%)

8,195(92.6%)

10,890(94.4%)

Gender

4th grade
th

Elementary schools
Grade

1 grade
Middle schools

Regions by size

Island and remote rural areas

Pilot & leading
schools

Pilot schools

Pilot schools in SW
education

Regular schools

Leading schools in SW
education

Leading schools

2,170(24.5%)

1,982(17.2%)

Regular schools

6,677(75.5%)

9,552(82.8%)

8,847(100.0%)

11,534(100.0%)

All

[Figure 1.5.8] Average scores by sub-element of the digital literacy test for elementary school

(Unit: point)

[Table 1.5.10] Number of test items of the digital literacy test and the time required
Category

Test takers

Number of items

Time required

Survey items: Nine domains
Elementary
schools

Students

All students in each class of 4th–6th grades

Test items: 28 selection-type
items

Teachers

Homeroom teachers of test takers in 4th–6th grades

Survey items: 14 items

40 min.
Not limited

Survey items: Nine domains
Middle
schools

166

Students

All students in each class of 1 –3 grades

Test items: 26 items
(24 selection-type items, two
practical-test items)

Teachers

Homeroom teachers of test takers in 1st–3rd grades

Survey items: 15 items

st

rd

45 min.

Not limited
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[Figure 1.5.9] Percentage of digital literacy achievement for elementary school

(Unit: person)

[Table 1.5.12] Total scores of digital literacy test for middle school
Number of
tests

Middle school

11,534

(Unit: point)

* The total score for the automating information element is on a two-point scale; to compare with other elements, the score was converted
into four-points scale.

Results of analyzing middle schools

Category

[Figure 1.5.11] Average scores by sub-element of the digital literacy test for middle school

(Unit: test, point)

Scale of scores

Minimum value

Maximum value

Average

Standard deviation

Raw scores

0

26

15.44

6.63

0–100 percentiles

0

100

59.37

25.51

[Figure 1.5.12] Percentage of digital literacy achievement for middle school

(Unit: person)

[Figure 1.5.10] Cumulative distributions of middle school student scores on digital literacy test

Major achievements
The educational implications derived from the analysis results and digital literacy levels of Korea
as follows:
First, sufficient time should be taken to teach middle school students so that they can develop
computatitional thinking skills. Considering that the middle school curriculum sets 34 hours for
ICT in education subjects, policy discussion is necessary to increase the hours of the classes.
Second, education should be provided on software with ICT in education subjects studied by all
grades linked from elementary school to middle school, which will provide learning opportunities
for promoting all digital literacy elements.
Third, promote of SW education is needed through the convergence of ICT in education subjects
as well as other subjects. In addition, more opportunities need to be provided for offering
future-oriented education to students through developing and operating more programs.

168
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Chapter 2
ICT in educational
administrative and
financial services

2.1 Operation of the National Education Information System
2.2 Operation of the local educational administration and finance system EduFine
2.3 Operation of local educational finance disclosure services
2.4 Operation of the Educational Information Disclosure System
2.4.1 Kindergarten information disclosure services
2.4.2 Primary and secondary school information disclosure services
2.4.3 University information disclosure services

2.5 Operation of the EduData System
2.6 Operation of Business Process System of MPOEs
2.7 Operation of the information system of early childhood education
2.7.1 Preschool Tuition Support System e-Kindergarten
2.7.2 Kindergarten entrance management system Go First School
2.7.3 Kindergarten Teacher Evaluation System for Professional Development
2.7.4 Private Kindergarten K-edufine

2.8 Development and operation of the integrated information system for school facilities Edubuil
2.9 Development of the integrated disaster recovery system for the educational data system

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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2.1 Operation of the National Education
Information System

[Table 2.1.2] Roles of organizations for NEIS
Organizations

2019 White Paper

MOE

The National Education Information System (NEIS) is an educational administrative information

Operation Council for Education
Information System

system designed to enable the MOE, the MPOEs (including their affiliated organizations), and
10,000 primary and secondary schools to carry out their administrative tasks in an effective way.
NEIS has contributed to enhancing the effectiveness of educational administration in schools and
educational institutes by respecting the public’s right to transparent educational information.

MPOEs

Periods

Progress details

Sep. 2000–Mar. 2001

•Improved the procedures for conducting administrative tasks and developed the BRP (Business Process
Re-engineering) and ISP (Information Strategy Planning) in order to build a nationwide educational
administrative information system
- Selected as a key task out of the 11 tasks of E-Government of Korea (announced by the President on May
17, 2001)
•Developed 27 business areas such as HR, wages, accounting, equipment, etc. and established the
infrastructure required for operation
- Launched the service for 22 general administrative areas in November 2002
•Launched the service for five school administration areas including academic and school affairs

Aug. 2004–Mar. 2006

•Established three business areas after separation, such as academic and school affairs

Mar. 2006–Dec. 2008

•Developed and launched the civil affairs service
- Certificate Issuance Service (Mar. 2006), Parents' Service (Sep. 2006), School Information Disclosure
(Dec. 2008)

Jul. 2009–Jan. 2010

•Developed the ISP of the next-generation NEIS

Mar. 2010–Feb. 2011

•Reorganized the business program of the next-generation NEIS and established the infrastructure for the
operation

From Mar. 2011

•Completed building the next-generation NEIS and applied it (Mar. 2011)
•Formulated the master plan to devise the ISP for the fourth-generation NEIS (Dec. 2017)
•Formulated the ISP for the fourth-generation NEIS (Aug. 2018–Sep. 2019)
•Formulated the master plan to build the fourth-generation NEIS (Dec. 2019)
- Additionally revised the plan to build the intelligent fourth-generation NEIS that reflects policy issues
such as the Korean New Deal and Digital Government Innovation (until Sep. 2020)

•Supports the policy of operating NEIS and organizes and consults joint promotion
•Discusses how to operate and improve NEIS and present the improvement methods
•Operates a joint project with the MPOEs

•Devises and implements a plan to operate NEIS by Offices of Education
Department in charge of •Operates a NEIS operation center
NEIS (operation center) •Revitalizes NEIS operation and supports the use
•Provides education to the users, runs a call center, and meets the requirements of the users
Department in charge of •Develops (improves) the relevant unit tasks and presents requirements
•Revitalizes on-site operation of the unit tasks
implementaiton
•Supports NEIS policy and runs the NEIS general management center
•Operates NEIS and supports revitalization
•Supports the Operation Council for Education Information System
•Carries out maintenance of NEIS application software and supports the maintenance of the
infrastructure for cities and provinces
•Provides education to the users and operates technical support systems for NEIS

KERIS

[Table 2.1.1] Progress of the project to build NEIS

Mar. 2003

Education and
Information Technology
Division

Department in charge of •Devises plans to apply relevant unit tasks according to changes in the educational policy
•Manages the unit tasks
operation

Project overview

Oct. 2001–Nov. 2002

Roles
•Manages the policy of operating NEIS on the whole and provides financial support
•Consults and organizes the business between government bodies and the MOE offices and
bureaus

Source: MOE, 2020 Master Plan for Operating NEIS

Major achievements
•Adoption of educational policy and steady support for the operation
Since December 2004, NEIS has provided universities with online school records that have been
managed via the NEIS academic administration system, thereby lightening the burdens of
universities and high schools on paperwork regarding university admissions and saving students
and parents the inconvenience of submitting documents.
In addition, to provide equal opportunities for those who passed the high school graduation
qualification examination, NEIS also provides materials related to university admission
requirements.
[Table 2.1.3] Status of collecting and providing data for university admission requirements in 2020
(Unit: school, person, case)

Source: MOE, 2020 Master Plan for Operating NEIS

Data collection
Category

General students

172

Number of schools

Data provision

Enrolled students

Graduates

Number of
students

Number of
schools

Number of
provision

Early decision/action

2,451

2,442

3,488,876

370

3,745,937

Regular decision

2,412

2,417

3,477,851

341

533,919
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[Table 2.1.3] Status of collecting and providing data for university admission requirements in 2020 (continued)
(Unit: school, person, case)

Data collection
Category

Number of schools
Enrolled students

High school
graduation
qualification
examination

Graduates

Data provision
Number of
students

Number of
schools

Number of
provision

Early decision/action

-

-

137,696

317

26,947

Regular decision

-

-

152,747

246

8,028

7,257,170

372

4,314,831

Total

2,577

In order to cope with emergency situations such as postponement of school opening and online
school caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the MOE promptly developed the “NEIS-linked school
safety net” by utilizing the know-how to operate the public service and the educational administrative
information service, thereby greatly contributing to the promotion of public safety.
[Figure 2.1.1] NEIS workflow of entrants management

Source: MOE, 2020 Master Plan for Operating NEIS

The MOE upgraded the NEIS school record system including items and elements to be described,
and applied the improvement to online provision of data for university admission for the 2021
school year. This was carried out to reinforce transparency and fairness of the school-record-based
student selection system.

•Improvement and expansion of public services
The NEIS mobile service for students and parents—launched in 2019 in line with the spread of
the mobile-centered public service—has added a Digital Onepass1) system that enables users to
sign up for the service through the mobile devices, therefore simplifying the procedures and
improving convenience. It also increased the number of certificates that can be issued through

In addition, the MOE created the Health Condition Self-Check application (Self-Diagnosis App)

the NEIS Home-Ed (civil affairs service) from 18 to 34.

for elementary and secondary school students nationwide, thereby maintaining their health status
and preventing them from COVID-19 infection risks.

[Table 2.1.4] List of certificates that can be issued via NEIS
Category (type)

Student (12 types)

School graduation
qualification
examination
(seven types)
HR
(six types)
Lifelong education
(nine types)

Language

Items that can be issued

Korean

Graduation certificate, Transcript (MS, HS), School record, Certificate of expected graduation,
Certificate of enrollment, Expulsion certificate (ELEM, MS, HS), Educational expenses payment
certificate, Certificate of educational beneficiary

English

Graduate certificate, Certificate of enrollment, Transcript (HS)

Korean

Education qualification for school graduation, Score certificate, Certificate of subjects passed,
Certificate of subjects passed (all subjects), Re-issuance of education qualification for school
graduation

English

Education qualification for school graduation, Score certificate

Korean

Certificate of Employment, Certificate of career, Verification of retirement, Verification of
retirement expectant, Verification of award issuance, Verification of training completion

Korean

Verification of academy operator, Verification of suspension of academy operation, Verification of
closure of academy operation, Verification of academy operation, Verification of changes in
academy founder, Verification of studio operator, Verification of private tutor, Verification of
instructor employment of lifelong education institute

Note: The listed certificates and verification documents can be issued by mail or online.

[Figure 2.1.2] System of Self-Diagnosis App

•Increase in usage and efficiency in educational administrative duties
In terms of maintenance and management of NEIS and the support for the operation, the functions

1) An authentication service developed by the Ministry of the Interior and Safety (MOIS) to provide easy and safe access to e-government.
This service allows users to use various e-government services with a single ID (the authentication means can be chosen from
fingerprint, e-mail, SMS, password, accredited certificate).
174

have been upgraded on 268 sub-tasks in 44 unit tasks. The improvement of NEIS includes
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upgrading the functions in accordance with the changes of laws and regulations, operating services

[Figure 2.1.3] Information security management system of the seven-phases of NEIS

that link external organizations, supporting extraction of statistical data requested by other
organizations, and providing technical education for the personnel from the MPOEs. In addition,
to enhance the MPOEs’ competence in operating NEIS, training has been provided to the personnel
working at NEIS call centers of the MPOEs in the first and second half of the year.
As of 2020, the NEIS on-site advisory panel consisted of 333 experts These experts took their
own responsibilities in areas that reflected the usage characteristics of NEIS required by the
respective MPOEs, thereby improving the reliability and consistency of business management
carried out via NEIS. In 2020, in particular, the hotline of the advisory panel was increasingly
operated in order to promptly identify and cope with the COVID-19-related difficulties facing
schools. This increase contributed to solving current issues—such as postponement of school
opening, changes in managing the academic schedule and the NEIS curriculum caused by
conduction of online classes, and operation of the Self-Diagnosis App.

Considering the importance of information security, NEIS receives operational inspections based
on 431 inspection items in 47 areas from the National Intelligence Service. To satisfy the

•Maintenance of service stability and improvement in information protection systems
NEIS adopted a distributed operating system so that it can provide the nationwide users with a
stable and effective service capable of flexibly responding to the operation of services developed

requirements, NEIS conducts year-round security management. In this regard, NEIS acquired the
ISMS (information security management system) certification in December 2015, in order to
conduct an objective evaluation and improve the reliability of the information protection level.

according to regional characteristics, if necessary.

Since certification, NEIS has maintained the validity of the certification with inspection,
[Table 2.1.5] Infrastructure of educational information systems
Category

NEIS

(Unit: system)

EduFine

BPS

management, and improvement and has further tightened security.

Total

Hardware (HW)

1,986

668

612

3,266

System software (SW)

11,366

2,812

1,311

15,489

Note: Based on July 31, 2020

[Table 2.1.6] Inspection items to respond to malfunctions of the educational information systems
Category

Cycle

Items to be
inspected

Remarks

Periodic pre-maintenance

Monthly

266

Re-maneuver OS, patch, etc.

Vaulting backup

Monthly

6 services

Off-site vaulting

Simulation training

Three times or
more a year

4 types

Disaster recovery, cyber-crisis response training

176
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2.2 Operation of the local educational
administration and finance system EduFine

[Table 2.2.1] Key roles of the organizations operating EduFine (continued)
2019 White Paper

Organizations

Key duties

Key roles

MPOEs

Supporting users and running a
consultative body

•Develops and implements plans for operation
•Runs a consultative body by task (designating cities and provinces according to
works)
•Holds representative instructors and provide education
•Supports the TF to build next-generation EduFine
•Shares the expenses incurred by consignment of the general management
center

KERIS

Operates a general
management center, a call
center, and a maintenance
team; and is responsible for
building a next-generation
system

•Supports formulating policy and develops and runs action plans
•Builds the K-edufine system
•Operates application software and physical infrastructure and carries out
maintenance
•Runs the system by linking external organizations and provides technical
support
•Operates and maintains the infrastructure of the general management center
•Manages a central call center (1544-0079) and provides user education

Project overview
A local educational administration and finance system EduFine is an integrated system, consisting
of 64 sub-systems of 18 unit systems in 6 areas, to support the 17 MPOEs and 12,000 schools
with their local educational administrative and financial tasks and responsibilities. The system
provides a one-stop service that covers all aspects of educational finance including budget,
expenditure, and settlement and that gives a customized-financial analysis based on the budget

Source: MOE, 2020 Master Plan (draft) for Building and Operating the local educational administration and finance system

system by project. EduFine was designed to increase the transparency and efficiency of local
educational finance through the innovation of the accounting and budget system and to lighten

EduFine has been operated in partnership with the MOE, 17 MPOEs, schools, and KERIS. To

teacher and school personnel burdens related to administrative tasks through the operation of the

enhance the efficiency of the local educational administrative and financial responsibilities, the

on-site user-oriented system.

consultative body has been managed so that the system of operating EduFine and the system
of sharing opinions between the MPOEs can be established. In addition, EduFine has been operated
through quality control based on level 3 of the CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) to

[Figure 2.2.1] System of EduFine

improve the stability and operational efficiency of the EduFine service.
[Table 2.2.2] Performance of responding to Customer Service Requests (CSR) regarding the maintenance of
EduFine application software

(Unit: case)

Number of requests responded to
Category
2016
Fault recovery

[Table 2.2.1] Key roles of the organizations operating EduFine
Organizations
MOE (Local Educational
Finance Division, Task
Force for establishment
of next-generation
EduFine)

178

Key duties

Key roles

Planning and organizing
overall projects

•Establishes and organizes political directions related to operation of the
system
•Develops master plans of the project and receives budgets
•Devises plans to amend laws and regulations and standardizes the
relevant tasks
•Conducts external-business cooperation and system promotion
•Supports building of the next-generation system K-edufine

2017

2018

2019

2020. 06.

0

0

1

0

0

Request for improvement

432

722

557

320

38

Simple inquiries

318

174

136

168

38

Data management

717

1,068

1,126

938

731

Requests submitted to the call center

6,326

7,062

7,707

9,609

3,014

Total

7,793

9,026

9,527

11,035

3,821

Source: KERIS, 2019 Report of operating EduFine & Monthly Work Report of Application Software Maintenance for EduFine (May 2020)
Note: Not included are the number of requests submitted for the project to improve additional functions and the number of requests related to
maintenance of the K-edufine application software.

In March 2018, a project to develop K-edufine, the next-generation local educational administration
and finance system, was launched in partnership with the MOE, MPOEs, and relevant organizations.
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[Table 2.2.3] Status of progressing EduFine

•Provision of the 24/365 service

Periods

Progress details

May 2005–Dec. 2005

Devised the BSP (Business Strategy Planning), BPR, and ISP to build the local educational administration
and finance system

May 2006–Feb. 2007

Built the phase 1 system (39 sub-systems)

Feb. 2007–Feb. 2008

Built the phase 2 system (16 sub-systems)

of EduFine (a total of 4,683 cases2)) and conducted a diagnosis of the structure to prevent
malfunctions in advance. This measure has ensured service continuity and has created safe work

From Jan. 2008

Launched the EduFine system of Special Accounts for Education

From Mar. 2010

Launched the Edufine School Accounting System

From Mar. 2012

The general management center (KERIS) and the 17 MPOEs have carried out pre-maintenance

environments with heightened integrated security and monitoring. Further, technical training has
been given to system operators of the 17 MPOEs and the general management center to increase

Launched the new Edufine School Accounting System

their competencies.

Feb. 2015–Nov. 2015

Developed the ISP for the infrastructure of the next-generation EduFine

Aug. 2016–Apr. 2017

Developed the ISMP (Information System Master Plan) of the next-generation EduFine

Mar. 2018–Jul. 2020

Built and launched K-edufine

•Development and launch of K-edufine
The MOE and KERIS recognized the limitations of outdated EduFine (adopted in 2008) and BPS

Major achievements

(adopted in 2010) services in terms of pursuing a new financial policy. In this regard, they began
carrying out a project to build K-edufine in March 2018 in order to boost work efficiency and

•Stable provision of and support for the service

convenience and to maximize efficiency of operation of the system, a system consisting of 63

In order to support about 550,000 school teachers and administrative personnel, improvement was

sub-business systems of 24 unit business systems in 8 areas.

achieved on 320 service requests (SRs). Also, based on the CMMI, EduFine has supported the
works related to the management of school accounting (2019 budget of KRW 113 trillion) and special

[Figure 2.2.2] Diagram of K-edufine

accounts for education of the MPOEs, achieving service stability . In particular, the implementation
of the automatic credit card payment function has contributed to diversifying methods of paying
education fees and increasing convenience.

•Creation and realization of a transparent financial environment
In order to increase transparency and efficiency in the expenditure of the special accounts for
education, in 2016 the “e-Education Bank,” a system that links MPOEs with banks, was built. Since
then, the use of electronic expenditures has been on the rise, and an emergency response system
was built and has is operated 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to cope with the situation where
the use of the electronic expenditure (e-Expenditure) system is soaring, for example on pay day.
[Table 2.2.4] Use and percentage of e-Expenditure

(Unit: case)

Category

Number of expenditures

Number of e-Expenditures

Percentage of e-Expenditures

2016

50,243,269

22,697,637

45.2%

2017

53,766,604

26,016,717

48.4%

2018

53,114,151

33,328,649

62.7%

2019

56,884,004

44,394,045

77.9%

Jun. 2020

22,386,830

18,209,742

81.3%

Source: KERIS, Diagram of K-edufine (Jun. 2020)

Source: KERIS, Performance of e-Expenditure of EduFine (Jun. 2020)

2) 1,628 cases for hardware and 3,055 cases for software
180
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[Figure 2.2.3] Progressive launch of K-edufine

2.3 Operation of local educational finance
disclosure services

2019 White Paper

Project overview
The Local Educational Financial Statistics Information System (LEFSIS) is a local educational
finance disclosure service that integrates, compares, and discloses the data of local educational
financial operation provided by each of the 17 MPOEs by standardizing the criteria, procedures,
and methods of providing data so that users can check all relevant data at a glance. This service
ensures the public transparency by transparently disclosing the budgeting and budget execution
of local educational financial operations and provides the statistics of local educational finance
and analysis data to increases fiscal soundness and efficiency by encouraging public participation
and communication in financial management.

•Contents of LEFSIS
[Table 2.3.1] Menus of LEFSIS

Source: MOE, Introduction of K-Edufine (Jun. 2020)

Category

Menus

Local educational finance

Introduction of LEFSIS, disclosure of budgets, disclosure of settlement, customized search,
trends of local educational finance, status of daily revenue and expenditure, special subsidies

Easy finance

Finance in pictures, latest analysis data, local education and finance schools, participatory
budget system

School information

Status of schools, schools to be built, information on closed schools, general education statistics

Offices of Education finance
Archive
Participation and communication

Financial chart by OE, OEs finance, Analysis of OEs’ organization
Financial operation, financial report, Finance Acts
Notice, FAQ, Q&A, newsletter, open space

Note: The Local Educational Financial Statistics Information System at www.eduinfo.go.kr

The MPOEs disclose the operation status of local educational finance based on budgets and
settlements twice a year. The MOE compares and analyzes the status and discloses the education
budget information every March; the settlement information is disclosed every October.

•Provision of cloud-based services
Considering the schedule of constructing the infrastructure and the costs, the cloud-based
infrastructure for LEFSIS was built.

182
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[Figure 2.3.3] Quarterly newsletter to attract public interest

•Progress of LEFSIS
The MOE built LEFSIS after going through three phases: (1) a disclosure of the integrated website
of local educational financial information (Oct. 2014); (2) a temporary launch of LEFSIS (Dec. 2014);
and (3) the official launch (Dec. 2015). It has also increase the public convenience in areas such

Issue No.

Date of Issuance

as service improvement and content reinforcement by conducting online and offline surveys.

No.15

Feb. 22, 2019

No.16

Jun. 14, 2019

[Figure 2.3.1] Collection of feedback to enhance the quality of service

No.17

Sep. 10, 2019

No.18

Nov. 15, 2019

No.19

Feb. 24, 2020

No.20

Jun. 2, 2020

Source: Local Educational Financial Statistics Information System at www.eduinfo.go.kr

Professional Council

Satisfaction survey

User education

Major achievements

Source: KERIS, Result report 2019 of running a local educational finance disclosure system (Jan. 2020)

[Figure 2.3.4] Satisfaction survey on LEFSIS

(Unit: %)

[Figure 2.3.2] New service to increase user convenience

Category

2017

2018

2019

Satisfaction with materials

90.2

91.6

93.8

Satisfaction with searches

85.5

85.8

87.0

Satisfaction with overall system

87.9

86.5

90.0

Comprehensive satisfaction

87.9

88.0

90.3

Source: KERIS, 2019 Result report of running a local educational financial disclosure system (Jan. 2020)

[Table 2.3.2] Number of visitors to LEFSIS
Web Viewer

Glossary of Public Finance

Source: KERIS, 2019 Result report of operating a local educational financial disclosure system (Jan. 2020)

(Unit: person)

Category

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Target

-

260,000

300,000

330,000

360,000

Performance

236,320

271,393

300,955

329,972

-

Source: KERIS, 2020 Handbook of KERIS Key Performance Indicators (Aug. 2020)

In addition, through enhancement of the quality management of public data, the service has a
virtuous cycle from creation of high-quality data (with less than 0.01% error rate) to disclosure
and utilization.
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2.4 Operation of the Educational Information
Disclosure System

[Table 2.4.1] Status of the disclosure of kindergarten information
Items subject to public disclosure

Kindergartens
subject to public
disclosure

Scope of information for disclosure

Disclosure
cycle

Period of
disclosure

A. General status

2.4.1
2019 White Paper

Ⅰ. Basic status of kindergarten
rules and facilities, etc.

Kindergarten information disclosure services

Project overview
As the disclosure of information on kindergartens nationwide became mandatory, a “Kindergarten

guarantee the transparency of the conditions and practices of kindergartens to allow parents the
right to know and choose schools and programs. This system also accurately identifies the

Ⅲ. Matters concerning the
organization and operation of
curriculum and of after-school
courses

conditions of kindergartens to bolster their responsibilities and improve and further improve

Annually

Apr.

Annually

Apr.

3. Names of heads, founders, and
executives

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

B. Status of buildings and sites

All

Annually

Apr.

A. Number of classrooms and children by age

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

1. Status of teachers and school personnel
by position, qualification

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

2. Period of service of teachers at current
organization

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

A. Matters concerning the organization and
operation of curriculum

All

Annually

Apr.

B. Matters concerning the organization and
operation of after-school courses

All

Annually

Apr.

C. Status of class days

All

Annually

Apr.

1. Curriculum fees, fees for after-school
courses

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

2. Extracurricular activity fees

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

All

Annually,
(Budget) Apr.
respectively (settlement) Oct.

1. Status of meal service, and occurrence
and handling of meal-related incidents

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

2. Menus

All

Frequently

Frequently

B. Status of environmental hygiene
management

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

C. Status of safety inspection and education

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

D. Status of joining a mutual aid association
and insurance

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

Violations and corrective measures

All

Frequently

Frequently

A. Status of operating school buses

All

Twice a year

Apr. Oct.

B. Matters concerning evaluation of
kindergartens

All

Annually

Apr.

A. Status of kindergarten tuition

transparency internally. As of June 2020, 21 scopes in seven items were disclosed.
[Figure 2.4.1] System of the disclosure of kindergarten information

All
All

B. Status of teachers and school personnel
Ⅱ. Matters concerning teachers,
preschoolers, etc.

Information Disclosure” service was launched. A kindergarten information disclosure system is a
system that objectively and transparently discloses major information in a system designed to

1. Basic status of kindergartens
2. Kindergarten rules

Ⅳ. Matters related to accounting,
such as kindergarten tuition
and budgets, settlements, etc.

B. Budgets and settlements of kindergarten
accounting
A. Status of kindergarten meals management

Ⅴ. Matters concerning
management of kindergarten
meals and health,
environmental hygiene and
safety management, etc.

Ⅵ. Matters concerning corrective
orders, etc., in accordance with
Article 30 through Article 32 of
the Early Childhood Education
Act
Ⅶ. Other matters concerning
educational conditions and
status of operating
kindergartens, etc.

Source: Annex 1-3 of Article 3-2 of the Enforcement Decree Of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions
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2.4 Operation of the Educational Information Disclosure System

•Increase in accuracy and reliability of information for closures

Major achievements

[Figure 2.4.4] Disclosure process of kindergarten information

•Release and use of the disclosed information
[Figure 2.4.2] Status of using the disclosed kindergarten information

(Unit: person)

In March 2020, the business procedures were upgraded on the items related to violations and
corrective measures. In addition, in response to online schooling caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, the official disclosure schedule for 2020 was postponed to December 2020, and the
information for disclosure can be entered in the system as soon as it is confirmed.
Disclosed kindergarten information has been provided in connection with the Public Data Portal
(visit www.data.go.kr) and the EduData System (EDS), and the collective information of

•Operation of the user-oriented support system

kindergartens nationwide has been provided in a file format via the Open API-based Kindergarten

As for how to enter the information for disclosure by item, a video was made and provided as

Information Disclosure service.

a distance training resource to teach the methods, and was uploaded on the integrated education
and training system of the National Education Training Institute—a measure to increase teacher

[Figure 2.4.3] Usage of the Open API

competencies. In addition, the inquiries about distance support and the kindergarten information
disclosure system have been promptly answered via the EduCall center (0079). During the period
of entering the information for disclosure, more call center personnel are dispatched in order to
fully support the users. In addition, an online community created through NAVER Café , a
cyber-platform for blog-style communication, was established for disclosure of kindergarten
information (visit http://cafe.naver.com/ecsinfo) to serve as a platform that provides the manual
of entering the kindergarten information for disclosure, the system manual, and to receive and
respond to inquiries related to information-disclosure tasks.
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2.4 Operation of the Educational Information Disclosure System

[Figure 2.4.5] System of the disclosure of elementary and secondary school information

2.4.2
2019 White Paper

Primary and secondary school information disclosure services

Project overview
The primary and secondary school information disclosure system is a system that discloses major
information held and managed by elementary and secondary schools nationwide to the public on
school websites and the “School Information Disclosure” website—a system that allows the public
to check information on the overall educational activities of schools anytime, anywhere.
[Table 2.4.2] Progress of running the primary and secondary school information disclosure system
Year

Responsibilities

2007

•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (May 25, 2007)

2008

•Designated KERIS as a general management agency for the disclosure of school information (Jan. 2008)
•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Nov. 17, 2008)
•Launched the citizen service School Information Disclosure (visit www.schoolinfo.go.kr) (Dec. 1, 2008)

2009

•Investigated whether primary and secondary schools disclose their information three times a year
•Held a forum to mark the 1st anniversary of the school information disclosure system (Dec. 15, 2009)
•Launched the information search service for the School Information Disclosure website (Dec. 17, 2009)

2010

•Investigated whether primary and secondary schools disclose their information four times a year
•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Mar. 23, 2011)
•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Nov. 2, 2011)

2011

•Investigated whether primary and secondary schools disclose their information five times a year
•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Nov. 23, 2011)

2012

•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Aug. 13, 2012)
•Conducted the service to disclose information on the result of the survey on school violence (Nov. 30, 2012)

2013

•Automatically linked the KEDI Survey of Educational Statistics with the information disclosure system (May 1, 2013)
•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Nov. 5, 2013)

2014

•Temporarily launched and conducted a pilot-application on the mobile service of School Information Disclosure (Dec. 22, 2014)

2015

•Launched the mobile service of School Information Disclosure (Feb. 2015)
•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Mar. 17, 2015)
•Launched a pilot service of the reorganized School Information Disclosure website (Dec. 2015)

2016

•Opened Government 3.0 data of School Information Disclosure

2017

•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Jan. 31, 2017)
•Investigated whether elementary and secondary schools disclose their information four times a year

2018

•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Apr. 3, 2018)

2019

•Amended the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by
Education-Related Institutions (Sep. 10, 2019)
•Investigated whether elementary and secondary schools disclose their information three times a year
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As of May 2020, a total of 12,227 schools were required to disclose information. After entering
and submitting the information on NEIS, the MPOEs and the general management agency verify
the uploaded information and disclose it on the School Information Disclosure website. Schools
that do not use the educational administrative information system enter and disclose the
information on their own websites. The information for disclosure has 14 items in the 44 scopes.
[Table 2.4.3] Status of the disclosure of elementary and secondary school information
Items subject to public
disclosure
Ⅰ. Regulations on school
management, including
school rules

Ⅱ. Matters concerning the
organization and operation
of curriculum

Ⅲ. Number of students by
classroom, grade, students
who are transferred ,
students dropping out of
school, changes in the
number of students

Ⅳ. Matters concerning learning
by grade level curriculum

Schools subject to
public disclosure

Disclosure
cycle

Period of
disclosure

Regulations on school management,
including school rules

All

Frequently

Frequently

A. Matters concerning the organization and
operation of curriculum (including
curriculum and experience activity plan)

All

Annually

Apr.

B. Number of days and hours of classes

ELEM, MS, HS,
special schools

Annually

May

C. Plan for open classes

ELEM, MS, HS,
special schools

Twice a year

Apr. Sep.

D. Plan for special project to conduct
education

ELEM, MS, HS,
special schools,
respectively

Annually

Apr.

E. Matters concerning the operation of the
free semester system

MS

Twice a year

Apr. Sep.

A. Number of students by classroom, grade

All

Annually

May

B. Number of students who are transferred or
dropped out of school

ELEM, MS, HS,
special schools

Annually

May

A. Matters concerning the evaluation plan by
subject (by grade)

ELEM, MS, HS

Twice a year

Apr. Sep.

MS, HS

Twice a year

Apr. Sep.

ELEM, MS, HS

Twice a year

Apr. Sep.

Scope of information for disclosure

B. Matters concerning academic
achievements by subject
C. Plan to manage the curriculum progress
by subject (by grade)
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2.4 Operation of the Educational Information Disclosure System

[Table 2.4.3] Status of the disclosure of elementary and secondary school information (continued)
Items subject to public
disclosure

Ⅴ. Matters concerning school
facilities such as buildings
and sites

Ⅵ. Status of teachers by
position, qualification

Ⅶ. Matters concerning school
and corporation accounting,
such as details of budgets
and settlements

Ⅷ. Matters concerning the
School Governance
Committee
Ⅸ. Matters concerning school
meals

Ⅹ. Matters concerning
management of school
meals and health,
environmental hygiene and
safety management, etc.

XI. Matters concerning the
occurrence status of school
violence and the measures

XII. Matters concerning basic
data for academic research
on the National or
Metropolitan/Provincial
Assessment of Educational
Achievement

192

Scope of information for disclosure

[Table 2.4.3] Status of the disclosure of elementary and secondary school information (continued)

Schools subject to public
disclosure

Disclosure
cycle

Period of
disclosure

A. Status of school lands

All

Annually

May

B. Status of school sites and various
supporting facilities

All

Annually

May

C. Matters concerning the opening of
school facilities

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

May

D. Status of convenience facilities for
students with disabilities

All

Annually

May

A. Status of teachers by position

All

Annually

May

B. Status of teachers by qualification

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

May

A. Budgets and settlements of school
accounting (national and public)

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

(Budget) May
(Settlement)
Sep.

All

Annually

(Budget) May
(Settlement)
Sep.

C. School development funds

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

May

Status of forming the School Governance
Committee

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Frequently

Frequently

Status of school meals service

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

May

A. Status of health management

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

Apr.

B. Status of environmental hygiene
management

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

Apr.

C. Status of inspecting facility safety

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

Apr.

D. Plan for safety education and status of
the implementation

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

Apr.

A. Status of plans for prevention of school
violence and measures and the
operation

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

Apr.

B. Survey on school violence

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

Sep.

C. Operational status and deliberation
result of the Local Board against
School Violence

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

A. Status of applying for the National
Assessment of Educational
Achievement

MS, HS (excluding
specialized high
schools and high
schools tailored to the
demands of the
industrial sector and
vocational courses of
general high schools.
Same as the following
items B and C)

B. Budgets and settlements of private
school school-expense accounts and
corporate accounts

B. Result of the National Assessment of
Educational Achievement (Ratio of
each grade according to a three-grade
classification [above average
academic ability, basic academic
ability, and below basic academic
ability])

MS, HS

C. Degree of Improvement of the National
Assessment of Educational
Achievement

HS

Annually

Annually

Apr.

Items subject to public disclosure

XIII. Matters concerning students’
admissions and graduates' career

XIV. Matters concerning corrective
orders, etc., in accordance with
Article 63 through Article 65 of the
Elementary and Secondary
Education Act

Disclosure
cycle

Period of
disclosure

B. Status of enrolled students

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

May

C. Status of graduates’ career

MS, HS, special schools,
respectively (excluding
specialized high schools
and high schools tailored
to the demands of the
industrial sector)

Annually

May

D. Status of employment and careers
of graduates from specialized high
schools and high schools tailored
to the demands of the industrial
sector

Specialized high schools
and high schools tailored
to the demands of the
industrial sector

Annually

May

Violations and corrective measures

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

A. Status of scholarship benefits

MS, HS, special schools

Annually

Apr.

B. Status of club activities

XV. Other matters concerning
educational conditions and the
status of operating schools, etc.

Schools subject to public
disclosure

Middle and high schools
whose heads determine Frequently Frequently
admission guides

A. Admission guide

Nov.

Nov.

Scope of information for disclosure

Frequently Frequently

ELEM, MS, HS

Annually

May

C. Status of school libraries

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools, respectively

Annually

May

D. Operational plan and status of
operation and support for
After-School Program (including
an after-school childcare
classroom)

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

May

E. Plan for and status of student and
parent counseling

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

Apr.

F. Status of school personnel

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

May

G. Evaluation items and the result of
the Teacher Evaluation System for
Professional Development

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

Apr.

H. Matters concerning improvement
of students’ physical fitness

ELEM, MS, HS

Annually

Apr.

I. School evaluation indicators and the
overall opinions on the evaluation

ELEM, MS, HS, special
schools

Annually

Apr.

J. Type of purchasing school uniforms
and the unit price

All schools

Annually

Sep.

Source: Annex 1 of Article 3 of the Enforcement Decree of the Act on Special Cases concerning the Disclosure of Information by EducationRelated Institutions

Annually

Nov.
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2.4 Operation of the Educational Information Disclosure System

•Increase in accuracy and reliability of information for disclosure

Major achievements

In order to increase the consistency and reliability of the disclosed information on primary and

•Improvement of functions for School Information Disclosure and advancement of the website

secondary schools, the information has been verified in a stage by stage basis. Also, to increase

In early April 2020, the School Information Disclosure website that completely reorganized the

the accuracy of the information for disclosure, the consistency with linked similar statistical data

UI was launched. This website has provided major information—a public service that transparently

was improved, such as educational statistics and NEIS data.

discloses key information on schools.
[Figure 2.4.8] Procedure of verifying the disclosed information
[Figure 2.4.6] Screenshots of the updated School Information Disclosure website

Provision of detailed information on schools

•Operation of a user-oriented support system
As for how to enter the information for disclosure by item, a video was made and provided

•Release and use of disclosed information
[Figure 2.4.7] Status of using the disclosed information on elementary and secondary schools

(Unit: person)

as a distance training research to teach the methods, and the content was then uploaded on
the integrated education and training system of the National Education Training Institute—a
measure to increase teacher competencies. In addition, the inquiries about distance support and
the primary and secondary school information disclosure system have been promptly answered
via the EduCall center (0079). During the period of entering the information for disclosure (April,
May, and September), more call center personnel are dispatched in order to fully support the
users. In addition, an online community created through NAVER Café, a cyber-platform for
blog-style communication, was established for the disclosure of school information (visit

http://cafe.naver.com/helpmest) to serve as a platform that provides the manual of entering the
Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning project (2019)

It also developed Open API to increase the use of open data, thereby contributing to opening

school information for disclosure and the system manual and that receives inquiries related to
information-disclosure works.

and sharing of various disclosed information.
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2.4 Operation of the Educational Information Disclosure System

2.4.3
2019 White Paper

University information disclosure services

[Table 2.4.4] Universities subject to public disclosure
By educational
system

Project overview
The university information disclosure system is a system that actively informs the public of key

University

(Unit: school)

Type of university

Number of
schools

University

National

Public

Private

191

34

1

156

Polytechnic University

2

0

0

2

University of Education

10

10

0

0

Open University

1

1

0

0

Cyber University

17

0

0

17

information related to universities via the Higher Education in Korea (HEK) website—a website

University of Science and Technology

1

0

0

1

serving as a university information disclosure service that has contributed to a transparent

Other Universities

2

1

0

1

135

2

7

126

2

0

0

2

disclosure of information, fair and fee competition, and a rational use of university information.
As of 2020, the information on 101 sub-items of 63 items in 14 areas was surveyed (directly and

Junior College
Junior College

indirectly entered) and provided.
Graduate School

[Figure 2.4.9] Roles and functions of organizations for the disclosure of university information

Open University (junior college)
Polytechnic College

9

0

0

9

Graduate School

1

1

0

0

Professional School

38

1

0

37

Special-purpose Graduate School

6

0

0

6

Total

Total

224

146

45

415

Source: MOE & Korean Council for University Education, Plan and Guideline 2020 for Disclosure of University Information (2020)

[Table 2.4.5] Status of the disclosure of the information on higher education institutes

Items subject to public disclosure

Scope of information for disclosure

Period of
disclosure

School rules and other regulations related to
school management

University

Frequently

Frequently

Ⅱ. Matters concerning the
organization and operation of
curriculum

Results of grade evaluations (distribution of
grade evaluation)

University

Annually

Apr.

Ⅲ. Matters concerning methods and
schedules of student selection

Application guidelines (including freshman and
transfer students)

University

Frequently

Frequently

A. Selection results by type of admission

University

Annually

Jun.

B. Results of opportunity-balance selection

University

Annually

Jun.

C. Status of freshmen recruitment

University

Annually

Aug.

D. Status of student recruitment (including
freshman and transfer students)

University

Annually

Aug.

E. Status of enrolled students

University

Annually

Aug.

F. Status of foreign students

University

Annually

Aug.

G. Student dropout status

University

Annually

Aug.

Junior
college

Annually

Aug.

University

Annually

Jun.

H. Status of students in an intensive major
course seeking a bachelor’s degree

196

Disclosure
cycle

Ⅰ. Regulations on school
management, including school
rules

Ⅳ. Matters concerning student
status such as student
recruitment rate and number of
enrolled students

Source: Korean Council for University Education, Project Report 2019 for Operation of Disclosure of University Information (Dec. 2019)

Schools
subject to
public
disclosure

I. Status of freshmen by type of high schools
previously studied at
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[Table 2.4.5] Status of the disclosure of the information on higher education institutes (continued)

Items subject to public disclosure

Scope of information for disclosure
A. Status of graduates

Ⅴ. Matters concerning student
careers after graduation such
as admission and employment
status

B. Admission status of graduates

C. Employment status of graduates

Ⅵ. Matters concerning the status of
full-time professors

Ⅶ. Matters concerning the
research performance of
full-time professors

[Table 2.4.5] Status of the disclosure of the information on higher education institutes (continued)

Schools
subject to
public
disclosure

Disclosure
cycle

Period of
disclosure

University

Annually

Aug.

University

At least
once a
year

Aug. Frequently

At least
once a
year

Aug. Frequently

Annually

Aug.

University

Items subject to public disclosure
ⅩⅠ. School development plan and
specialization plan

A. Matters concerning the status of full-time
professors compared to all professors

University

B. Number of students per full-time professor
and retention rate of full-time professors

University

Annually

Aug.

C. Status of foreign full-time professors

University

Annually

Aug.

Research achievements of full-time professors

University

Annually

Aug.

A. Budgets and settlements of university
accounting

National
and
public
university

Annually

(Budget) Jun.
(Settlement) Aug.

C. Budget and settlement status of development
funds

National
and
public
university

Annually

(Budget) Jun.
(Settlement) Aug.

D. Budget and settlement status (summed
financial statements)

Private
university

Annually

(Budget) Jun.
(Settlement) Aug.

E. Budget and settlement status of corporate
accounting

Private
university

Annually

(Budget) Jun.
(Settlement) Aug.

F. Budget and settlement status of
school-expense accounting

Private
university

Annually

(Budget) Jun.
(Settlement) Aug.

G. Status of reserve

Private
university

Annually

(Settlement) Aug.

H. Status of donations

Private
university

Annually

(Settlement) Aug.

I. Budget and settlement status of
industry-academy cooperation accounting

University

Annually

(Budget) Jun.
(Settlement) Aug.

J. Status of tuition
K. Revenue and expenditure status of admission
fees
Ⅸ. Matters concerning the basis for
calculating tuition and
educational expenses per
student
Ⅹ. Matters concerning corrective
orders, etc., in accordance with
Article 60 through Article 62 of
the Higher Education Act
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A. Basis for calculating tuition
B. Basis for calculating educational expenses per
student

Violations and corrective measures

University Twice a year
University

Annually

University

At least
once a
year

University

University

Annually

Frequently

Disclosure
cycle

Period of
disclosure

School development plan and specialization plan

University

Annually

Oct.

A. Beneficiaries of research funds

University

Annually

Aug.

University

Twice a
year

Apr. Oct.

B. Status of lectures taught by professor

ⅩⅡ. Status of professors’ research,
education for students, and
industry-university
cooperation

B. Deleted (Jan. 31, 2017)

Ⅷ. Matters concerning school and
corporation accounting, such as
details of budgets and
settlements

Scope of information for disclosure

Schools
subject to
public
disclosure

ⅩⅢ. Status of supporting libraries
and research

Apr. Aug.
Aug.
Apr. Frequently
Aug.

Frequently

ⅩⅣ. Other matters concerning
educational conditions, school
operation status, etc.

C. Status of scholarship benefits

University

Annually

Aug.

D. Status of exchange with foreign universities

University

Annually

Aug.

E. University competencies in volunteering

University

Annually

Apr.

F. Status of distance courses of universities

University

Annually

Jun.

G. Status of managing HR on Industry-academic
cooperation-friendly professors

University

Annually

Jun.

H. Status of full-time professors with experience
in related industries

University

Annually

Jun.

I. Status of manpower and organization of
industry-academia collaboration foundations

University

Annually

Jun.

J. Status of operating research equipment for
joint use

University

Annually

Jun.

K. Status of opening practical training courses

University

Annually

Jun.

L. Results of technology transfer revenues and
contacts

University

Annually

Jun.

M. Results of patent application and registration

University

Annually

Jun.

N. Startup and support status such as start-up
education

University

Annually

Jun.

O. Status of operating technology holding
companies

University

Annually

Jun.

A. Status of maintaining books and budget

University

Annually

Oct.

B. Status of university-affiliated research
institutes

University

Annually

Aug.

A. Articles of association

Private
university

Frequently

Frequently

B. Status of corporate executives

Private
university

Frequently

Frequently

C. Status of school sites

University

Annually

Oct.

D. Status of school buildings

University

Annually

Oct.

E. Status of dormitories

University

Annually

Oct.

F. Status of securing basic assets for profit

Private
university

Annually

Oct.

G. Status of personnel

University

Annually

Aug.

H. Beneficiaries of financial support projects

University

Annually

Oct.

I. Evaluation results in accordance to Article 11-2
of the Higher Education Act

University

Frequently

Frequently

J. Lecture fees

University

Annually

Jun.

K. Status of establishing and operating a system
of supporting students with disabilities

University

Annually

Aug.

L. Status of providing education to prevent sexual
assault, sexual harassment, sex trafficking,
and domestic violence

University

Annually

Oct.

M. Status of safety management

University

Annually

Oct.
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2.4 Operation of the Educational Information Disclosure System

Major achievements

•Data provision and promotion to increase the use of disclosed information
To improve the awareness of HEK and to increase usage, the MOE created an MOU with NAVER,

•Increase in the quality and reliability of information for disclosure

the largest web search engine with high accessibility to the public in South Korea, thereby providing

A (online) training for information disclosure managers in their respective jurisdictions is provided

a wealth of information related to universities and increasing the use of HEK. In addition, the

every March in order to accept the suggestions from the MOE, higher education institutes, and

data was opened to the Admission Information Guide for All (ADIGA), a website for providing

related organizations, to amend relevant regulations, and to amend the items and guidelines for

information regarding universities and college admission requirements and qualifications, so that

information disclosure. Every year, 40 universities are selected to strengthen cooperation among

users can use the disclosed university information. Open API service is also provided, and anyone

universities, and a platform is prepared to accept suggestions to minimize errors in information

can freely develop programs using the publicly available data. The function of downloading the

for disclosure and to improve the disclosure system. In addition, a Consultative Meeting is quarterly

data was complemented and reinforced so that anyone can download raw data on the HEK website

held involving the MOE, eight management agencies by item, and the general management agency

in order to increase the use of data.

in order to offer opinions on the items linked by each institute and on management guidelines
and methods of improving the disclosure system. A consumer satisfaction survey was also

[Figure 2.4.11] Search result of academic subjects and glossaries

conducted to accept user suggestions to improve the system, and methods of improving the service
were developed through the quality evaluation tools of the HEK website.
[Figure 2.4.10] Screenshot of the HEK website and search results

Source: NAVER at www.naver.com

In order to widely publicize Higher Education in Korea, promotional leaflets were distributed, and
the methods for searching for information on the website was demonstrated at university and
Source: Higher Education in Korea at www.academyinfo.go.kr

college admission fairs for information on regular and early decisions and action. In addition, the
1st Competition for Open Education Data Utilization was held in partnership with KERIS to increase

•2nd upgrade of HEK to maximize user convenience

the use of university information for disclosure. In addition, based on the official social media

In order to enable users to use the search service more conveniently, the website was upgraded

account of Higher Education in Korea, Card News, a news format combining “cards” featuring

again following the 1st upgrade. The upgraded website provides the integrated search results to

both text and images, have been provided to enhance the user understanding.

enable users to compare key items of academic subjects and offers dictionary functions to search
university information records for disclosure. After this improvement, the HEK website annually
analyzes the form of data requested by users to provide a service that enables users to analyze
the trends of the disclosed information.
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2.5 Operation of the EduData System

2.5 Operation of the EduData System

[Figure 2.5.2] System of the EDS
2019 White Paper

Project overview
The EduData System (EDS) is an educational information statistics system that allows users to
directly access the Data Warehouse (DW) where raw data is transformed according to the purpose
of the analysis and can be stored, in addition to obtaining data and analyzing statistics in one
place without requiring the use of a separate program. The EDS has helped education-related

[Table 2.5.1] Status of developing the EDS

institutes to effectively manage data and has helped reduce teacher workload when preparing

(Unit: type, item)

Category

statistical data. In 2020, the EDS was transformed into an intelligent EDS that includes functions
of analyzing big data.
[Figure 2.5.1] Diagram of the EDS

Institutes holding and managing data
KERIS, OEs

320

18,758

NEIS Educational Statistics (2010–2019)

KERIS, OEs

139

8,335

Second half of NEIS Educational Statistics (2013–2019)

KERIS, OEs

29

3,312

NEIS Statistics of Special Education (2016–2019)

KERIS, OEs

47

3,073

Disclosure of School Information (2008–2019)

KERIS, OEs

115

5,075

EduFine (2009–2019)

KERIS, OEs

158

7,103

BPS (2011–2019)

KERIS, OEs

4

177

KEDI

169

3,609

KEDI

33

1,278

Special Education Statistics (2011–2019)

Special Education Policy Division
(MOE)

40

400

KSAT (2010–2018)

KICE

12

779

National Assessment of Educational Achievement
(2009–2017)

KICE

12

361

Disclosure of Kindergarten Information (2016–2019)

KERIS, OEs

29

315

1,107

52,575

Sub-total
Higher Education Statistics (2009–2018)

KEDI

242

4286

Employment Statistics (2010–2018)

KEDI

3

199

Lifelong Education Statistics (2009–2018)

KEDI

10

184

University Information Disclosure (2009–2018)

Korean Council for University
Education

346

4575

Higher Education Finance (2009–2018)

Korea Advancing Schools Foundation

18

115

Student Loan and Tuition (2009–2018)

Korea Student Aid Foundation

12

210

631

9,569

1,738

62,144

Sub-total
Total

202

Items

NEIS (2011–2019)

Primary
Basic Statistics of Early Childhood, Elementary and
and
Secondary Education (2009–2018)
secondary
education Second half of Early Childhood, Elementary and
Secondary Education (2016–2018)

Higher
education

Types
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[Table 2.5.2] Status of making EDS reports
Category

Schools
(131 types)

Data sources

Others
(six types)

Inspection of
State
Administration
(30 types)

Types

KEDI Statistics of Higher
Education

21

Korean Educational
Statistics

21

NEIS

16

NEIS Educational Statistics

21

Second-half of NEIS
Educational Statistics

5

NEIS Statistics of Special
Education

7

Category

Data sources
Korean Educational Statistics

Student
(12 types)
(105 types)

30

NEIS Educational Statistics

25

Second half of NEIS
Educational Statistics

6

NEIS Statistics of Special
Education
Disclosure of Kindergarten
Information

NEIS Information Disclosure

40

NEIS Information Disclosure

Curriculum
(five types)

1

NEIS

10

2

22
1
23

NEIS

1

NEIS Statistics of Special
Education

2

NEIS

48

NEIS Educational Statistics

16

NEIS Information Disclosure

2

Second half of NEIS
Educational Statistics

13

NEIS Information Disclosure

3

NEIS Statistics of Special
Education

6

Disclosure of Kindergarten
Information

1

NEIS Information Disclosure

8

KEDI Employment Statistics

1

NEIS

3

BPS

2

KEDI Statistics of Higher
Education

7

Korean Educational
Statistics

8

NEIS

7

NEIS Information Disclosure

6

Disclosure of University
Information

1

Finance
(48 types)

Organization
(two types)
Lifelong
education
(10 types)

OECD
Data
required
(five types)

Total

[Figure 2.5.3] EDSS process and the service items

Types

Disclosure of Kindergarten
Information
Korean Educational
Statistics Service

Teachers and
School
Personnel
(88 types)

(Unit: type)

EduFine

Note: In order to protect the confidentiality of statistics, the information is provided to the extent that individuals and schools are not identified
as much as possible, and in principle, it is provided after stratified extraction at a rate of 70% from the population.

[Figure 2.5.4] System of EDS big data service

49

NEIS Educational Statistics

2

KEDI Lifelong Education
Statistics

6

NEIS

2

NEIS Educational Statistics

3

EduFine

5

453

Through the EduData Service System (EDSS), the data acquired by the MOE, MPOEs, and

Major achievements

education-related institutes is being provided to general researchers. The big data service
(association analysis, sentiment analysis, and visualization) is also added to the service, thereby

The EDS aims to reduce school administrative workloads related to statistics. In order to alleviate

supporting scientific educational administration.

the administrative work of statistics in schools through EDS, a training is regularly provided for
personnel of the MPOEs and MOE in charge.
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[Figure 2.5.5] Annual provision rate of statistical data through the EDS

(Unit: case)

2.6 Operation of Business Process System
of MPOEs

2019 White Paper

Project overview
The Business Process System (BPS) of the MPOEs was designed to digitalize the entire process
of document processing from production to transfer and preservation. Additionally, this aims to
distribute the document to all administrative institutes including public and private institutes,
aiming to reduce the workload of school personnel and teachers, to increase productivity and
convenience of educational administration, and to improve the efficiency of document
management.
[Figure 2.6.1] Organization of the Business Process System of the MPOEs

Source: MOE, Operational Plan (draft) for EduFine and BPS (Mar. 2020)

The BPS produced documents until 2019, and the archives of the documents will be retrieved and
transferred to the Record Management System (RMS) of the National Archives of Korea from
January 2020.

Major achievements
•Achievement of stability of system operation and support for on-site users
As the BPS did not produce documents and only performed tasks related to the retrieval and
transfer of the document archives that had been produced until 2019, the CSRs significantly
decreased.
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[Table 2.6.1] Status of responding to CSRs
Highlight

(Unit: case)

Number of requests responded to

10,713 out of 10,812 CSRs were responded to by regarding requests for improvement of user
functions and correction of errors of the BPS application software—an effort to comply with the

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020. 06.

Sub-total

Fault recovery

8

1

0

0

0

9

Request for
improvement

155

54

51

24

0

284

Simple inquiries

4,939

5,641

4,709

6,072

765

22,126

Data management

2,402

2,320

3,268

4,617

787

13,394

Total

7,504

8,016

8,028

10,713

1,552

35,813

Source: KERIS, Result report of running a project to operate the Business Process System and results of maintenance (Jun. 2020)

[Table 2.6.2] Status of documents produced by the BPS

CSRs. To increase the use of the BPS, 12 training courses were provided for 254 managers in charge
of transfer and management of the document archives. In addition, nine user manuals were made,
and seven meetings of the MPOE consultative body were conducted. There has been support in
transferring the archives produced by the MPOEs to the RMS (of the MOIS), leading to a steady
increase in transfer rates. Until June 2020, a total of 99,131 pieces of archives have been transferred
by the Archives Management Department.

(Unit: document)

Category

Documents produced

Documents received

Sub-total

2016

88,981,103

79,148,183

168,129,286

2017

91,819,379

80,536,317

172,355,696

2018

94,265,460

80,129,315

174,394,775

2019

99,183,001

83,616,268

182,799,269

Total

374,248,943

323,430,083

697,679,026

Source: KERIS, Major status and statistics of Business Process System (Jun. 2020)

As for physically-located systems such as servers for BPS operation, 49 systems from the 0general
management center and 1,921 systems from the MPOEs were integrated for efficient management.
For efficient maintenance, a total of 2,785 regular inspections on the software and hardware were
conducted in 2019 to establish a system of preventing malfunctions. To promote efficient operation,
Oracle DBMS was used for index rebuilding, and the functions of major servers, Web/WAS and
DBMS were diagnosed.
[Table 2.6.3] Performance of supporting physics-based maintenance on the BPS

(Unit: support)

Number of supports
Category
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020. 06.

Regular inspection

2,674

2,052

3,612

2,785

1,245

Technical support

314

217

253

162

12

Total

2,988

2,269

3,865

2,947

1,257

Source: KERIS, Project result 2019 of maintenance and maintenance outputs 2020 (Jun. 2020)

•Contribution to increase the work efficiency of on-site users
The BPS has laid the groundwork for systemically producing and managing official documents
for the MPOEs and affiliated organizations (including schools) for records and management. Also,
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2.7 Operation of the information system of

[Figure 2.7.1] Progress of e-Kindergarten

early childhood education

2.7.1
2019 White Paper

Preschool Tuition Support System e-Kindergarten

Project overview
A preschool tuition support system e-Kindergarten has been operated in order to reduce the
workload of kindergartens, Offices of Education, and the DOEs to increase convenience of parents.
This is a system consisting of a kindergarten business system, business systems of Offices of
Education, the DOEs, and a Parent Service (public service).

•System and roles

The e-Kindergarten system was designed to organize educational fees and provide them for kids

[Table 2.7.1] Roles of e-Kindergarten organizations
Organizations
MOE
(Early Childhood Education Policy Division)
KERIS
(General management of consignment)
(Early Childhood Education Information
Department)
MPOEs
(Departments related to preschool tuition
support)
DOEs
kindergartens

210

•Structure of e-Kindergarten and support for preschool tuition

Responsibilities
•Develops a plan to support preschool tuition and generally manages it
•Amends relevant laws and regulations (including standards for support and unit
price calculation, etc.)
•Manages projects to maintain e-Kindergarten and improves the functions
•Maintains a call center and supports services such as training for users and
operators
•Operates the billing and settlement services for preschool tuition subsidies

aged 3 to 5 going to national, public, and private kindergartens and to reduce the workload of
the personnel from the MPOEs and DOEs. The system is comprised of the kindergarten business
system that handles the management of kids, billing, and settlements of subsidies; the business
system of OEs, and DOEs that manages plans to provide preschool tuition subsidies and manage
subsidy applicants and statistics; and the Parent Service (website) that provides information on
support for preschool tuition and payment.

•Generally manages the tasks to support preschool tuition by Offices of Education
(compilation and provision of tuition, etc.)
•Generally manage the training for personnel in charge of the DOEs and
kindergartens
•Checks and executes the billing and settlement of kindergarten subsidies
•Guides and inspects administrative works and kindergarten subsidies
•Manages basic information such as absences, attendance, admission, discharge, etc.
•Handles claims and calculates preschool tuition subsidies
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[Figure 2.7.2] Workflow of e-Kindergarten

[Table 2.7.2] Amounts of preschool tuition subsidies

(Unit: KRW/month)

Private kindergartens
Preschoolers

Support for children in
low-income families with
preschool tuition

60,000

240,000

100,000

50,000

70,000

-

Category

National & public kindergartens

Curriculum
After-school courses

Source: MOE, 2020 Plan to support preschool tuition (Feb. 27, 2020)

Major achievements
•Transparent and systemic support for preschool tuition
The preschool tuition subsidy can be provided to any child aged 3 to 5 enrolled in kindergarten
regardless of parental income. From 2020, the subsidy of private kindergartens increased from
KRW 220,000 to KRW 240,000. In order to transparently grant subsidies, e-Kindergarten quarterly
verifies the qualification for support, the record of attendance and absences, and information on
receipts. It additionally provides performance statistics related to support.
[Table 2.7.3] Status of providing preschool tuition subsidies
1Q.
Year

Number of
people

2015

(Unit: KRW 0.1 billion)

2Q.
Amounts

Number of
people

682,356

4,459

2016

706,835

2017

698,023

2018

3Q.
Amounts

Number of
people

685,116

4,462

4,604

708,313

4,587

700,195

679,409

4,495

2019

636,031

2020

615,323

4Q.
Total

Amounts

Number of
people

Amounts

688,362

4,526

683,577

4,388

17,835

4,595

711,324

4,655

706,201

4,514

18,368

4,579

702,814

4,635

697,668

4,487

18,288

681,497

4,489

683,356

4,545

677,477

4,381

17,910

4,164

636,414

4,146

639,660

4,200

634,611

4,047

16,557

4,340

603,747

4,315

-

-

-

-

8,655

Source: e-Kindergarten, Statistics of the billing and settlement status (Jul. 23, 2020)
Note: In the second quarter of 2020, the support performance was based on billing.

•Increase in support for users
In order to respond to civil requests and inquires on a day of operating the billing and payment
adjustment services for preschool tuition on a quarterly basis, an e-Kindergarten User
Comprehensive Support Center is operated (EduCall center [0079]). At the beginning of the year
(February to March) when the number of inquiries increases, more call center personnel are
continuously dispatched in order to fully support the users. Also, a manual was prepared and
distributed to the personnel in charge, thereby increasing their understanding.
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[Table 2.7.4] Details of running the User Comprehensive Support Center from February to March when the
number of inquiries increases
Year

2.7.2

(Unit: call, %)

Inbound calls

Calls answered

Response rate

2017

66,330

49,211

74.19

2018

61,131

49,683

81.27

2019

57,087

48,463

84.89

2020

64,149

62,755

97.83

2019 White Paper

Kindergarten entrance management system Go First School

Project overview
The kindergarten entrance management system Go First School was designed to minimize the

Source: 0079 EduCall center, Monthly work report (2017–2020)

inconveniences of parents who need to visit kindergartens in person to apply for admissions and
[Table 2.7.5] Annual number of e-Kindergarten users

(Unit: person)

to check the results and to reduce teacher workloads and administrative tasks such as document

Year

OEs

Kindergartens

Parents

Total

receipt, selection, and child registration. In 2020, national, public, and private kindergartens

2018

78,033

1,018,235

19,890

1,116,158

nationwide used the Go First School system, and the infrastructure was expanded to provide

2019

82,653

1,065,302

265,173

1,413,128

2020

51,322

845,080

310,221

1,206,623

services 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, and to increase the number of users.

Source: e-Kindergarten access statistics

•System and roles of Go First School
•Upgrades to the system to increase convenience and reduce on-site workload

[Figure 2.7.4] System of Go First School

In 2020, laws concerning child health check-ups were amended, and the process of issuing,
submitting, and saving the results of the health check-ups was digitalized by linking e-Kindergarten
with the National Health Insurance Corporation. The improvement enables kindergartens to check
and manage whether children get health check-ups, the name of institutes conducting the
check-ups, the check-up data, and health conditions such as height, and weight.
[Figure 2.7.3] Guide to inquire health check-up information on e-Kindergarten

[Table 2.7.6] Roles of organizations for Go First School
Organizations

Responsibilities

•Develops basic plans and presents (special education) budgets
MOE
(Early Childhood Education Policy Division) •Generally carries out projects
MPOEs
(DOEs)
KERIS
Kindergartens

•Develops and announces plans to select and recruit children
•Establishes and operates a consultative body by city and province
•Guides, supervises, and supports kindergarten student recruitment and selection
•Publicizes Go First School to kindergartens and parents, and provides training for them
•Improves functions and carries out maintenance
•Supports MPOEs in operating the service
•Develops and implement plans to recruit and select children by kindergarten

Source: MOE, 2020 Plan (draft) to operate the Kindergarten entrance management system Go First School (Feb. 2020)

Source: MOE, Leaflet on the link between e-Kindergarten and Health Check-up system (Jun. 11, 2020)
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•Diagram of Go First School and key changes

2.7.3

[Figure 2.7.5] Diagram of Go First School and procedure for selecting children
2019 White Paper

Kindergarten Teacher Evaluation System for Professional
Development

Project overview
The Kindergarten Teacher Evaluation System for Professional Development (KTESPD) was adopted
to analyze and enhance teacher expertise to increase the quality of kindergarten education and
to increase the level of parent satisfaction. The KTESPD is provided to reduce the workload of
kindergartens evaluating teachers and to increase the convenience of parent participation, and it
is also provided on the mobile application to encourage parent participation.
[Table 2.7.7] Roles of organizations for the KTESPD
Organizations
MOE
(Early Childhood Education
Policy Division)

In order to help parents who cannot apply for admission because of hospitalization, business trips,
and other reasons during the application period, applying one day in advance by city and province
is allowed. Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the promotional video and the manual were uploaded
on the Go First School website, considering that it is difficult for parents to visit kindergartens

Responsibilities
•Develops basic plans and presents (special education) budgets
•Generally supports the project

MPOEs

•Develops and operates implementation plans to conduct the KTESPD in cities and provinces
•Maintains cooperation and support for the KTESPD-related operation
•Publicizes the KTESPD to kindergartens and parents, and provides training

KERIS

•Establishes, manages, upgrades, and complements the functions of the online evaluation system
•Supports MPOEs in operation of services
•Maintains a call center to respond to inquiries about the online evaluation system

Kindergartens

•Conducts the KTESPD

Source: Plan to run a project of Kindergarten Teacher Evaluation System for Professional Development (Mar. 2020)

or attend briefings.
[Figure 2.7.7] Process of the KTESPD

Major achievements
[Figure 2.7.6] Status of participating in Go First School

Source: KERIS, Kindergarten participation rate of Go First School and application submission statistics (Jan. 2020)
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Source: KERIS, Manual of Kindergarten Teacher Evaluation System for Professional Development (Aug. 2020)
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[Table 2.7.8] Description of the functions of the KTESPD application software (continued)

Major achievements

Unit systems

Based on the infrastructure adopted in 2017, the KTESPD has established the standardized process
Overview

and completed the development of the application software. The system has three unit systems
and provides 35 key functions.
[Table 2.7.8] Description of the functions of the KTESPD application software
Functions
Notice
Overview

FAQ
Manual download
Kindergarten
management
Kindergarten approval
management

Management of
evaluation basics

Services
by OEs

Status of
progressing the
evaluation

Evaluation result

System
management

Check the frequently asked questions during the evaluation
Download manuals to understand the functions by service

Use services through approval procedures when registering the
kindergarten account

Management of evaluation
paper

Confirm, modify, and delete the evaluation papers to establish it

Status of progressing the
evaluation

Status of
progressing the
evaluation

Modify and view the kindergarten information

Register and inquire the evaluation area, element, indicator

Criteria of one-to-five
point scale

Evaluation paper
set-up

Register and inquire on the information for notice

Evaluation area & element
& indicator

Rating scale

Kindergarten notice
FAQ
Manual download

User management
Unit systems

Functions
MOE notice

Services by
kindergarten

Inquire about the notice information
Register and inquire the notice information
Check the frequently asked questions during the evaluation
Download manuals to understand functions by service

Teacher management

Register the information on kindergartens’ teachers

Children management

Register the information on kindergartens’ pupils

Evaluation paper set-up

Set up the evaluation paper used for evaluation

Rating scale

Check the rating scale of the evaluation paper

Criteria of one-to-five
point scale

Check the criteria of one-to-five point scale

Status of progressing the Check the status of progressing the evaluation by evaluation paper
evaluation
during evaluation
Statistics by evaluation
paper

Check the statistics by evaluation paper

Status of kindergartens
and teachers

Create and send the information on teachers and children of
kindergartens

Evaluation result by
indicator

Check the evaluation result by indicator, and teacher positions

Analysis of support
Check the collected information on the professional development plan
demands for professional
prepared by teachers
Evaluation result development for teachers

View and inquire on the rating scale of fellow teachers and parents
View the criteria in a one-to-five point scale in terms of satisfaction
surveys of fellow teachers and parents

Statistics by score

Inquire about the status of progressing the evaluation

Check the score statistics of the evaluation results of teachers by
position

Professional development
Check the professional development plans
plans

Upload of evaluation
results

Register, inquire, and print out the uploaded OMR questionnaire

General OEs status

Inquire about the general OEs status

Deadline management

Check the status of uploading the evaluation results of the OMR
questionnaire and the deadline

Statistics by evaluation
paper

Check the statistics related to descriptive assessment items and
distributions of responses by test taker

Report of operational
results

Check the deadline and produce the report of operational results

Distributions of evaluation
results

Inquire on the distributions of evaluation results and download them in
Excel

My service

-

Register and modify the basic information such as kindergarten
classroom

Introduction of
educational
activities

-

Register the materials to introduce educational activities of peers and
parents

Analysis of support
demands

Inquire on the analysis of support demands and download it n Excel

Statistics by score

Inquire the statistics by score and download it n Excel

Teachers subject to
increase in competence

Check the teachers subjects to increase competencies in kindergarten

Professional development
plan

Inquire on professional development plans (the head or the vice-head of
kindergartens)

Deadline management

Check the status of the evaluation deadline and complete the deadline

Comprehensive report on
implementation results

Make and inquire on the comprehensive report on implementation
results

Management of the
manager’s account

Manage the accounts of MPOEs and DOEs

Teacher
participation
service

Parent
participation
service

Notice

-

Register and inquire about the notice information

Participation in
evaluation

-

Check the evaluation paper and conduct the evaluation

Evaluation result

-

Participate in the evaluation and inquire the materials to introduce
educational activities

Login

My service

Notice

-

Inquire about the notice information of kindergartens

Participation in
evaluation

-

Participate in the evaluation and inquire the materials to introduce
educational activities

Log in with the account and password provided by kindergartens

Source: KERIS, Manuals of the Kindergarten Teacher Evaluation System for Professional Development (Aug. 2020)
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The KTESPD is annually conducted and ends by the end of November. In 2019, a total of 3,694

2.7.4

kindergartens conducted the questionnaire, and 126,608 parents participated in the KTESPD. Before
the operation of the system, training had been provided for 646 personnel in charge from August
to September. From October to December, when the system was operated, the User Comprehensive

2019 White Paper

Private Kindergarten K-edufine

Project overview

Support System was launched to respond to inquiries from system users.
A Private Kindergarten K-edufine system (P.K. K-edufine) is a state-run accounting system tailored
[Table 2.7.9] 2019 Status of using the KTESPD

(Unit: piece, person)

Category

Number of kindergartens using
the KTESPD

National & public

2,908

159,770

84,371

788

90,354

42,237

3,696

250,124

126,608

Private
Total

Number of registered parents

Number of participating parents

Source: KERIS, Completion report of operating a project to run the Kindergarten Teacher Evaluation System for Professional Development

to private kindergartens. It is a system that budgets revenue and expenditures according to the
financial resources such as subsidies, beneficiary contributions, and grants to electronically manage
the revenues and expenditures, and to increase work efficiency. The system also supports
transparent accounting operation through transparent financial analysis. The P.K. K-edufine system
aims to reinforce the transparency and commonality in financial management of private
kindergartens, thereby improving the quality of early childhood education.

(Jan. 2020)

[Figure 2.7.8] System of P.K. K-edufine

[Table 2.7.10] Roles of organizations for P.K. K-edufine
Organizations
Planning of adopting P.K. K-edufine and
policy promotion
(MOE Early Childhood Education Policy
Division)

Responsibilities
•Develops and secures budgets
•Generally manages the improvement and adoption of P.K. K-edufine
•Conducts on-site inspection and supports early on-site establishment
•Conducts external-business cooperation and promotes the system

•Shares and supports the K-edufine development information and the server for
Cooperation to adopt P.K. K-edufine
education and operational environments, and grants permission for use (Local
(MOE Local Educational Finance Division, Educational Finance Division)
•Support sregistration of the information on NEIS users (Educational Information
Educational Information Management
Division, Information Security Team)
Management Division)
•Issues the EPKI certificate and review the security (Information Security Team)
Consultative body for P.K. K-edufine
(MPOEs & DOEs)
On-site advisory panel
(Stakeholders of private kindergartens)
Improvement and operation of the
functions of P.K. K-edufine
(KERIS)

•Prepares for the adoption of P.K. K-edufine and identifies the status
•Identifies the status of operating P.K. K-edufine and provides support
•Offers advice on how to upgrade the functions
•Improves the functions and manages the projects
•Manages consultations of the EduCall center
•Provides education for representative lecturers of MPOEs
•Prepare the manuals, educational materials, and promotional materials

Source: MOE, Master plan to require all private kindergartens to adopt K-edufine (phase 2) (Oct. 22, 2019)
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[Figure 2.7.9] Workflow of P.K. K-edufine

materials and video manuals were created and distributed in order to convert to online education
amid the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, materials that can be selectively used were created
and provided through the YouTube channel and User Support Services.
[Table 2.7.12] Educational resources tailored to P.K. K-edufine
Category

Accounting
scenarios

User manuals

Integrated manuals

Training videos

Video Tutorial
Manuals

Type

eight types

One type per task

two types

20 types

47 types

[Figure 2.7.11] User education on P.K. K-edufine and support services

Major achievements
•Development and launch of P.K. K-edufine
[Table 2.7.11] Status of applying P.K. K-edufine

(Unit: kindergarten)

Category

2019 (phase 1)

2020 (all)

Kindergartens with adoption

1,320

3,584
YouTube channel of P.K. K-edufine

User support service of P.K. K-edufine

In order to assist the system, the support platforms—meetings, the consulting body, and the Support
Team Dispatch Service—have been run constantly, and these platforms accept user opinions to
lighten the workload and enhance the convenience of private kindergartens
[Figure 2.7.10] Simplified expenditure stage of small-sized kindergartens (from four phases to three phases)

As all private kindergartens adopted the K-edufine system, more professional counseling services
have been provided through the integrated call center (0079 EduCall center), and technical support
has been provided to promptly and actively respond to the inquiries or difficulties, thereby
enhancing user convenience and satisfaction.
[Figure 2.7.12] User support system of P.K. K-edufine

•Reinforcement of the year-round support system for P.K. K-edufine users
The user support system has been operated to support the stable adoption of P.K. K-edufine, and
88 representative lecturers of the MPOEs were provided education. In 2020, online training
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•Increase in commonality and reliability of private kindergartens

2.8 Development and operation of the
integrated information system for
school facilities Edubuil

As Three Kindergarten Bills were amended in January 2020, all private kindergartens adopted the
Private Kindergarten K-edufine system to ensure transparent accounting operation. The adoption

2019 White Paper

will enable private kindergartens to prevent accounting incidents, effectively manage budget
execution, and carry out accounting operation according to financial resources, which will set a
standard for commonality among kindergarten responsibilities and improve reliability of the public.

Project overview
An integrated information system for school facilities Edubuil—a standardized national system
operated by KEDI- was designed to organize and manage the status of school facilities, track the
history of investing in facility improvements, and manage the details of safety management of facilities.
[Figure 2.8.1] Organization of ICT projects

[Table 2.8.1] Roles of organizations for ICT projects
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Category

Responsibilities

MOE

•Pursues policy and develops master plans
•Amends laws and regulations, and forms organizations (discovery, selection,
etc.)
•Checks, evaluates, and organizes the progress of ICT projects

Remarks

MPOEs

•Collects data about school facilities and builds basic data
•Devises a plan to manage data of school facilities by OE
•Establishs standards for data management and develop guidelines for the
operation
•Operates business systems and services

One data manager was
appointed from the
MPOEs and DOEs
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[Table 2.8.1] Roles of organizations for ICT projects (continued)

•Progress details

Category

Responsibilities

Remarks

ICT Council (TF)

•Develops plans to manage the operation of services and establishes work and
data standards
•Analyzes and designs school-facility tasks and verifies the functions of
application programs and data

Workshop for the
officers of the MPOEs
(twice a year)

KEDI
Educational
Facilities Research
& Management
Center
(Operation agency)

•Develops ICT strategies and operates projects
•Runs an MPOE Council (report on issues and project results)
•Manages service companies to build and operate an integrated information
system for school facilities
•Manages the scope, schedule, risks, issues, communication, quality, personnel,
IT elements, etc.
•Runs the integrated information system and supports services
•Provides technical support and user education
•Defines standards for facility data, manages the quality, and supports statistics
analysis
•Provides education for users and data managers and manages the HelpDesk

Operation of the TF by
sector (facility status,
environment
improvement, safety
management, etc.)

[Figure 2.8.2] Diagram of the target system

•Progress of running ICT projects
[Table 2.8.2] Progress of running ICT projects
Progress schedule

Details of the progress

Organizations

Jun. 2015

•Developed the master plan to build the Edubuil platrofm (approved by the Vice
Minister)
- Appointed OE (South Jeolla) and designated KEDI as an agency for devising and
running the project plan

MOE

[Table 2.8.3] Major services of Edubuil

•Began developing a plan to run ICT projects to build the Edubuil platform

Aug. 2015

- Developed the BPR & ISP of building an integrated information system for school
facilities (Aug. 2015–Feb. 2016 [KEDI])

KEDI

Menus

Major services

Mar. 2016

•Finalized the plan to operate projects to build the Edubuil platform (announced by
Deputy Prime Minister)

MOE

Facility status

Schools (institutes), land (facilities), data management of buildings (space), approval of data changes and history
management, facility map

Apr. 2016–Mar. 2017

•Opeated the project (phase 1) to build the Edubuil platform
- (Data-base construction) facility status, environment improvement, facility
business, safety management, development of functions to manage drawings

KEDI

Environmental
improvement

Budget allocation, management of applications, application for projects, surveys on current status, selection of
projects, mid- to long-term plans, LCC analysis

Facility
construction

Approval management (building, use, building ledger), link with EduFine contract information, construction
management (order, contract, completion, etc.), defect management

Apr. 2017–Mar. 2018

•Operated the project (phase 2) to build the Edubuil platform
- Built database and facility map (GIS)(Geographic Information System) services
(system expansion) and adopted the backup system

KEDI

Safety
management

Regular inspection, facility safety (FMS), 40-year-old facilities, seismic management, disaster-prone facilities,
management of safety inspection history

Jun. 2017–May 2018

•Carried out the project in 2017 to operate and manage the Edubuil platform
- Began running the project in Jun. 2017

KEDI

Apr. 2018–May 2019

•Operated the project (phase 3) to build the Edubuil platform
- (Upgrade of services) Developed mobile services and built systems that link
external and internal data

KEDI

Jun. 2018–May 2019

•Carried out the project in 2018 to operate and manage the Edubuil platform
- Maintained operational systems, provided user education, and conducted a
regular survey on the current status

KEDI

Jun. 2019–May 2020

•Carried out the project in 2019 to operate and manage the Edubuil platform
- Verified data errors and made the video manual

KEDI

•Carried out the project in 2020 to operate and manage the Edubuil platform
- Carried out four additional tasks such as management of data quality

KEDI

Jun. 2020–Dec. 2020

Facility operation Maintenance check, maintenance details, management of facility operation (electricity, water, gas)
Design
documents

Building design documents, construction drawings (work types), layout drawings, management of single line
drawings

Community

Notice, service request, support for facility administration, report data, status analysis, survey, statistical analysis,
error verification, etc.

[Table 2.8.4] DB Management details of facility status of Edubuil

(Unit: case)

Category

Schools &
institutes

Site status

Site facilities

Building status

Building
facilities

Space status

Idle space

Management
details

13,198

14,860

207,474

64,165

298,594

1,516,131

11,005,470

Note: Based on June 30, 2020
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[Table 2.8.5] Details of operating the IT infrastructure of Edubuil
Category

Network

Security
equipment

Quantity

10

3

Server

Storage

SW

14

3

52

(Unit: piece)

DBMS

Auxiliary
equipment

Backup
equipment

Total

2

10

1

95

•Management of facility data and provision of internal and external linked services
[Figure 2.8.3] Data diagram of facilities with Edubuil

Note: Based on June 30, 2020

Major achievements
•Provision of support services of facility-management administrative works
[Table 2.8.6] Details of business support for Edubuil
Areas

Support details

Survey cycle

Remarks

Facility status

Regular surveys on the facility status of schools and institutes

Every April

Safety management
included

Environment
improvement

Area establishment, application for projects, surveys on current
status, target selection, budget allocation, LCC analysis

Frequently

Support by stage

Facility project

Surveys on facility construction and details of service contract
and construction

Frequently

Production of
unregistered data

Support for regular inspections on school facilities (thawing
season, summer season, winter season)

Three times a
year

Target designation,
education

Support for the national safety assessment on school facilities
(Ministry of the Interior and Safety)

Every February

Link with inspection
materials

Submission of maintenance plans for class 2 & 3 facilities for
facility safety

Every February

Submission of the safety
inspection result

Every June

Data linkage

Every October

Data linkage

Research on plans for asbestos removal and the details of
construction

Twice a year

Summer and winter
vacations

Verification of Edubuil data errors and evaluation on quality
control

Every October

Error detection,
education

Safety
management

Notice of designation (removal) of class 2 & 3 facilities for facility
safety
Surveys on the status of earthquake resistance and
reinforcement work

Community

The personnel of the MPOEs and the DOEs in charge of facility management and the personnel
from schools and institutes have been given accounts that can access the web services to use
the information for various tasks. To support on-site work, the mobile services with access to the

[Table 2.8.7] Details of the internal and external links of Edubuil
Areas
Facility status
Facility
project

institutes (location, site, buildings) and review and analyze educational environments near school
facilities. KEDI formed an organization of supporting on-site work to increase the use of Edubuil
services.
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Linking information

Linking methods

Linking tartgets

School status

Production of statistics of school facilities (sites,
buildings, facilities, etc.)

Excel Linkage
(every October)

Educational
statistics

Real-time Open API

MOLIT

System linkage
(every day)

EduFine

Real-time system
linkage

MOIS

Real-time Open API

MOLIT

Building ledger

entire function of Edubuil, that include searches and design drawings, have been provided. The
GIS service is also provided in order to enable users to search the building status of schools and

Menus

Safety
management

Contact
information

Building ledger (Seumteo)
Contract status and changes, subcontracting,
payments, warranty guarantees, etc.

Regular inspection

Targets for the national safety assessment and
inspection details

Special Act on the
Safety Control of
Public Structures

Class 2 and 3 designation notification,
maintenance plans, safety inspections, etc.
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2.9 Development of the integrated disaster

[Table 2.8.7] Details of the internal and external links of Edubuil (continued)
Areas
Safety
management

Facility map

Menus

Linking information

Linking methods

Linking tartgets

Seismic
management

Seismic designs, details of evaluation and
reinforcement, development of master plans, etc.

Data file linkage (Apr.)

MOIS

Other facilities

Residential facilities for victims (seismic
management)

Data file linkage (Oct.)

MOIS

Building
information

Collective information on GIS buildings:
buildings, new address

Real-time Open API

MOIS

Ground
information

Information of ground characteristics: usage,
terrain, shape, etc.

Real-time Open API

MOLIT

Information on the region for usage: restrictions
on actions, laws, etc.

Real-time Open API

MOLIT

Supply of map database

Cultural
Heritage
Administration
of Korea

Usage information

Cultural heritage

Details of designating the protection zones for
cultural heritage and art

Facility
operation

Electricity use

Contract information on electricity and usage
data

Data file linkage
(monthly)

Korea Electric
Power
Corporation

Others

HR information

Personnel in charge of facility management of
MPOEs and DOEs

System linkage
(monthly)

NEIS

recovery system for the educational
data system

2019 White Paper

Project overview
KERIS (Disaster Recovery Team), in line with the MOE’s plan to build a disaster recovery system,
built the integrated disaster recovery system for educational data in order to protect school
information and prevent social disruption caused by disasters and accidents. A project was carried
out to provide educational administrative information services 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
and to minimize data loss due to natural disasters and accidents. As a result, in February 2020,
the Disaster Recovery Center for Educational Information was completed, and the disaster recovery
system for educational administrative information was built in July 2020.

•Provision of user support services (education, on-site inspection, improvement of functions) and
data quality management

[Figure 2.9.1] Concept map of the integrated disaster recovery system

Consultation services were provided to manage and standardize the quality control of Edubuil data,
and the quality of the data related to school facilities and their operation was diagnosed and improved.
Along with this improvement, the quality of the Edubuil database and the data value were improved
through data standardization and the organized system of managing the database quality.
Also, additional user education enhanced the understanding of the personnel of schools, institutes,
the MPOEs, and the DOEs on the Edubuil service functions and data items. Furthermore, education
is conducted to minimize errors occurring due to a lack of understanding of the data uploading
personnel on the management items and classification systems of school facilities, thereby aiming
to enhance the quality of the school facility data.
A survey was conducted on schools with a high error rate in order to correct the errors, and the
visit also increased the understanding of the data managers on the overall management of school
facilities. In case it is difficult to identify the reason for a high error rate by verifying work rules
and errors, the on-site survey was conducted to inspect the data of the facilities and the data
was updated for accuracy.
The project to build Edubuil had been carried out until May 2019, and since then, services to
maintain the functions of Edubuil have been put in place. In addition, in order to satisfy the demand
generated during the operation, a project to upgrade the functions of Edubuil has been operated.
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The disaster recovery system built in July 2020 aims to maximize the effect with a minimum

Major achievements

budget. To that end, the system was designed to adopt informational resources according to a
step-by-step construction plan and enable users to re-use the existing resources and information

The disaster recovery system was first built in 2020. Now, school information can be safely

that may become impossible to use in the future.

protected even in the event of large-scale natural disasters or accidents. The educational
administrative system operated by the recovery center is a core service in the sectors such as

[Figure 2.9.2] Concept map of operation of the disaster recovery system

school and general administration, public services, and ICT in educational administration; therefore,
the loss of such information through system damage and data loss will inflict a massive loss3)
in our society. However, the 2020 installation of the disaster recovery system system will protect
data and ensure continuous educational administrative tasks are carried out.

[Table 2.9.1] Status of phase 1 of the integrated disaster recovery system
Category

Contents

Remarks

System
configuration

Service configuration = n:1
Storage configuration = 1:1

•Server n:1 configuration for efficient budget operation (server recycling is not
possible in case of phase 2 construction)

System type

Hot Site

•The system is built in a remote location, and it is operated in case of emergency
(Active-Stand by)

Data replication

Real-time asynchronous
replication

•The distance for data replication (300km or more) was considered
•The asynchronous replication method is adopted, but the data can be replicated in
real time

3) In case the educational information system crashes, it incurs KRW 200 billion and takes one to three months to recover the system
(more than 1 year in case of complete failure), but it is impossible to completely recover the data. (Education informational system [ISP
of building the disaster recovery center for the educational administration and financial information system] 2013)
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Chapter 3
ICT in higher education

3.1 Establishment and operation of ICT in universities
3.2 Operation of online universities
3.2.1 Cyber universities and special cyber graduate schools
3.2.2 Korea National Open University
3.2.3 ASEAN Cyber University (ACU) Project

3.3 Operation of the Korea Open CourseWare service KOCW
3.4 Operation of the Korean University Resource United System KORUS
3.5 Operation of Study in Korea

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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3.1 Establishment and operation of ICT in universities

3.1 Establishment and operation of

In 2020, as the number of distance learning classes increased in order to prevent the spread of

ICT in universities

2019 White Paper

COVID-19, the Wi-Fi capacity was doubled in 149 universities nationwide, free of charge from
February to April, thereby minimizing student inconvenience. As a result, universities across the
country have improved the environment for the communication infrastructure required to host
online lectures by relieving the burden of the Internet fees.

Project overview
The MOE has supported the expansion of IT infrastructure in order to improve the quality of

[Figure 3.1.2] Changes in the use of education networks

(Unit: KRW billion)

university education services and to lay a solid foundation for gaining a global competitive
advantage in higher education. The use of ICT in universities is autonomously pursued, while the
government supports universities in carrying out projects aimed at contributing to the enhancement
of university competitiveness, in addition to encouraging universities to make efforts to voluntarily
promote ICT in education.
Education networks play a pivotal role in ICT in universities as it can lead to the creation of an
Internet-based information communication system for all tasks and activities such as education,
research, and administration.
[Figure 3.1.1] System of the education network

[Table 3.1.2] 2020 status of expanding free wireless networks
Provision details

Effect

Number of
organizations

Existing

Free provision

Bandwidth

Cost

149 organizations

138.475G

291.455G

Increase by 2.1 times

KRW 710 million per month

[Table 3.1.3] Progress of providing IT professional training in computer networks (2003–2019)

[Table 3.1.1] Status of organizations establishhing education network

Category

Number of
organizations

National
National
Private and public
and public
universities junior
universities
colleges
42

149

Private
junior
colleges

8

127

Online
junior
colleges
12

College of
graduate
school
14

(Unit: organization)

Ministryaffiliated
universities
4

Affiliated institutes

Year

Educational institutes

2003

Consignment business (LG Dacom)

11

138

2004

Consignment business (KT)

5

95
88

2005

Consignment business (KT)

4

2006

Consignment business (KT, LG Dacom)

6

98

Consignment business (KT, LG Dacom)

6

105

Human Resource Development Institute for Korea Communications Agency

14

259

Samsung SDS MultiCampus

14

308

Samsung SDS MultiCampus

24

435

Consignment business

4

59

2007

12

Universities
24

2008
392

Number of
people who
completed
courses

Number of
educational courses

Total
MOE

(Unit: course, person)

2009

Source: Korea Education Network Council (Jun. 30, 2019)
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3.2 Operation of online universities

[Table 3.1.3] Progress of providing IT professional training in computer networks (2003–2019) (continued)
(Unit: course, person)

Year

2010

2011
2012

2013

2014

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Educational institutes

Number of
educational courses

Number of
people who
completed
courses

Samsung SDS MultiCampus

16

379

MOIS

1

14

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

3

41
324

3.2.1
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Cyber universities and special cyber graduate schools

Samsung SDS MultiCampus

20

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

4

60

Global Knowledge

19

350

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

4

76

Radio Wave, Broadcasting and Telecommunication Human Resource
Development Institute for Korea Radio Promotion Association

20

537

As of June 2020, there was a total of 21 cyber universities in operation, which has expanded since

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

4

60

2001 when nine cyber universities were originally founded. A total of 16 special cyber graduate

Radio Wave, Broadcasting and Telecommunication Human Resource
Development Institute for Korea Radio Promotion Association

25

606

schools have been opened in nine universities. The cyber university project, initiated in 2018 as

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

4

52

a means of “content development to increase student competencies over the lifecycle,” was
expanded to a project aimed at fostering innovation in online university competencies in education

Project overview

LG CNS

26

788

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

4

66

LG CNS

33

1,075

in 2020. Now, cyber universities focus on enhancing the distance education system to increase
social capabilities of adult learners and to enhance industrial personnel’s AI competencies in

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

4

56

SKILLSUPPORT

33

721

Consignment business (KT, LG U+)

4

48
728

SKILLSUPPORT

32

Consignment business (KT, LG U+, SKB)

6

62

SKILLSUPPORT

18

511

Consignment business (KT, LG U+, SKB)
Total (based on the performance of 2003–2019)

6

82

374

8,221

creative convergence.
[Figure 3.2.1] Policy and project overview of cyber universities

Source: Operational Headquarters of the Korea Education Network (Jun. 2020)

Implications
Amid the financial crisis of universities caused by a dramatic decrease in the population of
school-age students, social changes, and demands arising due to the COVID-19 pandemic, various
regulations pertaining to digital transformation of university education has been mandated. In this
regard, universities should develop a mid- to long-term ICT plans to innovate stable operation
of ICT in universities through appropriate budget allocation.
The Korea Education Network Council, a group of the largest number of ICT experts in universities,
will increase efforts to lay the foundation for the autonomous innovation of universities through

Source: MOE, Master plan for a project aimed at fostering innovation in online university competencies in education in 2020 (Feb. 2020)

consultation and coordination between institutes related to ICT in education at universities.
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[Table 3.2.1] Status of cyber universities and special cyber graduate schools
Degree

Bachelor's
degree

Associate’s
degree

Names of school
corporations

•Development of a short-term curriculum to strengthen adult learner competencies

Names of universities

Foundation data
(Initial foundation)

Names of special graduate schools

Kyung Hee University
System

Kyung Hee Cyber
University

2009(2001)

Hospitality & Tourism, culture creation

Guangdong
Educational
Foundation

GukJe cyber university

2009(2003)

-

Yongguang University
System

Daegu cyber university

2009(2002)

Human care

Dongseo Educational
Foundation

Busan Digital
University

2009(2002)

Human services

Dongwon Educational
Foundation

Cyber Hankook
University of Foreign
Studies

2009(2004)

TESOL

The MOE has carried out a Cyber University Specialization Project since 2005, in order to develop
the lifelong vocational competencies of adult learners. Through the project, cyber universities have
developed 116 resources mainly related to vocational education for adults, established departments
with high usage, and re-organized departments that focused on field-oriented education based on
the National Competency Standards (NCS), thereby further developing expertise in providing
online education.
[Table 3.2.2] Status of developing a short-term curriculum to strengthen adult learner competencies
Development
areas

Universities that developed
curricula

Names of curricula

(Unit: type)

Number of
content
(subjects)

Shin-il Educational
Foundation

Seoul Cyber University

2009(2001)

Human services, counselling psychology

Daeyang Foundation

Sejong Cyber
University

2009(2001)

Information protection, management

Wonkwang
Educational
Foundation

Wonkwang Digital
University

2009(2002)

Well-being culture

THE KOREA
UNIVERSITY
FOUNDATION

Cyber University of
Korea

2009(2001)

Convergence for Information

Korea Soongsil Cyber
University

Korea Soongsil Cyber
University

2009(2001)

-

Hanyang Foundation

Hanyang Cyber
University

2009(2002)

Management, human service, real estate,
educational information, design

Hwashin Foundation

Hwashin Cyber
University

2009

-

Digital Seoul Culture
Arts University

Digital Seoul Culture
Arts University

2010(2002)

-

Sub-total

Seoul Cyber University

Seoul Cyber University

2010(2001)

-

Cyber University of Korea

7

Hanmunhwa
Educational
Foundation

Practical applications course of AI technology for office
workers

Global Cyber University

2010

-

Busan Digital University

Training course for fostering cloud-based practical AI service
developers

7

Open Educational
Foundation

Open Cyber University
of Korea

2011(2001)

-

Seoul Cyber University

AI-Security Convergence Expert Course for Information
Security Workers

7

Konyang Education
Foundation

Konyang Cyber
University

2012

-

AI-customized curriculum that links ICT-based jobs

6

Yeongjin Education
Foundation

Yeongjin Cyber
University

Leehu Education
Foundation

Corea Welfare Cyber
College

Konyang Cyber University

Vocational and
professional
curriculum

KYCU-SIEP Settlement Integration Education Program

6

Kyung Hee Cyber University

School to strengthen youth Job creation ability in the single
economy era

6

GukJe Cyber University

Nurturing safety coaching experts for seniors aged 60 or more
for 365 days

6

Global Cyber University

Immunity UP! Happiness Index UP! Mental Health 365

6

Busan Digital University

KSA curriculum to strengthen nursing assistants' capacity for
hospital administration

6

Cyber Hankook University of
Foreign Studies

Six-month intensive Vietnamese course for professional
development and increase in vocational competency for
employment (start-up)

6

Korea-type care management course

6

Korea Soongsil Cyber
University
Hanyang Cyber University

AI convergence
specialized
in-depth
curriculum

Yeongjin Cyber University
Sub-total

Startup Business Process Curriculum
Eight curricula

Four curricula

6
48

27

2011

19 cyber universities

16 special graduate schools

Bachelor's
degree

Gyeongbuk Education
Foundation

Yeongnam Cyber
University

2001

-

Associate’s
degree

Korea Race Education
Foundation

World Cyber College

2001

-

Two lifelong learning facilities as online universities
Note: Based on June 2020 data
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•Consulting and competency assessment of cyber universities

to establish and operate advanced major (professional) courses through distance education; and

[Figure 3.2.2] Master plan for the certification and competency assessment of distance universities

a basic study was conducted to prepare for the dissemination of distance education of general
universities.

•Advancement of the infrastructure for distance education
In order to increase the student vocational and professional capabilities according to age and
experience, an AI system has been built that provides customized educational information
according to the age and experience of students and recommends a curriculum tailored to adult
learners.

Major achievements
There are a total of 28 courses regarding a short-term education for enhancing adult learner
capabilities: 24 courses for vocational and professional education including 148 resources; and four
courses for AI convergence in specialized in-depth education with 27 resources. The courses are
provided to the public through the Korea Open Courses Ware (KOCW) platform, and they are
organized as regular curricula in cyber universities to require students to take them as regular
courses.
[Table 3.2.3] Performance of the curriculum (educational content) developed in 2018
Number of students who completed
courses in cyber universities

(Unit: person)

Category

Number of students taking KOCW
lectures

Number of students who completed
courses in external organizations

Target

15,850

6,670

400

Performance

132,025

11,746

1,227

Source: KERIS, Project Completion Report 2019 (Feb. 2020)
Note: As for the performance of the curriculum in this table, the curriculum was developed in the previous year (as of December 2019).

The future cyber university project plans to lead the development of an educational model in
Source: MOE, Master plan 2020 for the certification and competency assessment of distance universities (Apr. 2020)

preparation for the dissemination of distance education by developing teaching and learning
methods and innovative curricula. The project will also develop the infrastructure for increasing

•Laying of the foundation for expanding distance education

adult social competencies of adult learners.

The system of cyber universities has been improved to increase the quality of education of
customized higher education institutes. In 2020, in response to social demands, an increase in
the number of new students entering cyber universities by 550 was approved, and one special
graduate school was built after approval. In addition, med- and long-term policies were devised
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Korea National Open University

Project overview
The Korea National Open University (KNOU) was founded in 1972 as a distance education institute,
the first of its kind in Korea. The KNOU has provided educational services for students through

[Table 3.2.4] Number of KNOU students

(Unit: person)

Category

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Undergraduate program

121,560

113,780

108,822

105,161

101,613

Prime College

1,637

1,757

1,701

1,651

1,701

Graduate School

1,996

2,039

2,007

2,041

2,150

192

189

213

218

207

Graduate School of Business
Administration

Source: Korea National Open University, Statistics 2020

various types of information and communication media ranging from broadcasting lectures via
radio to TV and ICT-based e-Learning.

[Table 3.2.5] Status of KNOU’s development of media lectures
Category
TV lectures

Status of KNOU operation
e-Learning

The KNOU runs 23 departments in four colleges: the College of Humanities and Science, the

2015

(Unit: lecture)

2016

2017

2018

2019

665

1,178

401

438

Multimedia lectures

2,637

2,242

2,358

2,417

2,221

287

Web lectures

1,933

1,523

1,325

1,344

1,015

Source: Korea National Open University, Statistics 2020

College of Social Sciences, the College of Natural Science, and the College of Education and
Science. As of 2020, the Graduate School and the Graduate School of Business Administration had

[Table 3.2.6] Status of content amid COVID-19

(Unit: university, person)

19 masters courses with an entrance quota of 780 students. The KNOU-run Prime College aims
to enable adult learners including full-time workers to participate in lifelong education to increase
personal competence and to make meaningful contributions the society; therefore, it provides a

Students taking classes
Category

Universities in Daegu and North Gyeongsang

Universities
Domestic students

6

1,837

1,754
7,754

283

-

998

“work-to-college” program, a lifelong education course, and a hub university (basic and competency

National universities

14

8,037

improvement courses for students with full-time employment, support for marginalized groups,

General private universities (Chinese)

10

998

Total

30

10,872

and consigned education courses, etc.).

International
students

Total

9,508

83

1,364

Source: Progress of disclosing online lectures of open universities and challenges for digitalizing higher education and presentation
materials of the 1st National and Public University President’s Council (Jun. 8, 2020)

Major achievements
After being appointed as an organizer of UNESCO UNITWIN in 2017, the KNOU has promoted
The KNOU develops and provides courses by selecting a medium among TV, e-Learning

cooperation with developing countries by holding the Work Conference (Malaysia) since 2019, and

(multimedia, web), etc., according to the characteristics of the academic subject. The KNOU

has carried out online international cooperation projects in the second half of 2020. In addition,

provides 547 types of e-textbooks (first initiated in the second half of 2015) for undergraduates.

the KNOU proposed a legislative bill to establish and operate the Korea National Open University

In addition, the KNOU discloses 555 courses being carried out by the undergraduate programs

for the dissemination and development as an educational institute to conduct distance higher

and offers e-textbooks free of charge in order to support general universities in delivering online

education and lifelong education.

lectures.
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3.2 Operation of online universities

2019 White Paper

3.2.3

Through customized e-Learning consultation, CLMV nations acquired the competencies to develop

ASEAN Cyber University (ACU) Project

e-Learning content and manage online curricula. The project was also expanded to include more
countries (Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Brunei), which further extended networks. In

Project overview

addition, the project was publicized through domestic and foreign conferences and meetings. These
efforts laid the foundation for involving 10 ASEAN countries in the project.

•Phase 1–2 ACU e-Learning support project1)
In November 2009, Korea announced its agenda for establishment of the ASEAN-Korea Cyber

[Table 3.2.8] Membership status of the phase 2 ACU e-Learning support project

University, and 10 ASEAN countries unanimously expressed their intention to participate in the

Category

project. As a result, the e-Learning support project was launched. The project aims to increase

Cambodia

the competencies among CLMV (Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam) nations in e-Learning
and to expand exchanges of online higher education between Korea and ASEAN member nations,

Universities (institutes)

Laos
Member
Universities

and then to re-examine the project after 2020.

Myanmar
Vietnam
Thailand

[Figure 3.2.3] Medium-and long-term road map to the ACU Project

Indonesia
Participating
Universities

Philippines
Malaysia
Brunei
Government
Executive Office

South Korea
Cooperative
Universities

∙ Institute of Technology of Cambodia
∙ National Institute of Posts Telecommunications & ICT
∙ National University of Laos

∙ University of Technology
∙ University of Information Technology

∙ Hanoi University of Science and Technology
∙ Sripatum University

∙ Universitas Terbuka

∙ University of the Philippines Open University
∙ Polytechnic University of the Philippines
∙ Wawasan Open University

∙ University Brunei Darussalam
∙ MOE (e-Learning Division)

∙ KERIS (Higher Education Information Section)

∙ Korea Soongsil Cyber University plus Konyang Cyber University (consortium)
∙ Wonkwang Digital University
∙ Busan Digital University plus Dongseo University (consortium)
∙ Yeongjin Cyber University plus Yeongjin Junior College (consortium)

Note: Based on December 31, 2019 data

Source: MOE, Master plan 2016 for running e-Learning support project for ASEAN universities

[Table 3.2.7] Status of partnering domestic cooperative universities with CLMV member universities
Cooperative universities (consortiums)

Countries

Member Universities

Korea Soongsil Cyber University
(Konyang Cyber University)

Cambodia

Institute of Technology of Cambodia,
National Institute of Posts Telecommunications & ICT

Wonkwang Digital University

Laos

National University of Laos

Busan Digital University
(Dongseo University)

Myanmar

University of Technology,
University of Information Technology

Yeongjin Cyber University
(Yeongjin Junior College)

Vietnam

Hanoi University of Science and Technology

•2020 ACU Project
The 2020 ACU Project is a multilateral educational cooperation project (non-ODA project)
developed to establish future directions and to promote e-Learning development for higher
education in order to provide mutual benefits to Korea as well as ASEAN countries. For the 2020
Project, the MOE and ACU Secretariat (KERIS) have operated networks to devise the project
directions, developed ACU online content for higher education, and operated service platforms.

1) Phase 1 the ACU e-Learning support project (2012–2015) was carried out by Seoul Cyber University. This project focused on enhancing
CLMV’s capacities for ICT in education.
Phase 2 the ACU e-Llearning support project (2016–2020) was carried out by KERIS. This project focused on enhancing CLMV’s
capacities for ICT in education and expanding networks.
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[Figure 3.2.4] Progress of the ACU Project 2020

[Figure 3.2.6] ACU-OER service page

Source: MOE, Progress plan (draft) 2020 for the ACU project

The MOE and KERIS have conducted a survey and Focus Group Interview (FGI) online, held the
ASEAN Advisory Committee for ACU project (AACA) and Webinar, and devised methods of
carrying out a mid- and long-term ACU Project in order to explore the direction for the project
by fostering ASEAN-Korea networks. The MOE and KERIS transferred the e-Learning content
accumulated on the ACU portal service (visit www.aseancu.org) to the ACU-OER (open educational
resources) website and built the web page in order for managers of member universities to access
data uploaded on the LMS. Even after the phase 2 project ended, the ACU-OER service is being
operated at www.aseanoer.net so that teachers and learners from 10 ASEAN countries, as well as
existing member countries, can freely use the resources.
Source: www.aseanoer.net

[Figure 3.2.5] Existing web page for teaching and learning information inquiry according to the suspension of the
ACU portal service

[Table 3.2.9] Status of ACU-OERs (video lectures, learning materials, audio, etc.)

(Unit: type)

Category

Quantity

Humanities

164

Social science

108

Engineering

198

Natural science

203

Medicine and pharmacy

9

Sports & Arts

52

Education

33

Total

767

Note: Based on June 30, 2020
Source: www.aseancu.org
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3.3 Operation of the Korea Open CourseWare service KOCW

3.3 Operation of the Korea Open
CourseWare service KOCW

Major achievements

2019 White Paper

•Support for enhancement of competencies in e-Learning among CLMV nations
Phase 2 of the ACU e-Learning support project aimed to organize supports system to increase
competencies among CLMV nations in order to develop and operate e-Learning content
autonomously in each nation. In addition, the project continued to provide a venue for grasping

Project overview

other countries’ (universities’) best practices in terms of development and operation of e-Learning
content for higher education, and in terms of amending relevant laws and regulations. Therefore,

The OER campaign began taking shape in Korea in December, 2007, when KERIS launched the

this contributed to bridging the educational gap within the ASEAN countries and led to e-Learning

Korea Open CourseWare (KOCW) platform (visit www.kocw.net)—a pilot service for the joint use

enhancement. As a result, compared to the phase 1 project, the number of CLMV students taking

of open lectures at universities. The KOCW is now entering a turning point for qualitative

the e-Learning courses increased by three times and the amount of e-Learning content developed

development. Additionally, the KOCW went through a pilot phase in December 2007 and was

autonomously by CLMV members increased two-fold, in phase 2 of the project.

launched to support teaching and learning at universities—a service designed to joint use of video
clips and teaching-learning resources voluntarily released by universities and related institutes at
home and abroad. The KOCW now provides a variety of theme-based lectures to satisfy the

[Table 3.2.10] Achievement of the e-Learning support project by area
Key progress

Major achievements

Ⅰ. Spread and stabilization of CLMV’s
competence in e-Learning

•Consulting (e-Learning, laws and regulations): about 180 times
•Invitational training: 122 trainees with completion

Ⅱ. ASEAN-Korea joint development and
operation of content

•Content developed by CLMV: 72 types
•Joint development: three types
•Curriculum: 568 courses
•Learners: 36,826

Ⅲ. Operation and enhancement of the ASEAN
learning platform

•Operation of ACU-LMS: one
•Setup of ACU-LMS: one
•Operation of cloud: one

Ⅳ. Expansion of ASEAN-Korea networks

•International conferences: four times
•Advisory committee: 12 times
•Relevant researches: three types

Note: Based on December 31, 2019 data

•Expansion of ASEAN-Korea networks and the scope of benefits for higher education

demands for learning and offers services of guaranteeing equitable educational access, by
increasing opportunities for adult learners, and for helping high school students to choose careers.
In turn, this contributes to the enhancement of competitiveness in higher education.

Major achievements
[Table 3.3.1] Yearly progress of KOCW
Year
Until 2009

•Launched the KOCW service for teaching and learning materials for higher education
•Joined GLOBE and linked the overseas OCW content

Until 2010

•Included the “Disclosure of university lectures” index
•Created more opportunities for learning by providing the mobile KOCW service
•KOCW App was awarded the excellence prize in the WEB AWARD

Until 2013

•YTN science began providing liberal arts lecture services such as vocational broadcasting
•Provided more special lectures given by domestic scholars and celebrities
•Built and distributed the system of automatically collecting the information on lecture lists
•Launched and operated the volunteer group that makes OES English scripts
•Included the “Rate for disclosing online lectures” index based on the university ratings evaluated by the Korean daily
newspaper JoongAng Ilbo

Until 2017

•Developed a search-based service such as instant search, premium content
•Awarded best prize in the public sector at the HR Tech Awards
•Developed 10 theme lecture services tailored to users
•Reorganized UI of the KOCW website and launched its mobile-only web
•Obtained and provided 3,800 lecture videos from overseas publishers (UK Teacher’s TV)

The 2020 ACU Project plans to conduct an online survey and an FGI in order to identify ASEAN
countries' willingness to participate in the project, role assignment, and difficulties regarding
university foundation, which will promote understanding on whether to launch the ASEAN Cyber
University from a broader perspective. The ACU-OER platform, an online service for higher
education, was provided to enable learners to take higher education courses regardless of time
and space and to contribute to the expansion of ASEAN-Korea networks.
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3.3 Operation of the Korea Open CourseWare service KOCW

[Table 3.3.1] Yearly progress of KOCW (continued)

[Figure 3.3.1] Quick Manual for preparation for distance learning courses in university

Year

Contents
•Developed a function of splitting video into clips and linking NAVER to KOCW
•Uploaded 34,000 public lectures at 224 universities and institutes domestically and abroad and approximately 410,000
lecture materials (as of the end of June)

Until 2019

•Reorganized the KOCWC (College) service according to the college course of junior colleges and vocational skills
•Provided the Vietnamese subtitle service for KOCW's excellent public lectures for multicultural and Asian students
•Provided a total of 13 theme lecture services, including vocational curriculum, SW curriculum by level, and a program
to obtain a degree without attending a regular college to strengthen learners' competency according to life cycle
•Provided a function of issuing course completion certificates to verify non-certified online education completion
•Converted to the cloud service to improve the quality of lecture video services

Until 2020

Initial page of the Quick Manual

•Reorganized copyright guidelines to support distance courses of universities

For instructors who are preparing for distance classes for the first time

Source: KERIS

[Table 3.3.2] Yearly status of developing KOCW content

(Unit: piece)

2017
Category

2018

to online classes. The number of KOCW lectures taken remained constant between 20,000 and

2019

Number of Number of Lecture Number of Number of Lecture Number of Number of Lecture
organizations lectures materials organizations lectures materials organizations lectures materials

Universities

187

14,460

247,602

190

14,771

244,584

189

15,992

266,209

Related
organizations

23

2,328

4,414

24

2,367

4,747

27

2,388

5,162

Sub-total

210

16,788

252,016

214

17,138

249,331

216

18,380

271,371

Universities
Overseas and related
organizations

12

15,608

145,772

12

15,541

147,084

12

15,526

147,482

Total

222

32,396

397,788

226

32,679

396,415

228

33,906

418,853

Domestic

Due to COVID-19, in the second half of 2020, most universities converted face-to-face classes
30,000 views per day, but the number increased to 200,000 in March 2020. To improve the quality
of the service in the case of such a dramatic increase, all video lectures uploaded on the KERIS
computerized system were converted to a cloud-based server.

Source: KERIS, Cumulative statistics

[Table 3.3.3] Yearly status of using KOCW content

(Unit: view)

2017

2018

2019

Category

Number of taking
KOCW lectures

Web

Mobile

Web

Mobile

Web

Mobile

5,462,068

357,562

8,019,378

335,564

8,216,004

346,744

5,819,630

8,354,942

8,562,748

Source: KERIS
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3.4 Operation of the Korean University
Resource United System KORUS

Since its launch in 2017, KORUS has established itself as a university administration and finance
2019 White Paper

system through more than 2,000 cases of improvement of functions and performance. As the
system fell into a category of the technology-oriented professional management sector, KERIS was
consigned by the MOE to operate KORUS. Now, the system is co-operated by KERIS and the MOE.
By applying cloud-based technology, KORUS implements various business functions of universities

Project overview
The Korean University Resource United System (KORUS) is an integrated administration and finance
system for national universities to link, integrate, and mange a complex accounting system of national

as a single system, thereby providing mutually close services for each unit project, customized
services for each university, and linkage services with 27 external systems from 23 institutes.
[Figure 3.4.3] System of KORUS and roles of the relevant organizations

universities. KORUS has narrowed the ICT gap between universities and has reduced waste of resources
and manpower, which previously occurred due to an individual system separately adopted by
universities, and contributed to the standardization and efficiency of educational administration.
[Figure 3.4.1] Legal basis of progressing KORUS
∙ Article 23-2 (Computerization of Administration of Schools and Educational Organizations) of the Framework Act on
Education
∙ Regulations on KORUS operation, etc. (Ministry of Education Instruction No. 241)
∙ Article 11 (Comprehensiveness of budget, etc.) of Enforcement Rule of the Act on the Accounting Establishment for
national universities and the financial operation
※ Designated as an information processing device for the budget execution guidelines for national universities

[Figure 3.4.2] Progress of building and operating KORUS

[Table 3.4.1] Status of building KORUS application software
Category
Portal, common
Business
management
Financial accounting

254

(Unit: piece)

Contents

Unit businesses

Integrated authority management, SaaS platform,
Business platform, administrative business portal
Assignment management, document management, memo report
Schedule management, business mail
Facility management, budget management, integrated settlement,
accounting funds, system common, integrated assets

Programs

4

352

10

1,024

47

3,268
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[Table 3.4.1] Status of building KORUS application software (continued)

(Unit: piece)

Category

Contents

Unit businesses

Programs

HR/Salary

Salary management, personnel management, performance management

29

2,726

Industry-academia-re

Industry-academia-research
cooperation,
integrated
research
management, patent technology transfer of research achievements,

18

1,158

108

8,528

search

[Figure 3.4.6] Procedure of developing KORUS user area

industry-academia-research common
Total

Source: MOE, Plan 2020 for operating the KORUS (Feb. 2020)

[Figure 3.4.4] Diagram of KORUS

[Table 3.4.2] Status of improving KORUS application software
Business
management/
common

Category

2017
(Jun.–Dec.)

2018

Source: MOE, Plan 2020 for operating KORUS (Feb. 2020)

2019

Major achievements
• KORUS upgrades
[Figure 3.4.5] Procedure of improving KORUS functions

Total

HR/Salary

Industryacademiaresearch

Total

Fault correction

67

156

245

61

529

Function
Improvement

52

100

359

23

534

Sub-total

119

256

604

84

1,063

Fault correction

42

273

247

41

603

Function
Improvement

170

571

1,147

197

2,085

Sub-total

212

844

1,394

238

2,688

Fault correction

17

312

22

1

352

Function
Improvement

257

663

1,630

318

2,868

Sub-total

274

975

1,652

319

3,220

0

90

7

2

99

Function
Improvement

153

376

561

118

1,208

Sub-total

153

466

568

120

1,307

Fault correction

126

831

521

105

1,583

Function
Improvement

632

1,710

3,697

656

6,695

Total

758

2,541

4,218

761

8,278

Fault correction
2020
(Jan.–Jul.)

Financial
accounting

(Unit: case)

Source: MOE, Project results and outputs of maintenance of the KORUS application software (2017-2020)
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[Table 3.4.4] Status of progressing KORUS education

•Advancement of the communication and collaboration system
KORUS was reorganized as a rapid communication system for standardization; where the six areas
of the university support group were reorganized into two areas—administration, and ICT support.
In addition, the project-based system was reorganized into 38 unit projects in eight areas; and
a KORUS promotion group consisting of 319 representatives for each university was formed. In
2020, to overcome the COVID-19 pandemic, online business meetings were held to review the
requirements for functional improvement, to identify functional improvement tasks, and to promote
cooperation and communication between KORUS and universities.

Regular education
Category

(Unit: lecture, person)

Frequently
conducted education

On-demand
education

Representative
lecturers

Total

2019

Jul. 2020

2019

Jul. 2020

2019

Jul. 2020

2019

Jul. 2020

face-toface

28

-

15

4

23

6

7

-

47

Online

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

Total class hours

67.5

4

30

8

74

13

16.5

-

109.5

Students taking
classes

692

49

191

37

56

27

217

-

969

Times
(Lectures)

Source: 2020 Plan of providing KORUS education (2019–Jul. 2020)

•Enhancement of the user support system
In order to organize inquiries and consultations related to the systems and duties of external users
and national universities, the Internet-based SR management system and the call center were
operated—an action to actively respond to user requests. In addition, user satisfaction was improved
through the enhanced quality of one-stop services and the enhancement of personnel competencies
such as education for counselors.

•Service stability and information protection
In order to ensure the independence of data, the administrative and financial data by university
was managed through an independent DB in a physical form. In addition, a 10-stage information
protection system was applied from user PCs to the server, thereby building a security system
by category such as personal information, user, network, and system.
[Figure 3.4.7] Information protection and the security system for KORUS

[Table 3.4.3] Status of the KORUS call center’s response to user requests
Receipt channels

2017 (Jun.–Dec.)

2018

(Unit: case)

2019

2020 (Jul.)

ITSM SR

3,632

3,980

3,894

7,110

Call counseling

32,597

56,563

69,273

45,070

Total

36,229

60,543

73,167

52,180

Source: MOE, 2020 Plan to operate KORUS and outputs of call counseling services

•Provision of customized education
In order to increase user competencies in performing administrative and financial duties and in
operating the KORUS system, a customized training program has been provided to the personnel
in each project field. In 2020, in an effort to prevent the spread of COVID-19, an interactive online
education environment was created to reinforce online-based education, face-to-face education was
minimized in consideration of the content and effectiveness of the education, and small-scale
user-tailored education (on-demand education) was mainly conducted.
Source: MOE, KORUS Operation Status Report 2020, (May 2020)
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3.5 Operation of Study in Korea

[Figure 3.5.2] Services of Study in Korea
2019 White Paper

Project overview
The Study in Korea portal (visit www.studyinkorea.go.kr) provides detailed information about
universities and colleges in Korea—a portal operated by the National Institute for International
Education (NIIED), which operates directly under the MOE. Study in Korea has promoted study
programs for students around the world online and has provided detailed information on how
to apply for admission to university in Korea, thereby promoting Korean universities abroad.
Provided in 12 languages, the portal gives foreign students hoping to study in Korea a clear
understanding of necessary information and requirements.
[Figure 3.5.1] System of the operation of Study in Korea
[Table 3.5.1] Details of Study in Korea operation
Category

Support for
studying in
Korea

Running of the
website

260

What to support

Online application
services

Overseas students apply to Korean universities online and check their acceptance
status on My Page

Holding of cyber Study in
Korea Fairs

Hold the Study in Korea Fair online

GKS business processing

Select government-invited scholarship students (professional bachelor's,
undergraduate, graduate school, etc.) and competitive exchange and excellent
self-funded scholarship students, submit online application for and select state-funded
international students, print out test verification slips and written test results of
international students in Faculty of Science and Engineering in Korea and Japan

Management of
international students’
information

Manage the information such as personal information, application for study in Korea,
and scholarship application, etc.

Business support for the
Study in Korea Fair

Pre-register the Study in Korea Fair overseas and publicize the fair online

Provision of information
on studying in Korea

Introduction to Korea, guide to study in Korea, promotion for GKS business, content
management

Provision of university
information

General information, courses for international students, scholarships, tuition, etc.

Maintenance of the
promotional page of
certified universities

Disclose the information on certified universities and on the list of universities with
restrictions on visa issuance

User management

Develop the policy for sign-up, manage user authority and university staff

Statistics management

Extract and print various forms of statistical data
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[Table 3.5.1] Details of Study in Korea operation (continued)
Category

Operation and
maintenance
of services

Running of
international
student
community

Cooperation
and link
operation

[Table 3.5.3] Status of using Study in Korea
What to support

(Unit: person/country)

Category

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Annual visits
(visitors)

2,338,127

3,481,308

3,666,569

4,264,408

5,092,393

6,008,770

5,479,789

3,565,572

Number of
members

214,095

251,131

283,599

320,263

349,132

367,534

388,514

403,260

14/
650

16/
789

19/
1,376

13/
1,537

16/
1,976

24/
2,573

22/
2,693

18/
1,814

3,361

2,047

2,407

3,474

2,171

2,038

1,587

2,004

(First half)
147/
9,113
(Second
half)
125/
6,167

Once (Mar.)
127/
3,218
Twice (Jul.)
115/
4,251
Three times
(Dec.)
100/
3,464

Once (Mar.)
157/
15,149
Twice (Jul.)
154/
19,745

Operation of technical
support center and
counseling

Respond to requests from international students and university staff

Software tuning

Improve web performance, complement the software for system load balancing

Software monitoring

Prevent failures in advance, such as failure prevention activities and security
assessment monitoring

Regular activities for
software security

Strengthen the security through regular inspections on the website of National
Information Resources Service

Management and
operation of the bulletin
board

Manage and operate bulletin boards for important notices, news

Number of
Universities
with online
admission
programs,
number of
applicants
(university/app
licant)

Online counseling and
management of
counseling data

Manage statistics, consultation bulletin board, and counseling log

GKS business
processing
(case)

Visa & Residence Division
of Ministry of Justice
(MOJ)

Visa information for employment of international students

KORTA

Provide information on job openings for international students posted by domestic
companies

Number of
participants in
the cyber Study
in Korea Fair
(country/partic
ipant)

Not held

116/
5,468

(First half)
151/
7,203
(Second
half)
149/
7,246

(First half)
154/
17,443
(Second
half)
145/
7,143

[Table 3.5.2] Progress of Study in Korea
Year
2002–2009

Built and operated the information system for Study in Korea

2010

Studied the methods of building a comprehensive system to support and mange international students

2011

Developed a plan to attract competitive international students and advance the management system

May 2012
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Progress details

Built the Study in Korea website at www.studyinkorea.go.kr
- Officially launched in August 2012

2013

Launched the technical support center of Study in Korea and provided services of applying for admission online
and registering GKS scholarship students

2014

Linked systems (FIMS of Ministry of Justice, database of foreign human resources, grade of TOPIK)

2015

Held the cyber Study in Korea Fair on the Study in Korea website

2016

Newly developed mobile applications to provide information on studying in Korea

2017

Provided the website in more languages

2018

Reorganized the layout and menu of the website and added Indonesian language

2019

Adopted survey systems and improved responsive interface

2020

Reorganized the function of the cyber Study in Korea Fair (adding linkage with a live university briefing session)

Major achievements
•Development of participatory promotional content
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, non-face-to-face online promotion of studying in Korea became
more important; therefore, 33 online supporters were selected to promote Study in Korea—
supporters were divided into two groups: SNS specialists, and video production specialists.
Supporters who experienced in learning in Korea at earlier dates posted articles and photos
regarding their educational experiences in Korea by topic on SNS, and produced videos and posted
them on YouTube, thereby enhancing promotional content.
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[Figure 3.5.3] Online activities of international students

Article on the launching ceremony for online international
student supporters (Tomorrow)

Videos produced by supporters (COVID-19 & Study in
Korea) which are uploaded on the MOE TV

•Expansion and enhancement of the cyber Study in Korea Fair
The cyber Study in Korea Fair held in March 2020 attracted 15,149 participants from 157 countries,
an increase by 4.7 times compared to March 2019. As it is impossible to hold the Study in Korea
Fair overseas because of COVID-19, more cyber and online fairs tailored to specific countries are
being held thanks to collaboration with local governments. In this regard, the function of the cyber
fair has been improved, and operation services have been additionally implemented. From
September 2020, a fair was scheduled to be held in collaboration with local governments (Gangwon,
Busan) and a real-time online fair was tailored to the time zone of specific countries (Mongolia,
Taiwan, Vietnam) and was held in a webinar platform.
[Figure 3.5.4] Real-time cyber Study in Korea Fair (example)

Page for application for the online briefing sessions by
university (example)

264

Real-time online briefing sessions in Zoom format (example)
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3.5 Operation of Study in Korea

Chapter 4
ICT in academic research

4.1 Policy on ICT in academic research
4.1.1 Status of ICT in academic research in universities
4.1.2 ICT in domestic academic research

4.2 Sharing and dissemination of academic information
4.2.1 Operation of the Research Information Sharing Service RISS
4.2.2 Development and operation of the digital academic information dissemination system dCollection

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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4.1 Policy on ICT in academic research

4.1 Policy on ICT in academic research

[Figure 4.1.2] Comparison between the 1st and the 2nd comprehensive plans to promote university libraries

4.1.1
2019 White Paper

Status of ICT in academic research in universities

Project overview
Research performance of universities serves as an indicator that shows the university
competitiveness and contributes to the overall national competitiveness. University libraries are
the core facilities that support university research, and there is an association between the support
for university libraries, research competitiveness, and university competitiveness. This shows that
the investment in electronic materials, manpower, and budget of university libraries will ultimately
affect the research performance of universities.
University libraries—as core institutes to support university education and research—create
environments to conduct teaching and learning-related research and play the most important role
in academic information services. To enhance research competitiveness of universities and
countries, the MOE develops the policy on ICT in academic research to provide academic
information for users at universities. In addition, the inter-library loan (ILL) services are provided

Source: MOE, 2nd comprehensive plan to promote university libraries

to share resources with other universities and institutions.
[Table 4.1.1] Status of the Foreign Research Information Center
[Figure 4.1.1] Yearly implementation plan for advancing university libraries in accordance with the 2006 revised
National Assembly Library Act
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Status of services

Names of
universities

Topics

Gangwon
University

Biotechnology

Detailed fields of study

Pharmacology, Biology

Academic
journals

Theses

1,750

2,803,334

6,562

1,313,035

475

420,616

Kyungpook
National
University

Electricity/Electronic
Electricity/Electronics/Communication/Computer
s/Information and
Engineering
Communication

Gyeongsang
National
University

Energy/Environment

Korea
University

Humanities

Philosophy, Religious Studies, Language and Literature,
History

3,172

2,387,529

Pusan National
University

Technology Science

Architecture/Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Shipbuilding/Aerospace, Chemical Engineering,
Materials Engineering

16,573

1,800,967

Environmental Engineering, Energy/Nuclear Power,
Resource Engineering
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[Table 4.1.1] Status of the Foreign Research Information Center (continued)

[Table 4.1.2] Changes in the point scale by evaluation area in 2020 compared to 2018

Topics

Seoul National
University

Natural Science

Mathematics/Hydrography, Physics, Earth
Science/Astronomy, Chemistry

Yonsei
University

Clinical Medicine

Medicine, Dentistry, Korean Medicine, Nursing Science,
Health Science

Ewha Womans
University

Education, Social
Studies, Arts &
Sports

Pedagogy, Sociology, Journalism/Broadcasting, Music,
Art, Theater/Film, Dance/Physical Education

Jeonbuk
National
University

Agriculture and
livestock

Chungnam
National
University

Administration,
Management and
Law

Detailed fields of study

Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Veterinary Medicine,
Food Science, Fisheries/Marine Science
Political Science, law, administration,
Economics/Business Administration, International
Trade, Military Science
Total

Academic
journals

Area

6,140,429

586

3,053,955

2,486

722

2,062
36,917

1,460,099

1,665,173

1,140,081
22,185,218

Source: Internal statistics of KERIS (Jun. 2020)

Ⅰ. Infrastructure for
library developmentⅠ
Ⅱ. Infrastructure for
library development Ⅱ

Ⅲ. Operation of libraries

Ⅳ. Performance of
running libraries

Total

[Figure 4.1.3] Number of subscriptions for University Licenses (academic electronic data) and status of original
content

Item

Point
scale

Theses

2,529

2020

2018

Status of services

Names of
universities

Strategic plans

30

Business regulations

30

Education

40

Human resources

60

Budgets

40

Library services

50

Improvement of facilities and environments,
materials, cooperation of universities

40

Specialization

10

Point
scale

Theses

Theses

15
100

10

40

15
25

100

50

25
24

100

20

60

16

Satisfaction survey

60

Status of libraries

15

35

Use of information

25

12

Budgets

400 points
(perfect score)

200 points
(perfect score)

100

3

50

Source: MOE, 2020 Plan to evaluate university libraries

(Unit: 10,000 case, type)

•University License
[Table 4.1.3] Number of searches for University Licenses and the number of downloads of original texts

(Unit: case, %)

Growth rate in 2019
compared to 2018

Category

2017

2018

2019

Number of searches

205,688

233,866

236,069

0.9

3,864

3,977

4,446

11.8

209,552

237,843

240,515

1.1

Number of downloads of
original texts
Total

Source: Internal Statistics of KERIS (Jan. 2020)

Source: Internal statistics of KERIS (Jan. 2020)

[Table 4.1.4] Subscription items 2020 of University Licenses
Category

Major achievements
•Evaluation of university libraries
In order for each university to enhance its competitiveness in education and research, the MOE
and KERIS have conducted an evaluation on university libraries from 2020. The effective evaluation
system was built after the improvement of evaluation indicators and procedures were developed
in 2019.
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Expenses
shared by
government
subsidies
and
universities

Names of items

Project overview

Topics

1

ACM Digital Library

Original texts of electronic journals in the Engineering
field of computer engineering
/Technology

2

CINAHL with Fulltext

Information on original texts in the field of Natural
nursing science
Science

3

EBSCO eBook

E-books of overseas academic research

All topics

4

EBSCO eBook University Press Collection

E-books published by University Press

All topics

ASC

Information on original texts in all
academic fields

All topics

BSC

Information on original texts in the
business field

Managemen
t/Economics

5
6
7

EBSCOhost
Complete Package
KSDC

Domestic and foreign statistical data and
All topics
online research and analysis system
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[Table 4.1.4] Subscription items 2020 of University Licenses (continued)
Category

Names of items

9

Lexis Advance, As One, Lexis China, Lexis 360 (new)

Humanities
Information on original texts related to and Social
laws around the world
Sciences
Science/Laws

10

MLA International Bibliography

Bibliographic information in the
humanities field

Humanities
and Social
Sciences

11

PML

Information on original texts in the
medical science field

Medicine and
pharmacy

Global

Index/abstract and original text of
master’s theses in all fields

All topics

DDOD

Original texts of foreign doctoral theses All topics

A&I

Foreign master’s and doctoral theses,
All topics
link to bibliographies and original texts

12
13

PQDT

272

All topics

15

ProQuest Central

Comprehensive information on
ARL-upgraded original texts

All topics

16

Scholar

Original texts of domestic academic
journals in all fields

All topics

17

SocINDEX with FullText

Information on original texts of
sociology

Humanities
and Social
Sciences

18

Academic Video Online: Premium (AVON)

Academic videos

All topics

19

De Gruyter e-Journal HSS Collection (new)

Original texts in the fields of humanities
and science, social science,
All topics
management and economics

20

Education Source

Information on original texts in the
education field

Education

21

EECT
(Emerald Engineering, Computing & Technology
Collection)

Information on original texts in the
engineering/technology field

Engineering/T
echnology

22

Emerald Specialist Collection

Humanities
Index, abstracts, original texts of social
and Social
sciences, education, management
Sciences

23

GVRL

Reference e-books in all fields

All topics

24

Music and Dance Online (new)

Music files and videos in the fields of
arts/physical education, social
sciences, education

Arts/physical
education

25

Oxford University Press Journals Collection – Near
Archive (new)

Original texts in all sectors

All topics

26

PAO KERIS Collection

Archives of literature, philosophy, and
religion

Humanities
and Social
Sciences

27

The Vogue Archive

Information on original texts in
practical studies and arts/physical
education

Arts/physical
education

28

OCLC Connexion
LC CDS

Use of overseas utility projects (for
downloading book catalog)

(Unit: KRW 100 million, piece)

Topics

Evaluation information of academic
journals

14

100% support
by national
subsidies

Project overview

JCR Web

8

Expenses
shared by
government
subsidies
and
universities

[Figure 4.1.4] Budget reduction amounts and the number of application for University License

Source: Internal statistics of KERIS (Jan. 2020)

[Figure 4.1.5] Yearly budget for University License

(Unit: KRW 100 million)

Source: Internal statistics of KERIS (Jan. 2020)

All topics
All topics
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[Figure 4.1.6] Representative domestic institutes related to ICT in academic research

4.1.2
2019 White Paper

ICT in domestic academic research

Background and progress of ICT in domestic academic research
In a knowledge-based society, the production, retention, and utilization of knowledge determines
national competitiveness. Accordingly, it is necessary to create and disseminate information-based
knowledge more effectively and to create a virtuous knowledge cycle through the distribution
system of academic research information.
[Table 4.1.5] Status of building a system for disseminating academic research information to support academic
Source: Internal statistics of KERIS (Jan. 2020)

research activities

* Representative activities to efficiently support ICT in academic research

Category

Status of building a system of disseminating academic research information

1962

•Established the Korea Scientific & Technological Information Center (KORSTIC) to promote science and technology
research

1982

•Established the Korea Institute for Industrial Economics & Trade (KIET) by integrating the KORSTIC and the
International Economics Institute

1991

•Established the Korea Institute of Industry and Technology Information (KINITI) to enhance industrial
competitiveness and overcome barriers to technology protectionism of advanced countries

2001

•Launched the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI) after integrating the KORDIC
•Integrated businesses relate to distributed information

Major institutes related to ICT in academic research
•National Library of Korea
The National Library of Korea (NLK), a representative library in Korea, is promoting mutual
cooperation among libraries domestically and abroad, through foreign governments and international
organizations.

[Table 4.1.6] Status of investments in ICT in university libraries
Category

Investment status

1988

•Implemented a project for ICT in education that includes plans to digitize university
libraries and to build the database of academic information

1993–1997**

•Launched support project with the 9th IBRD Vice-Minister of Education subsidies
•Developed and disseminated software to manage data at 44 national university libraries
after acquiring a USD 10.6 million investment
•Invested in purchasing of library computer equipment, etc.

1998–2000

•Invested KRW 4.22 billion of government subsidies for improving and maintaining
hardware and software for data management

1993–2000*

2001

•Supported establishment of catalog database to improve services by using equipment and
software

[Table 4.1.7] Status of books held by the NLK

(Unit: book)

Foreign books
Category

Domestic books

Eastern
Monograph

Western
Monograph

Old Books

Non-book
materials

Total

2019

408,449

10,365

64,745

2,164

33,303

519,026

Total
books

8,779,564

426,161

1,075,087

282,681

1,744,130

12,307,623

Source: National Library of Korea, 2019 Chronology of National Library of Korea (2020)
Note: Materials from the National Library for Children and Young Adults of Korea, and the Sejong National Library are included.

* Focused on expansion and improvement of basic equipment and software to digitize university libraries
** Established the Korea Research Information Center (currently KERIS) to support digitization of university libraries in 1997
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[Table 4.1.8] Status of operating the OASIS project

•Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI)

Category

Status of operation

Dec. 2003

Developed the promotion plan to collect and store online data for public use and formed a collection-dedicated team

2004

Pilot collection

2005

Collected web resources in earnest

KISTI is a specialized research institute in the field of national science and technology research,
while the National Digital Science Library (NDSL) serves as a service platform for providing science
technology information, which provides high-quality information for researchers in industrial fields,

Launched and ran the website at www.oasis.go.kr

academia, and research circles, which aims to contribute to the innovation of national science and

2008

Became a regular member of the International Internet Consortium

technology fields.

2009

Attended the general meeting every year

2010

Adopted Heritrix, an international collection robot

2019

Installed 22 collection servers with Heartrix 3.3 version

Feb. 2006

[Table 4.1.11] Status of the NDSL content
Category

[Table 4.1.9] Annual collection performance

(Unit: case)

Category

Until 2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total

Number of
collection

149,476

75,994

152,385

126,383

120,058

624,296

Theses

The NLK has implemented the OASIS (Online Archiving & Searching Internet Sources) project to

are the user-customized services that can be used when borrowing items that are not owned by

May 2007–
Oct. 2007

276

•Built the ILL services to jointly use resources from libraries nationwide
•Developed a plan (draft) to form an ILL council and prepared the ILL agreement (draft) to develop the guidelines for
the ILL services after conducting of research studies
•In principle, materials are transferred between the libraries by using a courier service, and the cost is paid for by the
user applying for the service. The period of borrowing a book is basically 14 days, and can be extended for 7 days only
once.

Domestic conference papers

Korean patent

held by libraries nationwide in the comprehensive national union catalog database. The ILL services

Contents

78,069,811

Total

held by libraries and to enable users to easily retrieve information by placing all the resources

[Table 4.1.10] Status of improving the ILL services of public libraries

Western journal articles

Master’s theses

Information System-NETwork (KOLIS-NET) to effectively and comprehensively manage materials

one library from other libraries or institutions affiliated with the library.

2,971,160

Foreign conference papers

preserve web resources that are prone to disappear. The NLK developed the Korea Library

Patent

Number of
pieces of
content

Domestic journal articles

Chinese and Japanese
journal articles

Source: National Library of Korea, 2018 Chronology of the National Library of Korea

Category

Sub-category

(Unit: piece)

Reports

Number of
pieces of
content

Domestic R&D reports

273,013

Analysis reports
Total
Overseas science and
technology trends
Science and technology policy
trends

5,283,852
381,983

OA trends

11,383,331
1,127,490

Trends

NK tech briefings
Science stories

5,679,237
13,572,904

Japanese patent

11,107,592

European patent

4,542,591

International patent

4,739,081
39,641,405

Total
Journals &
Proceedings

341,186
5,487
19,453

20,219
302
4,537
55,109

Journals

125,621

Proceedings

266,384
Total

Researcher
& Research
Institutes

68,173

5,111

Science times

99,217,627

US patent

Total

Sub-category

Category

Researcher

392,005
782,346

Research institutes
Total

57,898
840,244

Source: NDSL website at www.ndsl.kr (Aug. 2020)

Since 2007, KISTI has disclosed science and technology information to public institutions due to
the regulations promoting information disclosure, and it has allowed for commercial use of

2013

•Enhanced the function of managing overdue members for smooth ILL services
•Developed mobile payment functions following the existing payment methods such as account transfer and credit
card, in order to enhance user convenience

2014

•Developed a bundle application and delivery function that allow multiple materials borrowed from one library to be
delivered at a single parcel to reduce users’ cost

and information on national science and technology, provides information on the projects for

2015

•Upgraded statistics functions of managers to strengthen service management

developing national research for projects, assignments, manpower, and performance.

2016

•Developed functions to automatically email requests to public libraries to reduce delays and workload of public
libraries

information, which contributes to pursuing the policy of disseminating information. The National
Science & Technology Information Service (NTIS), serving as a portal for providing knowledge
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[Figure 4.1.7] Concept map of the NTIS

4.2 Sharing and dissemination of academic
information

4.2.1
Operation of the Research Information Sharing Service RISS
2019 White Paper

Project overview
[Figure 4.2.1] RISS, the largest academic information service in Korea

Source: NTIS website at www.ntis.go.kr, (Aug.2020)

•Research Information Sharing Service (RISS)
The Research Information Sharing Service (RISS) provides information on the catalog and collection
of domestic and foreign resources held by its member institutions through the Union Catalog
Service (visit http://unicat.riss.kr/), where all four-year universities nationwide participate.
[Table 4.2.1] Yearly RISS status of holding major data

(Unit: piece)

Category

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Theses

1,288,345

1,352,172

1,421,024

1,482,408

1,543,184

1,577,899

Journal articles

4,239,948

4,627,327

5,050,300

5,376,075

5,564,167

5,668,769

118,698

125,570

124,658

255,174

258,996

260,170

Others

Source: KERIS, RISS integrated statistics (Jun. 2020). Cumulative statistics
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•Union Catalog Service and the ILL Service

4.2.2

The Union Catalog Service has increased work efficiency of creating the library repository, by jointly
creating and using the catalog of the materials held by domestic university libraries and has reduced

2019 White Paper

Development and operation of the digital academic information
dissemination system dCollection

the period of collecting academic resources. Furthermore, this decreases costs by informing the
users of university libraries that hold the information through the RISS integrated search.

Project overview

The ILL Service has been operated through WILL (Web Inter Library Loan) channel and RISS since
1999, when the service was initiated based on the agreement on the joint use of library resources.

The digital academic information dissemination system dCollection refers to a series of processes
designed to collect and disseminate academic information produced by individual institutes,

[Table 4.2.2] Status of resources provided by foreign institutes

especially universities, and to provide integrated services.

Countries

Year

Japan

From 2004

•The ILL services that link the NII (National Institute of Informatics)
•Made it possible to share resources between domestic and Japanese university libraries

From 2009

•The ILL services of the China Academic Library & Information System (CALIS)
•Made it possible to search the database of the resources held by 700 Chinese university libraries
and to copy original texts

China

Services

France and Spain
US and Germany

[Figure 4.2.2] Distribution flow of the dCollection

•Service to copy resources from the National Library of France and the National Library of Spain
From 2014

•Electronic Document Delivery Services (EDDS)* such as OCLC and Right Find implemented in
the US and Germany’s SUBITO

* The service offers foreign academic resources not owned in Korea to users at low prices through various channels.

Major achievements
[Table 4.2.3] Annual search for and status of visits to RISS
Category
Search
Visits

Number of searches

(Unit: 1,000 case, %)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

115,727

134,049

159,511

188,445

220,882

Increase & decrease rate

-4.38

15.79

18.99

18.14

17.21

Number of visitors

24,412

24,735

24,341

25,419

27,429

Increase & decrease rate

13.77

1.32

-1.59

4.43

7.91

Source: KERIS, RISS integrated statics (Jun. 2020)

[Figure 4.2.3] Yearly status of universities using the dCollection
[Table 4.2.4] Status of the holding data repository

(Unit: university)

(Unit: 10,000 piece)

Category

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Bibliographic data

1,045

1,081

1,113

1,144

1,189

1,240

Holdings data

5,295

5,497

5,680

5,852

6,064

6,148

Source: KERIS, RISS integrated statistics (Jun. 2020). Cumulative statistics

[Table 4.2.5] Status of using domestic ILL services (copy and borrowing)

(Unit: 10,000 case)

Category

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Coping

125,553

128,054

133,047

128,103

128,846

53,540

Borrowing of books

110,106

112,017

116,484

110,721

110,753

45,132

Source: KERIS, RISS integrated statistics (Jun. 2020). Cumulative statistics
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[Figure 4.2.4] Diagram of the dCollection

[Table 4.2.7] Top 10 universities in the number of theses

(Unit: piece)

Ranking

Names of universities

Cumulative numbers

1

Seoul National University

131,390

2

Korea University

102,458

3

Yonsei University

79,971

4

Hanyang University

75,981

5

Pusan National University

54,808

6

Kyungpook National University

51,815

7

Ewha Womans University

50,231

8

Chung-Ang University

49,354

9

Kyung Hee University

48,667

10

Chonnam National University

39,265

Note: Based on June 2020

[Table 4.2.8] Top 10 universities by number of journal articles

Major achievements
[Table 4.2.6] Status of theses and journal articles

(Unit: piece)

Theses

Journal articles

Cumulative number of holding original texts
Year

Number of
Number of
organizations holding original
texts

URL linkage

Total

Cumulative number of holding original texts
Number of
Number of
organizations holding original
texts

URL linkage

Total

2010

218

280,511

610,282

890,793

941

398,685

2,098,022

2,496,707

2011

219

280,502

679,092

959,954

1,336

391,601

2,437,126

2,828,727

2012

222

280,473

787,443

1,067,916

2,434

384,571

2,797,057

3,181,628

2013

228

280,398

860,769

1,141,167

2,351

401,560

3,100,371

3,501,931

2014

234

280,373

922,856

1,203,229

2,440

401,296

3,399,399

3,800,695

2015

236

280,367

1,007,978

1,288,345

2,837

401,269

3,872,388

4,239,948

2016

238

280,363

1,071,809

1,352,172

2,938

401,009

4,226,318

2017

241

280,359

1,140,664

1,437,281

3,065

400,950

2018

242

280,358

1,202,050

1,482,408

3,190

2019

244

280,358

1,262,826

1,543,184

2020

245

280,358

1,297,541

1,577,899

(Unit: piece)

Ranking

Names of universities

Cumulative number

1

Ewha Womans University

57,968

2

Korea University

37,122

3

Chungnam National University

25,560

4

Kyungpook National University

25,120

5

Pusan National University

17,684

6

Chungbuk National University

14,001

7

Sungkyunkwan University

12,118

8

Dongguk University

11,440

9

Yonsei University

11,296

10

Konkuk University

8,896

[Table 4.2.9] Status of linking academic content and information with related and private organizations

(Unit: piece)

Private organizations

Status of content

Related organizations

Status of content

KISS

16,843

National Digital Science Library

470,017

KOREA SCHOLAR

1,363

Korea Institute of Science and Technology
Information

567,556

4,627,327

eArticle

4,582

National Research Foundation of Korea

18,973

4,649,350

5,050,300

SCHOLAR

73,306

2,044

400,957

4,975,118

5,376,075

National Research Council for Economics,
Humanities, and Social Sciences

2,931

399,465

5,164,702

5,564,167

Others

12,679

National Museum of Korea

3,034

399,471

5,269,298

5,668,769

98

Note: Based on June 2020
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Chapter 5
ICT in lifelong education

5.1 Operation of the National Lifelong Learning Portal Neulbaeum
5.2 Metropolitan and provincial lifelong education networks
5.3 Operation of the Learning History Management System
5.4 Operation of customized services for lifelong education information
5.4.1 Korean Massive Open Online Courses KMOOC
5.4.2 Online education systems for parents

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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5.1 Operation of the National Lifelong Learning Portal Neulbaeum

5.1 Operation of the National Lifelong
Learning Portal Neulbaeum

[Table 5.1.1] Learner-customized integrated membership services for lifelong education
Category

Contents

Provision of customized content for
each stage of life

∙ Legal compulsory education
∙ Education for job competency development such as certified real estate broker training
∙ Life planning for middle-aged individuals
∙ Continuing education programs for the elderly

Provision of course search functions by
purpose of learning, by area

∙ My lifelong learning management function (Find my course, set my interest class, etc.)

2019 White Paper

Project overview
The National Lifelong Learning Portal Neulbaeum (visit at www.lifelongedu.go.kr) is a comprehensive
information system for lifelong education that provides advanced online learning services for the

∙ One-to-one distance response to the user requests

Provision of customized specialized
services for the elderly, etc.

∙ Development of sign language content

Provision of services tailored to people
with hearing impairments

public after building networks for linking information and resources on lifelong education.
[Table 5.1.2] Status of providing Neulbaeum content
[Figure 5.1.1] System of building and operating Neulbaeum

Category

2014

2015

(Unit: piece)

2016

2017

2018

2019

20

34

45

57

68

76

82

Information on
courses and
organizations

310,000

450.000

590,000

680,000

830,000

890,000

900,000

Academic
information

-

-

-

-

-

596

726

Statistics
information

-

-

-

-

-

1,652

2,628

[Table 5.1.3] Status of using Neulbaeum content
Category

[Figure 5.1.2] Major projects carried out according to the operational vision of Neulbaeum

Jun. 2020

Linked
organizations

2014

(Unit: piece)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Number of
content
provided

31,155

453,862

598,295

689,470

839,284

897,249

907,483

Number of
page views

123,107

473,090

549,118

585,760

1,154,046

1,449,148

2,369,128

Use rate

38.9%

104.2%

91.8%

84.9%

137.5%

161.5%

261.1%

Source: Internal materials of the National Institute for Lifelong Education

[Table 5.1.4] Detailed usage status of Neulbaeum video courses

(Unit: piece)

Category

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Number of course views

31,667

92,688

85,788

126,630

268,065

223,061

346,683

Number of the recorded
learning history items*

70

1,112

2,506

5,955

6,597

39,829

118,418

0.2%

1.2%

2.9%

4.7%

2.5%

17.9%

34.2%

Use rate

Source: Internal materials of the National Institute for Lifelong Education
Note: Each learning history item is based on the number of class hours.
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5.2 Metropolitan and provincial lifelong education networks

[Table 5.1.5] Yearly status of using Neulbaeum

(Unit: person, piece)

Category

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Number of visits

15,277

56,950

60,667

76,092

175,578

188,308

254,605

Number of
members

1,612

3,256

2,109

2,510

5,316

12,563

43,940

Number of
searches

81,134

287,397

196,763

163,837

932,024

605,250

1,115,527

5.2 Metropolitan and provincial lifelong
education networks

Jun. 2020

Major achievements

2019 White Paper

Project overview
[Figure 5.2.1] Projects regarding the Damoa Lifelong Education Network

•Integrated membership service for lifelong education with a single ID
Provision of an integrated membership service (which allows learners to use a single ID to access
all levels of lessons) is the first project operated in the lifelong education field, which carries
important implications in that it provides examples of creating synergy effects through
complementary services among affiliated institutions.

•Provision of more learning opportunities and enhancement of the efficiency of learning
management
As a membership system for Neulbaeum and for the Lifelong Learning Account System was

[Table 5.2.1] Status of supporting the establishment* of metropolitan and provincial lifelong education networks
(2011–2015)

integrated, more opportunities for learning have been provided. In addition, a learning history of
video content (893 courses from 34 institutions1)) linked to the Account System is automatically
accumulated and managed internally. This improved the efficiency of learning management in

Year

(Unit: KRW one thousand, person, piece)

Budget support
(government
subsidy)

Instances of
support

2011

204,000

2

2012

260,000

3

areas such as access to learning, management of learning history, and issuance of lifelong learning
certificates.

•Reinforcement of region-based lifelong education
In addition to the Damoa Lifelong Education Network run by cities and provinces, through networks

2013

375,000

4

between institutions and organizations, the functions of providing customized and region-based
learning information have been continuously improved.

2014

225,000

3

2015

225,000

3

Total

1,289,000

15

Detailed support status
Cities and provinces

Government subsidy

Response investment

Busan Metropolitan City

100,000

50,000

South Chungcheong Province

104,000

20,000

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

88,000

88,000

Ulsan Metropolitan City

86,000

43,000

Daejeon Metropolitan City

86,000

43,000

Incheon Metropolitan City

93,750

40,000

North Chungcheong Province

93,750

40,000

Daegu Metropolitan City

93,750

37,500

North Gyeongsang Province

93,750

40,000

South Gyeongsang Province

77,000

38,500

South Jeolla Province

77,000

38,500
35,000

Gangwon Province

71,000

Gwangju Metropolitan City

75,000

37,500

North Jeolla Province

75,000

37,500

Sejong Special Self-Governing City
-

75,000

37,500

1,289,000

626,000

Source: Internal materials of National Institute for Lifelong Education, Annual project result report (2011–2015)
* This is a status of providing budgets for new establishment, and a budget of KRW 150 million was invested in the management areas related
to maintenance by KRW 10 million per city and province in 2016.
1) Based on June 2020
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5.2 Metropolitan and provincial lifelong education networks

The lifelong education information provided through the networks includes local educational

[Table 5.2.2] Status of operating the lifelong education networks by city and province (2019–2020) (continued)
(Unit: piece, person)

institutes, programs, lecturers, learning clubs, and online courses. Further, additional services are
Cities
and
provinces

carried out by region.
[Table 5.2.2] Status of operating the lifelong education networks by city and province (2019–2020)
(Unit: piece, person)

Cities
and
provinces

Seoul

Busan

Daegu

Incheon

Daejeon

Gwangju

Ulsan

Educational information
Year

North
Chungcheong
South
Chungcheong

290

Lecturers

Learning
clubs

819

N/A

533

866

Aug. 2020

8,313

70,662

N/A

N/A

1,221

Oct. 2019

1,671

32,429

529

678

-

Aug. 2020

1,676

32,989

566

684

-

Oct. 2019

421

5,902

303

N/A

-

Aug. 2020

388

5,468

386

N/A

148

Oct. 2019

1,888

43,384

190

685

82

Aug. 2020

1,889

45,405

221

685

837

Oct. 2019

-

-

N/A

N/A

23

Jun. 2020*

945

4,987

To be
Under
scheduled in
construction
2021

69

Oct. 2019

88

1,118

111

41

-

Aug. 2020

238

76

38

56

257

Oct. 2019

332

46,175

0

N/A

19

Aug. 2020

334

1,113

0

N/A

-

297

80

20

-

(In
preparation)

Others

Online
courses

8,077

Sejong

Gyeonggi

Offline
courses

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019

Gangwon

Institutes

•Online content is provided and directly operated by
the city
•Links to courses of the Seoul Open City University,
possible for enrollment application
•Provides URL links to Neulbaeum, Busan Internet
Broadcasting, and K-MOOC
•Provides URL links to Work TV, KOCW, the Daegu
citizen cyber education center, and uploads the
content
•Provides the URL link to the Incheon citizen cyber
education center
•Daejeon Citizen University separately operates the
Delivery Lecture System
•Operates e-Daejeon Citizen University

Educational information
Year

Institutes

Offline
courses

Lecturers

Learning
clubs

Oct. 2019

647

5,812

-

N/A

N/A

Aug. 2020

608

5,799

-

N/A

N/A

Oct. 2019

330

3,082

110

373

-

Aug. 2020

332

3,133

112

373

-

Oct. 2019
North
GyeongAug. 2020
sang

695

5,104

140

65

-

718

5,495

169

89

-

North
Jeolla
South
Jeolla

South
Oct. 2019
GyeongAug. 2020
sang

3,999

3,662

379

158

N/A

4,120

5,206

472

152

N/A

Oct. 2019

417

5,491

508

3

-

Aug. 2020

288

1,318

512

N/A

-

Jeju

Others

Online
courses

•Does not provide online courses
•Provides a URL link to Neulbaeum
•Provides information on the learning platform for
citizens
•Provides online courses via GSEEK or YouTube
•Provides additional information on the lifelong
education institute for people with disabilities
•Provides content for training for lifelong learning
lecturers
•Does not provide online courses
•Links to GSEEK to provide online education
(e-Hondimoyong)
•Provides the service for enrollment application and
for notification

Source: Website for lifelong education networks by city and province (Aug. 2020). Cumulative statistics
Note: “N/A” indicates that the relevant information is not provided while “-“ indicates that the relevant information is provided but the details
are not provided.
* As of August 2020, the Daejeon lifelong education network was being updated, so the statistics on this table were obtained from the Daejeon
Institute for Lifelong Education— statistics as of June 2020.
** Since June 8, 2020, the Gyeonggi lifelong education network has not provided the information on lifelong learning lecturers due to the

•Runs Gwangju Citizen University (offline/online
campus)
•Provides online courses that link to the “Knowledge
(GSEEK)” website, an online lifelong learning
service provided by Gyeonggi
•Provides the URL link to Ulsan Citizen Academy

reorganization of the website menus and less use of the information.

[Figure 5.2.2] Status of educational institute retention of information by major city and province

•Operates the enrollment system for programs
directly managed by the city
•Provides the URL link to the Lifelong Learning
Center

Aug. 2020

53

354

79

26

367

Oct. 2019

359

2,250

59

405

-

Aug. 2020

374

4,878

67

405

-

•Links to GSEEK
•Provides additional online content created by
Gangwon Information & Culture Promotion Agency

Oct. 2019.

642

26,338

7

N/A

1,200

•Runs the online learning platform website GSEEK at

Aug. 2020

639

30,011

N/A**

N/A

1,446

•Provides the content for other cities and provinces
through the agreement

Oct. 2019

1,602

2,641

21

43

N/A

Aug. 2020

1,600

1,929

40

43

N/A

Oct. 2019

782

354

2,248

N/A

-

Aug. 2020

1,717

1,782

2,318

N/A

-

www.gseek.kr

•Does not provide online courses
•Links to GSEEK
•Provides URL links to Neulbaeum, K-MOOC,
Chungcheongnamdo Gumjunggosi Learning Center,
Cyber Education Center for South Chugcheong
citizens, and the Learning Land website of the
National Information Society Agency
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5.2 Metropolitan and provincial lifelong education networks

[Figure 5.2.3] Status of providing information on lecturers of the lifelong education information network by major
city and province

It has been six to ten years since metropolitan cities and provinces began managing lifelong
education networks. The networks are based on the standard of storing and disseminating lifelong
education information and allowing for the unique characteristics of each city and province by
considering their internal and external environments.

Note: Based on June 2020

Major achievements
The setup of the lifelong education networks of the 17 metropolitan cities and provinces has a
significance in that the setup lays the foundation for providing online-based lifelong education
services as a basis of ICT in lifelong education.
[Figure 5.2.4] Status of providing information through networks
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5.3 Operation of the Learning History Management System

5.3 Operation of the Learning History
Management System

[Table 5.3.1] System of running the LLAS
Category

2019 White Paper

Purpose

LHMS of the LLAS

Project overview
The Learning History Management System (LHMS) is one of the operation systems of the Lifelong

LLAS manager and operator system
(National Institute for Lifelong Education
& educational institutes)
LLAS online evaluation & certification
system

URL link

•Open a learning account and deposit and manage learning
histories
•Issue lifelong learning certificates

www.all.go.kr

•Operate and manage learning processes
•Manage statistics related to learning history

www.man.all.go.kr

•Manage evaluations

www.eval.all.go.kr

•Manage the application for evaluation & certification

www.apply.all.go.kr

Learning Account System (LLAS). The LLAS, regarded as a “savings account” for lifelong learning,
enables individuals to set up their own account, “deposit” diverse lifelong learning experiences,

•Learning History Management System

and plan ahead on how to “invest” in learning experiences to promote lateral movement on the

The LHMS provides major services such as issuing the lifelong learning certificate, assessing and

career ladder.

designing learning history, and accumulating and managing learning history.

[Figure 5.3.1] Concept map of the LLAS

[Table 5.3.2] Information available for registration on the LHMS
Personal
information

Name, date of
birth,
address/contact
information,
email, etc.

Academic
background

Academic
background,
scholarship
awards, etc.

Career
background

Qualification

Completion of lifelong
education courses

Other activities

Work
experience,
educational
experience, etc.

National technical
qualification, national
professional
qualification, national
authorized
qualification, private
qualification, overseas
qualification, etc.

Learning courses for
evaluation and
certification, learning
courses from affiliated
institutes, other various
learning experiences

Awards, overseas
experience/language
training, theses and
contributions, reading,
volunteer activities,
hobbies and clubs, etc.

The personal learning history can be issued as lifelong learning certificates2); therefore, it can be
used in various ways such as recruitment data, career design, proof of education completion, etc.
Such certificates can be verified on the website by comparison with original copies (such as entering
the document number).

•Evaluation and certification of educational courses
The LLAS is a system in which the state evaluates and certifies the learning process (lifelong
education programs) that guarantees a certain quality level.

2) In particular, the lifelong learning certificate can be issued on the LLAS website as well as the Neulbaeum website and the Government
24 portal, enabling individuals to keep and access their learning records at all times.
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5.3 Operation of the Learning History Management System

[Table 5.3.3] Type of the learning courses and application requirements for the LLAS
Type of
evaluation and
certification
Institutes
subject to
application

Application
requirements
by type

Legal basis

Individual learning course units
Offline learning courses

Major achievements

Overall learning course units

Online learning courses

Evaluation and certification
for each institute

Exemption from
evaluation

•Lifelong education institutes falling under Subparagraph 2 of Article 2 of the Lifelong Education Act or national
and local governments (including affiliated organizations) that carry out lifelong education promotion projects
under Paragraph 1 of Article 16 thereof.

•(Educational courses)
An educational
course that has been
completed or that
meets the
requirements for the
duration and
operating hours

•(Institutes) Institutes that
have operated educatioanl
courses for more than 45
hours per year for the last
year or more
•(Educational courses) An
educational course that
has been completed or that
meets the requirements of
the number of hours of
operation

•(Educational courses)
Educational courses
that have been
evaluated and certified
by government
ministries and local
governments
(subsidiaries and
affiliates)

•(Institutes) Institutes
that have operated more
than three learning
courses of the LLAS

•Paragraph 2 of Article 10 of the Regulations on
Evaluation and Certification on the Learning Courses
of the Lifelong Learning Account System

•Article 23 of Lifelong Education Act
•Article 14-2 of Enforcement Decree thereof

[Table 5.3.4] Status of evaluation and certification on the educational courses of the LLAS

•A single ID for lifelong education and provision of the lifelong learning portal service
The LHMS opens up the possibility of providing the one-stop service for lifelong education through
integrated membership services and Neulbaeum. Thanks to these services, the usage rate in 2020
for lifelong learning (the number of learning accounts created and the number for the learning
history registrations) increased to an all-time high.

•Upgrade of the system functions such as obtaining 1st grade certification in the public data quality
management area
In 2019 the system obtained web accessibility and construction certification marks to increase
mobile accessibility. It also achieved the first grade in the evaluation for public data quality
management operated by the MOIS, which means the quality was certified.

(Unit: piece)

Category

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Status of evaluation and
certification

4,708

5,864

5,207

4,583

4,810

Note: Based on June 30, 2020

•Increase in the effectiveness of the LHMS
Through cooperation with affiliated institutes, the LHMS increased its effectiveness by expanding
background certification methods and reinforcing public confidence of the learning history. Above
all, the system has enhanced convenience of registering and managing learning history of
educational courses through stable operation and support for educational evaluation and

•Status of the users
[Table 5.3.5] Number of individuals opening learning accounts

(Unit: person)

Category

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Number of those opening
learning accounts

14,419

8,055

12,549

11,276

19,135

52,581

certification.

Note: Based on June 30, 2020

[Table 5.3.6] Number of registrations of the learning history

(Unit: piece)

Category
Year

Academic
background

Qualification

Completion of
Career background lifelong education
courses

Others*

Total

2015

4,842

2,857

8,450

13,170

7,565

36,884

2016

2,947

3,483

2,283

30,669

5,513

44,895

2017

3,120

3,017

3,185

32,709

6,610

48,641

2018

3,920

3,142

3,351

37,017

6,119

53,549

2019

3,815

2,974

2,762

75,370

4,162

89,083

2020

2,711

1,703

2,043

100,533

1,457

108,447

* Volunteering, awards, theses, contributions, patents, overseas experience/language training, foreign languages, reading, hobbies and clubs, etc.
Note: Based on June 30, 2020
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5.4 Operation of customized services for lifelong education information

5.4 Operation of customized services for

[Table 5.4.1] Status of developing K-MOOC courses

lifelong education information

Category

Support for K-MOOC fees

5.4.1
Korean Massive Open Online Courses KMOOC

(Unit: course)

Number of courses

Universities selected in 2015

105

Universities selected in 2016

101

Universities selected in 2017

83

Individual courses

119

Bundled courses

67

Non-support for K-MOOC fees

270

Total

116 institutes with 745 courses

2019 White Paper

Project overview

Source: Internal materials of the National Institute for Lifelong Education (2020)
Note: Courses selected in 2020 are not included in this data, since they are operated sequentially from September 2020. The table is based on
the statistics of June 2020.

The MOE has carried out the K-MOOC (Korean Massive Open Online Courses) project to offer
high-quality courses from prestigious universities to the public. The K-MOOC creates equal

[Figure 5.4.2] Highlight of the next-generation K-MOOC platform

opportunities for education so that anyone can receive high-quality education anytime, anywhere.,
This will contribute to improving the quality of higher education and ultimately enhancing the
competitiveness of universities through the spread and dissemination of higher education.
[Figure 5.4.1] Overview of the K-MOOC operation

Source: Master plan for the next-generation K-MOOC platform information system (2020)

Source: Internal materials of National Institute for Lifelong Education (2018)
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5.4 Operation of customized services for lifelong education information

[Table 5.4.3] Status of selecting AI areas of the K-MOOC project (continued)

Major achievements

Institutes

Selected subjects

•Expansion of K-MOOC courses
The MOE and the National Institute for Lifelong Education have diversified K-MOOC course areas

Chung-Ang University

and subjects to be developed. They will also develop advanced courses and boost credit recognition
and exchange between domestic universities for the next three years. In this regard, they selected

Hyundai NGV
Dong-A University

15 universities that will lead the phase 2 K-MOOC project and expand it globally.
[Table 5.4.2] Status of selecting universities that will lead to phase 2 of the K-MOOC project
Universities
Kyungsung University

Region-based culture and art fields

Korea University

4

Fourth Industrial Revolution, citizenship cultivation

5

Smart work, smart education

5

Nurturing rehabilitation experts, social disasters

4

K-beauty with oriental medicine

4

Classic reading series and machine learning

4

Competencies essential for future society

4

Seoul National University

Popular courses within basic academic fields (within 30th)

4

Sungkyunkwan University

Humanities (Confucianism, Oriental studies, etc.) and arts,
convergence

4

Software, computer Engineering and art media

4

Industry-academic cooperation, medicine

4

Artificial Intelligence, big data, natural science, women's
studies

4

AI convergence studies, democratization process in Korea

4

Medical & health care, culture and art, human and technology

4

Science and Technology

4

Dankook University
Daegu University
Daegu Haany University
Pusan National University
Sogang University

Sejong University
University of Ulsan
Ewha Womans University
Chonnam National University
Chung-Ang University
Pohang University of Science and
Technology

Machine Learning Research

Machine Learning for In-depth Understanding of Deep Learning

Neurocomputing

Machine Learning and Neuroscience

Machine Learning for Trading

Finance AI

Topics in Artificial Intelligence

AI Research Trends

Applied Artificial Intelligence

Applied Artificial Intelligence

Logic programming

Digital Logic Circuit & AI

Stochastic Graphic Model

Stochastic Graphic Model

Artificial Intelligence
Industry Association

Computational Cognitive
Science

Honam University

Computation Recognition

Self-driving AI solved by Math

Hardware System

Hardware System

Reasoning and Information
Theory

R Programming for Data Science

AI & AI

Number of courses
developed in 2020 (Year 1)

Major development areas

Names of courses

Pohang University of
Science and Technology

Computational Cognitive Science and AI & AI
※ Two sectors were integrated.

Note: The two subjects (Hardware System and Reasoning and Information Theory) were matched with individual courses selected in June 2020.

[Table 5.4.4] Status of selecting K-MOOC bundled courses
Application areas

Name of
institutes

Konyang
Cyber
University

Names of bundled and detailed courses

Reinforcement of
Professional Competency
for International
Development Cooperation
(four courses)

International Development, Major Issues, and Sectors in Korean the
Perspective
International Development Projects Management in the Korean
Perspective
International Development with Donor Perspectives
International Development with Developing Country Perspectives

Specialist
Training Course
(five bundles)

Kyung Hee
University

Preparation Course for
the Korean Language
Teacher Certificate (four
courses)

Introduction to Korean Language Education
Methodology for Teaching Korean Grammar
Methodology for Teaching Korean Vocabulary
Methodology for Teaching Korean Pronunciation
Research on Fine Dust (air pollution)

Kumoh
National
Institute of
Technology

[Table 5.4.3] Status of selecting AI areas of the K-MOOC project
Institutes

Selected subjects

Names of courses

Reinforcement Learning

Understanding of the Mathematical Foundations and Algorithms of
Reinforcement Learning

Sangmyung University

Autonomous Agent

Autonomous and Multi Agent Systems

Seoul Cyber University

AI Ethics

AI Ethics

Advanced Machine Learning

Advanced Machine Learning for the Era of Deep Learning

Basic Mathematics

Introduction to Basic Mathematics for Artificial Intelligence

Algorithms

Algorithms and Data Structures for Artificial Intelligence: Theory,
Coding, and Computational Thinking

Korea University

Sungkyunkwan
University
Sungshin Women's
University

Business Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence for Business

University of Suwon

Human-Robot Interaction

Artificial Intelligence HRI

300

Fine Dust Specialist
Training Course (five
courses)

Applied Fluid Mechanics
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Introduction to Aerosols
Introduction to Air Pollution

Konyang
Cyber
University
Specialist
Training Course
(five bundles)

Reinforcement of
Professional Competency
for International
Development Cooperation
(four courses)

International Development, Major Issues, and Sectors in the Korean
Perspective
International Development Projects Management in the Korean
Perspective
International Development with Donor Perspectives
International Development with Developing Country Perspectives

Kyung Hee
University

Preparation Course for
the Korean Language
Teacher Certificate (four
courses)

Introduction to Korean Language Education
Methodology for Teaching Korean Grammar
Methodology for Teaching Korean Vocabulary
Methodology for Teaching Korean Pronunciation
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5.4 Operation of customized services for lifelong education information

[Table 5.4.4] Status of selecting K-MOOC bundled courses (continued)
Names of
institutes

Application areas

5.4.2

Names of bundled and detailed courses
2019 White Paper

Research on Fine Dust (air pollution)
Kumoh
National
Institute of
Technology

Applied Fluid Mechanics

Fine dust Specialist
Training Course (five
courses)

Project overview

Computational Fluid Dynamics
Introduction to Aerosols
Introduction to Air Pollution

The National Parent Support Center provides the online education services for parents on the

Web Literature and Digital Humans
Specialist
Training Course
(five bundles)

Seoul Cyber
University
(Wisdom
House)

Online education systems for parents

Web Story Writer
Specialist Training Course
(five courses)

Parents On-Nuri website at www.parents.go.kr and develops various online curricula such as school

Web Fiction Creation and Upload

participation, educational policy, and parent education.

Webtoon Story Writing Theory
Web Storytelling and YouTube
Web Story Content Management

Pet Dog Stylist Specialist
Training Course (five
courses)

Jangan
University

Basic Pet Dog Styling

•Operation of online courses for parents

Understanding of Companion Animals

In order to encourage more parents to participate in school-related activities, the National Parent

Basic Etiquette Training for Pet Dogs
Pet Dog Haircut and Styling

Support Center operates online courses for parents to enhance parent understanding of children's

Pet Accessory Design

learning capabilities and education policies. Since 2019 the Center has increased the accessibility

Introduction to Blockchain
Pohang
University of
Science and
Technology

Fourth Industrial
Revolution Area
(one bundle)

Blockchain and
Cryptocurrency: From
Intro to Advanced (five
courses)

of parents to online education to enable non-members of the website to take online education

Blockchain Theory and Application

courses. It has also provided additional services for multicultural families and parents with

Smart Contract and Application
Cryptocurrency Theory and Application

disabilities, such as subtitle and sign-language services.

Advanced Blockchain Theory and Application

[Figure 5.4.3] Increase in the number of online courses

(Unit: piece)

•Use by K-MOOC learners
[Table 5.4.5] Annual performance of K-MOOCs
Category

From Oct.
2015

Budgets

2,268

4,018

6,928

7,840

9,734

11,920

42,708

27

116

181

186

235

-

745

Number of courses
Number
of uses
by
learners

(Unit: KRW one million, piece, case, person)

2016

2017

2018

2019

Jun. 2020

Total

Visits

446,832

1,735,710

2,562,074

3,156,621

4,153,246

3,018,957

15,073,440

Sign-up

34,793

80,232

112,819

129,023

148,298

130,157

635,322

Application for
enrollment

55,559

126,092

263,756

330,619

392,262

282,756

1,451,044

3.2%

11.9%

12.7%

14.0%

23.6%

-

15.6%

Completion rate

Source: Internal materials of the National Institute for Lifelong Education (2019)

[Table 5.4.6] Status of offering online courses on Parents On-Nuri
Category

•Use of the completion results from K-MOOC courses
The K-MOOC project is taking various measures to increase the use of the courses. It is seeking
ways to recognize credits of the courses offered by other schools. In addition, after the amendment
of relevant laws to link the credit recognition system, the K-MOOC project has enabled individuals
to acquire degree as well as credits with the result of completing K-MOOC courses.
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Understanding
of
developmental
characteristics

Names of courses
1

Improving children's self-esteem with drawings

2

How to raise a good child for novice parents

3

Difficulties of raising pubescent children

4

The people parents want their children to become, the love their children want to
receive

5

Wise parents, great parents

6

Understanding of parent-child interaction and parent coaching

Remarks
Subtitle

Cooperation
course
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5.4 Operation of customized services for lifelong education information

[Table 5.4.6] Status of offering online courses on Parents On-Nuri (continued)
Category
Understanding
of
developmental
characteristics

Personality
and life
guidance

Names of courses
First step towards sign language (Basic), another language

Cooperation
course

8

First step towards sign language (Conversation), another language

Cooperation
course

9

Education for sex education and prevention of sexual violence

10

Education with parents over meals

11

Personality education for our children through reading

12

Economic education for our children: personality and life guidance
Miraculous education over meals
Kids' speech in convergence of notable painting and classical art

Cooperation
course

15

Suicide prevention education

Cooperation
course

16

[Parents of elementary school students] Copyright! Now it’s necessary

Cooperation
course

18

Child abuse prevention education with child education experts

Cooperation
course

19

Winning the war against the use of smart phones with children

Cooperation
course

20

How to raise a child in the digital world

21

Career
education and
guidance
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Subtitle

Cooperation
course

14

Learning
guidance

Remarks

7

13

Personality
and life
guidance

[Table 5.4.6] Status of offering online courses on Parents On-Nuri (continued)

How to use YouTube appropriately

22

How to avoid addiction in various Internet environments

23

Creating a beautiful Internet world without violence

24

Click! Media literacy

Subtitle

25

Our child who will lives with AI, the key is literacy!

Subtitle

26

Reading my child's report card

27

Coding with a child

28

Creativity encouraged by parents

29

Self-directed learning coaching manual

30

Teaching methods that attract learners

Category

Increase in
parent
competencies

Improvement
of the
relationship
between
parents and
children

Understanding
of the
educational
system and
policy

Parental
participation

Names of courses

Remarks

41

I want to be a good father, too

42

Family conflict, what should I do?

43

Happiness education for parents

44

Ten-minute psychological essay for my family

Cooperation
course

45

Good thoughts that textbooks don’t tell useful techniques

Cooperation
course

46

Nutrition management for infants and toddlers

Cooperation
course

47

Hug from the heart through dialogue and communication between parents and
children

Subtitle, sign
language

48

Harmony program to improve the relationship between parents and children

Subtitle

49

Dad is a playmaker

50

My family who respects, considers, and communicates with each other

51

Happiness education for children

52

[Eum-e parental education] Parents growing up with their children

53

Vocational high school, an outstanding choice

Subtitle

54

Elementary and secondary curriculum for fostering future skills

Subtitle

55

Understanding of new educational policy

Subtitle

56

Understanding of innovation schools and innovative education districts

Subtitle

57

Parent education manual for the free semester system

58

The Korean education system and information on entering school

Cooperation
course

59

Understanding of parents’ school participation

Subtitle

60

School steering committee guide: Watching, listening, and speaking

61

Parents’ school participation

Cooperation
course

•Development of online courses for parents
[Figure 5.4.4] Yearly status of developing online courses for parents

31

Starting Mom-style home schooling

Cooperation
course

32

Understanding career education for creative career development

Subtitle

33

Career and vocational education in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

34

Don’t worry about sending your child to elementary school

35

Sending your child to high school

36

Sending your child to middle school

37

Sending your child to elementary school

38

Sending your child to kindergarten

39

Career guidance with parents

40

Dae-Sung Lee’s career lighthouse

(Unit: course)

* As of June 2020, six courses were being developed.

Cooperation
course
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5.4 Operation of customized services for lifelong education information

•Operation of cooperation courses through expanded cooperation with related organizations
[Table 5.4.7] Annual status of related organizations offering cooperation courses

(Unit: piece)

•Support for the disclosure of information on the performance of participation in online courses
for parents

Year

2017

2018

2019

2020

In addition to the National Parent Support Center, the MPOEs have provided online courses for

Cooperation courses

4

6

9

23

parents in their jurisdictions. In this regard, the online courses are respectively developed by city

Related organizations

1

2

4

7

and province and are linked to the Parents On-Nuri system so that parents can take classes on

Note: Cumulative statistics

the Parents On-Nuri website directly.

•Status of using online courses for parents over the last five years

•Monitoring of the services for parents

[Table 5.4.8] Status of using online courses for parents over the last five years

(Unit: person, case)

Online curriculum
Year

(Cumulative)
Members

Users

(Cumulative)
Number of parents
taking courses

(Cumulative)
Number of parents
completing courses

Page views

2016

75,339

255,496

33,126

9,046

607,272

2017

78,248

383,997

43,003

10,994

614,196

2018

80,136

535,303

45,970

11,425

718,275

2019

83,370

1,069,886

48,652

12,421

1,250,624

2020

105,169

2,001,431

81,090

29,546

2,680,745

[Table 5.4.9] Yearly average score for satisfaction with online courses over the last five years

(Unit: point)

Year

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Satisfaction scores
(1–5 point scale)

4.27

4.74

4.62

4.68

4.63

Converted scale
(1–100 point scale)

85.4

94.8

92.4

93.6

92.6

Major achievements
•Increase in access to online courses for parents
[Figure 5.4.5] Status of courses taken by non-members
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(Unit: person)
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5.4 Operation of customized services for lifelong education information

Chapter 6
ICT in career and
vocational education

6.1 Operation of career and vocational information services CareerNet
6.2 Operation of the Korean Education and Employment Panel
6.3 Operation of Private Qualifications Information
6.4 Operation of National Competency Standards

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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6.1 Operation of career and vocational information services CareerNet

6.1 Operation of career and vocational
information services CareerNet

[Table 6.1.2] Number of CareerNet members and the composition rate
Individual members

2019 White Paper

Elementary
Middle school
school students
students

Project overview

(Unit: person, %)

High school
students

Undergraduates

General

Teachers

Organizational
Members

Total

41,738

550,772

523,500

64,091

20,450

59.711

14,853

1,275,115

3.3

43.2

41.1

5.0

1.6

4.7

1.2

100.0

Note: Based on June 2020

CareerNet is an important channel that provides career information and services for individuals

[Table 6.1.3] Annual, number of new members, online career psychology tests, and career counseling cases
(Unit: person, case)

throughout the life-cycle to support career development. As of June 2020, three applications
(“CareerNet,” “CareerNet e-book,” and “Career, Mom’s pick”) were operated through CareerNet
(visit www.career.go.kr) and Junior CareerNet (visit www.career.go.kr/jr).
[Figure 6.1.1] Diagram of the integrated membership system of CareerNet

[Table 6.1.1] Major services and menus of CareerNet

Number of the online career
psychology tests conducted

Number of the career
counseling cases

Year

New members

2002

132,931

256,964

2,026

2003

234,666

442,070

5,043

2004

271,333

577,944

8,866

2005

367,863

886,191

7,863

2006

504,876

1,289,932

7,915

2007

606,981

1,566,447

8,033

2008

784,582

1,521,929

12,292

2009

861,141

1,756,717

11,774

2010

990,847

2,348,233

14,233

2011

967,040

2,293,995

13,109

2012

918,682

2,834,798

17,843

2013

955,821

2,742,479

10,618

2014

789,319

2,238,024

11,643

2015

823,504

1,951,686

25,065

2016

660,662

1,835,949

23,890

2017

508,903

1,504,637

17,846

2018

507,832

1,379,892

15,669

2019

389,763

1,271,682

15,069

Jun. 2020

600,133

2,170,698

15,082

Category

Contents

Career psychology
test

•Eight tests (divided into middle and high school students, and undergraduates and general people) including
vocational aptitude tests, vocational interest tests (type K & H), career maturity tests, and occupational
value-orientation tests
•Two career exploration programs for elementary schools (lower and upper grades)
•One career exploration program for secondary schools (Aeroplus)

Career counseling

•Online counseling, career solutions, empathy of migration consulting, career exploration, etc.

Job information

•Job information, future jobs, overseas jobs, job card news, interview with professionals, etc.

•Launch of Junior CareerNet and establishment of the UI of CareerNet

•Department information, school information, department tour, department interview, department card
news, department plus job matrix, etc.

Junior CareerNet, a career information channel for elementary school students, was launched to

Department
information
Career-related
videos
Career education
resources

310

•Dream junior, career talk concert, and career education materials of curriculum integration
•Results of the School Career Education Survey, prize winning works of the Career Education Research
Competition, dream letter, all manuals for teachers

Note: Based on the statistics of December 31 of each year, excluding the year 2020

Major achievements

provide information and services that can be used to conduct career education in elementary
schools. In order for users to easily search for customized career information, the channel provides
career information tailored to users and recommended services.
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6.1 Operation of career and vocational information services CareerNet

•Promotion of the virtual server (cloud)

[Figure 6.1.3] Status of the increased number of new member subscribers (2019, Jan. 2020–Jun. 2020) (Unit: person)

[Figure 6.1.2] Progress of building the virtual server

•New updates and creation of CareerNet content

[Figure 6.1.4] Status of using the career psychology tests (2019, Jan. 2020–Jun. 2020)

(Unit: case)

[Figure 6.1.5] Status of using the online career counseling (2019, Jan. 2020–Jun. 2020)

(Unit: case)

In order to stably provide a wide range of career information and services in line with the trends
of online career education becoming common due to the COVID-19 educational response, career
educational content is being continuously updated and newly developed.

•Upgrades to online career psychology tests and the setup of the Open API
Before, the career psychology tests on CareerNet had been available to PC users on the Internet
and mobile applications, but it now it is available on the mobile web. In addition, the Open API
has been provided in order for users to more easily take the tests.
[Table 6.1.4] Examples of building services using APIs for career psychology tests
Category

Seoul Career Guidance Center

Korean Council for University Education (Adiga)

Website

www.jinhak.or.kr

www.adiga.kr

Contents

•All career psychology tests of CareerNet (the service •Project operation to link three types of career
was launched in March 2020)
psychology tests (Jun. 2020–Jul. 2020)
•One type for upper elementary school students
•Vocational aptitude tests
•Five types for middle and high school students
•Vocational interest tests (type K)
•Four types for undergraduates and adults
•Vocational interest tests (type H)

•Stable response to the increase in the use of CareerNet caused by online classes
The use of CareerNet dramatically increased as online classes were necessarily conducted due
to the COVID-19 educational response. To effectively respond to the increase of usage, more virtual
servers were deployed, and the system was closely monitored during the high usage times. Like
this, there have been efforts to avoid any disruption to services.
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6.2 Operation of the Korean Education and Employment Panel

[Figure 6.1.6] Status of using total page views (2019, Jan. 2020–Jun. 2020)

(Unit: case)

6.2 Operation of the Korean Education
and Employment Panel

2019 White Paper

Project overview
A survey of the Korean Education and Employment Panel (KEEP Survey) is a state-approved
statistical survey (approval No.389002) designed to collect information on the transition from
school to labor market in order to provide basic data that can be used to conduct research and
develop policy on education and employment. The survey repeatedly examines the same subject
(respondent) across an interval of time to develop an information infrastructure and formulate
[Figure 6.1.7] Status of visits to the bulletin board (2019, Jan. 2020–Jun. 2020)

(Unit: person)

basic data on school life, education, leisure, and preparation for employment during the period
between attending high school and finding a job.
The Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET) began conducting
the KEEP Survey I (Year 1) in 2004. Until 2015 (Year 12), the KRIVET had tracked changes in
respondents to acquire empirical data on how education, training, learning, and work experiences
after secondary education lead to better performance in the labor market. The KEEP Survey II,
first conducted in 2016 (Year 1), has been continuously carried out as of 2020 (Year 4), and the
survey has been used for data analysis on various topics.
[Table 6.2.1] Results of the KEEP Survey II (Year 3) by type of school

(Unit: person, %)

Type of schools

Number of samples

Number of effective
samples

Number of samples
successfully researched

Success rate of research

Ordinary high schools

5,393

4,877

4,411

90.7

550

499

462

90.3

Autonomous private
schools
Specialized schools

2,595

2,264

1,998

88.4

Meister high schools

1,020

879

828

93.1

Science high schools

250

223

205

88.4

Foreign language high
schools

250

227

202

85.1

Art high schools

250

233

187

86.4

Physical education high
schools

250

218

192

89.4

10,558

9,420

8,485

90.1

Total

Source: Hye-Jun Yun et al., Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training, “KEEP Survey II” (2019)
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6.2 Operation of the Korean Education and Employment Panel

[Table 6.2.2] Survey content of the KEEP Survey II (Year 3)
Category

Division

Academic background
University information

[Table 6.2.2] Survey Contents of the KEEP Survey II (Year 3) (continued)
Survey contents

•Current academic background, whether to graduate from school or university
•Confirmation of the university the respondents attend as of December 2018

•School type, school name, name of division, department or major, daytime/nighttime/distance
Admission and school
education, and school location
information
•Status of new admission and transfer, year. and semester of (transfer) admission

University
life

Freshmen/Transfer
Students

•Admission screening, special screening type, occasional and regular admission, admission
unit, people and factors that affected the choice of a university, priorities when choosing a
university department (division, department, major), and people and factors that influenced
the selection of department (division, department, major)

Items by semester

•Academic status, earned credits, grades, tuition, scholarships, total amount and type of
scholarship, student loan, total amount and type of loan, reason for leave of absence, and
reason for dropping out of university

Extra semester and
elective curriculum

•Whether to complete extra-semester courses, extra-semesters completed, earned credits of
extra-semester courses, extra-semester tuition fees, whether to complete teaching courses,
and plural majors (double major, minor major, linked major)

University life

•Satisfaction with university facilities and financial support, satisfaction with school life,
methods of taking class, hours of study for a single or group study for major, satisfaction with
department (affiliate, undergraduate, major), and satisfaction with university

University career and •Whether to take credit-granting, start-up courses, satisfaction with courses, and satisfaction
employment/start-ups
with the university's employment and start-up services regardless of credits
Field training

•Credit-recognition field training experience, number of times, relevance to the major, type of
participation, whether this experience helps increase competence in employment and work,
and duration of the training

Working while enrolled
in school

•Whether to work part-time inside the campus such as teaching assistants, work scholarship
students, participation in projects, number of part-time jobs, tasks undertook while working
part-time, average monthly income, number of working days, and whether the experience is
helpful for competence development

Preparation for university
admission

Learning of foreign
languages

Education
training

•Whether to learn a foreign language, number of foreign languages studied, type of foreign
languages, reason for studying foreign language, whether to compete foreign-language
education courses, duration of education, average learning days per week, average hours per
day, cost bearer, and type and score of approved English test recently taken

•Whether to prepare for exams, the number of exams prepared for, the type of exams prepared
Preparation for
journalism tests,
for, whether to complete courses for exam preparation, duration, average studying days per
teacher employment
week, average hours per day, cost bearers, expenses paid, whether the preparation is helpful
tests, and professional
for improving the competence, period of doing self-study for exam preparation, and average
qualification tests
studying time per week
Study for enhancement
•Whether to study, number of fields studied, the field of study, purpose of study, whether to
of ability,
receive education training, duration, average studying days per week, average hours per day,
employment/startup,
cost bearers, expenses paid, education and training institutions, whether the study is helpful
acquisition of other
for improving the competence, reason for not receiving education and training, duration of
qualifications, and
doing self-study, and average time per week
hobbies
Overseas training

Certificates Certificates
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•Whether to prepare for university admission, type of private education, average monthly cost
of private education, the person who pays for private education, average monthly expenses
paid by the respondents (including family) among private education expenses, and average
study hours per day for private education or alone

Category

Division
Job search activities

Job search
activities Unemployment benefit

Whether to continue employment
Whether to obtain jobs

•Whether to do job search activities, reason for not doing job search activities, etc.
•Whether to receive unemployment benefits, total period, amounts, whether the benefit is
helpful for reemployment, whether the respondent is eligible to apply for unemployment
benefits, and whether to apply for the benefit, and the main reason for not applying for
unemployment benefits even if the respondent is eligible for the benefit
• Whether to continue employment and when to quit
•Whether to obtain jobs, the number, and type of jobs

•How to get employment information, employment channels
•When to start working, name of the company, the region, and size of the region
•Type of business, tasks at work, duty or position, occupational position, and main reason for
working as a temporary or day worker
•Working type, internship, status and period of internship, period of fixed term, and whether to
work through dispatch/service company
Main job: wage workers •Type of working hours, confirmation of part-time job, business type and scale of the company,
and whether to be covered with national insurance
•Average number of working days per week, total working hours per week, total regular
working hours per week, earned incomes, severance pay, bonuses, overtime pay, paid leave,
whether to receive benefits of the corporate pension system, whether the company has a labor
union, and union membership
•Overall satisfaction, willingness to change job, etc.
Characteri
stics of the
•Motivation to do business, paths for starting a business
main job
•When to start a business, business area, and the size of the area
•Business description, number of employees
Main job:
•Average working days per week, total working hours per week, average monthly sales, and
self-employed,
average monthly income
employers, and special
•Whether to have basic salary and monthly average basic salary, whether to order, status of
types of workers
business union, union membership, and whether to be covered with national insurance
•Period for preparation/total investment, amount of loaned investment, government support,
government subsidies, job satisfaction, etc.

Main job: unpaid family
workers

•When to start work, the location, and the size of the region
•Job description, tasks at work
•Average working hours per week, average monthly sales, and number of employees
•Whether to be covered with national insurance, the main reason for working
•Assessment of daily tasks, assessment of skills and ability within daily tasks, assessment of
education level within daily tasks, job satisfaction, etc.

Willingness and preparation for
employment

•Whether to work for more than one hour in the past week for earning money and whether to do
job search activities past week
•Whether to do job search activities for the past month, reason for not looking for a job, and
whether the respondent can work last week
•Whether to work at a company if there is a job appropriate for the academic background,
ability, and major, the main reason for not working, the desired work type, and the desired
reserve wage (salary)
•The average hours per day spent at academies and vocational training institutions to prepare
for employment in the past month, average hours per day studied alone to prepare for
employment, and average hours per day for job search

Experienced jobs (work/business)

•Whether to have work experience, number of times, and whether to work more than one month
•Whether to keep the job from the latest survey when you started working, whether to continue
working there, when to quit, job description, and the task done at the company
•Employment status, job type, and type of working time
•Whether to use a dispatch or service company
•Type of working hours, confirmation of part-time jobs, and number of employees
•Income, number of working days, working hours, main reasons for quitting work

•Whether to receive overseas training, frequency, country, period, purpose, cost bearer, and
expenses
•Whether to acquire certificates, the number of acquired certificates, the number of
certificates and grades acquired, when to acquire the certificate, purpose of obtaining the
certificate, the preparation period to acquire, the cost to acquire, education and training
institutions, whether the certificate is helpful for employment, and whether the certificate
increases incomes or develops careers

Survey contents
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6.2 Operation of the Korean Education and Employment Panel

[Table 6.2.2] Survey Contents of the KEEP Survey II (Year 3) (continued)
Category

Division

Family life

Family life

Survey Contents
•Whether to live alone, living with family members, number of acquaintances, type of
residence, type of occupancy, cost of living, self-catering accommodation and dormitory, the
proportion that the respondent covers, residential area, and size of residential area
•Marital status, when to get married, spouse's birth year, whether to have foreign spouse, whether
to live with spouse, reason for not living with spouse, spouse's final education level, spouse's job
status, spouse's employment type, spouse's monthly average income, whether to have children
and how may, whether to have childcare staff, overall satisfaction with family life, etc.

Income and
Expenditure

•Average monthly income for the respondent (including spouse) over the past year, savings,
living expenses, total amounts of real estate assets and total financial assets, debt status and
debt amount, etc.

Parents' educational
background and status
of economic activity

•Current income of father/mother, father's employment type and average monthly income,
father's final education, and parents' average monthly revenues for real estate rental or
financial revenues

Leisure life

•Average leisure time per day, type and frequency of leisure activities, reading experience,
monthly average reading amount, field of reading books, type of books, average monthly
allowance, usage of allowance, club activity, number of clubs joined, field of the club activity,
purpose of club activity, average weekly club activity hours, type of club activities, overseas
travel experience

Career and vocational awareness

•Whether to decide on a future job and the name of the job, the reason for not deciding a on
future job, the most important reason for having a job, job selection factors, what is important
for success in professional life, what is important for life, multicultural acceptance ,
self-concept, etc.

Military service

•Experience in and planning for military service, when to join the military, when to finish the
military service, type of military service, rank at the time of being discharged, whether military
service experience helps with future jobs, tasks done in the military and current work, degree
of relevance to majors, development of competencies in military life, physical fitness and
health, interpersonal relationships and communication, leadership, degree of patience, and
self-development programs

Planning
items

Economic
consciousness
Personality test

General characteristics

•Satisfaction with the current economic situation, prediction of the economic condition in 10
years, the degree of thinking about the Korean economy, the degree of thinking about the
future economic situation in Korea, the most important factor for economic success in society,
evaluation on consumption behavior, etc.
•Personality test

enhanced academic development by providing additional materials such as School Information
Disclosure, and has published basic statisticial analysis reports that include key results of the survey
for users to easily utilize materials.
[Table 6.2.3] Exemplary publications using data derived from the KEEP Surveys
Year

Contents

2019

•KRIVET Issue Brief No. 172 The effect of four-year university graduates’ selection for the curriculum on employment
•KRIVET Issue Brief No. 153 Learning motivation and learning strategies of high school students in Korea

2020

•KRIVET Issue Brief No. 176 The Transition from School to the Labor Market: Clustering and Characteristics
•Policy Research of the Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training 『THE HRD REVIEW』 Periodic
analysis report of surveys and statistical briefs*
•『THE HRD REVIEW』 Vol. 23, No. 2 Surveys and statistical briefs “Are you engaged in the job you had hoped for in high
school?” Production of Card News
•Posting and sharing of the research results on the official KRIVET Facebook page

*The periodic analysis report provides the necessary information analysis results for the public and publicizes the KRIVET through media
reports and raises its status.

The number of users of the KEEP resources has been increased annually. Additionally, KRIVET
holds an annual academic conference (that marks the 15th anniversary in 2020) to discover research
ideas using data from the KEEP Surveys and to provide a platform to promote meaningful exchange
between related researchers, graduate students, and policymakers. The “2020 KRIVET Panel
Conference” was broadcasted live online and served as a platform where various and novel topics—
university admissions, higher education, career consciousness, career education, youth
employment, and performance of the labor market —were shared and discussed.

•Health condition, average exercise hours per week, average hours of sleep per week, whether
to have breakfast, whether to smoke and the amount smoked, whether to drink alcohol and
drinking frequency, happiness, height, weight, etc.

Source: Hye-Jun Yun et al., Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training, “KEEP Survey II” (2019)
Note: Only part of the survey items are included in the table.

Major achievements
Since the conduction of the KEEP Survey I, an academic conference has been held every year
until now. Numerous experts in the fields of secondary education, higher education, vocational
education, career education, and human resource development have solidified the networks,
contributing to promotion of the relevant research. The KEEP Surveys have been used as basic
data to devise policy for developing human resources and national lifelong education, in addition
to evaluating the employment policies. KRIVET has increased the its user convenience and
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6.3 Operation of Private Qualifications Information

6.3 Operation of Private Qualifications
Information

[Table 6.3.1] Status of registering private qualifications (continued)
2019 White Paper

Project overview

Category

Application

Registration

De-Registration

Cancellation of
registration

2008

829 items from 304 organizations

655 items from 259 organizations

-

-

2009

561 items from 189 organizations

380 items from 141 organizations

-

-

2010

736 items from 249 organizations

539 items from 227 organizations

10 items

-

2011

1,141 items from 484 organizations

1,053 items from 398 organizations

two items

-

2012

1,909 items from 680 organizations

1,453 items from 494 organizations

seven items

-

KRIVET has developed and operated the Private Qualifications Information (PQI) system (at

2013

3,590 items from 1,015 organizations

2,748 items from 754 organizations

36 items

-

https://www.pqi.or.kr) in order to provide the public with registered private qualification information,

2014

9,506 items from 2,104 organizations

6,253 items from 1,632 organizations

223 items

-

2015

8,323 items from 2,191 organizations

6,521 items from 1,971 organizations

1,400 items

11 items

2016

7,647 items from 2,220 organizations

6,153 items from 2,041 organizations

932 items

one item

and to manage and operate the registration system. The PQI was designed to ensure public
transparency for the private qualification system, to protect consumer rights and interests in the

2017

8,546 items from 2,393 organizations

6,302 items from 2,139 organizations

1,357 items

one item

process of obtaining a private qualification, and to conveniently and efficiently support the

2018

8,077 items from 2,517 organizations

5,849 items from 2,238 organizations

2,315 items

-

registration of private qualifications.

2019

8,457 items from 2,878 organizations

6,869 items from 2,655 organizations

1,856 items

-

Jun. 2020

3,732 items from 1,508 organizations

3,301 items from 1,581 organizations

467 items

-

Status of registration

[Figure 6.3.1] Diagram of the PQI

39,458 items from 9,831 organizations

Source: KRIVET, Private Qualifications Information (Jun. 2020)
The excluded are related to subject due to de-registration and cancellation

[Table 6.3.2] Status of authorizing private qualifications
Category

(Unit: piece)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Jun.
Total
2020

Application for
authorization

217

114

102

106

66

96

87

67

72

56

57

65

62

61

68

51

34

42

33

41

Authorized

28

7

5

6

6

12

6

3

7

11

10

4

6

5

3

5

4

2

1

2

-

131

Cancellation
and expiration

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

13

2

1

2

1

2

4

2

5

1

31

Cumulative
authorized
qualifications

28

35

40

45

51

62

68

70

77

88

97

88

92

96

97

101

103

99

99

97

95

95

28 1,456

Source: KRIVET, Private Qualifications Information (Jun. 2020)
Source: Private Qualifications Information at www.pqi.or.kr (May 2020)

Major achievements

[Table 6.3.1] Status of registering private qualifications
Category

320

Application

Registration

De-Registration

Cancellation of
registration

2008

829 items from 304 organizations

655 items from 259 organizations

-

-

2009

561 items from 189 organizations

380 items from 141 organizations

-

-

2010

736 items from 249 organizations

539 items from 227 organizations

2011

1,141 items from 484 organizations

1,053 items from 398 organizations

10 items

-

2 items

-

The total number of institutional members that subscribed to the PQI is 15,947. Institutions can
apply for private qualification registration and then can enter basic information related to
qualifications.
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6.4 Operation of National Competency Standards

[Table 6.3.3] Status of the PQI content

(Unit: piece)

Cyber content

Quantity

Information on private qualifications

39,027

Qualification-related news and notice

349

Related laws

28

Forms and formatting

48

Qualification-related materials and publications

111

Notice on prohibited areas

43

Notice on de-registration

98

Note: Part of the information can be downloaded in a file format

[Table 6.3.4] Status of improving the hardware of the PQI system in 2019
Contents
From the existing SUN v890 (2009 version Unix) server to the HP DL380 Gen10 (Linux) server
Server replacement for
improvement of performance and
system compatibility*

From the existing Web/WAS common system to Setup of each Web and WAS server
Performance was improved
Upgrade of Web server and WAS application version and enhancement of the system security

Reform of the PQI screen layout

2019 White Paper

Project overview
The National Competency Standards (NCS) are the national standards for standardizing the skills,
techniques, and attitudes needed to successfully carry out the requirements of industries—a

As of June 2020, a total of 8,617 requests and Q&As were posted by members on the PQI.

Category

6.4 Operation of National Competency
Standards

standard used for vocational education, vocational training, national technical qualification
certificates, and recruitment. The NCS website was restructured to be an integrated portal site
of the original NCS platform and learning module in 2014. Since then, the service has been
expanded and improved.
[Table 6.4.1] Status of major reforms to the NCS website
Year
2014

•Created download services of NCS learning modules, utilization packages, etc.
•Set services for supporting online career development paths
•Launched NCS Wiki services for public participation

2017

•Developed mobile web applications (recruitment information, etc.)
•Improved search functions
•Improved the “NCS Wiki” service and added the “learning Wiki” service
•Structured the customized website by user (NCS developer, educational/training institutes, corporates)

2018

•Created the database for the NCS development content
•Provided personalized functions by using individual combinations of NCS utilization packages
•Built a platform for unitizing private and public organizations
•Created the tutorial system by menu and user
•Analyzed big data and developed utilization services

2019

•Devised big data-based information analysis services
•Provided customer-oriented NCS information
•Strengthened NCS quality management
•Expanded big data infrastructures

2020

•Improved the functions of big data
•Improved the application program
•Updated the mobile web page
•Eliminated Active-X

On the annual satisfaction survey menu, the layout of the screen was reorganized according
to the current trends: the size of the entire screen was expanded to minimize inconvenience

* Refer to the ISP of the PQI (Hyang-Jin Jeong, et al.) (2017)

To manage the quality of the PQI service, a satisfaction survey is annually conducted of institutional
members and the public. The satisfaction survey 2019 (837 of 14,490 organizations responded)

Major services

showed that a total satisfaction score was 76.99 points, achieving a score of 77 in the performance
indicator in the year of 2019.

Source: The Human Resources Development Service of Korea; Request for proposal (Apr. 2017, 2018, May 2019, Jun. 2020)
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6.4 Operation of National Competency Standards

•Major functions of the NCS website

•NCS learning module service

[Table 6.4.2] Major menus and services of the NCS website

The NCS learning module consists of teaching and learning material designed to enable users to

Category

NCS integration

Blind recruitment

Business
utilization

Functions

A service for anyone who
wants to know about the
NCS

Supports students and job
seekers in preparing for
the NCS-based blind
recruitment

Supports effective
management of human
resources in companies
using the NCS

Sub-menus

Contents

What is the NCS?

•Provides content for promoting a better understanding of
the NCS and the learning modules

Search for the NCS
and learning
modules

•Checks the NCS and the learning modules by field of the
NCS, keyword, code search
•Downloads the curriculum and learning modules for each
subject using the curriculum run by vocational high schools
•Checks 10 learning files and video lectures for each basic
vocational competency required for job performance

Career
development

•Provides services related to career development such as
assessment of job competency, the path of career
development, and the career level by sub-category

Wiki

•Allows users to request improvements related to the NCS
and the learning modules through direct participation of the
public

Data room

•Provides the information and content related to the NCS and
the learning modules

Q&A Center

•Provides services such as notices, FAQ, customer
participation, usage guide for the website, and online survey
participation

What is the blind
recruitment?

-

Preparation for
employment

•Provides interviews of successful applicants and
description on how to prepare for employment and
recruitment step by step

Recruitment
Information Center

•Checks currently available job postings and downloads job
positions and job descriptions by company, etc.

Online learning

-

Cafe

-

Data room

•Checks written tests and interview questions by field of
employment and best practices of employment, etc.

Q&A center

-

Interview report
center

-

What is business
utilization?

-

Consulting guide

-

be searched and downloaded with three search methods—search by field, search by keyword, and
search for codes—on the menus “NCS Integration” and “Search for NCS and Learning Module”
on the NCS website.
[Figure 6.4.1] Screenshot of the “Search for NCS and Learning Module” menu

Major achievements
[Figure 6.4.2] Status of visits to the NCS website

(Unit: person)

Utilization platform -

Design of
education and
training
curriculum

Provides the system of
designing the education
and training courses for
NCS-based training
institutions, junior
colleges, and specialized
high schools operating the
NCS-based curriculum

-

-

NCS media center

Provides videos, images,
and e-Learning materials
related to the NCS

-

-

324

learn about the NCS through education and training. The developed NCS learning modules can

Source: Human Resources Development Service of Korea; Request for proposal (Apr. 2017, Apr. 2018, May 2019, Jun. 2020)
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6.4 Operation of National Competency Standards

[Table 6.4.3] Status of developing and loading sections of the NCS learning modules
Category

(Unit: piece)

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total

New
development

51

175

321

300

50

-

46

943

Improvement

-

-

-

6

45

183

67

301

[Figure 6.4.3] Cumulative number of downloading the NCS learning modules

326

(Unit: piece)
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6.4 Operation of National Competency Standards

Chapter 7
Bridging of educational
gaps

7.1 Bridging of the educational gaps for underprivileged groups
7.2 Online learning system for students with health impairments School For You
7.3 ICT in education for students with special educational needs

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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7.1 Bridging of the educational gaps for underprivileged groups

7.1 Bridging of the educational gaps for
underprivileged groups

[Table 7.1.1] Changes in the agreement on the reduction of Internet fees
Year of the
agreement

Fees under the
agreement (per
person)

2000

KRW 33,000 per
month

-

KT

MOE

Project overview

2002

KRW 21,450 per
month

Decreased by KRW 11,550

KT

Ministry of Education &
Human Resources
Development

A project to provide the support for ICT in education to primary and secondary school students

2006

KRW 19,800 per
month

Decreased by KRW 1,650

KT

Ministry of Education &
Human Resources
Development

2009

KRW 18,700 per
month

Decreased by KRW 1,100

KT, LG, SK

Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology

2012

KRW 17,600 per
month

Decreased by KRW 1,100

KT, LG U+, SKT, SKB

Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology

2015

KRW 17,600 per
month

-

KT, LG U+, SKT, SKB

MOE

2018

KRW 17,600 per
month

-

KT, LG U+, SKT, SKB

MOE

2019 White Paper

from low income families (ICT Support project) has been carried out in order to narrow the gap
for information-alienated groups who find it difficult to access knowledge and information. This
project was mainly designed to provide low income students with subsidies for PCs and Internet
fees.
The MOE provides high-quality Internet communication services for students from low-income
families by reaching agreements with Internet service providers every three years in order to

Internet service
providers

Reduction amounts

Educational institutes
included in the agreement

support Internet subscription fees. This support is one of the major projects for supporting ICT
in education for primary and secondary school students. The Internet communication services have

[Figure 7.1.2] Procedures for supporting education expenses, including the support according to the ICT Support

been provided in accordance with the agreements1) with KT, LG U+, SK Broadband, and SK telecom,

project

and will be effective until December 2020. This service has contributed to narrowing the gaps
in the access to knowledge and information by the information underprivileged, a gap that could
be considerably widened in 2020 when distance learning classes have been conducted to prevent
the spread of COVID-19.
[Figure 7.1.1] System of progressing the ICT Support project

Major achievements
•Increase in the support through the agreements with Internet service providers
The MOE has strengthened the support for the students from low income families by making
agreements with Internet service providers in order for them to have increased access to online
educational content.

•Project achievements
From 2000 to 2019, the total budget allocated to the PC support project was KRW 274.7 billion.
More specifically, from 2000 to 2006, the annual average budget was KRW 18.5 billion, and from
1) This is an agreement on Internet communication services in 2018.
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7.2 Online learning system for students with health impairments School For You

2007 to 2019, when the PC support project was transferred to the MPOEs, the annual average
budget was KRW 10.6 billion.

7.2 Online learning system for students with
health impairments School For You

[Figure 7.1.3] Status of students who received subsidies on Internet fees

Project overview
[Figure 7.2.1] Goals of the project to support hospital schools and distance learning classes by MPOE

[Figure 7.1.4] Yearly number of students who received the benefit from the ICT Support project

(Unit: 1,000 people)

[Table 7.2.1] Roles of organizations for the project
Category
MOE

[Figure 7.1.5] Yearly budgets for the ICT Support project

(Unit: KRW one million)

MPOEs

KEDI

Schools

Roles
•Provides legal and institutional supports at the governmental level
•Develops the policy to support students with health impairments
•Grants special subsidies
•Devises plans to conduct distance classes by MPOE
•Selects students with health impairments and provides educational support
•Provides training to improving the understanding of health impairments and manages the students with health
impairments
•Supports the operation of the school reentry program
•Provides administrative and financial support such as metropolitan and provincial contributions
•Establishes the policy to operate the School For You project
•Operates and manages the academic affairs for the School For You project
•Manages the quality of education through data-based research
•Maintains the system and improves the functions
•Researches and develops School For You content forprimary school courses
•Manages the records and grades for students with health impairments
•Provides the students with the information on distance courses and applications for receiving distance education
•Designates a co-teacher to manage the students

Source: KEDI, Action plan to carry out the School For You project for primary school courses (revised in Jan. 2020 [1a], Jan. 2020 [1b])
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7.2 Online learning system for students with health impairments School For You

[Table 7.2.2] Progress of the School For You project

•Development and retention of the content and the LMS-based platform

Year

Progress

2016

•Planed and analyzed distance learning classes for students with health impairments
•Built the system to conduct distance learning classes for students with health impairments (secondary school
courses)

2017

•Planned, operated, and supported distance learning classes for students with health impairments (secondary
school courses)
•Operated the distance learning class system and conducted video education for students with health impairments
(secondary school courses)

2018

2019

2020

The LMS-based School for You platform provides non-real-time content (videos, evaluation items,

•Planned, operated, and supported distance learning classes for students with health impairments (secondary
school courses)
•Operated the distance learning class system and conducted video education for students with health impairments
(secondary school courses)
•Discussed development of primary school courses through meetings with the relevant staff of the MPOEs
•Planed and analyzed the School For You for primary school courses
•Built the School For You project for primary school courses
•Managed and supported the School For You project for secondary school courses
•Researched the learning analysis of the School For You project (research on civil requests)

etc.) and non-real-time assignment classes, as well as real-time video lessons (curricular classes,
basic academic skills, career education, etc.).
[Table 7.2.3] Content for School for You for primary and secondary school courses
Category

Primary school
courses

Contents
•Launched the courses in 2020
•Developed content based on the 2015 Revised National Curriculum and plans to implement it from 2021
•Developed and distributed non-real-time content (videos, evaluation items) by online teachers selected by 16
MPOEs excluding Seoul in 2020
•Provided real-time video classes by grade
•Content (videos, evaluation items)

•Managed and supported the School For You project for primary school courses
•Developed content for the School For You project for primary school courses
•Managed and supported the School For You project for secondary school courses
•Researched the learning analysis of the School For You project (development on content for primary school
courses, research on the learning analysis)

Secondary
school courses

•Content* based on the 2015 Revised National Curriculum obtained from the KERIS Center for Digital
Education Research
•Provided content for real-time video classes, selected online teachers for Korean, English, math, social
studies, and science subjects

* The content has been used by open middle and high schools, online classes, and the e-School for athlete students.

Source: KEDI, Results report 2019 of operating the School For You project for secondary school courses (Feb. 2020) Revised.
KEDI, Action plan 2020 for the School For You project for primary school courses (Jan. 2020 [a]) Revised

As for secondary school courses, content for cross-curricula and non-curricula has been created

Major achievements

and distributed. In addition, the content for outdoor classes has been provided to students who
cannot frequently do outdoor activities due to restrictions caused by COVID-19.

•Guaranteed the learning rights of students who have been absent for a long time and students
with health impairments to prevent them from repeating school years
[Figure 7.2.2] Yearly number of students in 2020 compared to 2017-2019

•Individualized education
(Unit: person)

Students enrolling in the School For You program receive counseling from the online homeroom
teacher within one month after enrollment. Student(s), parents, and the homeroom teacher (of
the student’s original school) receive information on education services appropriate to the reason
for the enrollment in the School For You program and items related to the student’s health
impairments. In order to provide educational opportunities necessary for students, regular
counseling is conducted every semester. In addition, according to the status of attendance,
absences, and the students’ wishes, counseling is conducted anytime.
A “learning support program” launched in 2020 was designed to support students who plan to
reenter schools. The students can assess their basic academic skills, increase their competencies
in learning, and receive customized classes according to their interests and level. The program
also provides career counseling as well as classes to enhance basic academic skills.

Source: KEDI, Result report 2019 of operating School For You for secondary school courses (Feb. 2020) Revised.
Note: Based on cumulative number. And the number includes the number of students leaving school.
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7.3 ICT in education for students with special educational needs

7.3 ICT in education for students with

[Table 7.2.4] Overview of the School For You training for online teachers
Category

Training of April 2020

Training of May 2020

Date

Apr. 24, 2020

May 22, 2020

Location

Video class platform for the School For You program for primary school courses

Target

Online teachers of primary and secondary school courses of School For You

Major
programs

Special
lectures by
experts

Divisional
activity

•Understanding of students with health
impairments
- Go Choi (Teacher of Chungbuk National
University Hospital School)
•Effective communication in e-Learning
- Hye-Yeon Lee (Announcer)

•Understanding of students with health
impairments
- Seong-Wook Lee (Pediatric Cancer Specialist,
Korea University Hospital)
•How to produce videos for educational purpose
- Poong Jang (EBS, Mega Study Instructor)

•Classes using tools by subject

•Management of students with health impairments
•Know-how to produce video classes

special educational needs

2019 White Paper

Project overview
The National Institute of Special Education (NISE) has carried out an ICT project, provided trainings
for teachers, and conducted research in order to ensure a happy school life and the learning rights
of the students with special educational needs.

Source: KEDI, Materials of the 1st Metropolitan and Provincial Council 2020, (Jun. 2020). Revised.

[Table 7.3.1] Major projects for ICT in education carried out by NISE
Category
Strengthening of ICT capabilities of
students with special educational needs

Support for bridging the digital divide for
students with special educational needs

Support for teaching and learning and
operation of distance education for
students with special educational needs
Development and research of future
education content
Provision of distance education training in
the special education field
Others

336

Projects
•Developing and distributing educational content (e-clips, multimedia books, etc.)
•Developing and researching assistive technology devices for education for students
with disabilities
•Researching the examination and evaluation of assistive technology devices for
students with disabilities
•Providing teaching and learning materials used for students with disabilities
•Operating the teaching and learning support website Eduable at www.eduable.net
•Managing the Online Classroom website for students with disabilities at

www.nise.go.kr/jsp/onlineedu/onlineedu.jsp

•Developing and distributing the software education program that links basic
curriculum
•Studying how to use digital content to educate students with disabilities
•Providing distance training for teachers in the special education field and
developing training courses and content
•Comprehensive support systems for parents with children with disabilities
(Onmam)
• National Lifelong Education Center for the Disabled (Lifelong Education World)
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7.3 ICT in education for students with special educational needs

[Figure 7.3.1] Educational content for students with special educational needs

Major achievements
NISE, as a national institute for special education, has developed multimedia teaching and learning
resources for students with special educational needs, narrowed educational gaps for students,
increased their competencies in ICT, and conducted ICT-related research by carrying out various
ICT support projects in order to conduct ICT education for students with disabilities. In order
to measure the performance, NISE has used the number of visits to the Eduable website and
satisfaction survey results with support for ICT in special education as indicators. The satisfaction
score has increased annually from 75.6 points in 2018 to 77.6 points in 2019, and it is expected
to reach 78 points in 2020.
[Figure 7.3.3] Changes in visits to Eduable

(Unit: visit)

[Figure 7.3.2] Online learning room for students with disabilities

[Table 7.3.2] Status of assistive technology support for students with disabilities
Year

Contents

2017

•Developed and distributed the type I function and graph indicator for students with visual impairments

2018

•Developed and distributed the type II switch and switch controller for students with physical disabilities
•Built and researched the support system to enhance the assistive technology support service in the special education
field

2019

•Developed and distributed the type I switch remote controller
•Built the online system of the National Special Education Center for Assistive Technology Support and developed
operational manuals

2020

•Provided voice learning guides for commercialized learning aids, textbooks, and surrounding objects*
•Analyzed the actual conditions of the appropriate procedures of selection, examination, and evaluation of assistive
technology devices according to the different demands by type of disability
•Conducted research on how to examine and evaluate assistive technology devices for education for students with
disabilities according to the supporting materials for the personnel responsible for the selection and evaluation of
assistive technology devices

* An Edutainment system will be developed and distributed to support the development of multi-sensory cognitive abilities (touch, hearing)
and learning for children with visual impairments.
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7.3 ICT in education for students with special educational needs

Chapter 8
Creation of a wholesome
information culture and
information security

8.1 Creation of a wholesome cyber culture
8.1.1 Internet ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence
8.1.2 Ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence in primary and secondary schools

8.2 Personal information protection and information security
8.2.1 Educational institute policies on personal information protection
8.2.2 Establishment and operation of the Ministry of Education Cyber Security Center
8.2.3 Development and operation of the MOE Education Public Key Infrastructure Center
8.2.4 MOE’s assessment of information protection levels

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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8.1 Creation of a wholesome cyber culture

8.1 Creation of a wholesome cyber culture

In this regard, the National Information Society Agency (NISA) and the Broadcasting and
Communications Committee (BCC) have conducted Internet ethics education and education to
prevent cyber violence through resources that are tailored to children, adolescents, adults, parents,
and marginalized groups.

8.1.1
2019 White Paper

Internet ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence

•Digital citizenship education
[Table 8.1.1] Status of digital citizenship education conducted by leading foreign countries

Project overview

Countries

Due to the social distancing measures taken to prevent the spread of COVID-19, online interactions
have become normal. The coronavirus pandemic has changed all aspects of our lives to the extent

Concepts

US
(Common Sense Media*)

Targets

Highlights

Digital Citizenship

Promoting safe, smart, and
ethical online activities

• Digital footprint and identity
• Relationship and communication, Cyber bullying,
digital drama, hate speech
• Media balance and well-being
• News and media literacy
• Personal information and security

Digital Citizenship

Providing education on the
necessary competencies,
rights, and obligations of
digital citizens, as well as
competencies to use digital
tools correctly

• Online utilization
• Online well-being
• Online rights

Cyber Wellness

Undertaking safe,
responsible online activities

• Online identity
• Balanced use
• Safe online relationships
• Positive participation

that individuals do almost everything online; and individuals are actively engaged in production,
distribution, and consumption of information. Accordingly, digital side effects—malicious
comments, dissemination of false information, and cyber violence—can spread.
[Figure 8.1.1] Status of the occurrence of cyber crimes

Europe
(Council of Europe)
(Unit: case)

Singapore

* Common Sense Media is a non-profit organization that provides education and advocacy to families to promote safe technology and media
for children.

[Table 8.1.2] Significance of digital citizenship education by area
Areas of digital
citizenship education

Significance

Identity

•To reveal digital identities with digital information
•To build up internal strength to live as a digital citizen not by masking real identity and to have the same
identity online and offline

Wellness

•To live healthy and happy lives online and offline by doing self-examinations on whether to use digital
devices and content properly, and by designing digital-related lives

Rights and
responsibilities

•To keep the digital ecosystem healthy by realizing the coexistence of responsibilities and obligations
toward others, not just thinking about personal benefits in a digital world

Communication and
relationships

•To understand the changes in communication and relationships brought about by the development of
communication technology and to establish a desirable digital communication and relationship culture

Information literacy

•Competencies to find, evaluate, and use useful and accurate information with high effectiveness

Social participation

•To participate in social issues in various ways using digital technology

Source: Korean National Police Agency, Computer Crimes Statistics

[Figure 8.1.2] Survey on cyber violence

(Unit: %)

Source: NISA & BCC, Survey on Cyber Violence (2019)
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[Figure 8.1.3] Highlight of the NISA & BCC guide to use digital citizenship education

[Table 8.1.3] Status of applying for Internet ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence
Titles of education

Education targets

Application
status 2017
(Selected)

Application
status 2018
(Selected)

Application
status 2019
(Selected)

(Unit: case)

Application
status 2020
(Selected)

Pre-school for proper use of
Internet (puppet show)

Children aged 3 to 5
years

799(100)

696(100)

956(100)

1,259(150)

Tour lecture by professional
instructors

Primary and secondary
school students

832(300)

850(300)

874(300)

1,076(300)

Hands-on experimental
education

Primary and secondary
school students

676(50)

849(80)

925(80)

1,003(80)

Source: NISA & BCC (2020)

For primary school teachers

For secondary school teachers

NISA and the BCC have provided education in connection with homes, schools, and society for
[Figure 8.1.4] NISA & BCC Educational resources for managers and teachers of regional children centers and for
teachers of kindergartens and daycare centers

the vulnerability in kindergartens and primary and secondary schools. They also provided a
curriculum optimized for non-face-to-face education in 2020.
[Table 8.1.4] Status of providing Internet ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence by course

Digital citizenship and education that teachers of daycare
centers and kindergartens should know

Digital citizenship and education that managers and
teachers of regional children centers should know

•Internet ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence
As the interests and necessity of the education on cyber violence are increasing, the number of
requests and applications for Internet ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence
are also increasing every year.

Title of education

Highlights

Children’s school for proper use of Internet

Education on the proper use of the Internet by playing with puppets and using
digital tools

Korea Internet Dream Star
(primary and secondary school students)

Education to understand Internet ethics and create a wholesome Internet
culture by supporting club activities after school

Tour lecture by professional instructors
(primary and secondary schools)

Education conducted by professional instructors to raise awareness about the
wholesome Internet use

Hands-on experience performance education
(primary and secondary schools)

Visiting musical education performances based on examples of cyber violence

Education to prevent cyber violence conducted with
educational tools (primary schools)

Hands-on experience-based education conducted with educational tools that
link to creative experiential activities

Internet ethics education for parents (over meals),
adults, and soldiers

Education for proper communication between parents and children and for
raising ethical awareness

Education on Internet ethics for the vulnerable

Internet ethics education tailored to the vulnerable, such as youth with
disabilities and regional children's centers

leader training to provide Internet ethics education
and education to prevent cyber violence

Job training for teacher leaders such as heads (vice-heads) of elementary,
middle, and high school and scholars of regional offices of Education

Education to increase teacher competencies

Education to increase teacher competencies in preventing and responding to
cyber violence

Source: BCC & NISA (2020)

•Launch of a promotional and participatory campaign under the slogan Beautiful Internet World
The BCC and NISA have focused on conducting the online national campaign for beautifying the
Internet world in 2020. They converted existing events to online formats and co-developed and
distributed content that was frequently used online. In addition, the projects to conduct the
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campaign, Internet ethics education, and education to prevent cyber violence were settled, and

8.1.2

the grand prize of the Internet Ethics Competition was upgraded to the presidential prize in 2020.
2019 White Paper

Ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence in
primary and secondary schools

Major achievements
Project overview
In order to spread a wholesome Internet culture, the BCC and NISA have helped the public become
digital citizens by providing more customized, hands-on education programs. They have also

The MOE, KERIS (Cyber Violence Prevention Center), the MPOEs, and related organizations have

provided exceptional education for teenagers as well as their mentors including parents, teachers,

carried out projects to provide ethics education and education to prevent cyber violence through

and youth instructors. This was carried out to bring about changes in home and school

projects aimed at reducing the negative side effects of ICT, at promoting high-quality school classes,

environments, thereby enhancing satisfaction and effectiveness.

and improving the quality of school life.
[Figure 8.1.5] System of the Cyber Violence Prevention Center and related organizations

•Development of textbooks and training videos (Cyber Harmony) for teachers
Cyber Harmony and Harmony are the resources designed to help teachers provide ethics education
and education to prevent cyber violence. The class lesson plans and activity sheets are reorganized
after considering the capability to prevent school (cyber) violence based on the curriculum. As
for training videos (content), the draft is released and then goes through an on-site review1), and
based on this, videos for distance training are produced and distributed in the following year.
1) The draft of the textbook is used for class and then the book is amended with opinions adopted.
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[Table 8.1.5] Items of major textbooks developed by year
Year

regular research schools (Cyber Harmony). The cyber violence prevention training for professional

Category

Capabilities to prevent cyber violence (8)

Items

counselors was initiated with the “Job training for the on-site counseling support group for cyber

Cyber empathy

violence prevention and counseling” in 2018. Then, in 2019, the training was given to manager-level

Cyber communication

professional counselors (teachers) at the Wee Center, a center for supporting students. In 2020

Cyber self-esteem

the training was given to professional counselors of the Wee Class.

Internet ethics awareness and the use
Cyber self-regulation

Major achievements

Cyber emotion control
Cyber-conflict management and problem solving

2018

Awareness and response to cyber violence

•Development of textbooks and training videos (Cyber Harmony) for teachers
[Table 8.1.6] Performance of developing textbooks for Cyber Harmony and content for distance training
(Unit: type, class hour)

Cyber verbal violence
Schools

Type

Class
hour

Year of
development

Lower elementary
school grades

1

24

2020

Cyberstalking

Upper elementary
school grades

1

23

Cyber circulation of images or videos

Secondary schools

1

24

Primary schools

1

16

Secondary schools

1

16

Middle schools

3

85

High schools

3

55

Middle schools

3

68

High schools

3

57

Total

17

368

-

Lower elementary
school grades

1

15

2021

Upper elementary
school grades

1

15

2020

Secondary schools

1

15

Elementary schools

1

15

Secondary schools

1

15

Middle schools

3

45

High schools

3

45

Total

11

165

Cyber defamation
Types of cyber violence (6)

Category

Basic/advanced

Cyberbullying
Cyber extortion

Basic (competence)

Korean
2019

Subject-oriented

Social studies

Advanced (type)

Textbooks

Ethics

Korean, social studies, ethics

Technology and industry & Home economics
2020

Subject-oriented

Basic
(competence)

English
Physical education

Technology and industry &
home economics, English,
physical education

•Creation of the website for sharing content and services
Basic (competence)

In 2018, the MOE and related organizations launched the Doran Doran service—an integrated
website to provide content related to prevention of school violence. In 2019, the website was
reformed to a responsive website in order to enhance user convenience, and duplicate and

Content for
distance
training (videos)
Advanced (type)

copyrighted content used without permission were removed from the website. In addition, content
related to the prevention of cyber (school) violence provided by the MPOEs, related organizations,
and relevant government offices has been classified and provided on the website.

Basic
(competence)

Korean, social studies, ethics

2019

2020

2021

2019

2021
-

•Teacher training and research (professional counselors and regular pilot schools)
Teacher training can be classified into (a) job training for professional counselors, (b) training for
the consultancy group for school violence prevention education, and (c) training for teachers at
348
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•Status of using content for ethics education, education to prevent cyber violence, and the Doran

8.2 Personal information protection and
information security

Doran platform
[Table 8.1.7] Status of using content for ethics education, education to prevent cyber violence, and the Doran
Doran platform
Websites
Doran Doran
Ethics education and education to
prevent cyber violence

(Unit: piece)

Year

Number of content
resources

Number of views

Number of downloads

2019

2,013

147,523

73,953

2020

2,072

426,574

45,051

2019

1,048

91,733

96,762

2020

1,053

74,733

52,896

Note: The data was based on the statistics from January to July 2020.

8.2.1
Educational institute policies on personal information protection
2019 White Paper

Project overview

•Teacher training and research (professional counselors and regular pilot schools)

The MOE has made efforts to create a safe and reliable environment for the use of personal

In 2020, under the theme “Prevention of cyber violence,” 1,162 schools2) were selected as schools

information by raising the awareness of educational institutes for the need to protect personal

to conduct education to prevent cyber violence. The Cyber Violence Prevention Center, in

information and to further developing their capabilities. In this regard, the MOE introduced

partnership with the School Violence Prevention Center, provided trainings for teachers. In 2020,

measures to manage personal information in order to encourage the institutes to carry out

three schools were designated as pilot schools for Cyber Harmony, and online surveys were

autonomous personal information protection activities. In addition, in order to raise awareness

conducted to analyze the effectiveness and use of Cyber Harmony, which resulted in various

among institutes regarding personal information protection, the MOE has continuously managed

exemplary classes being shared on the Doran Doran platform.

the Information Protection Education Center and provided nationwide education.

•Improvement of the system and the policy on personal information protection
To create an autonomous system for personal information protection, the MOE has evaluated how
educational institutes manage personal information and counted the evaluation result related to
the evaluation of institutes and included it in the university information for disclosure. Further,
the MOE built the personal information protection portal to enable personnel responsible for
personal information protection to communicate with and support institutes.

•Education and promotion of personal information protection
[Table 8.2.1] Status of education and promotion of personal information protection
Category

Goals

Education for the personnel responsible for personal information
protection at educational institutes

Designating and managing the Information Protection Education
Center of the MOE by region in order to provide more educational
opportunities and to overcome temporal and spatial constraints
since 2012

Support for the constantly changing environment of personal
information protection

Conducting annual face-to-face training for new personnel
responsible for personal information, Chief of Privacy Officer
(CPO), and personal information protection managers by region

Provision of more educational opportunities and support for duties Nurturing professional instructors and support groups in terms
related to personal information protection
of personal information protection
2) The schools consist of 537 elementary schools, 451 middle schools, and 174 high schools.
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[Table 8.2.1] Status of education and promotion of personal information protection (continued)
Category

Goals

Production of posters to promote personal information protection
awareness

Increasing personal information management competence and
raising risk awareness

Establishment of the project support system and communication
channels in order for the personnel responsible for personal
information protection to communicate with each other through
the personal information protection portal

developed personalized educational programs, and linked the Information Protection Education
Center—an effort to develop expertise on education on personal information protection.
[Table 8.2.2] Status of education on personal information protection

Creating a culture of personal information protection

Targets

•Operation of systems to inspect personal information leaks
In order to prevent a personal information leak from websites operated by educational institutes,

CPO education

the MOE has developed a system to inspect personal information leaks to perform preventive
inspections. In the case of institutes where a large amount of personal information has been leaked,

Regions

(Unit: person)

Schedule
Apr. 30, 2019 (Tue.)

171

Chungcheong region (Chungnam
National University)

May 17, 2019 (Fri.)

281

Yeongnam region (Pusan National
University)

May 22, 2019 (Wed.)

244

Seoul Metropolitan Area (Korea National
Open University)

Sep. 10, 2019 (Tue.)

207

Information Protection Education Center

From Sep. 28, 2020 (Mon.) to Nov. 30 (Mon.)

Total of participants

the MOE has encouraged institutes in question to take security and corrective measures on their

Participants

Seoul (Seoul National University)

998
1,901

Chungcheong region (Chungnam
National University)

Jun. 10, 2019 (Mon.)

307

Seoul (Seoul National University)

Jun. 18, 2019 (Tue.)

263

Yeongnam region (Pusan National
University)

Jun. 26, 2019 (Wed.)

172

In order to enhance the competencies of educational institutes on managing personal information,

Information Protection Education Center

From Sep. 28, 2020 (Mon.) to Nov. 30 (Mon.)

536

the MOE has designated KERIS as a specialized agency and formed on-site inspection teams

Total of participants

violations, such as safely destroying personal information through on-site consultation.

•Inspection on the status of personal information protection and on-site consultation

consisting of experts from institutes by grade who are trained as personal information protection
support specialists. Accordingly, the MOE has asked universities and affiliated institutions to
conduct self-assessment, in addition to dispatching inspection agencies to conduct on-site
consultations. In order to raise the awareness of educational institutes on personal information
protection, the MPOEs have counted the assessment results of the affiliated institutions in regard
to the evaluation on the institutions and included the results of universities with the disclosed

Education for personnel
responsible for personal
information protection

Education for newly hired
personnel responsible for
personal information
protection
Education for support
groups

Chungcheong region (Chungnam
National University)

1,278
Sep. 18, 2019 (Wed.)

Total of participants

145
145

Daejeon (Chungnam National University)

From Apr. 15, 2019 (Mon.) to Apr. 16 (Fri.)

32

MOE (Sejong)

May 11, 2020 (Mon.)

30

Total of participants

62

Source: KERIS (Oct. 2020)

university information.

Major achievements
The MOE has developed and distributed various project content to eliminate blind spots in terms
of personal information protection and to raise awareness by creating a safe environment for
protecting personal information. In addition, the MOE has distributed the guidance on collecting
personal information and the casebook for personal information protection standards among
educational institutes. Further, in order to respond to the frequent amendments of the Personal
Information Protection Act, the MOE has provided customized education by job and target,
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[Table 8.2.3] Key activities of the ECSC (continued)

8.2.2
2019 White Paper

Establishment and operation of the Ministry of Education Cyber
Security Center

Project overview

Schedule
Feb.

• Amended the operation regulations of the ECSC*

Apr.

• Formed the steering committee of the ECSC

Dec.

• Established the ISP to prepare plans to develop the information protection system for educational institutes

2017

Dec.

• Built the comprehensive security control system for educational institutes
• Formed an on-site inspection team for educational institutes and conducted on-site consultations

2018

Nov.

• Established the operating infrastructure for the comprehensive security control system for educational institutes

Jul.

• Amended all basic guidelines on information security of the MOE**

Nov.

• Distributed and linked the comprehensive security control system for educational institutes with the MPOEs (two
MPOEs)

Apr.

• Expanded the systems to assess the security vulnerability of the website and began developing the portal

Jun.

• Advanced the machine-learning-based security control system for educational institutes

2016

The Ministry of Education Cyber Security Center (ECSC) was built to operate a security control
system to protect the information maintained by educational institutes. The ECSC is being operated
by the Daegu head office and the Sejong branch.

Key activities

2019

2020

Source: MOE, 2019 Plan to carry out the information security project (Jan. 2019), KERIS, 2020 Action plan to protect educational information

[Figure 8.2.1] Security control system of the ECSC

(Jan. 2020)
* Changed to the ECSC

** The MOE’s guidelines on security control were abolished.

Major achievements
•Promotion of the security control system to respond to cyber infringements
It is necessary to actively respond to cyberattacks, such as APT attacks and e-mail hacking that
have been evolving in recent years. In this regard, the ECSC has established a “big data-based
security control system3)” to analyze large-scale threats on information for educational institutes
in order to swiftly and efficiently prevent and respond to the signs of cyberattacks.
[Figure 8.2.2] Diagram of the security control system based on big data platforms
Source: MOE, Plan 2020 to carry out projects to protect information in educational institutes (Jan. 2020)
Note: KERIS is mainly responsible for the system.
* They consist of MOE, 7 affiliated institutes, 17 MPOEs, 396 universities, 22 public institutes, and 4 others.

[Table 8.2.3] Key activities of the ECSC
Schedule

Key activities

Feb.

•Established and operated the ECSD (inside KERIS)

Jul.

•Amended the operation regulations of the ECSC (consigned to KERIS)

2009

Mar.

•Strengthened the security of educational institutes with a 24-hour security control system

2010

Dec.

•Built the real-time security control system (changed from five-minute interval statistical information to
real-time information)

2011

Sep.

•Built a system to respond to the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)

Sep.

•Built an in-depth analysis system for collecting threat-related information

Nov.

•Expanded and operated the systems to assess the security vulnerability of the website

2013

Aug.

•Relocated the ECSC in Daegu

2014

Aug.

•Established the ECSC situation room (inside the Government Complex in Sejong)

2015

Oct.

•Designated as an institute to support the major information and communication infrastructure under the MOE

2008

2012

354

Source: KERIS, Resources of upgrading the ECSC security control system (Dec. 2019)

3) This is a system, built in 2019, that applied big data-based platform technology optimized for large-scale data analysis after utilizing
cyber threat information (country where an attack was launched, attacker IP addresses, detection rules, attack ports, institutional assets,
etc.) collected and detected by educational institutes.
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In addition, in partnership with the MPOEs, the ECSC has built a pilot system that links the security
control system and created an environment to operate a mutual security control system.

[Table 8.2.5] The ECSC’s cyber crisis simulation for educational institutes
Category

Contents
•Ran in the first and second half of each year
•Ran on a total of 22 institutes that wished to participate among national universities, private universities, and

•Emergency recovery support and on-site consultation in case of cyber infringement committed

Cyber Crisis
Simulation

against educational institutes

•Simulation to response to DDoS attacks

The ECSC has formed and operated an on-site inspection team to analyze the causes of
infringements and allow recovery for educational institutes where cyber infringement incidents
take place. In particular, if major systems of educational institutes are seriously attacked, the joint

public institutions in 2019
•Simulation to response to cyberattacks on the computer networks of the website
•Simulation to response to email hacking

Eulji Cyber
Guard Exercise

•Carried out on 77 institutions including MPOEs, national universities, and affiliated organizations in May 2019
•Map training
•Practical training (email hacking, mock infringement)

response system in collaboration with the National Cyber Security Center (NCSC) is put into action.

•Sharing of cyber safety information and heightened cooperation
•Inspection of the website on security vulnerability

The ECSC has cooperated with domestic and foreign private companies to share cyber safety

Educational institutes have conducted self-inspections on their websites by using the “Security

information. This cooperation enables the ECSC to share new information related to security

Vulnerability Self-Assessment System” on the ECSC website, which is a system consisting of 4

attacks, develop the analysis and trend reports on cyber threats by area, and enhance the quality

categories and 20 sub-categories. In addition, the ECSC has conducted an in-depth inspection on

and quantity of the shared information. The ECSC also attends the annual Forum of Incident

the website where hacking incidents occurred or the personal data was leaked. Then it notifies

Response and Security Team (FIRST)4) to promote technical cooperation on technology to respond

educational institutes of the inspection results and confirms their countermeasures.

to global infringement.

[Table 8.2.4] Yearly status of detecting security vulnerability of educational institute websites by type
Number of educational institute exposures to vulnerability
Category

System
management

Program
Security

User
authentication

Bulletin board

Total

(Unit: case)

Average number
of exposures to
vulnerability by
institute

2015

8,706

4,342

842

8

13,898

4.37

2016

7,178

3,336

219

0

10,733

4.08

2017

7,131

4,006

296

13

11,446

3.40

2018

8,501

4,885

327

15

13,728

3.37

2019

9,261

5,271

248

2

14,782

3.21

2020. 06.

1,390

1,408

155

890

3,843

2.39

Total

42,167

23,248

2,087

928

68,430

-

Source: KERIS, Statistics on information protection of educational institutes of Jul. 2020 (May 2020)

•Running cyber crisis simulations
Each year, the ECSC supports educational institutes in running the “Cyber Crisis Simulation” and
in carrying out the “Eulji Cyber Guard Exercise.” As for simulations or exercises, a mock cyberattack
is actually carried out on an educational institute that participates in the simulations, and its
response to the attack and the recovery and report system are inspected.
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4) FIRST is a consultative body of the Computer Emergency Readiness Team to respond to global cyber terror and exchange cyberattack
trends and technical information.
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8.2.3
2019 White Paper

Development and operation of the MOE Education Public Key
Infrastructure Center

[Table 8.2.6] Roles of organizations in the GPKI
Category

Major duties

MOIS
Root Certification
Authority (Root CA)

•Develops a policy for safe, reliable operation of the GPKI
•Carries out certification practices, consigns certification practice responsibilities of Certification Authority
(CA), cancels consignments, and gives notifications
•Checks the status of certification practices to ensure safety and reliability of certification processes

MOE Certification
Authority

•Develops a policy for safe, reliable operation of the MOE GPKI
•Designates and manages the Registration Authority (RA) and checks the operation status
•Carries out certification practices such as certificate issuance, renewal, revocation, and posting of certificate
revocation lists
•Checks the validity of certificates issued by certification centers

RA
/Local Registration
Authority (LRA)

•Accepts application issuance, re-issuance, renewal, abolition of certificates, etc. and checks the identity of
applicants
•Registers and renews the information of subscribers related to issuance, re-issuance, renewal, and abolition
of certificates

Project overview
The public key infrastructure certificate is used to verify the identity of parties when sending and
receiving electronic documents; to prevent document forgery, encryption breaches; and to verify
the identity and access rights of personnel in respective roles. The MOE Education Public Key
Infrastructure Center (EPKIC) provides services of issuing, verifying, and renewing public key

Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)

infrastructure certificates.
[Figure 8.2.4] Establishment of the EPKIC and the progress of the operation
[Figure 8.2.3] System of the Government Public Key Infrastructure of the MOE (MOE GPKI)

Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)

Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)
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[Table 8.2.9] Status of issuing the MOE public key infrastructure certificate

Major achievements

For personal
use

Category

•Development and operation of EPKIC

MOE

[Figure 8.2.5] Diagram of the MOE GPKI

For institutions

For special
purpose

(Unit: piece)

For server

For SSL

Total

2,002

11

76

25

31

2,145

MPOEs

748,193

21,467

8,308

411

520

778,899

Universities

37,910

88

812

185

683

39,678

Public institutions

964

1

1,831

70

43

2,909

University hospitals

47

0

0

0

1

48

789,116

21,567

11,027

691

1,278

823,679

Total
Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)

•Construction and operation of RAs & LRAs (MPOEs, universities, and public institutions)
[Table 8.2.10] Status of building RAs & LRAs
Category
Number of
organizations

(Unit: piece)

MOE

MPOEs

Universities

Public institutions

RA

1

17

1

1

LRA

0

169

436

33

Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)

•Building and operation of the backup center of the MOE GPKI
In order to promptly and accurately recover data and ensure continuity of services in case of faults
Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)

caused by cataclysms and/or disasters, EPKIC established the disaster recovery system and
real-time backup systems. Additionally, EPKIC semiannually runs simulations on disaster recovery

[Table 8.2.7] Development and operation of the MOE GPKI
Type of systems

based on scenarios focused on the possible occurrence of disasters.

Contents

HSM

Manages the digital signature key of the CA

CA

Issues and manages subscriber certificates

•Distribution of the certificate processing program (Standard Security API)

RA

Confirms and registers the identity of subscribers

[Table 8.2.11] Status of distributing the certificate processing program

DS

Posts certificates and certificate revocation list

OCSP

Verifies the status of certificates in real time

Integrated Certification Gateway

Links and manages user organizations and employment information

Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)

Operation of call
centers

Category

MOE

MPOEs

Universities

Public institutions

Total

Number of
distribution cases

17

301

235

42

595

Source: KERIS, (Jun. 2020)

[Table 8.2.8] Monthly status of using the MOE GPKI
Category

(Unit: system)

2011

2012

2013

(Unit: case)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

3,153

6,444

3,781

4,315

3,545

4,226

4,838

4,414

4,386

3,967

Remote access for
fault correction

196

203

191

355

196

308

446

371

268

264

Visit to the website

669,150

797,763

499,239

922,820

757,466

1,524,013

630,847

756,083

844,757

548,983

•Enhancement of the stability of the certification system
EPKIC has carried out a project to strengthen the security of the certification system in order
to ensure the stability of the operation and minimize the possibility of failures caused by obsolete
and/or discontinued equipment.

Source: KERIS (Jun. 2020)
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•Reformation of laws and regulations

8.2.4

EPKIC enacted the Certification Practice Statement and the Certification Practice Guideline to
regulate types of certification practices, methods and procedures related to performance,

2019 White Paper

MOE’s assessment of information protection levels

obligations of subscribers, and other necessary matters.

Project overview

•WebTrust audit for certification services and the improvement

Since 2009, educational institutes have undertaken self-assessments for identifying information

In 2019, EPKIC conducted an audit and improved its functions in accordance with the WebTrust

protection levels in order to proactively remove threats to information security and personal

principles and criteria, thereby improving reliability and achieving the international technical

information and to increase the level of information protection.

standard for certification services. WebTrust is an assurance service that audits the CAs to check
the security policy, physical and administrative environment control, certificate issuance and

[Figure 8.2.6] Background and purpose of assessing the information protection levels of educational institutes

management, and conformity to standards. EPKIC improved the operation and management of
the certification system based on these international standards.

Source: MOE, Explanatory data 2020 on the assessment indicator for information protection for universities

•Development of a system for assessing information protection levels
In order to develop a system for assessing information protection levels, the MOE analyzed the
domestic and foreign assessment systems and the relevant laws5). Then, the MOE examined and
applied: (a) the ISMS and ISMS-P of the Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT); (b) the vulnerability
analysis and evaluation criteria of the key information and communication infrastructure of the
MSIT,; (c) MOIS’s assessment of the status of personal information protection; and (d) the National
Intelligence Service evaluation of the condition of information security management.

5) Electronic Government Act, Framework Act on National Informatization, Act on the Protection of Information and Communications
Infrastructure, Act on Promotion of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Data Protection, etc., Personal Information
Protection Act, National Cyber Security Management Regulation, etc.
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•Progress of the assessment project

[Figure 8.2.9] Group classification of assessing information protection levels

In terms of the assessment of information protection levels at educational institutes, a total of
four projects focused on indicators have been conducted. These projects began in 2009 with an
assessment consisting of 5 items, 14 sectors, and 66 inspection indicators. A system for managing
the assessment of information protection levels was later developed after the launch of the system
for assessing levels (2013), and projects for system improvement (2015, 2017, 2019).
[Figure 8.2.7] System of verifying the assessment of information protection levels of educational institutes

Source: MOE, Assessment guide 2020 for information protection levels of universities

Major achievements
•Promotion of the assessment of information protection levels
[Figure 8.2.10] Average assessment scores achieved by educational (administrative) institutes

(Unit: point, %)

Source: MOE, Explanatory data 2020 on the assessment indicator for information protection for universities

•Detailed assessment indicators and items
[Figure 8.2.8] Integrated configuration of assessment indicators for information protection levels

Source: MOE, Assessment guide 2020 for information protection levels of universities
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Source: MOE, Assessment results of information protection of educational institutes

[Figure 8.2.11] Average assessment scores for the last three years

(Unit: point)

Source: MOE, Assessment result of information protection of educational institutes
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•Briefing session for the assessment of information protection levels and the on-site inspection
The MOE annually holds a briefing session to provide detailed explanations and guidance on
changes to the assessment indicators. The MOE also formed an on-site inspection team consisting
of experienced specialists in educational institutes in order to: (a) properly evaluate the assessment;

(b) improve the policy tailored to the unique circumstances and function of educational institutes;
(c) take professional technical measures; and (d) give advice on current issues. Through doing
so, the MOE has made efforts to strengthen the assessment system for educational institutes and
correct errors. Consisting of security experts6) from educational institutes, the on-site inspection
team has conducted annual discussions on changes to assessment indicators for information
protection levels and has provided education on the latest security trends and on-site inspections
conducted before trainings.

6) Specialists responsible for information security and personal information protection at educational institutions, who have more than 10
years of experience or professional qualifications (doctoral degrees, technical experience, ISMS certification examiner, etc.)
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Chapter 9
Status of international
cooperation and exchange
and EduTech projects

9.1 International cooperation and exchange in ICT in Education
9.2 Status of domestic e-Learning (EduTech) projects

※ The word cloud image was created at www.wordclouds.com.
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9.1 International cooperation and exchange in ICT in Education

9.1 International cooperation and
exchange in ICT in Education

•Support for teacher training projects and ICT infrastructure
2019 White Paper

Since 2005, the MOE, in cooperation with the 17 MPOEs, has carried out a project for inviting
teachers from partner countries and providing them with training in order to support sustainable
educational development in their local settings through the use of ICT in education.

Project overview

[Table 9.1.2] Status of support given to partner countries for ICT in education development
Region

Partner countries

Agreement on partnership

MPOEs with the agreement

As a leading nation ICT country, the MOE of Korea has carried out e-Learning globalization (ODA)

Cambodia

Aug. 10, 2005

Busan Metropolitan Office of Education

projects to provide the vision of future education for the international community and pass on

Laos

Sep. 6, 2005

Chungcheongnam-do Office of Education
(South Chungcheong)

Philippines

Nov. 10, 2005

Jeollabuk-do Office of Education (North Jeolla)

Vietnam

Oct. 10, 2008

Gyeongsangnam-do Office of Education
(South Gyeongsang)

Myanmar

Dec. 13, 2013

Sejong Metropolitan Office of Education

Uzbekistan

May 22, 2005

Sejong Metropolitan Office of Education

Kyrgyzstan

Feb. 20, 2017

Jeollanam-do Office of Education (South Jeolla)

Aug. 15, 2005

Daejeon Metropolitan Office of Education

Oct. 2, 2006

Sejong MetropolitanOffice of Education

Sri Lanka

Oct. 24, 2005

Gwangju Metropolitan Office of Education

Bangladesh

From 2005. Not concluded

Daegu Metropolitan Office of Education

Bhutan

Aug. 20, 2019

Ulsan Metropolitan Office of Education

Africa

Kenya

Dec. 20, 2005

Gangwon-do Office of Education

Europe (CIS)

Moldova

Sep. 21, 2015

Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Office of Education

Guatemala

Jan. 17, 2007

Gyeongsangbuk-do Office of Education
(North Gyeongsang)

Paraguay

Jun. 12, 2012

Chungcheongbuk-do Office of Education
(North Chungcheong)

Nicaragua

Apr. 23, 2015

Gyeonggi-do Office of Education

Colombia

Jan. 18, 2007

Incheon Metropolitan Office of Education

the knowledge and experiences of applying ICT to education in developing countries. With the

Southeast Asia

global interest in Korean distance education growing because of its success in providing distance
education during the COVID-19 pandemic, the MOE, in 2020, will provide online distance training
to pass on its expertise related to conducting distance education.
Central Asia

[Table 9.1.1] Key tasks of the e-Learning globalization projects
Key tasks

Supporting equipment,
giving training for teachers,
cultivating leaders

Ⅰ. Support for partner countries with ICT in education
MPOEs’ invite teachers from partner countries to provide them with training and support for
equipment
Ⅱ. Building and operation of advanced ICT-based pilot classrooms
Installation of Korean-style smart classroom overseas, provision of teacher training, equipment,
and solutions
Ⅲ. APEC e-Learning training
Invitational program educational policy makers from APEC member countries, priding them with
training to develop e-Learning policies

Support for policymakers
and students

EduTech Korea 2020

Mongolia

Contents

Ⅳ. e-Learning international consultation program
Policy technical advice tailored to the unique requests and situation of partner nations

Southwestern
Asia

Central/South
America

Ⅴ. Support for education using Solar Powered Internet Schools (SPIS)
Provision of training for ICT teachers and policy makers from African countries by using
solar-powered classrooms
Total

17 countries

Ⅵ. e-ICON World Contest
A contest hosted for high school students from Korea and abroad to develop educational
applications

Note: Based on June 2020 data

Ⅶ. Forums
Holding of conferences on future education trends and development symposiums with invitation of
educational policy makers from leading and developing countries

Since 2005, the MOE, in cooperation with the 17 MPOEs, has provided e-Learning equipment for

Ⅷ. Fairs
Hosting of an international Edutech fair for introducing excellent educational technology products
and supporting exports from domestic companies

the MOE has annually selected at least two partner countries and has carried out projects to build

partner countries and has supported the construction of the e-Learning infrastructure. Since 2011,
and operate advanced ICT-integrated pilot classrooms.
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[Table 9.1.3] Annual status of building ICT-integrated pilot classrooms

an online distance training was held due to COVID-19. Since 2011, the MOE has annually hosted

Year

Countries

the e-ICON (e-Learning International Contest of Outstanding New Ages) World Contest; in 2020

2011

Indonesia, Colombia, Brunei

2012

Mongolia, Philippines

2013

Cambodia, Azerbaijan

•Hosting of the EduTech Korea 2020 (forum & fair)

2014

Sri Lanka, Paraguay

Since 2006, the MOE, in partnership with relevant Ministries and the Ministry of Commerce,

2015

Vietnam, Uzbekistan

Industry and Energy, has hosted the e-Learning Korea event. From 2020, the name of the event

2016

Peru, Laos

was be changed to EduTech Korea 2020, where the forum and the fair were held. Due to the

2017

Kenya, Nepal

spread of COVID-19, the forum was held in a webinar platform; and the fair was held online.

2018

Myanmar, Rwanda

2019

Bangladesh, Guatemala

Total

the contest was be held online.

•Support for the Solar Powered Internet School Project
19 countries

By carrying out the “SPIS Project,” the MOE is supporting ICT-based teaching-learning activities
in African countries where the electrical infrastructure is unstable. In 2019, the MOE invited

•Project for strengthening the ICT capacities of primary and secondary school students and policy
makers from partner countries

teachers from eight partner countries to Korea and provided them with training to share Korea’s
experience in ICT in education.

The international e-Learning consultation project, carried out by the MOE and KERIS, was initiated
in 2006 as a project to disseminate the achievements of Korea’s ICT policies to partner countries.

[Table 9.1.5] Status of partner countries with the SPIS Project

In 2020, the consultation project was carried out in Uzbekistan under the subject of “provision

Year

of political advice and technical support for the establishment and operation of future education

2013

Ghana, Kenya, Ethiopia

2016

Uganda, Rwanda, Mozambique

2017

Zambia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania

2018

Namibia, Malawi, Botswana

centers.”
[Table 9.1.4] Status of the international e-Learning consultation project
Year

Countries

Contents

2017

Uzbekistan

•Consultation on the development of teacher training module guidelines to increase ICT
competencies of teachers

2018

Cambodia

•Consultation on the establishment of a learning management system and increase in the use of
e-Learning content

Serbia

•Consultation on the establishment and operation of the education technology center
•Establishment of a framework for developing mid- and long-term policies for ICT education in
Serbia and conducting research and projects modeled after KERIS, a Korean educational institute
specialized in ICT education

2019

Total

Countries

12 countries

Major achievements
In 2020, the MOE officially launched the LEAD (Leading Educators for Achieving e-Learning
Development)1) project to fully support e-Learning globalization (ODA) projects.

The APEC e-Learning Training Program is a multilateral educational cooperation project proposed
by the MOE to APEC, and officially approved by APEC. By annually inviting education (e-Learning)
policymakers to Korea, the MOE has disseminated Korea’s best practices in terms of e-Learning
policy and provided solutions to practical problems in educational policy in each country. In 2020,
1) The LEAD project consists of teachers, corporations, and private, public, and academic experts.
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9.2 Status of domestic e-Learning

[Table 9.1.6] LEAD, a group to support e-Learning globalization initiatives
Category

Contents

LEAD Teachers (team)

Serves to enhance experts in partner countries after receiving lectures and advice through the training
program given by the MPOEs

LEAD Professionals (group)
LEAD Innovation (group)

Utilizes domestic EduTech solutions and best practices to implement in the training for teachers from
partner countries to increases the quality of the training and publicize the project

the MOE launched the YouTube channel LEAD TV KOREA. Most of the e-Learning globalization
projects were carried out online in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
[Table 9.1.7] 2020 Plans and changed plans for the e-Learning globalization projects 2020
Project name
Support for ICT
in education in
partner

Support for
equipment and

countries

teacher

Building and

training

operation of
advanced
ICT-based pilot

(Original) plans 2020

•Invitational trainings, local trainings,
site-visits, monitoring, etc.

•Local training in the built high-tech
classrooms

APEC
e-Learning

consultation
policymakers
and students

Support for
education using
the SPIS

e-ICON World
Contest

Forum
EduTech
Korea 2020
Fair
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[Table 9.2.1] Scale of the e-Learning supply market

(Unit: KRW one million, %)

Year

Market scale

Increased amounts compared to
previous year

Increased rate compared to
previous year

2003

1,077,041

-

-

2004

1,298,484

221,443

20.6

2005

1,470,817

172,333

13.3

2006

1,617,797

146,980

10.0

•Online distance trainings, online
performance management, etc.
•Support for equipment for distance
education (training) for teachers in partner
countries (tentative name, K-Edu package)

2007

1,727,057

109,230

6.8

2008

1,870,475

143,418

8.3

2009

2,091,033

220,558

11.8

2010

2,245,833

154,800

7.4

2011

2,451,364

205,531

9.2

2012

2,747,766

296,402

12.1

2013

2,947,083

199,317

7.3

2014

3,214,167

267,084

9.1

2015

3,485,119

270,952

8.4

2016

3,487,574

2,455

0.1

2017

3,699,183

211,609

6.1

2018

3,845,009

145,826

3.9

2019

3,951,593

106,584

•Online distance trainings

•Invitational training three times a year

•Online distance trainings twice a year

•Holding a local working group meeting

•Holding an online working group meetings
and using local experts’ advice

training
International

Domestic e-Learning (EduTech) supply market

Changed plans 2020

classrooms

Support for

2019 White Paper

Provides advice on e-Learning globalization projects and policy

In order to provide trainings for teachers from partner countries amid the COVID-19 pandemic,

Category

(EduTech) projects

•Increasing the number of countries given local
trainings to four countries and inviting
teachers from nine countries to attend
trainings

•Developing content for distance training and
providing online distance training

•Inviting foreign participants and holding the
e-ICON World Contest offline
•Integrating “Maker & S/W Challenge” of the
EduTech Korea Fair in the international
section

•Holding the e-ICON World Contest online
•Separately holding the e-ICON World
Contest due to changes in the way to hold

•Using the names of the e-Learning Korea
event (conference, EduTech fair)
•Inviting foreign speakers and holding offline
events

•Using the names of the EduTech Korea
(forum, fair)
•Holding events in a webinar platform
•Operating a communication support
platform between experts and participants
and providing real-time Q&A solutions

•Holding an online fair
•Separating public and private budgets

•Holding online and offline convergence fairs
•Building an online exhibition hall
•Linking a KOTRA video export conference

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency,

2.8
Survey2)

on e-Learning projects (2019)

2) In the 2019 survey, along with the organized comprehensive concepts (e-Learning refers to learning through electronic means,
information communication, and radio and broadcasting technology. It encompasses EduTech concepts such as teaching and learning,
using technologies such as VR/AR, AI, and IoT.), the survey table was conducted under the name “e-Learning (EduTech) industry survey
table.”
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[Table 9.2.2] Number of e-Learning businesses by sector

Category

2015

Total

2016

(Unit: business, %)

2017

2018

Increase or
decrease rate
compared to
previous year
(%)

2019

1,765

100

1,639

100

1,680

100

1,753

100

1,811

100

58

3.3

Content

411

23.3

392

23.9

408

24.3

412

23.5

431

23.8

19

4.6

Solution

238

13.5

221

13.5

232

13.8

240

13.7

253

14.0

13

5.4

Service

1,116

63.2

1,026

62.6

1,040

61.9

1,101

62.8

1,127

62.2

26

24

Status of domestic e-Learning (EduTech) manpower
[Figure 9.2.1] Number of e-Learning manpower

(Unit: person, %)

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning projects (2019)

[Table 9.2.3] Distribution of e-Learning turnover 2019

(Unit: piece, KRW one million)

Number of businesses
Category

Total turnover
Average turnover

Number of
businesses

Proportion (%)

1,811

100

3,951,593

100

2,182.0

Under KRW 100 million

900

49.7

66,121

1.7

73.5

Between KRW 0.1 and
1 billion

451

24.9

356,191

9.0

789.8

Between KRW 1 and
3 billion

199

11.0

541,326

13.7

2,720.2

Between KRW 3 and
5 billion

121

6.7

543,216

13.7

4,489.4

Between KRW 5 and
10 billion

88

4.9

751,326

19.0

8,537.8

Over KRW 10 billion

52

2.9

1,693,413

42.9

32,565.6

Total

Turnover

Proportion (%)

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning projects (2019)

[Figure 9.2.2] Number of e-Learning manpower by position, composition rate

(Unit: person, %)

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning projects (2019)

[Table 9.2.4] Average e-Learning turnover by representative business

(Unit: piece, KRW one million)

e-Learning turnover 2019
Category

Number of participating
businesses

Average turnover

3,951,593

1,811

2,182.0

Content

751,212

431

1,743.0

Solution

366,216

253

1,447.5

Service

2,834,165

1,127

2,514.8

Turnover
Sub-total

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning projects (2018)

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning projects (2019)
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Domestic e-Learning (EduTech) demand market
[Table 9.2.5] Expenditure on e-Learning demand market

(Unit: KRW one million, %)

Regular educational
institutes

Government/public
institutions

Category

Total

Individuals

Businesses

Amounts

3,860,943

1,813,261

1,569,416

222,647

255,619

100.0

47.0

40.6

5.8

6.6

Proportion

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning project (2019)

[Table 9.2.6] Scale of the e-Learning demand market

(Unit: KRW one million, %)

Category

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Increase &
decrease rate

Total

3,419,819

3,428,665

3,629,870

3,777,241

3,860,943

2.2

Individuals

1,577,820

1,581,560

1,668,192

1,784,824

1,813,261

1.6

Businesses

1,449,796

1,451,360

1,513,983

1,535,444

1,569,416

2.2

Regular educational
institutes

169,494

171,798

199,500

205,624

222,647

8.3

Government/public
institutions

222,709

223,947

248,195

251,349

255,619

1.7

Source: Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy & National IT Industry Promotion Agency, Survey on e-Learning projects (2019)

[Table 9.2.7] Proportion of e-Learning markets by demand characteristics

(Unit: %)

Category

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Increase &
decrease rate
(%)

Individuals

46.1

46.2

46.0

47.3

47.0

-0.3

Businesses

42.4

42.3

41.7

40.6

40.6

0.0

Regular educational
institutes

5.0

5.0

5.5

5.4

5.8

0.4

Government/public
institutions

6.5

6.5

6.8

6.7

6.6

-0.1
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